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Abstract
Many modern software systems are highly configurable. They
embrace variability to increase adaptability and to lower cost. To
implement configurable software, developers often use the C preprocessor (CPP), which is a well-known technique, mainly in industry,
to deal with variability in code. Although many researchers suggest
that preprocessor-based variability amplifies maintenance problems,
there is little to no hard evidence on how actually variability affects
programs and programmers. Specifically, how does variability affect
programmers during maintenance tasks (bug finding in particular)?
How much harder is it to debug a program as variability increases?
How do developers debug programs with variability? In what ways
does variability affect bugs?
In this Ph.D. thesis, I set off to address such issues through
different perspectives using empirical research (based on controlled
experiments) in order to understand quantitatively and qualitatively
the impact of variability on programmers at bug finding and on
buggy programs.
From the program (and bug) perspective, the results show that
variability is ubiquitous. There appears to be no specific nature
of variability bugs that could be exploited. Variability bugs are
not confined to any particular type of bug, error-prone feature,
or location. In addition to introducing an exponential number of
program variants, variability increases the complexity of bugs due
to unintended feature interactions, hidden features, combinations
of layers (code, mapping, model), many function calls, etc.
From the programmer (and bug-finding) perspective, I find that
the time needed for finding bugs increases linearly with variability,
while finding bugs in the first place is relatively independent of
variability. In fact, most developers correctly identify bugs, yet
many fail to identify the exact set of erroneous configurations. I also
observe that developers navigate much more between definitions
and uses of program objects when interleaved with variability.
Overall, this Ph.D. thesis shows that variability complicates the
complexity of bugs and bug finding, but not terribly so. This is
positive and consistent with the existence of highly-configurable
software systems with hundreds, even thousands, of features, testifying that developers in the trenches are able to deal with variability.
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1.1

Chapter 1. Introduction

Context

Nowadays, many software systems are highly configurable. They embrace variability as a need to adapt their products to meet requirements
of various market segments and to extend portability across different
hardware platforms, for example. Highly-configurable systems include both
large industrial product lines [25, 76, 9] and open-source systems. In
some cases, such as the Linux kernel, thousands of configuration options
(features) are used to control the compilation process [11].
Software variability supports the development of such configurable
systems, which can be used to build many related software systems
(program variants), from a common piece of code, by fixing configuration
options as either enabled or disabled. A configuration option controls
whether to include or exclude a certain functionality in a program variant.
Software variability is a cost-effective way to develop and maintain a
variety of related software systems, increasing adaptability and lowering
the cost.
To implement configurable systems, a multitude of technologies can
be used: object-oriented patterns, aspects, domain-specific languages
and code generation, plug-in mechanisms, and so on. Among these, the
conditional compilation directives of the C preprocessor (cpp) are one of
the oldest, the simplest, and the most popular [36, 60, 50] mechanisms in use,
especially in the systems domain. Preprocessor directives, like #ifdef
and #endif, enclose the variable code that can be included or excluded for
different selections of features (configurations).
Although bringing important benefits, (preprocessor-based) variability also comes at a cost. In fact, multiple research indicate that variability
amplifies maintenance problems [84, 59, 80, 64]. For instance, it obfuscates the source code and reduces comprehensibility, making maintenance error-prone and costly. As a consequence, configuration-dependent
bugs (a.k.a., variability bugs) appear [2]. (They will play a predominant
role in this dissertation.) Figure 1.1 illustrates a configurable program
with a bug involving one optional feature. One feature gives rise to
two possible configurations: a program with the assignment statement
(err = -1) in line 6, and a program without it. In general, n features
will give rise to 2n configurations; i.e., 2n program variants (assuming
there are no so-called feature constraints that invalidate certain features
combinations). Programming errors now depend conditionally on the
configurations selected. Importantly, variability errors thus occur only in

1.1. Context
1 int netpoll_setup(void) {
2
int err;
3
int ipv4 = 1;
4
5
#ifdef CONFIG_IPV6
6
err = -1;
7
#endif
8
9
if (ipv4)
10
return err;
11
12
return 0;
13 }

3

// DISABLED
// NOT compiled

// BUG: Uninitialized Variable

Figure 1.1: Example of a variability bug in a configurable program.
particular configurations and not in others. For instance, in our example,
if the feature CONFIG_IPV6 is disabled, the function returns the value of
an uninitialized variable, err, intended originally to hold an error value
in case of unexpected situations. If CONFIG_IPV6 is enabled, then err is
initialized in line 6 and, consequently, there is no uninitialized variable
error. A bug like this one is known as variability bug, since it occurs in
some program variants but not in others [2]. In fact, the error in Fig. 1.1
occurs only whenever we disable CONFIG_IPV6 (which means that the
statement in line 6 is not executed; hence, the variable err, which was
declared and uninitialized in line 2, is never assigned a value. Since the
value of the variable ipv4 is 1 (true) in line 3, the return statement in
line 10 is executed returning the value of the uninitialized variable err).
Despite the widespread adoption of preprocessor-based variability,
there is little to no hard evidence on how variability affects programs and
programmers. We lack empirical studies and tools to better understand
the effect of variability and to efficient analyze all program variants,
respectively. Specifically, how does variability affect programmers during
maintenance tasks (bug finding in particular)? How much harder is it
to debug a program as variability increases? How do developers debug
programs with variability? In what ways does variability affect bugs?
Are variability bugs limited to specific type of bugs, features, or locations
in the code base?
In this Ph.D. thesis, I set off to address such issues through different
perspectives using empirical research (based on controlled experiments)
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in order to understand quantitatively and qualitatively the impact of
variability on buggy programs and on programmers at bug finding.
From the program (and bug) perspective, I observe that variability is
ubiquitous. There appears to be no specific nature of variability bugs that
could be exploited. Variability bugs are not confined to any particular
type of bug, error-prone feature, or location. In addition to introducing
an exponential number of variants, variability increases the complexity
of bugs due to unintended feature interactions, hidden features, combinations of layers (code, mapping, model) involving different languages
(e.g., C, cpp, Kconfig for Linux), many function calls, etc.
From the programmer (and bug-finding) perspective, I find that the
time needed for finding bugs increases linearly with the number of features, while finding bugs in the first place is relatively independent of
variability. In fact, most developers correctly identify bugs in programs
with variability, yet many fail to identify the exact set of erroneous configurations. This is consistent with earlier hypotheses that programmers
introduce errors because it is difficult to reason about all configurations.
I also observe that developers navigate much more between definitions
and uses of program objects when interleaved with variability.
Finally, I discuss a variability-aware solution, called rewriting variability, that enables single-program analysis tools, which do not handle
variability by design, to detect successfully and efficiently (variability)
bugs in configurable programs.
Overall, this Ph.D. thesis shows that variability complicates the complexity of bugs and bug finding, but not dramatically so. This is positive
and consistent with the existence of highly-configurable software systems
with hundreds, even thousands, of features, testifying that developers in
the trenches are able to deal with variability.

1.2

Contributions

This dissertation makes the following main contributions:
• Understanding the impact of variability in terms of the time and accuracy
of bug finding in highly-configurable systems (Section 3.1). This study
consists of a controlled experiment with N=69 participants to quantify the impact of variability on debugging of preprocessor-based
programs. I measure speed and precision for bug finding tasks

1.3. List of Publications
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defined at three different degrees of variability on several subject
programs derived from real systems.
• Providing the first study of variability debugging using eye tracking
(Section 3.2). This study describes an eye-tracking experiment with
follow-up interviews to investigate more precisely how developers
approach and debug programs in presence of variability. I ask
developers to debug programs with and without variability, while
recording their eye movements using an eye tracker.
• Identification and in-depth analysis of 98 bugs from four highlyconfigurable software systems: Linux, Apache, BusyBox, and Marlin
(Section 4.1). These bugs consist of a wide variety of actual variability errors in configurable software. This study includes an in-depth
analysis and presentation for non-experts, resulting in the Variability
Bug Database (VBDb).1
• Automated analysis and classification of 400,000 configuration-dependent
warnings in the Linux kernel (Section 4.2). This study analyzes more
than 20 thousand valid and distinct random configurations, resulting in a total of 400,000 configuration-dependent warnings. Based
on this corpus, I provide insights in the distribution of warning
types and the location of the warnings.
• A variability-aware technique, rewriting variability, that enables off-theshelf single-program analysis tools to effective and efficient find a wide
class of variability bugs in configurable software (Section 5.1). This
technique relies on a series of variability-related transformation
rules that translate configurable programs into single programs by
replacing compile-time variability with run-time variability (nondeterminism).

1.3

List of Publications

Here is the list of the research papers that this Ph.D. dissertation is based
upon. Notice that all published research papers were peer-reviewed.
Paper 1A How Does the Degree of Variability Affect Bug Finding?
Jean Melo, Claus Brabrand, and Andrzej Wasowski.
˛
1 http://VBDb.itu.dk
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In Proceedings of the 38th International Conference on Software Engineering (ICSE), pages 679–690, 2016.
Paper 1B Variability through the Eyes of the Programmer.
Jean Melo, Fabricio Batista Narcizo, Dan Witzner Hansen,
Claus Brabrand, and Andrzej Wasowski.
˛
In Proceedings of the 25th International Conference on Program Comprehension (ICPC), pages 34–44, 2017.
Paper 2A Variability Bugs in Highly-Configurable Systems: A Qualitative
Analysis.
Iago Abal, Jean Melo, Stefan Stanciulescu, Claus Brabrand,
Márcio Ribeiro, and Andrzej Wasowski.
˛
Accepted for publication in the ACM Transactions on Software
Engineering and Methodology (TOSEM).
Paper 2B A Quantitative Analysis of Variability Warnings in Linux.
Jean Melo, Elvis Flesborg, Claus Brabrand and Andrzej Wa˛
sowski.
In Proceedings of the 10th International Workshop on Variability Modelling of Software-intensive Systems (VaMoS), pages
3–8, 2016.
Paper 3A Effective Analysis of C Programs by Rewriting Variability.
Alexandru F. Iosif-Lazar, Jean Melo, Aleksandar S. Dimovski,
Claus Brabrand and Andrzej Wasowski.
˛
In The Art, Science, and Engineering of Programming Journal
(Programming), Vol. 1(1): 1-25, 2017.

1.4

Outline

The dissertation is organized as follows:
• Chapter 2 states the three problems, including research questions,
that are addressed in this PhD dissertation.
• Chapter 3 describes two controlled experiments in order to understand the impact of variability on bug finding, and how programmers debug with preprocessor annotations.

1.4. Outline
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• Chapter 4 presents a qualitative study of 98 variability bugs in
four highly-configurable systems: Linux, Apache, BusyBox, and
Marlin; as well as a quantitative analysis of configuration-dependent
warnings in Linux.
• Chapter 5 describes the proposed rewriting variability technique for
lifting conventional single-program analysis tools to find variability
bugs, followed by an evaluation.
• Chapter 6 reviews state-of-the-art related work.
• Chapter 7 provides a sketch of one possible solution for helping
developers reason about multiple configurations.
• Chapter 8 draws my final conclusions, summarizes the contributions of this PhD thesis, and provides directions for future work.

Chapter 2

Problem Definition
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Perspective

Program

Perspective

Programmer

Problem

P1:
Q1:
T1:

P2:
Q2:
T2:

Space
– Quadrant 1 –
No hard evidence on how variability affects programmers.
How does variability affect programmers on bug finding?
Variability increases linearly the
bug-finding time and makes it difficult to identify the erroneous configurations.
– Quadrant 2 –
Lack of evidence on how variability
affects bugs.
How does variability affect bugs?
Variability increases the complexity
of bugs; and these (variability) bugs
are not confined to any type of bug,
feature, or location.

Solution

Space
– Quadrant 4 –
P4: Programmers fail to reason about
configurations.
Q4: How to support programmers to
reason about configurations?
T4: Beyond the scope of this dissertation.
(Chapter 7 provides a
sketch of one possible solution.)
– Quadrant 3 –
P3: Infeasible to lift all program analyses to deal with variability.
Q3: How to lift conventional analysis
tools to find variability bugs?
T3: Rewriting variability enables singleprogram analysis tools to find bugs
in highly-configurable systems.

Table 2.1: Overview of the research Problems, Questions, and Theses.
This chapter scopes the research problems on variability challenges and
solutions for programs and programmers that I focus on this dissertation.
Table 2.1 presents an overview of the research problems, questions,
and theses that I am interested in. I investigate variability from the
problem and solution space (columns) in combination with the programmer and program perspective (rows). Each quadrant consists of a triple
( P, Q, T ) where P stands for Problem, Q for research Question, and T for
Thesis. Notice that Quadrant 4 is beyond the scope of this Ph.D. thesis.
However, I enumerate its (deliberately open) research problem like for
the others and, in Chapter 7, I provide a sketch of one possible solution
that might help developers reason about configurations by providing a
simplified program with a variability skeleton for a given program point.
In the following, I detail each quadrant element ( P, Q, T ), beginning
with the problems:
P1 [problem space, programmer perspective] – No hard evidence on
how variability affects programmers on bug finding. Recent literature is riddled with unsubstantiated claims indicating that variability
increases complexity and makes reasoning about programs more
difficult. I list a few examples: “bug-finding is a time-consuming and
tedious task in the presence of variability” [80]; “managing variability can
become complex” [91]; “variability specifications and realizations tend to
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erode in the sense that they become overly complex” [98]; “understandability
and maintainability may be negatively affected” [40]. However, there is
little to no hard evidence for these claims. Specifically, how does
variability affect programmers during maintenance tasks (bug finding in particular)? To what extent does variability affect quality of
debugging? How much harder is it to debug a program as variability
increases? How do developers debug programs with variability?
Do developers consider all execution paths (configurations) when
debugging programs with variability?
P2 [problem space, program perspective] – Lack of studies for understanding the complexity and nature of variability bugs. Little effort
has been put into understanding what kind of bugs appear in highlyconfigurable systems, and what are their variability characteristics.
Variability is an essential aspect of highly-configurable systems, from
which understanding it would help to ground research on variabilitysensitive analyses. It would also inspire the creation of programmer
support and bug finding tools, contributing to more effective debugging and, ultimately, fewer bugs in highly-configurable systems.
Specifically, in what ways does variability affect bugs? Are variability
bugs limited to specific type of bugs, features, or locations in the code
base?
P3 [solution space, program perspective] – It is infeasible to lift every single conventional program analysis and bug finding tools
to deal with variability. Analyzing highly-configurable systems is
challenging, since the number of configurations is exponential in
the amount of features. This mean that to brute force all variants
individually using conventional single-program analysis tools is impractical. However, most of the modern analysis tools are built to
analyze one program and thus cannot cope with variability. Recently,
a handful of variability-aware analysis tools have been developed
such as syntax checking [1, 39], type checking [51, 20], and static
analysis [14, 13], to find bugs directly in configurable systems. But,
often, these variability-aware tools are rare, experimental, and not
fast enough to extensively scan the long history of real software
systems like Linux. In general, it is very difficult and infeasible to
re-implement all sorts of analyses, which already exist for decades
in single-program analysis tools, in a variability-aware manner. In
other words, the question is: how to make conventional analysis tools
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detect bugs in highly-configurable systems, without reinventing the
wheel?
P4 [solution space, programmer perspective] – Difficulty of reasoning about the configuration space (all variants) when debugging.
Highly-configurable systems include both large industrial product
lines and open-source systems, such as the Linux kernel with thousands of features. Debugging such systems requires understanding
the combinations of features, which indeed becomes difficult fast
(cf. Paper 1A). For instance, as little as 33 independent features yield
more possible program variants than there are people on the planet.
Thus, debugging in this context is notoriously hard for programmers.
In fact, I observe that the time to find a bug increases linearly with the
number of features and that most developers fail to correctly identify
the exact set of erroneous configurations (cf. Paper 1A). But, how to
support programmers to correctly reason about all configurations?
How to make programmers aware of the variability context when
they are modifying or understanding a variable program? These are
open research questions which are beyond the scope of this dissertation. I refer to Chapter 7 where I sketch one possible solution to
these questions.

2.1

Research Questions and Goals

This thesis aims to tackle the following (deliberately broad) research
question:
How does variability affect software maintainability?
In this context, software maintainability refers to corrective maintenance,
according to Lientz’s and Swanson’s terminology [61]. Corrective maintenance is the activity of diagnosing and fixing errors in a software
system.
In the following, I define detailed questions based on three highlevel goals to address this overall research question. The research goals
comprise two distinct perspectives on software variability: one of which
focuses on bug finding from the programmer standpoint, and the other
two goals are concerned with bugs (program artifacts). Note that the
three goals correspond to the three questions (Q’s) in Table 2.1.

2.2. Theses
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Goal 1 Understand how variability affects programmers on bug finding.
(Programmer Perspective)
Q1 How does variability affect programmers on bug finding?
Goal 2 Investigate characteristics and identify bugs caused by variability
of real highly-configurable systems. (Program Perspective)
Q2 How does variability affect bugs?
Goal 3 Explore conventional program analysis tools and propose a technique to make them find bugs in presence of variability. (Program
Perspective)
Q3 How to lift single-program analysis tools to find variability
bugs?
The ultimate goal is to understand how variability impacts programmers
on bug-finding and programs on bugs. In addition, based on the detailed
findings, the objective is also to inspire the creation of programmer support tools addressing the challenges faced by developers when reasoning
about configurations, and to lift single-program analysis tools to find
variability bugs, contributing to more effective debugging and, ultimately,
fewer bugs in highly-configurable systems.

2.2

Theses

Corresponding to the research questions, I elaborate the following theses:
T1 The time needed for finding bugs appears to increase linearly with the
number of features, while effectiveness of finding bugs is relatively
independent of variability. However, identifying the exact set of
erroneous configurations is difficult, already for a low number of
features. Variability also increases the number of gaze transitions (eye
movements) between definition-usages for variables and call-returns
for methods.
T2 Variability is ubiquitous. There appears to be no specific nature
of variability bugs that could be exploited. Variability bugs are not
confined to any particular type of bug, error-prone feature, or location.
Variability also increases the complexity of bugs due to unintended
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feature interactions, hidden features, combinations of layers (code,
mapping, model) involving different languages (e.g., C, cpp, Kconfig
for Linux), many function calls, etc.
T3 Conventional program analysis tools, which do not handle variability, are able to effectively and efficiently find bugs in configurable
programs by rewriting variability. Rewriting variability appears to be
a cost-efficient solution to lifting program analyses.
In summary, this Ph.D. thesis shows that:
Variability complicates bug finding and bug complexity, but not
terribly so. Also, by rewriting the variability in the source code,
off-the-shelf single-program analysis tools are able to detect successfully and efficiently variability bugs.

Chapter 3

Variability Challenges for Programmers
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This chapter gives an overview of the results from the two publications
dedicated to my first research question (Q1), as described in Chapter 2.
Here, I provide evidence related to the problem-programmer quadrant,
as highlighted in Table 3.1, by summarizing the publication contributions
to Goal 1 and Q1. The first quadrant is about the intersection between
problem space and programmer perspective. That is, it regards the
problems of variability on bug finding from the programmer point of
view. In the following, I describe Paper 1A and Paper 1B, which gather
evidence on this matter.

Perspective

Program

Perspective

Programmer

Problem

P1:
Q1:
T1:

P2:
Q2:
T2:

Space
– Quadrant 1 –
No hard evidence on how variability affects programmers.
How does variability affect programmers on bug finding?
Variability increases the bugfinding time and makes it difficult
to identify the erroneous configurations.
– Quadrant 2 –
Lack of evidence on how variability
affects bugs.
How does variability affect bugs?
Variability increases the complexity
of bugs; and these (variability) bugs
are not confined to any type of bug,
feature, or location.

Solution

Space
– Quadrant 4 –
P4: Programmers fail to reason about
configurations.
Q4: How to support programmers to
reason about configurations?
T4: Beyond the scope of this dissertation.
(Chapter 7 provides a
sketch of one possible solution.)
– Quadrant 3 –
P3: Infeasible to lift all program analyses to deal with variability.
Q3: How to lift conventional analysis
tools to find variability bugs?
T3: Rewriting variability enables singleprogram analysis tools to find bugs
in highly-configurable systems.

Table 3.1: Research problem, question, and thesis of the Quadrant 1.

3.1

How Does the Degree of Variability Affect Bug Finding?
(Paper 1A)

Summary
This paper investigates the impact of variability on bug finding from
the developer standpoint. Although software projects embrace variability to increase adaptability and to lower cost, many researchers and
practitioners blame variability for increasing complexity and making
reasoning about programs more difficult. However, there is little to no
hard evidence on how exactly variability affects maintenance tasks, bug

3.1. How Does the Degree of Variability Affect Bug Finding? (Paper 1A)

(a) Zero features (NO).

(b) One feature (LO).
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(c) Three features (HI).

Figure 3.1: A program with an uninitiliazed variable error with progressively increasing degrees of variability.
finding in particular. I therefore carry out a controlled experiment with
N=69 participants to quantify the impact of variability on debugging of
preprocessor-based programs. I measure speed and precision for bug
finding tasks defined at three different degrees of variability on several
subject programs derived from real systems.
The results indicate that the speed of bug finding appears to decrease
linearly with the degree of variability, while effectiveness of finding
bugs is relatively independent of the degree of variability. Additionally,
identifying the set of configurations in which the bug manifests itself is
difficult already for a low degree of variability. Surprisingly, identifying
the exact set of affected configurations appears to be harder than finding
the bug in the first place. The difficulty in reasoning about several
configurations is a likely reason why the variability bugs are actually
introduced in configurable programs in the first place.

Context & Motivation
The C preprocessor (cpp) is one of the oldest, the simplest, and the most
popular [36, 60, 50] mechanisms in use to handle variability at the code
level. For this reason, I consider preprocessor-based variability (a.k.a.
#ifdefs) in this study.
Figure 3.1 illustrates how the task of debugging becomes more complex as the number of features increase. This code example is extracted
from the Netpoll module of the Linux kernel, slightly adapted to Java
syntax using coloured lines instead of preprocessor [50]. The original
function, called netpoll_setup in C, contains variability and is used to
initialize the module. It is about 100 lines long and involves one optional
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feature. Historic versions of the function, contained an error.1 If the feature is disabled, the function returns the value of an uninitialized variable,
err, intended to hold an error value in case of unexpected situations.
Figure 3.1a shows a version of the bug as a conventional program
without variability. It is fairly easy to establish that the function returns
the value of an uninitialized variable in line 10. (In line 6, the variable
flag is assigned false which means that the conditional statement in
line 8 is not executed; hence, the variable err which was declared and
uninitialized in line 2, is never assigned a value. Now, since the value
of the variable ipv4 is true (line 3), the conditional statement in line 10
returns the value of the uninitialized variable err.)
Figure 3.1b contains the same program, but now involving one feature
shown in light gray background color (line 6). A feature, such as light
gray in this example, can be configured either as enabled or disabled. Features are used in compile-time conditional directives (#ifdefs) to control
whether to include or exclude code fragments in a program. Obviously,
a feature thus gives rise to two possible configurations: a program with
the light gray statement, and a program without it. In general, n features
will give rise to 2n configurations; i.e., 2n program variants. Now, bugs
conditionally depend on configurations. That is, they become variability
bugs (i.e., bugs that occur in some configurations and not in others). In
fact, the error in Figure 3.1b occurs only whenever the light gray feature
is enabled.
Figure 3.1c shows the same programs as before, but now with three
features: light gray, gray, and dark gray. The three features yield eight
configurations. (Here, I assume that there is no feature constraints for
simplicity.) In debugging the program, the developer must somehow
consider all configurations. Combinatorial problems are difficult for
humans. Indeed, for our program in Figure 3.1c, the error now occurs in
exactly three (out of eight) configurations.
But, how are maintenance tasks (bug finding in particular) affected
by variability? How much harder is it to debug a program as variability
increases? Does variability affect speed or also quality of debugging?
In this paper, I set off to understand such issues using a controlled
experiment designed to quantify the impact of the degree of variability
on program code on bug finding.
1 http://git.kernel.org/cgit/linux/kernel/git/stable/linux-stable.git/commit/

?id=e39363a9def53dd4086be107dc8b3ebca09f045d

3.1. How Does the Degree of Variability Affect Bug Finding? (Paper 1A)
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Method
In the experiment I use simplifications of real bugs extracted from Linux,
BusyBox, and BestLap. Given a program and a degree of variability, I
ask the participants to debug the programs. In other words, I perform a
range of classic “find the bug” experiments [72] and measure the time and
accuracy of the bug-finding task. I settled on using three distinct degrees
of variability. Let F denote the set of features (conditional compilation
symbols used in a program). First, to establish a baseline, I consider
programs with no variability (degree NO, F = ∆). Then, I consider
programs that use one feature (degree LO, |F | = 1) and programs with
three features (degree HI, |F | = 3). The number of configurations grows
from one for degree NO programs, two for LO programs, to eight for
HI. This should make any performance differences manifest themselves
clearly. Even though it would be interesting to study higher degrees, the
limitation to three features has one important advantage: it leaves us with
programs sufficiently small to be used in a time-delimited controlled
experiment. Lastly, I measure the time for them to find the bug, the
number of correct vs incorrect identifications of bugs, and whether they
can pinpoint the exact set of erroneous configurations.
I derive programs of lower degrees by taking an erroneous program
with three features and appropriately fix features as either enabled or
disabled retaining the original error (cf. Paper 1A). I thus obtain three
versions of each program: “NO”, “LO”, and “HI” (much like in Fig. 3.1).
I ran the experiment with N=69 participants: 31 M.Sc. students,
32 Ph.D. students and 6 post-docs from three Danish universities: IT
University of Copenhagen (ITU), University of Copenhagen (KU), and
Technical University of Denmark (DTU).

Results
In this paper, I make eight observations addressing two research
questions—the impact of variability on the time and accuracy of bug
finding. Here, I detail five main observations. I refer to Paper 1A for
more details (including a few more observations).
Observation 1: Mean bug-finding time appears to increase linearly with the degree of variability.
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Figure 3.2: Mean bug-finding time (along the y-axis in minutes) as a
function of the degree of variability (x-axis).
Figure 3.2 plots the mean bug-finding times (in minutes, along the y-axis)
for each of our three benchmark programs. Each dot depicts the mean
time to find the bug, for a particular program (P1, P2 and P3), for a
particular degree of variability, i.e., NO (|F | = 0), LO (|F | = 1), and HI
(|F | = 3). For instance, the fastest mean bug-finding time is about 3 12
minutes (for program P1 with NO variability), whereas the slowest mean
bug-finding time is a bit less than 10 minutes (for program P3 with a HI
variability degree of |F | = 3). For each program, I fit a regression line to
its respective points. The lines suggests that the mean bug-finding time
increases linearly with the degree of variability. According to an ANOVA
test, the difference between bug-finding times for distinct degrees of
variability is statistically significant, with p-value = 2.0 ⇥ 10 8 . Also
bug-finding time is a linear function of programs and degrees, with
p-value = 3.6 ⇥ 10 9 , by F-test for regression.
Recall that the number of variant programs to be considered by a
participant grows exponentially with the degree of variability (i.e., |K | =
2|F| ). Clearly, a developer has to somehow consider each of the 2|F|
variants in order to make an accurate diagnosis of the bug. After all,
each of the variants may or may not harbour a bug. One might then, in
fact, suspect that bug-finding time ought to increase exponentially with
the degree of variability.
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The post-treatment interviews provide qualitative insights into how
the participants approached the problem and what difficulties they faced
in understanding programs with a HI variability degree. The participants
agree that finding bugs in the NO programs, so without variability, required less effort than in programs with HI degree of variability. One
participant explains:
“I tried to keep all different paths in mind, but it was especially
difficult with multiple colors [HI].”
Along the same lines, another participant says:
“With more variability [HI] you need to build up exponentially more
traces in your head.”
The participants analyze programs as one unit despite variability. They
do not split the task into analysis of exponentially many independent
programs, one variant at a time. An unconscious use of brute force would
yield a 2|F| factor slow down in overall bug-finding time.
Hick’s Law [44] from psychology, based on so-called choice-reactiontime experiments, explains that the amount of time for a human response
increases logarithmically with the number of possible choices. Compared
to a baseline program with NO variability, programs with higher degrees
of variability involve exponentially more choices to be made. Obviously,
composing an exponential function with a logarithmic one yields a linear
function. We thus hypothesize that the seemingly linear increase in
bug-finding time, in spite of the exponential blow up, can be attributed
to Hick’s Law.
In summary, the first observation indicates that an increase in variability (e.g., by adding features) complicates bug finding, but not dramatically and not prohibitively so. This is a very positive finding, that
is consistent with existence of software products with hundreds, even
thousands, of features, testifying that developers in the trenches are able
to deal with variability.
Observation 2: The variance of bug-finding time appears to be
amplified by the degree of variability.
Figure 3.3 shows the distribution of bug-finding times for each program
and variability degree. Each box encapsulates the middle 50% data
points. The lower and upper limit of the box respectively represent the
lower and upper quartiles (the 25% and 75% percentiles). The upper and
lower whiskers represent the data above and below the middle half of
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Figure 3.3: The distribution of bug-finding time.
the data. The horizontal line within the box draws up the median of the
data points. Finally, the circles above the boxes visualize outliers. For
instance, for program P3 (the three rightmost boxes), the middle half of
the participants spent between 3 13 and 5 minutes to find the bug with NO
variability, whereas, for HI variability, the middle half spent from about 7
to 10 12 minutes. Again, considering only participants that found the bug
yields a similar diagram, consistent with the above.
Amplification of variance is a predictable consequence of our first
finding. For the variance of a stochastic variable, X, multiplied by a
constant factor, c (depending on the degree of variability), we have that:
Var(c X ) = c2 Var( X ).
In popular terms, this observation means that differences in bugfinding competences are amplified when working with variability. Ultimately, this may mean that getting talented developers on such projects
is important.
Observation 3: Most developers correctly identify bugs in programs regardless of the degree of variability.
Figure 3.4 shows what percentage of developers were able to find the
bugs correctly. The incorrect answers are black, and the correct ones are
gray. The data is presented for each degree of variability separately. The
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Figure 3.4: Ratio of incorrectly vs. correctly identifying a bug.
frequency of incorrect answers is consistently low, with around a fifth
being the incorrect answers. For programs with NO variability, 16% of
subjects (11 out of 69) did not find the bug. Even for the HI variability
programs, only 22% of the subjects (15 out of 69) answered incorrectly.
Generally, developers seem to be good at finding bugs in programs—
and in programs with variability (at least, up to three features). Interestingly, more than half (38 out of 69) of the participants correctly identified
the bug in all three tasks. On average, disregarding the variability degrees, 79% of the participants were able to correctly find the bug. All in
all, I conclude that the ability to find bugs in programs seems not to be
significantly affected by the degree of variability (at least for |F |  3).
Observation 4: Many developers fail to exactly identify the set of
erroneous configurations, already for a low degree of variability.
Let us now look a little closer at accuracy and split the correct answers in
two categories. If the participant got the set of erroneous configurations
exactly right, I classify her answer as fully correct. Similarly, I classify
answers as partially correct, if the developer has correctly identified the
bug, but failed to correctly specify the set of configurations in which
the error occurred (missing some configurations or listing too many). I
ignore incorrectly identified bugs for this part of the analysis, as it is hard
to interpret the identification of configurations for them. For instance,
program P3 with HI variability, contains an assertion error that occurs
in two (out of eight) configurations. For this task, some participants
found only one of the erroneous configurations and others listed extra
configurations for which the error does not occur. Figure 3.5 presents
the numbers of fully and partially correct answers at different degrees of
variability.
Obviously, partial correctness does not make sense for programs
without variability (for NO we have only one possible configuration).
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Figure 3.5: Ratio of partially correctly vs. fully correctly identifying a bug.
Already for LO variability (one feature), notice that the number of partially
correct answers quickly rises to 17% (9 out of 52). For HI variability, this
number escalates to almost 40% (20 out of 54).
Identifying the exact set of erroneous configurations seems to become difficult already for |F | = 3 (HI variability). Doing this requires
understanding the combinations of features that enable the incriminated
execution paths—a form combinatorial reasoning, which apparently becomes difficult fast. Such problems are notoriously hard for humans. For
realistic systems, where a feature model additionally shapes the set of
legal configurations, this task would presumably be even harder (as one
needs to reason about feature model constraints, in addition).
From prior qualitative studies [2, 64], it is known that programming
errors related to variability appear due to inability of programmers to
correctly reason about all variations of the program that they are modifying. Those findings are consistent with the above: it is plausible that
developers mis-identify the sets of configurations during programming
tasks and during debugging tasks for the same reasons. To the best of
my knowledge, this study presents the first quantitative confirmation
that indeed reasoning about multiple configurations is a challenge, even
for relatively small sets.
Observation 5: For higher degrees of variability, it appears to be
more difficult to correctly identify the set of erroneous configurations
than to find the bug in the first place.
For HI variability, 22% (15 out of 69) participants did not find the bug
(see Figure 3.4). Among the ones that did, a staggering 37% (20 out of
54) erred on set of erroneous configurations (cf. Figure 3.5).
Although the participants were only asked to find the bugs, not (also)
fix them, I find that these results are consistent with studies of creating
and fixing bugs. Yin and coauthors report that in general bug fixers “may
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forget to fix all the buggy regions with the same root cause.” [97]. Another
study also reports that bugs are introduced because the programmers
do not realize the complexity of all the configurations in which their
code will run [2]. This is also confirmed by another interview study that
many developers only check a few configurations of the source code in
practice [64].

Contributions
This paper contributes to Goal 1, which aims to understand how variability affects programmers on bug finding. Research question Q1 asks
for the impact of variability on debugging. Responding to this question,
the results of this paper show that bug-finding time appears to increase
linearly with the degree of variability. This conclusion is both positive
and negative. An increase in variability complicates bug finding (negative), but not dramatically so (positive) – if developers reasoned about
each of the variants separately I would have observed an exponential,
not linear, growth. The practical implication is that it is beneficial to
introduce variation points into programs from the debugging perspective:
It is beneficial to pay a linear price for bug finding, if the alternative is to
maintain a super-linear set of variants (at least up to three variations in a
file). However, there might be benefits in selecting designs (architectures
and algorithms) that require less variability, if possible.
Somewhat expectedly, the variance in bug-finding time is amplified
by variability. In other words, differences in bug-finding competences of
developers appear to be amplified when working on software projects
with variability. Getting talented developers for such projects might be
important.
I also find that most participants correctly identify bugs in programs
with accuracy regardless of the degree of variability. However, developers
often fail to exactly identify the set of erroneous configurations (in which
the bug manifests itself), and this happens already for a rather low
number of features, and gets worse when variability increases. Clearly,
reasoning about multiple configurations is a challenge. This is consistent
with earlier qualitative indications that variability bugs appear, when
developers unintentionally ignore an execution that is enabled by an
unexpected (for them) configuration of features [2, 64].
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(a) Without variability.

(b) With variability.

Figure 3.6: Program P without and with variability.

3.2

Variability through the Eyes of the Programmer (Paper 1B)

Summary
In my previous paper (Paper 1A), I investigate the impact of variability
on bug finding in terms of time and accuracy. However, I focus only
on quantitative aspects of debugging, and not on how developers debug
programs with variability. Additionally, little is known about the cognitive process of debugging programs with variability. Thus, to better
account for the effect of variability on debugging, I carry out a follow-up
eye-tracking experiment to understand how developers debug programs
with variability. I ask developers to debug programs with and without
variability, while recording their eye movements using an eye tracker.
The results indicate, not surprisingly, that debugging time increases
for code fragments containing variability. Interestingly, debugging time
also seems to increase for code fragments without variability in the
proximity of fragments that do contain variability. The presence of
variability correlates with an increase in the number of gaze transitions
between definitions and usages for fields and call-returns for methods.
Variability also appears to prolong the “initial scan” of the entire program
that most developers initiate debugging with.
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Context & Motivation
Configurable software systems are challenging for developers because
code fragments may be conditionally included or excluded depending
on whether particular features are enabled or disabled. This means that
developers need to reason about several different configurations (versions
of the program), each with different data- and control-flow in order to
understand a program with variability. This impacts debugging. In
programs with variability, some errors occur conditionally, only in certain
erroneous configurations (i.e., when certain combinations of features are
enabled/disabled).
Previous studies have demonstrated that debugging is overall difficult
and time consuming in the presence of variability (e.g., Paper 1A and
[80]). In this paper, I use eye tracking to study more precisely how developers debug programs with variability. I compare how the developers
look at a program with variability against a version of it without variability
(as a baseline).
Figure 3.6 presents a code scenario extracted from BusyBox which is
an open-source highly-configurable system with about 600 features that
provides several essential Unix tools in a single executable file. We have
adapted the extracted example from C to Java to widen the audience of
potential participants for the experiment.
Figure 3.6a shows the version of this program without variability
derived from the original version with variability shown in Fig. 3.6b.
The program in Figure 3.6a contains an error in line 18 where evaluation of the expression subject.isEmpty() causes a null-pointer exception because subject has the value null. The entry point main calls
handleIncoming in line 37 which, in turn, calls sendHeaders in line 27.
This method then skips past the statements in lines 14–16 because the
variable LARGE_FORMAT has the value false (line 8). Hence, when we
reach line 18, the variable subject has never been assigned a proper
value aside from its initialization to null in line 4.
Figure 3.6b depicts the original version of the program with variability. Notice that the program now contains three so-called features: LFS,
AUTH, and CGI (names abbreviated). Each of these three features can be
designated as either enabled or disabled. Features are used in conditional
compilation directives (#ifdefs), which control whether to include or
exclude code before compilation, depending on whether features are enabled or disabled. For instance, the fragment in lines 14–16 (wrapped in
an #ifdef and #endif in lines 13 and 17) is to be included in the code
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if LFS is enabled; and excluded if LFS is disabled. Since n features yield
2n distinct configurations, our variability program with three features
then comes in eight (23 ) distinct configurations, each corresponding to a
different version of the program.
The null-pointer exception from before now only appears in specific
configurations: whenever we disable the feature LFS as well as enable
either AUTH or CGI. The exception thus occurs in exactly three (out of
eight) configurations. The error no longer occurs if we, for instance,
enable LFS; then subject is indeed assigned a non-null value in line 16.
Also, if we do not enable either AUTH or CGI, sendHeaders is no longer
invoked in line 27 or 31. The developer must thus somehow consider
all configurations when debugging a variability program. Further, for
a program with variability it is not enough to simply find an error
in some configuration. In order to fix a bug, a developer must thus
not only identify the error, but also correctly identify the exact set of
erroneous configurations (combinations of feature enablings/disablings).
If the developer gets the configurations wrong, the bug may only be
partially fixed. Clearly, this is a difficult task due to its combinatorial
characteristics.
For these reasons, a developer has to be highly alert and conscious of
the features and #ifdefs in the code. In Paper 1A I have demonstrated to
what extent variability complicates debugging. In this paper, I consider
how variability impacts debugging.

Method
In the experiment, I use the Tobii EyeX Controller integrated into the
EyeInfo Framework and an open-source tool called Ogama2 to record
all of the eye movements. I performed this eye-tracking experiment with
N=20 participants: seven undergraduate students, one M.Sc. student,
seven Ph.D. students, and five post-docs at the IT University of Copenhagen (ITU). I expose each participant to programs with and without
variability, while controlling for noise factors such as learning effect,
developer competence, and program complexity. Technically, the experiment is a within-group design in which all participants are exposed to
every treatment.
2 http://www.ogama.net/
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Program P

Program Q

without variability

5 34 min

5 min

with variability

10 12 min

10 12 min

Figure 3.7: Average total debugging times.

Results
Figure 3.7 shows the average total debugging time for each of the two
programs P and Q, without variability (zero features) vs. with variability
(three features). For both programs, the average total debugging time
goes up from roughly five to ten minutes when the programs involve
variability; i.e., the debugging time is doubled. Using the eye tracking
data we can investigate deeper where developers are spending all this
extra debugging time. In the following, based on this eye-tracking study,
I present four main observations on how developers debug programs
with variability. (The paper contains more findings. I refer the reader to
Paper 1B for more details/information.)
Observation 1: Variability appears to increase debugging time of
the areas of the program that contain variability.
Figure 3.8 shows the aggregated heat maps for the program P without
variability (to the left) versus with variability (to the right). Aggregated
heat maps are produced by first normalizing (with respect to time) and
then superimposing all individual heat maps such that contributions
from each developer will be accounted for equally. (Since we have N=20
participants, each aggregated heat map is derived from ten individual
heat maps.) Aggregated heat maps give an overall picture of the focus
of the developers; i.e., how much they were looking at each part of
the program, on average. Importantly, in contrast to Figure 3.7 that
considers absolute time, Figure 3.8 considers relative time: how attention
is distributed among the program parts.
The hot spots (red regions) indicate areas where most of the attention was directed. Not surprisingly, most attention was awarded to the
method containing the bug, sendHeaders (specifically, lines 12 to 18).
Recall that the bug is in line 18 where the condition subject.isEmpty()
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(a) Without variability.

(b) With variability.

Figure 3.8: Aggregated heat maps for the program P.
produces a null-pointer exception since the variable subject has the
value null. (In the case with variability, this happens in certain configurations.3 ) Overall, the red regions appear quite similar. Without
variability, developers dedicate 12% of all fixations to this area (752 out
of 6,355). With variability, the dedication to this area is comparable
in relative terms with 15% fixations (although using more fixations in
absolute terms: 1,249 out of 8,339). The Kullback-Leibler Divergence
test confirms that the similarity between the two hot spots is highly
significant (divergence value = 0.05, in a scale [0,1]—0 meaning that there
is no divergence, i.e., they are similar; and 1 means that they are totally
different). I observe the same phenomenon for the hot spots in the other
program Q (divergence value = 0.07).
Table 3.2 details the total time spent looking at each of the four
designated areas of interest of the program: the field declarations (lines
4–9); the method sendHeaders (lines 12–21); handleIncoming (lines 23–
33); and main (lines 35–38). For instance, the attention devoted to the
method sendHeaders goes up from about a minute (63 seconds) to two
minutes (120 seconds) in the presence of variability; i.e., an increase
factor of 1.9 (almost twice as much attention). Overall, it appears that
the extra (roughly double) debugging time is spent on all areas of the
3 The

bug occurs when LFS is disabled and either AUTH or CGI is enabled; i.e., ¬LFS ^
(AUTH _ CGI).
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area of interest
lines area
4-9
fields
12-21
23-33
35-38

S

sendHeaders
handleIncoming
main

all four areas

variability
without
with
26 s
58 s
63 s
120 s
56 s
98 s
8.2 s
5.3 s
153 s
281 s
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increase
factor
2.2 x
1.9 x
1.8 x
0.7 x
1.8 x

Table 3.2: Average debugging time for four areas of interest of the program
P without vs. with variability.
sub-area of interest
sub-area
P:12-17 - with variability
P:18-21 - without variability
S
sendHeaders
Q:18-20 - without variability
Q:21-33 - with variability
S
gc_computeLevelScore
lines

variability
without
with
38 s
77 s
25 s
43 s
63 s
120 s
24 s
45 s
48 s
130 s
72 s
175 s

increase
factor
2.0 x
1.7 x
1.9 x
1.9 x
2.7 x
2.4 x

Table 3.3: Average debugging time for fragments without variability in
proximity of fragments with variability.
program that involve variability: the field declarations and the two
methods sendHeaders and handleIncoming all double debugging time.
In contrast, no extra time is spent on main that does not involve variability.
In fact, attention to this area appears to drop slightly in the presence of
variability.
Please note that the attention awarded to the four areas of interest
(last line in Table 3.2) does not add up to the total debugging time of
Figure 3.7. This is because the four elements do not cover everything
(e.g., imports, blank lines, class definitions, and even areas beyond the
screen), gaze transitions (rapid eye movements) are not accounted for in
Table 3.2, and the total debugging time also involves answering questions
about the bugs on a sheet of paper (i.e., not looking at the screen).
Observation 2: Debugging time also increases for code fragments
without variability in proximity of code fragments that do contain
variability.
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Consider the body of the sendHeaders method in program P with variability (cf. Fig. 3.8b). It consists of a code fragment with variability (lines
13–17) followed by a fragment without variability (lines 18–20). A similar
phenomenon occurs in program Q in the function gc_computeLevelScore,
where the top part (lines 18–20) does not contain variability followed by
a fragment (lines 21–33) with variability.
Designating these as our sub-areas of interest, we can thus zoom in and
study the impact of code fragments with variability on code fragments
without variability within the same method.
Table 3.3 splits these two methods into their sub-areas of interest
with versus without variability. The sub-areas without variability “in
proximity” of variability are shown in bold face. Variability appears to
be “contagious” along the flow of control, within a method. Even though
lines (18–21) in P do not have variability, they go from 25 seconds to 43
seconds to debug in the presence of variability (i.e., debugging takes 1.7
times longer). Similarly, for lines 18–20 in Q; they go from 24 seconds to
45 seconds (i.e., debugging takes 1.9 times longer).
I therefore hypothesize that this is because the developers are considering
different configurations while debugging (more on this in Observation
4 later).
Observation 3: Variability appears to increase the number of gaze
transitions between definition-usages for fields and call-returns for
methods.
Figure 3.9 depicts the average number of gaze transitions between the
four previously introduced areas of interest. Without variability there
are, for instance, on average 8.6 navigations from handleIncoming to
sendHeaders and 9.1 back again (see Fig. 3.9a). Navigations between two
methods are annotated with call and return according to invocations in
the program (e.g., sendHeaders is called from handleIncoming in line 27
and 31). The gaze transition diagrams confirm that the eye movements
proceed along method invocations. Similarly, method-to-field navigations
are annotated with def and use as developers navigate from a field
variable usage to its definition and back again to the use. For instance,
we see on average 8.6 navigations from sendHeaders to the fields area of
interest (def) and exactly the same number going back again to the usage
within the method (use).
With variability, all gaze transitions out of methods containing variability increase significantly (cf. Figure 3.9b compared to Figure 3.9a).
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(a) Without variability.
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(b) With variability.

Figure 3.9: Average number of gaze transitions (eye switches) between
the differents elements of program P.
The method-to-method navigation along call-return from handleIncoming
to sendHeaders goes up to 15 and 13 (from 8.6 and 9.1). For method-tofield, the (def-use) navigations out of sendHeaders, for instance, goes up
to 13 and 14 (from 8.6 and 8.6). For navigations out of the method main
that does not contain any variability (shown as dotted gray edges), there
is little change.
Thus, the participants make significantly more gaze transitions in
the presence of variability. Again, I hypothesize that developers are
exploring and re-exploring different configurations while debugging, as
we shall see next.
Observation 4: Developers appear to debug programs with variability by considering either one configuration at a time (consecutively) or all configurations at the same time (simultaneously).
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Figure 3.10: Gaze transition diagram for a developer using a consecutive
strategy and repeatedly considering a method (highlighted in black).
The interviews give some qualitative insights into how the subjects debug
programs with variability. Most participants complained that they had
trouble finding the bug in the presence of variability. One subject explains
that he is using a consecutive strategy by considering one configuration at
a time:
“I began with all features enabled, then I removed one-by-one.”
Along the same lines, another explains:
“After I get a good understanding of the code, I started to enable/disable features one at a time to see if the bug appears.”
This approach manifests itself on his gaze transition diagram which
contains repetitions corresponding to the method sendHeaders with
variability (cf. Figure 3.10).
Another subject claims to adopt a simultaneous strategy by considering
all configurations at the same time:
“I tried to keep track of everything by compiling every combination
in mind.”
The two strategies are also well-known in automated program analysis of
programs with variability [14].
Independent of strategies, all developers agreed that debugging programs without variability required much less effort. This finding aligns
with the study of Medeiros et al. [64] in which they observed that bugs
involving variability are easier to introduce and harder to debug and fix
than ordinary bugs.

Contributions
This paper addresses primarily the research question Q1— which asks for
how variability affects programmers on bug finding— and, as a result, it
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contributes to Goal 1. In fact, besides the above-mentioned observations,
this paper also confirms previous hypotheses (from Paper 1A), regarding
the accuracy of debugging programs with variability:
Confirmation: Most developers correctly identify bugs in programs with variability; however, many developers fail to identify
exactly the set of erroneous configurations (already for three features).
This is also consistent with previous research reporting that developers
admit that when fixing programs with variability, they “check only a few
configurations of the source code” [64].
It is worth noting that my previous study (Paper 1A) uses colored
annotations, whereas in this study I use actual preprocessor directives
(#ifdefs). Therefore, I think that the stability of the results across multiple annotative mechanisms is a good indication that I am, in fact,
studying an underlying phenomenon, which is variability.
Observation 3 (above) stated that developers perform more navigation
in the presence of variability. Knowing that, I encourage the programmers
using variability to structure the code in a way that minimize the distance
between uses and definitions of field variable declarations or between
methods calling each other, especially for those declarations and uses
that involve #ifdefs. At the same time, the builders of development
environments shall consider providing convenient ways to navigate from
uses to definitions and back again and along call-returns for method
invocations. An IDE equipped with continual eye tracking could even
automatically “pop up” relevant definitions next to uses as they are
being considered by the developer. Clearly, as shown in our data, these
pop-ups might be more useful, in areas of code that involve variability
(so intensive variability could activate them). Emergent interfaces [78]
and emergent feature interfaces [67] are examples of tooling that attempt
to simplify reasoning about variability. This study confirms the need for
more research on such tools.
Observations 1–3 indicate that it is worth to contain variability in as
few methods as possible to keep other methods variability free. Observation 2 hints that it is advantageous to hoist code fragments without
variability “in proximity” of variability out of the method. For instance,
in program P with variability, lines 18–20 could be moved into a fresh
method.
All observations 1–4 may indicate that there are potential gains from
projectional editing of program with variability. Developers could work
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separately on particular configurations (programs without variability)
which would then be automatically synchonized with the entire variability program (spanning all configurations) [93]. This could be activated/suggested automatically for programmers who work following
the consecutive (brute-force) process, as this process can be presumably
detected automatically as multiple scans in the eye-tracking data. Of
course, I do not know to what extent, or whether at all, these suggestions
improve debugging programs with variability. However, the findings of
this study do provide indications that these are the directions that might
be worth exploring.
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In this chapter, I give an overview of two research papers that address the
research question Q2, which asks for the characteristics of bugs caused
by variability. In the following, I summarize Paper 2A and Paper 2B
which belong to the second quadrant (problem-program), as shown in
Table 4.1. This quadrant focuses on the problem space from the program
(and bug) perspective.

Perspective

Program

Perspective

Programmer

Problem

P1:
Q1:
T1:

P2:
Q2:
T2:

Space
– Quadrant 1 –
No hard evidence on how variability affects programmers.
How does variability affect programmers on bug finding?
Variability increases the bugfinding time and makes it difficult
to identify the erroneous configurations.
– Quadrant 2 –
Lack of evidence on how variability
affects bugs.
How does variability affect bugs?
Variability increases the complexity
of bugs; and these (variability) bugs
are not confined to any type of bug,
feature, or location.

Solution

Space
– Quadrant 4 –
P4: Programmers fail to reason about
configurations.
Q4: How to support programmers to
reason about configurations?
T4: Beyond the scope of this dissertation.
(Chapter 7 provides a
sketch of one possible solution.)
– Quadrant 3 –
P3: Infeasible to lift all program analyses to deal with variability.
Q3: How to lift conventional analysis
tools to find variability bugs?
T3: Rewriting variability enables singleprogram analysis tools to find bugs
in highly-configurable systems.

Table 4.1: Research problem, question, and thesis of the Quadrant 2.

4.1

Variability Bugs in Highly-Configurable Systems (Paper 2A)

Summary
This paper extends a prior exploratory study on 42 variability bugs in
Linux published previously by Abal et al. [2]. That study produced a
method design and a list of nine initial hypotheses based on analyzing
the Linux kernel. I then join Abal and co-authors along with Márcio
Ribeiro and Stefan Stanciulescu to execute three independent confirmatory
case studies validating the previous hypotheses. We replicated the same
data collection process and analysis for the three new subject systems
(Apache, Marlin, and BusyBox), which significantly differ from Linux. In
the end, we confirm all previous hypotheses from the original Linux-only
study. This attests to the stability and generalizability of our findings.
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In this paper, we present a qualitative study of 98 diverse variability
bugs (i.e., bugs that occur in some variants but not in others) collected
from bug-fixing commits in the Linux, Apache, BusyBox, and Marlin
repositories; 55 of these bugs have been added using the confirmatory
part of the study. We analyze each of the bugs, and record the results
in the Variability Bugs Database 1 (VBDb). For each bug, we create a
self-contained simplified version and a simplified patch, in order to help
researchers who are not experts on these subject studies to understand
them, so that they can use these bugs for evaluation of their tools. In addition, we provide single-function versions of the bugs, which are useful
for evaluating intra-procedural analyses. A web-based user interface for
the database allows to conveniently browse and visualize the collection
of bugs. Our study provides insights into the nature and occurrence
of variability bugs in four highly-configurable systems implemented in
C/C++, and shows in what ways variability hinders comprehension and
the uncovering of software bugs.

Context & Motivation
Many software projects adopt variability to tailor development of individual software products to particular market niches [4]. Other software
projects, such as the Linux kernel, embrace variability and use configuration options known as features [46] to tailor functional and non-functional
properties to the needs of a particular user. Such systems are often
referred to as highly-configurable systems and can get very large and encompass large sets of features. There exist reports of industrial systems
with thousands of features [10], and extensive open-source examples are
documented in detail [11].
Features in a configurable system interact in non-trivial ways, in order
to influence the functionality of each other. Interestingly, bugs in configurable systems do not always occur unconditionally, in all configurations.
Bugs involving one or more feature that have to be either enabled or
disabled in order for the bug to occur are known as variability bugs. Importantly, variability bugs therefore occur only in certain configurations
and not in others. A bug in an individual configuration may be found
by analyzers based on standard program analysis techniques. However,
since the number of possible configurations is exponential in the number
of features, it is infeasible to analyze each configuration separately.
1 http://vbdb.itu.dk/
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Family-based analyses [88] tackle this problem by considering all
configurable program variants as a single unit of analysis, instead of
analyzing the individual variants separately. To avoid duplication of
effort, common parts are analyzed once and the analysis forks only at
differences between variants. Recently, various family-based extensions
of both classic static analysis [5, 13, 14, 27, 49, 55] and model checking [6,
23, 24, 58, 42, 77] based techniques have been developed.
Although several variability-aware techniques have been proposed
to analyze exponentially many configurations of highly-configurable
systems, little effort has been put into understanding the characteristics
of bugs in these large software systems. In fact, researchers still lack
examples of concrete bugs induced by variability, occurring in real largescale systems. Gaining such understanding is needed to ground research
in actual problems and to evaluate tool implementations of variabilitysensitive analyses.
The understanding of the complexity of variability bugs is not common among practitioners and in available artifacts. While bug reports
abound, there is little knowledge on how those bugs are caused by feature interactions. Very often, due to the complexities of a large project
like Linux, and the lack of variability-aware tool support, developers are
not entirely conscious of the features that affect the software they work
on. As a result, bugs appear and get fixed with little or no indication of
their variational program origins.

Method
The objective of this work is to understand the complexity and nature
of variability bugs occurring in four highly configurable systems: Linux,
Apache, BusyBox, and Marlin. We address this objective via a qualitative
in-depth analysis and documentation of 98 cases of such bugs.
For each of the four subject systems, we follow a three part method
developed during the Linux study: first, we identify the variability bugs
in the history of our subject systems. Second, we analyze and explain
them. Finally, we reflect on the aggregated material to organize our
findings.
To do so, we take the Linux2 , Apache3 , BusyBox4 and Marlin5 reposi2 http://git.kernel.org/
3 http://git.apache.org/httpd.git
4 http://git.busybox.net/busybox/
5 http://github.com/MarlinFirmware/MarlinDev
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tories as the units of analysis. In all cases we analyze the master branch
of the repository. We focus on bugs already corrected in commits to
the repositories. These bugs have been publicly discussed (usually on
the project’s mailing list or issue tracker) and confirmed as actual bugs
by the developers, so the information about the nature of the bug fix is
reliable, and we minimize the chance of including fictitious problems.

Results
We begin by investigating the diversity of the 98 variability bugs in
terms of bug type, location, and configuration options involved. The
numbers are used solely to describe the collected sample—no statistical
conclusions about the broader bug population should be drawn from
them. That is, the figures presented here serve exclusively to characterize
population of bugs we found, not to hint at any representative bug
distribution.
Diversity of bugs in VBDb
Observation 1: Variability bugs are not be limited to any particular type of bug.
Figure 4.1 lists the type of variability bugs found in the exploratory
study of 43 variability bugs in Linux, along with occurrence frequencies
in Linux (leftmost column, labeled L for Linux) and associated CWE6
number whenever applicable (third column). We return to the four
rightmost columns shortly. For now, observe that all bug types have
been grouped into eight broad error categories, ranging from declaration
errors to arithmetic errors (and one category, validation errors, not occurring
in the Linux bugs). The groups are shown in gray background with
accumulated sub-totals corresponding to each category. For instance,
we can see that four of the Linux bugs involved null-pointer dereferences
(CWE 476) in the broad category memory errors, harboring 11 of the Linux
bugs.
The prior study hypothesized that variability bugs—in general—span a
wide range of qualitatively different types of bugs [2]. In Figure 4.1, we
6 Common

Weakness Enumeration (CWE) – a catalog of numbered software weaknesses
and vulnerabilities.
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L
7
4
2
1
10
5
1
1
2
1
11
4
3
3
1
8
5
2
1
4
2
1
1
2
1
1
1
1

43

bug type
declaration errors:
undefined function
undeclared identifier
multiple function definitions
undefined label
resource mgmt. errors:
uninitialized variable
memory leak
use after free
duplicate operation
double lock
file descriptor leak
memory errors:
null pointer dereference
buffer overflow
read out of bounds
write on read only
logic errors:
fatal assertion violation
non-fatal assertion violation
behavioral violation
type errors:
incompatible types
wrong number of func. args.
void pointer dereference
dead code:
unused variable
unused function
arithmetic errors:
numeric truncation
integer overflow
validation errors:
OS command injection
TOTAL

CWE
–
–
–
–

M
4
4

1
4
2
1
1

457
401
416
675
764
403
476
120
125
–
617
617
440
843
685
–

078
–

A
9
2
7
5
1
2
1
0

2
2

1
4
2
2

2

3

1

2
4
2
2

3
1
1

1
1
1
0

3
3

2

1
1

563
561
197
190

B
5
2
2

2

3
3

14

18

1
1
23

S
25
8
15
1
1
19
8
4
3
2
1
1
18
8
6
3
1
14
5
2
7
10
6
3
1
7
4
3
4
1
3
1
1
98

Figure 4.1: Types of variability bugs in Linux and all of VBDb. (L is for
Linux, M is for Marlin, B is for BusyBox and A is for Apache.)
see that the variability bugs in Linux span 21 different kinds of bugs,
falling into seven categories of the CWE taxonomy.
We now test the hypothesis by considering the results of our confirmatory case study of three independent systems with variability. The
right columns testify how many times a given bug type occurs in each
of the systems: M for Marlin, B for BusyBox, and A for Apache. We
confirm that, in general: variability bugs are not limited to any particular type
of bugs. Just like for Linux, the variability bugs encountered in these
systems, also fall into qualitatively different categories.
Considering all bugs in the four systems (the S column), we see that a
staggering 42 of all the variability bugs are caught by the compiler at
build time, if compiled in the appropriate configuration: 25 declaration
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L
71
71
12
8
4
83

#occurrences of a feature
#features present in one bug:
once (1x)
#features present in 2+ bugs:
twice (2x)
thrice (3x)
five times (5x)
TOTAL

43
M
17
17
2
2
19

B
27
27
1
1
28

A
24
24
1
1
25

S
139
139
16
9
6
1
155

Figure 4.2: Features involved in variability bugs in all of VBDb.
errors, 10 type errors, and seven cases of dead code. Despite the compiler
checks, the bugs had been admitted to the code repositories. Since
build errors cannot easily be ignored, we take this as evidence that the
authors of the commits, and the maintainers that accepted them, were
unaware of the bugs, presumably because they did not compile the
code in configurations that exhibit the bugs (compiler checks are not
family-based).
It appears that conventional automatic code analyzers targeting individual program configurations are insufficient. In order to find the
variability bugs in VBDb, analyzers that are able to cope with variability
seem to be needed.
Observation 2: Variability bugs are not restricted to any specific
error prone feature.
Figure 4.2 summarizes the distribution of features in presence conditions
of bugs in our collection. We see that the Linux bugs of our collection
involve a total of 83 different features, ranging from debugging options
(e.g., QUOTA_DEBUG and LOCKDEP), through device drivers (TWL4030_CORE
and ANDROID), and network protocols (VLAN_8021Q and IPV6), to computer
architectures (PARISC and 64BIT). As many as 71 of these features are
involved only in a single bug; eight are involved in two bugs; and only
four features occur in three of the Linux bugs. The collection is not biased
for a particular feature, and no particular feature seems to be responsible
for majority of bugs. Thus, there are no obvious particularly error-prone
features in Linux.
We validate this hypothesis with the other three subject systems (the
columns: M, B, and A). For example, for BusyBox, we see only one feature,
CLEAN_UP that is involved in two bugs. In total, the vast majority of
features are involved only in a single bug in our collection (139 out of
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155, see the S column). Only nine features are involved in two bugs
and six features in three bugs. The consequence of variability bugs not
being concentrated around certain error-prone features, is that variability
analyzers and sampling strategies for testing and analysis should target
system features broadly, not selectively.
Observation 3: Variability bugs are not confined to any specific
location (file or subsystem).
Figure 4.3 shows a visualization of the organization and relative size of
each subsystem in Linux along with the locations of the bugs in our
collection. The size of each subsystem is measured in lines of code
(LOC); a square (regardless of color) represents 25 KLOC. For instance,
the kernel subsystem with six squares, has approximately 150 KLOC
constituting about 1% of the Linux code. Superimposed onto the size
visualization, the figure also shows in which directories the bugs occur. A
bug is visualized as a red (darker) square. With five red (dark) squares,
the aforementioned directory kernel/ thus houses five of our VBDb
variability bugs. Note carefully that there are two units used in the
diagram: LOC represented by the number of squares, and the number of
bugs represented by the number of red squares. This is a discrete variant
of a visualization using two curves of different units in a single graph,
where correlation of their dynamics is relevant. It allows us to show
the number of bugs with respect to the size of the subsystem in LOC.
Normalizing to a single unit would make the amount of red squares
invisible.
We approximate subsystems by existing directory structure. The
figure abstracts away smaller subsystems accounting for less than 0.1%
such as virt (8.1k), as well as infrastructure7 subsystems such as tools
(133.1k) and scripts (48.1k). None of these directories contained any of
our bugs.
We found bugs in ten of the main subsystems in Linux (cf. Fig. 4.3(d)),
suggesting that variability bugs do not appear to be confined to any
specific subsystem. The bugs occur in qualitatively different subsystems
of Linux ranging from networking (net/), to device drivers (drivers/,
block/), to filesystems (fs/) or encryption (crypto/). Note that Linux
subsystems are often maintained and developed by different people,
which adds to diversity of our collection.
7 E.g.,

examples, scripts, documentation, and build infrastructure.
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Figure 4.3: Project structure and relative size of subsystems vs location
of bugs in VBDb.
For testing the hypothesis, we collected the corresponding data for the
other cases (cf. Figures 4.3(a), 4.3(b) and 4.3(c)). For Marlin, a square visualizes 100 LOC whereas for BusyBox and Apache a square denotes 500
LOC. For Marlin which does not have an appropriate directory structure,
we use a logical organization into subsystems (details in Paper 2A). As
for Linux, smaller subsystems accounting for less than 0.1% are abstracted
away (e.g., serial with 0.3k in Marlin) and infrastructure subsystems
(e.g., testsuite (4k) in BusyBox); none of which harbored any of our
bugs.
As for Linux, variability bugs in the other systems appear to not be
confined to any particular subsystems. In fact, only two out of eight
subsystems of Marlin do not house any of our bugs. Also in BusyBox,
the bugs are spread out over many distinct directories; from low-level
networking (networking/) to user-oriented core utilities (coreutils/).
Only three out of 14 subsystems are not represented in VBDb. Similarly,
for Apache, the bugs appear to not be confined to any specific location;
only two out of seven subsystems do not harbor bugs. The consequence
for variability bug hunters, is that there are no short-cuts with respect to
subsystems; the analysis needs to target the entire code-base broadly.
To summarize the above three observations, we conclude that:
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Summary: Variability bugs are not confined to any particular type
of bug, error-prone feature, or location.
In total, we have found 98 variability bugs falling in 25 different types
of error categories, involving 155 distinct features, and spread out in
over 30 different subsystems in the four systems investigated. In other
words, variability is ubiquitous. There appears to be no specific nature of
variability bugs that could be exploited. If analysis tools were to focus
on particular kinds of variability bug during family-based analysis, they
would thus fail to detect large classes of errors (the kinds not focused
on). Consequently, the analysis of variability bugs in highly-configurable
systems needs to be targeted widely at all types of bugs, all kinds of
features, and all subsystems. This conclusion is also interesting from
the point of view of understanding the reasons for which bugs appear.
Appearing everywhere, variability bugs hint that it is the variability itself
that enables or amplifies their introduction (possibly standalone, or in
concert with other aspects of system complexity). Even though all of this
is not so surprising, we can now confirm these folkloric hypotheses with
evidence in terms of hard data.
Variability characteristics of bugs in VBDb
Observation 4: Variability bugs may involve non-locally defined features (i.e., features defined in another subsystem than
where the bug occurred).
In Linux, we have identified 30 bugs that involve non-locally defined features. Understanding such bugs involves functionality and features from
different subsystems, while most Linux developers are dedicated to a
single subsystem. For example, bug 6252547b8a7 occurs in the drivers/
subsystem, but one of the interacting features, IRQ_DOMAIN, is defined in
kernel/. Bug 0dc77b6dabe, which occurs in the loading function of the
extcon-class module (drivers/), is caused by an improper use of the sysfs
virtual filesystem API—feature SYSFS in fs/. We confirmed with a Linux
developer that cross-cutting features constitute a frequent source of bugs.
We now use our three replication systems to test the hypothesis that
variability bugs may involve features defined in “remote” subsystems.
However, among the three systems considered, only BusyBox permits
local feature models where KConfig files may be nested to define features
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that are local to subsystems. We thus note that not all highly-configurable
systems have a concept of local features.
In BusyBox, we have identified seven cases of non-locally defined
features that testify that bugs may involve variability cross-cutting remote
locations in the code. For instance, bug 5cd6461b6fb occurs due to a
wrong format parameter to printf() whenever the feature LFS (large
file support) is enabled. The error occurs in networking/ whereas the
LFS feature is defined in the util-linux/ directory.
For developers of highly-configurable systems, this observation means
that when modifying one subsystem, they cannot simply ignore features
in other subsystems. Feature definitions may be scattered across subsystems. For tools, this means that they should not simply zoom in
on one subsystem (or file) without taking the features defined in other
subsystems into consideration.
Observation 5: The use of a function, variable, macro, or type
may involve implicit variability caused by configuration-dependent
definitions.
We investigate configuration-dependent definitions (functions, variables,
macros, and types) which are defined differently in different configurations, or conditionally defined in only some configurations whose
use in other configurations provokes an error. Configuration-dependent
definitions complicate the identification of variability-related problems
as the variability is implicit, most often hidden in a header file, or even in
another translation unit. Even if variability is explicit in the definition, it
is not visible at the usage location.
In Linux, for instance, bug 242f1a34377 involves a conditionally dependent definition; the function crypto_alloc_ablkcipher() is only defined
whenever CRYPTO_BLKCIPHER is enabled. The bug occurs due to a function call to crypto_alloc_ablkcipher() in another file, leading to an
undefined function error when CRYPTO_BLKCIPHER is disabled.
For an example of different definitions in different configurations,
consider Linux bug 0988c4c7fb5. Figure 4.4 shows an excerpt of this bug.
Here, the function vlan_hwaccel_do_receive() is called if a VLANtagged network packed is received. This function, however, has two
different definitions depending on whether feature VLAN_8021Q is present
or not. (In reality, the two alternative functions are defined in different
files.) Variants without VLAN_8021Q support are compiled with a mockupimplementation of this function that unconditionally enters an error state.
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#ifdef CONFIG_VLAN_8021Q
// DISABLED
void vlan_hwaccel_do_receive() {
...
}
#else
// ENABLED
void vlan_hwaccel_do_receive() {
BUG();
// ERROR
}
#endif
void __netif_receive_skb()
vlan_hwaccel_do_receive();
}

// USAGE

|
|
|
|
#
!(3)
(4) ⇥

)(1)
(2)!

Figure 4.4: Excerpt from bug 0988c4c7fb5 illustrating a configurationdependent definition of a function. In line 12, the function vlan_hwaccel_do_receive is invoked. The actual code run, however, will depend on
the configuration. If the feature VLAN_8021Q is enabled, the function is
defined in lines 2–4 will run; otherwise, the function is defined in lines
6–8 will run (which provokes an assertion violation in line 7).
(When the code reaches BUG(), the kernel prints out the contents of
the registers and a stack trace, and then the current process dies.) The
definition clearly involves variability. Its use, however, shows no apparent
involvement of variability. Deceptively, the definition of the function
itself (in lines 6–8), appears to involve no variability. However, since the
function definition is wrapped inside a conditional #ifdef annotation,
the error will only occur whenever the feature VLAN_8021Q is disabled.
Another example is bug 0f8f8094d28, where a variability-dependent
macro definition is involved. It can be regarded as a simple out
of bounds access to an array, except that the length of the array
(KMALLOC_SHIFT_HIGH+1) is architecture-dependent, and only the PowerPC architectures, and only for a particular virtual page size, are affected.
Macro KMALLOC_SHIFT_HIGH has alternative definitions at different source
locations.
Perhaps an even more subtle example of implicitly variable code is
a conditional if statement with guard on the size of a type: for instance
(sizeof(type) != 0), which introduces dependency of code execution
on a type being defined as non-empty under some feature condition.
Type declarations are typically made in header files, and they are not
immediately visible in the use place. Such cases are rather difficult to
handle by simple extensions to single-program analyzers, as variability
in the imperative code is mixed with the variability in the type language
of the program (and even worse so via size properties of types). An
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example of such implicit variability can be found in bug 218ad12f42e,
involving a selected field in the structure type rwlock_t.
It turns out that implicit variability likely appears in Linux’s source
code due to internal coding conventions. The following coding guidelines
on #ifdef usage from How to Get Your Change Into the Linux Kernel 8
advises:
“Code cluttered with ifdefs is difficult to read and maintain. Don’t
do it. Instead, put your ifdefs in a header, and conditionally define
‘static inline’ functions, or macros, which are used in the code.”
We now consider configuration-dependent definitions involved in variability bugs in our three independent systems.
In Marlin, bug 831016b involves the function, lcd_setstatus, which
is defined to take two arguments when the feature ULTRA_LCD is enabled and only one argument whenever ULTRA_LCD is disabled. However,
whenever SDSUPPORT is enabled and ULTRA_LCD is diabled (2-degree bug),
lcd_setstatus is erroneously invoked with two arguments (instead of
one).
In BusyBox, bug bc0ffc0e971 involves a function called delete_eth_table() that has two different definitions depending on whether feature
CLEAN_UP is enabled or not. Variants without CLEAN_UP are compiled
with a mockup implementation of this function (which, like in Linux,
appears to be common practice). Bug 5cd6461, still in BusyBox, involves
the use of a variable total which, depending on whether the feature LFS
is enabled or not, is defined either as a long long or a long. However,
in configurations where LFS is disabled, when attempting to print the
value of the total, printf is erroneously invoked with the format %ld
(long) which ought to have been %lld (long long).
For developers, configuration-dependent definitions means that programs may deceptively involve variability even though they appear not
to. For analyzers, this means that variability tools should make sure
to associate definitions with presence conditions (i.e., keep associations
between definitions and configurations).
Observation 6: Variability bugs are fixed not only in the code;
some are fixed in the mapping, some are fixed in the model, and
some are even fixed in a combination of these layers.
8 https://www.kernel.org/doc/Documentation/SubmittingPatches
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L
39
28
5
6
4
2
1
1
43

layer
single layer:
code
mapping
model
multiple layers:
code & mapping
mapping & model
code & mapping & model
TOTAL

M
14
11
3
–
–
–
14

B
17
7
9
1
1
1
18

A
23
14
9
–
–
–
23

S
93
60
26
7
5
3
1
1
98

Figure 4.5: Bug-fixing layers.
A bug can be fixed in the code, mapping (feature expression–#ifdef), and
(feature) model. Since bug fixes often involve multiple locations, variability
bugs can occur in multiple layers. Figure 4.5 shows whether the bugs
in our sample were fixed in the code, mapping, model, or combinations
thereof. For our replication studies, please note that Marlin and Apache
have no notion of feature model (at least, not in the classical sense). We
therefore include a dash in the figure for layers involving the model.
In Linux, commits 472a474c663 and 7c6048b7c83, fix variability bugs
in the mapping and model, respectively. The former adds a new #ifndef to
prevent a double call to APIC_init_uniprocessor—which is not idempotent, while the latter modifies STUB_POULSBO’s Kconfig entry to prevent
a build error. An example of multiple fix in mapping-and-code is commit
63878acfafb, which removes the mapping of some initialization code
to feature PM (power management), and adds a function stub. We also
found one Linux bug, e68bb91baa0, that was fixed in all the three layers.
Figure 4.5 shows that the variability bugs in Marlin, BusyBox, and
Apache are also not only fixed in the code, but in several layers. Although,
like for Linux, the variability bugs appear to be fixed predominantly in
the code and mapping layers. In BusyBox, commit 199501f2a00 fixes a
null pointer dereference error in the code. Commit 5cd6461b6fb fixes
an incompatible type bug, caused by a wrong format parameter in a
printf() method, in multiple layers, by changing the code and mapping
layers.
The realization that bugs in highly-configurable software might need
to be fixed outside the main code, is congruent with the work of Passos
and co-authors [75], who observe that evolution of features in the Linux
kernel involves all the three layers. This should inform research on bug
finding and bug fixing. For instance, it is not sufficient to look at the
feature model in isolation in order to find complex bugs, yet most of the
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8
8
35
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9
1
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degree
single-feature bugs:
1-degree
feature-interaction bugs:
2-degree
3-degree
4-degree
5-degree
TOTAL

51

M
7
7
7
3
4

B
9
9
9
6
3

A
17
17
6
4
1

14

18

1
23

S
41
41
57
35
17
1
4
98

Figure 4.6: Variability degrees.
research on analysis of feature models does exactly that [8]. Similarly, for
bug fixing techniques [41], it is not sufficient to synthesize patches for
C programs—changes to the preprocessor directives and build scripts
(that specify the mapping), as well as to the feature model should be
considered, too.
Observation 7: Many variability bugs involve multiple features
and are hence feature-interaction bugs.
We define the variability degree of a bug (or just the degree of a bug), as
the number of individual features occurring in its presence condition.
Intuitively, the degree of a bug indicates the number of features that
have to interact so that the bug occurs. A bug present in any valid
configuration is a bug independent of features, or a 0-degree bug. Bugs
with a degree greater than zero are known as variability bugs, involving
one or more features, thus occur in a non-empty strict subset of valid
configurations. In particular, if the degree of a bug is greater than one,
the bug is caused by the interaction of two or more features. A software
bug that arises as a result of feature interactions is referred to as a
feature-interaction bug.
Figure 4.6 summarizes the variability degrees of the bugs studied;
there are 57 of those in our bug collection and 22 of those involve three
features or more. For instance, Linux bug 6252547b8a7 is a feature interaction bug. The code slice containing the bug involves three different features, and represents four variants (corrected for the feature model), but
only one of the variants presents a bug. The ops pointer is dereferenced
in variants with TWL4030_CORE enabled, but it is not properly initialized
unless OF_IRQ is enabled. A developer searching for this bug needs to
either think of each variant individually, or consider the combined effect
of each feature on the value of the ops pointer. None of these are easy
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to execute systematically even in a simplified scenario (cf. Paper 1A and
Paper 1B), and outright infeasible in practice, as confirmed to us by a
professional Linux developer, whom we interviewed.
Looking at the data for our three replication studies, we see 22 feature
interaction bugs; seven in Marlin, nine in BusyBox, and six in Apache.
The Linux study revealed 13 bugs with a degree of at least three; our
study uncovered another nine such high-degree bugs. For instance,
in BusyBox, bug 95755181b82 is a logic error involving three features
interacting with each other: BB_MMU, HTTPD_GZIP, and HTTPD_BASIC_AUTH.
With HTTPD_GZIP enabled, if a request contained “Accept-Encoding:
gzip”, then the HTTP error response would be incorrectly marked as
being gzip encoded (“Content-Encoding: gzip”) even though it is
not. Another example of a 3-degree bug in BusyBox is b62bd7b261b,
which contains an unused pointer variable whenever MDEV_CONF and
MDEV_RENAME are enabled and MDEV_RENAME_REGEXP is disabled. Marlin
bug b8e79dc is a 3-degree bug; it occurs only whenever ULTRA_LCD is
enabled and ENCODER_RATE_MULTIPLIER as well as TEMP_SENSOR_0 are
disabled. In Apache, the bug c76df14 is also a 3-degree bug that occurs
whenever CROSS_COMPILE is enabled and either WIN32 or OS2 are enabled.
It is worth noting that more than half of the bugs in our VBDb
corpus are, in fact, feature-interaction bugs (cf. the S column in Figure 4.6).
While most feature-interaction bugs have been identified, documented,
and published in telecommunication domain [19], this study provides
a documented collection of feature-interaction bugs in the context of a
wider collection of highly-configurable systems (involving 3D printer
firmware, UNIX utilities, web servers, and operating systems).
Feature-interaction bugs are inherently more complex to find and
reason about (cf. Paper 1A and Paper 1B) because the number of variants, that a developer needs to consider, is exponential in the degree of
the bug (number of features involved). This impacts both variability
program developers and analyzers that consequently have to cope with
this combinatorial blow up.
Observation 8: Presence conditions for variability bugs may also
involve disabled features.
Figure 4.7 lists and groups the structure of the presence conditions. Two
main classes of bug presence conditions emerged: some-enabled, where
one or more features have to be enabled for the bug to occur; and someenabled-one-disabled, where the bug is present when enabling zero or
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21
5
10
5
1
20
3
13
3
1
2
1
1
43

precondition
some enabled:
a
a^b
a^b^c
a^b^c^d^e
some-enabled-one-disabled:
¬a
a ^ ¬b
a ^ b ^ ¬c
a ^ b ^ c ^ d ^ ¬e
other configurations:
¬ a ^ ¬b
a ^ ¬b ^ ¬c
a ^ ¬b ^ ¬c ^ ¬d ^ ¬e
TOTAL
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M
9
6
3

B
7
3
3
1

A
14
7
5

4
1
3

11
6
4
1

10
10

1

1

1
14

18

1
23

S
49
21
21
6
1
45
20
20
4
1
4
1
1
2
98

Figure 4.7: Presence conditions under which the bugs occur.
more features and disabling exactly one feature. Please note that a few
of the presence conditions have the form, ( a _ a0 ) ^ ¬b, but, since it is
implied by either a ^ ¬b or a0 ^ ¬b, we include it in the some-enabled-onedisabled class. Similarly, for presence conditions of the form ( a _ a0 ) ^ b,
we classified as some-enabled. (For this reason, Fig. 4.6 and Fig. 4.7 may
appear inconsistent.)
A total of 25 bugs in the replication studies fall into the some-enabledone-disabled category, involving disabled features: four in Marlin, eleven
in BusyBox, and ten in Apache. Similarly to Linux, only two bugs fall
outside the two categories (one in Marlin and one in Apache). In total
(the S column), the contents of VBDb amounts to 49 bugs in some-enabled
configurations, and another 45 bugs in some-enabled-one-disabled. Only
four configurations fall outside the two main categories identified.
Testing of highly-configurable systems is often approached by testing
one or more maximal configurations, in which as many features as possible
are enabled—in Linux this is done using the predefined configuration
allyesconfig. This strategy allows to find many bugs with some-enabled
presence conditions simply by testing one single maximal configuration.
But, if negated features occur in practice as often as in our collection,
then testing maximal configurations only, will miss a significant amount
of bugs.
Observation 9: A one-disabled testing strategy, with a sample
size bounded by the number of features, would find 96% of bugs in
our collection.
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configuration test strategy
sample size
benefit
all enabled (maximal)
O(1) in practice 50% (49/98)
one disabled
maximum |F |
96% (94/98)
exhaustive (all configs.)
maximum 2|F| 100% (98/98)

Figure 4.8: Effectiveness (cost/benefit) of various testing strategies if
applied to our collection of bugs.
We propose a one-disabled configuration testing strategy, where we test
configurations in which at least one feature is disabled (and preferably
exactly one, if the feature model permits it).
Figure 4.8 compares the two strategies, all-enabled (maximal) configuration testing and one-disabled configuration testing. The sample size is
the number of configurations generated by the given formula (an upperbound). For the all-enabled strategy, this number is approximate since
feature models are underconstrained in practice [68], a small number of
configurations will suffice for real systems (thus constant in practice). For
one-disabled, the size of the sample is always at most |F |, the maximum is
obtained if all features are disabled independently.
The benefit is measured as bug coverage for our sample: for each
strategy we check what percentage of bugs in our database would be
detected by them. We also add an entry for exhaustive testing of all configurations, serving as a baseline. For exhaustive testing, the sample size
is exponential in |F |. This is in practice reduced by feature constraints,
but not below the exponential growth due to sparsity of the constraints,
at least not in highly configurable systems (some software product lines,
in contrast, have very small configuration spaces).
All-enabled (maximal) appears to be a fairly good heuristic intercepting
half of the bugs in our sample; 49 out of 98 the bugs could be found this
way. One-disabled configuration testing has a linear cost in F and thus
can scale reasonably well. Remarkably, 96% of the bugs in VBDb (94 out
of 98) could be found by testing the |F | one-disabled configurations. Note
that these configurations also find the bugs with a some-enabled presence
condition (except for the hypothetical configuration requiring all features
to be enabled).
In practice, we must consider the effect of the feature model in the
testing strategy. Because some features depend on others to be present,
we often cannot disable features individually. A [Max]SAT solver is
required in order to enumerate the configurations to test, while selecting
valid configurations only. We expect that enumerating valid one-disabled
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configurations would be tractable, given the scalability of modern SAT
solvers (hundreds of thousands of variables and clauses), the size of
real-world program families (more often only hundreds of features) and
sparsity of their constraint systems [68].
The proposed one-disabled sampling strategy is related to other well
established strategies discussed in literature, including the most popular t-wise (also known as combinatorial interaction testing [26, 28, 16]),
as well as other heuristic strategies such as all-enabled, all-disabled, codecoverage [86, 87, 85] and random sampling strategies. Medeiros et al. [63]
executed a comparative quantitative study of effectiveness of various
sampling strategies for testing and analysis of configurable systems,
including all the above, one-disabled and its dual version, one-enabled,
added for symmetry. Like suggested above, they use a solver to enumerate (almost perfectly) one-disabled and one-enabled configurations that
satisfy feature constraints.
For large sampling problems, and in the present of feature constraints,
Medeiros et al. report that one-disabled finds more bugs than pair-wise
testing, and it scales better [63]. In fact, one-disabled is the only non-trivial
method that is able to scale to all of the Linux kernel among those that
they studied. None of the t-wise methods do. Besides one-disabled, only
the simple sampling strategies scale, but with worse fault detection rate
(one-enabled, all-enabled, all-disabled, and random sampling). It appears
though that classic combinatorial interaction testing techniques are a
better choice for small configuration spaces. We refer the reader to
the original work of Medeiros et al. for a much more comprehensive
discussion, including the delimitation of conclusion threats.
It is a well known fact that an exponential number of variants makes
it difficult for developers to understand and validate the code, but:
Summary: In addition to introducing an exponential number of
program variants, variability increases the complexity of bugs along
several dimensions:
– Bugs occur because the implementation of features is intermixed,
leading to undesired interactions, for instance, through program
variables;
– Interactions occur between features from different subsystems, demanding cross-subsystem knowledge from the developers;
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– Variability may be implicit and even hidden in alternative or conditionally defined function, macro, variable, and type definitions
specified at remote locations;
– Variability bugs are the result of errors in the code, in the mapping,
in the feature model, or any combination thereof;
– Further, each of these layers involves different languages (e.g., C,
Cpp, Gnu Make and Kconfig for Linux);
– Not all these bugs will be detected by maximal configuration testing
due to interactions with disabled features;
– The existence of compiler errors in committed code trees shows
that conventional feature-insensitive tools are not enough to find
variability bugs.

Contributions
This paper is the main contribution to Goal 2 (Program Perspective) as we
set off to gain understanding on the complexity and nature of variability
bugs of four highly-configurable systems. Research question Q2 asks for
how variability affects bugs. Based on the aforementioned observations,
this paper shows that variability bugs are not confined to any particular
type of bugs, error-prone features, or specific locations. Hence, analysis
tools aiming to find variability bugs in highly-configurable systems need
to be targeted widely at all types of bugs, all kinds of features, and all
subsystems. Indeed, perhaps we should work on methods to lift any
analysis tools to configurable systems. We look into one method in this
direction in Chapter 5. Another study attempt is the work of Dimovski
et al. on automatic variability abstraction [34].
The paper also characterizes in what ways variability affects bugs.
In addition to introducing an exponential number of program variants,
variability increases the complexity of bugs along several dimensions:
unintended feature interactions, hidden features, different layers and
languages, many function calls, etc.
Furthermore, the tremendous variation among the bug in the VBDb
collection itself (each with simplified and single-function versions and
patches) provides a useful resource for further research on variability
bugs and bug finders. In fact, this work has already influenced a quantitative study on the effectiveness of sampling strategies for configurable
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systems [63]. Al-Hajjaji et al. [3] also used our database to derive a set of
mutation operators for software with preprocessor-based variability. We
thus hope that our variability bugs database will continue being useful
to the variability research community, especially to designers of program
analysis and bug finding tools.

4.2

A Quantitative Analysis of Variability Warnings in Linux
(Paper 2B)

Summary
This paper9 analyzes one of the largest open source projects, the Linux
kernel, in order to quantify basic properties of configuration-related
warnings. I use warnings as a proxy for unintended quality issues. Warnings are undesirable in mature code; it is a common practice to disallow
code with compilation errors from being committed. Additionally, it
is difficult to collect errors automatically, since classifying the cause of
error cannot be done automatically, while it is entirely feasible for warnings. This work automatically analyzes more than 20 thousand valid and
distinct random configurations, in a computation that lasted more than
a month. Then, I count and classify a total of 400,000 warnings to get
an insight in the distribution of warning types, and the location of the
warnings. I run both on a stable and unstable version of the Linux kernel.
The results reveal that the most common warnings involve dead code
(warnings: unused-function and unused-variable) and uninitializations.
Interestingly, it appears that no warnings are configuration independent
in Linux. All warnings that survive the development process, and are
committed to the repositories, even in stable releases, are configuration
dependent. I also find that the drivers/ and include/ subsystems
contain most warnings, whereas there is much less warnings in core
subsystems kernel/ and security/ of Linux. Additionally, the unstable
version contains more warnings than the stable version, indicating that
the Linux process for preparing stable releases does help to reduce
configuration-dependent warnings.
9 This

is a joint work with Elvis Flesborg, who concluded his M.Sc. project under
the supervision of Claus Brabrand and mine.
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Context & Motivation
It is commonly assumed that developing highly-configurable systems is
more difficult than developing single-variant software. A clear challenge
is that highly-configurable software can only be handled one variant
at a time by conventional software development tools (static analyzers,
compilers, testing tools, etc). Using preprocessor (variability) just adds to
this difficulty (cf. Paper 1A). Despite widespread adoption, preprocessors
obfuscate the source code, reduce comprehensibility and increase errorproneness [84, 57].
In this paper, I report on a simple, but extensive experiment that
investigates main properties of compilation warnings appearing in different configurations (and two different trees) of the Linux kernel project. I
use sampling [88] across many configurations to investigate what kind of
compilation warnings are most common, and configuration-dependent,
to see in which subsystems they appear, and whether they are more
likely to appear in unstable source trees, than in stable releases.
I use warnings as a proxy for unintended quality issues. Warnings
are undesirable in mature code; it is a common practice to disallow code
with compilation errors from being committed. Maintainers see warnings
as a heuristic indication of low-quality code. Unfortunately, eliminating
warnings from highly-configurable code is difficult, because compilers
only report them for one configuration at a time. Also, warnings are
often produced using the same, or very similar, static analysis techniques
as used for detecting errors. Quantitative characteristics of warnings
are thus interesting for tool builders, who work on family-based static
analysis tools. First, they show that evaluating analysis tools on systems
of the size of the Linux kernel using sampling is feasible. Second,
they show what kind of warnings appear frequently, which allows to
scope and prioritize work on lifted analyses for these warnings (so that
sampling is not necessary, and warnings can be produced with higher
reliability).
Warning statistics can be efficiently collected for a large number of
configurations. The very small number of compilation errors, especially
in stable releases, makes designing quantitative studies difficult. Frequency of warnings is higher than of errors. Moreover, compilation
errors are often caused not by mistakes, but by deficiencies of the build
environment (for instance absence of configuration-dependent dependencies). Since classifying the cause of error cannot be done automatically,
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collecting error distribution data automatically is difficult, while it is
entirely feasible for warnings.
Therefore, the objective of this study is to quantitatively analyze
configuration-dependent warnings in the Linux kernel by checking a
large number of randomly generated configurations.

Method
This paper follows a three-step method: First, generation of random
configurations. Second, collecting the warning messages returned by
a compilation. Third, reflecting on the aggregated data to gather the
findings. I discuss details of these steps below.
Generation of Random Configurations. I generate random configurations
using randconfig, a built-in facility of the Linux kernel build system. It
produces a file with configuration (so called .config file), with values
for all features decided. This file is an input for the build system.
As a rule, generating uniformly distributed solutions to a constraint
system over 15 thousand variables is not feasible with state of the art
PSAT tools, which leaves randconfig as a viable approximation. While
(possibly) not uniformly distributed, randconfig is a reproducible mechanism. The randconfig mechanism guarantees generating valid configurations, and thus so very efficiently (within seconds).
Compiling and Data Collection. I compile each generated configuration
using the make all command with the gcc compiler, activating all warnings (the -Wall option), which is a common and recommended practice
in open source development in C. Then, I collect the warning messages.
A warning output contains a bug type, a filename, line number, and a
message describing the warning.
The experiment is repeated for two different versions of the Linux
kernel: a latest stable, v4.1.1, and a two months old in-development
from the linux-next tree.10 The random configurations are selected from
the x86 architecture of the Linux kernel, which decreases the amount of
technical problems with building them on a single machine.
Data Analysis. After collecting all the data, I analyze the warning messages, classifying them by type and location (sub-system).
10 next-20150402-22

https://git.kernel.org/cgit/linux/kernel/git/next/linux-next.git
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#
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13

Warning
unused-function
maybe-uninitialized
unused-variable
uninitialized
pointer-to-int-cast
frame-larger-than=
array-bounds
return-type
int-to-pointer-cast
overflow
implicit-function-decl
unused-label
deprecated-declarations

Percent
59 %
45 %
29 %
19 %
17 %
14 %
11 %
8%
8%
7%
6%
5%
5%

Figure 4.9: Most common warnings in the stable Linux Kernel (according
to how many percent of configurations produce the given kinds of
warnings, when compiled).
Operation. The experiment has been carried out for a month on two machines, a 32 core, 2.8MHz, 128GB RAM server (average time to generate
and compile one configuration of around 1 minute and 35 seconds) and
a conventional laptop with a 4 core, 2.5 MHz CPU and 4 GB of RAM.

Results
I now present the results of compiling 42,060 kernels (21K in a stable
version and 21K in an unstable version) of Linux using gcc with all
warnings enabled. All compilations produced a total of 400,000 warnings
(i.e., an average of about ten warnings per compilation). The highest
number of warnings produced by a single compilation was 111 (warnings)
and 226 configurations compiled without warnings. Obviously, many of
the same warnings are found over and over because the same code base
in which they occur is included in many different configurations. The
experiment materials are available online11 (including scripts, notes, and
reports).
Most Common Warnings
Observation 1a: The most common warnings in the stable
Linux kernel involve dead code (warnings: unused-function
11 https://github.com/models-team/quantify_linux_errors
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and unused-variable) and uninitializations (warnings:
uninitialized and maybe uninitialized).
Figure 4.9 shows the most common warnings occuring in the stable version of Linux. A warning is said to occur in a configuration of Linux, if a
corresponding warning message appears as a result of compiling the configuration of Linux. The most abundant warning is unused-functions;
functions that are declared, but not used. Such functions are technically
dead code, but do occupy memory. In fact, Gcc does not remove dead code
such as unused functions and unused variables.12 To remove dead code, the
gcc compiler needs to be invoked with options -fdata-sections and
-ffunction-sections in order to keep data and functions in separate
sections; subsequently, the linker needs the -gc-sections flag to be able
to finally remove unused sections. Interestingly, the removal of such dead
code is not available among the optimizations commonly employed in the
Linux kernel; it is included in neither -O0 (optimization level zero), -O1
(one), nor -O2 (two). Note that Linux ubiquitously runs on many small embedded devices such as TiVo and similar DVR devices, network routers,
and smartwatches —even credit-card sized single-computer boards such
as Raspberry Pi—where memory is a limited resource.
The second most common warning, maybe-uninitialized, occurs in
45% of configurations; it occurs whenever gcc determines the existence
of an execution path from a variable declaration to a usage without prior
initialization. If the uninitialization occurs along all paths, the warning
is strengthened to a (definitely) uninitialized which happens in 19%
of configurations. Such warnings are quite serious. The third most common warning is unused-variable (occurring in 29% of configurations);
variables that are declared, but not used. Such variables constitute dead
code and will take up space on the heap or stack and may thus translate
to wasted memory. In total, Figure 4.9 details the frequencies of 13 types
of warnings commonly occurring in Linux.
In terms of variability, it is interesting to note that none of the warnings are at 100% which would be the case for configuration-independent
warnings. This means that all warnings in the stable Linux seem dependent on configurations (choice of enabled/disabled features). Hence:
Observation 1b:
All warnings in Linux appear to be
configuration-dependent (i.e., warnings that occur in some configurations and not in others).
12 https://gcc.gnu.org/ml/gcc-help/2003-08/msg00128.html
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#
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

Subsystem
Directory
drivers/
include/
crypto/
fs/
net/
arch/x86/
lib/
mm/
kernel/
sound/
block/
security/

Absolute
Size
7,713
423
69
831
631
235
74
68
155
659
24
50

Relative
Size
59 %
3%
1%
6%
5%
2%
1%
1%
1%
5%
0%
0%

Warning
Percentage
64 %
40 %
17 %
14 %
10 %
9%
9%
8%
6%
4%
1%
0%

Figure 4.10: Rank of subsystems in the stable Linux Kernel (according to
how many percent of configurations produce warnings, when compiled).
Size is given in KLOC.
Finally, I observe that:
Observation 1c: Most configurations appear to contain warnings.
In fact, among our 21,030 configurations compiled in the stable version,
only 226 did not produce warnings. Even though the Linux kernel
developers try to improve code quality13 —making sure that the code
follows the coding style, and eliminating the static code checker errors
and warnings—, it seems that dealing with variability (i.e., maintaining
thousands of features and their interactions) is complicated. This is
consistent with the results in Paper 1A and Paper 1B discussed before,
which also show that variability makes reasoning about programs more
difficult.
Subsystems with Most Warnings
Observation 2: The drivers/ subsystem and include/ header
files produce warnings in around half of all configurations;
whereas core subsystems such as kernel/ and security/ rarely
produce warnings.
Figure 4.10 shows the frequency of warnings in the stable version of
Linux, according to the subsystems in which they occur. (Note that I
use directories as proxies for subsystems.) It presents both absolute and
13 https://www.kernel.org/doc/Documentation/SubmittingPatches
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Warning
unused-variable
int-to-pointer-cast
implicit-function-decl
frame-larger-than=

Stable
29 %
8%
6%
14 %
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In-Dev.
51 %
25 %
23 %
8%

(a) Kinds of warnings.
Subsystem
arch/x86/
mm/
kernel/
sound/

Size
235
68
155
659

Stable
9%
8%
6%
4%

In-Dev.
14 %
13 %
3%
2%

(b) Subsystems with most warnings.

Figure 4.11: Significant differences of configuration-dependent warnings
(in percentage) between the stable and in-development version of Linux.
relative size for each subsystem, in which I normalize the subsystem size
by dividing it by the total size (= 13 MLOC). A warning is said to occur in
a subsystem, if a corresponding warning message appears designating a
location within the given subsystem. In the following, I disregard smaller
subsystems below ten thousand lines of code: virt/ (6.8 KLOC), ipc/
(6.4k), init/ (2.0k), and usr/ (0.6k). I also disregard Linux infrastructure
such as tools/ (102k), scripts/ (44k), and samples/ (2.1k).
The subsystem most frequently producing warnings is also the largest
subsystem of Linux with 7 MLOC: drivers/. This subsystem produces
warnings in more than half (64%) of configurations. The subsystem
include/ (a directory with header files) causes warnings in almost half
(40%) of configurations.
In particular, this means that sampling using randconfig is likely to
hit warnings in drivers/ and include/, but unlikely to hit warnings in
core subsystems such as kernel/ and security/. This is important as
sampling is often proposed as a viable method for analysis of configurable systems. In case of using another sampling technique, the result
is still unclear (as the probability distribution of randconfig is hard to
describe).
Stable vs. In-Development Version
Figure 4.11 shows a comparison of differences in warnings in the stable
versus the in-development version of Linux. Figure 4.11a charters significant differences in frequencies of warning kinds in the two version.
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Variables declared, but not used (unused-variables) proliferate in the
in-development version, occurring in twice as many configurations as that
of the stable version. Presumably, the lack of rigorous testing that the stable version undergoes before “release” does not reveal such superfluous
declarations. Also, (integer to pointer) type casts and implicit function declarations seems to occur more frequently in configurations in the (un-stable)
development version. Only one kind of warning, frame-larger-than= N,
occurs less frequently in the in-development version. This kind of warning
is reported when a function seems to require allocation of more memory
on the stack than a compile-time given constant, N. The remaining
kinds of warnings do not spawn significant differences between the two
versions.
Figure 4.11b shows differences in the locations of warning among
the two versions of Linux. The subsystems that has a percentage point
difference lower than 2% are not shown. As we can see, warnings
occur more frequently in the arch/x86/ and mm/ (memory management)
subsystems. Also, I observe, not surprisingly, that:
Observation 3: There appear to be more warnings in the indevelopment version than the stable version of Linux (especially,
unused variables, type casts, and implicit function declarations).
This is interesting for two reasons. First, it shows that developers do fix
many problems before the code becomes stable, and if they had the right
tools, this process could possibly be speeded up. In fact, official Linux
kernel patch submission guidelines encourage removing warnings to
avoid clutter of messages from the compiler.14 The Linux foundation also
urges the developers to heed the warnings produced by the compiler:15
“Contemporary versions of GCC can detect (and warn about) a
large number of potential errors. Quite often, these warnings point
to real problems. Code submitted for review should, as a rule, not
produce any compiler warnings. When silencing warnings, take
care to understand the real cause and try to avoid “fixes” which
make the warning go away without addressing its cause.”
Second, it also shows that the errors survive all the way to the stable
version, so the variability-aware tools that would be more precise or more
14 https://www.kernel.org/doc/Documentation/SubmittingPatches
15 https://www.linuxfoundation.org/content/how-participate-linux-community-0
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accurate than the developers, could help to substantially decrease the
bug density in Linux.
Overall, it seems that Linux developers are good at fixing issues in
in-development versions for stable version releases.

Contributions
Similarly to Paper 2A, this paper contributes to Goal 2 since it investigates characteristics of configuration-dependent warnings in Linux,
which are proxies for bugs.
The results show 13 different types of warnings appearing in the
Linux kernel. The majority of these are regarding dead code (e.g., unused
variable) and uninitializations. This finding aligns with the study of
Medeiros et al. [66] in which they found 39 configuration-related issues,
including 14 (36%) undeclared functions, 2 (5%) undeclared variables, 7
(18%) unused functions, and 23 (41%) unused variables. In other words,
they noticed that 59% of the issues are related to unused functions and
variables. Here, I complement this finding by generating randomly
thousands of configurations from the Linux kernel, in which I observe
that the most abundant warning is unused function and the third most
is unused variable.
I also find that most configurations (and subsystems) appear to contain warnings. Specifically, the drivers/ and include/ subsystems contain warnings in about half of all configurations, whereas much fewer
warnings originate from the core subsystems kernel/ and security/.
This result harmonizes with Paper 2A and with the study of Abal et
al. [2] by confirming and complementing with quantitative data that variability bugs are not confined to any particular type of bug, (error-prone)
feature, or source code location. Additionally, I observe that there are
generally more warnings in the in-development version of Linux than in
the stable version.
Finally, I hope that indication of which areas are hot in warnings can
be useful for further research on bug finding in Linux, showing which
subsystems are good candidates as analysis subjects. Also, this study
seems to confirm the, commonly held but rarely followed, recommendation to focus bug-finding studies on unstable trees of Linux, as opposed
to stable. Moreover, this study shows that the errors survive all the
way to the stable version, so the variability-aware tools could help to
substantially decrease the bug density in Linux.

Chapter 5

Variability-Aware Solution for Lifting
Single-Program Analysis
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This chapter summarizes Paper 3A which contributes to Goal 3 and,
consequently, to Q3. In the following, I address the solution-program
quadrant (see Table 5.1), where I provide evidence on how to lift conventional single-analysis tools to handle program families implemented
using preprocessor directives.

Programmer

Problem

Perspective

P1:
Q1:
T1:

Perspective

Program

P2:
Q2:
T2:

Space
– Quadrant 1 –
No hard evidence on how variability affects programmers.
How does variability affect programmers on bug finding?
Variability increases the bugfinding time and makes it difficult
to identify the erroneous configurations.
– Quadrant 2 –
Lack of evidence on how variability
affects bugs.
How does variability affect bugs?
Variability increases the complexity
of bugs; and these (variability) bugs
are not confined to any type of bug,
feature, or location.

Solution

Space
– Quadrant 4 –
P4: Programmers fail to reason about
configurations.
Q4: How to support programmers to
reason about configurations?
T4: Beyond the scope of this dissertation.
(Chapter 7 provides a
sketch of one possible solution.)
– Quadrant 3 –
P3: Infeasible to lift all program analyses to deal with variability.
Q3: How to lift conventional analysis
tools to find variability bugs?
T3: Rewriting variability enables singleprogram analysis tools to find bugs
in highly-configurable systems.

Table 5.1: Research problem, question, and thesis of the Quadrant 3.

5.1

Effective Analysis of C Programs by Rewriting Variability
(Paper 3A)

Summary
This paper proposes a series of variability transformations for translating program families into single programs by replacing compile-time
variability with run-time variability (non-determinism). The obtained
transformed programs can be subsequently analyzed using the conventional off-the-shelf single-program analysis tools such as type checkers,
symbolic executors, model checkers, and static analyzers. In particular,
our1 variability transformations are outcome-preserving, which means that
the relation between the outcomes in the transformed single program and
1 This

is a joint work with Alexandru F. Iosif-Lazar and Aleksandar S. Dimovski.
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the union of outcomes of all variants derived from the original program
family is equality in general.
As a proof of concept, the paper presents C Reconfigurator, a
prototype tool that implements variability transformations for the C
language. All transformations are implemented using Xtend.2 The C Reconfigurator tool is available online at https://github.com/modelsteam/c-reconfigurator. It calls SuperC [39], a variability-aware parser,
to parse code with preprocessor annotations, which uses Binary Decision
Diagrams (BDD’s) for encoding feature expressions and for decisions
during the parsing process. SuperC returns an Abstract Syntax Tree
(AST) with variability, in which variability is reflected with choice nodes
over feature expressions [37]. A choice node is a node with two children,
such that the left child of the choice node is included in the result of those
configurations for which the given feature expression is satisfied; the
right child of the choice node is included otherwise. We apply variability
transformation rules to the AST with variability obtaining an ordinary
AST, which is subsequently translated into a single C program (pretty
printed).
We show the transformation rules and discuss their correctness with
respect to a minimal core imperative language IMP. We also discuss our
experience of implementing and using the transformations for efficient
and effective analysis and verification of real-world C program families.
We report on some interesting variability bugs that we were able to
detect using various state-of-the-art single-program analysis tools, such
as Frama-C [56], Clang [21] and LLBMC [69].

Context & Motivation
Due to the increasing popularity of program families, formal verification
techniques for proving their correctness are widely studied [88]. Analyzing program families is challenging (cf. Paper 1A). With very few
compile-time configuration options, exponentially many variants of a
system can be derived. Thus, for large variability-intensive software
systems, a brute-force approach that derives and analyzes all variants
individually one by one using existing single-program analysis tools is
infeasible.
Recently, many dedicated family-based (variability-aware) analysis tools
have been developed, which operate directly on program families. They
2 http://www.eclipse.org/xtend/
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✏

Single-program
results

Figure 5.1: The overview of our transformation-based approach for
verification of program families. The single-program analyzer can be any
verification oracle for single programs, such as: symbolic executor, type
checker, static analyzer, model checker.
produce results for all variants at once in a single run by exploiting
the similarities between the variants. Examples of successful familybased analysis tools are applied to syntax checking [1, 39], type checking
[51, 20], static analysis [14, 13], model checking [22, 30], etc. Although
they are more efficient than the brute-force approach, still their design
and implementation for each particular analysis and language is tedious
and error prone. Often, these family-based tools are research prototypes
implemented from scratch. So, it is very difficult to re-implement all optimization algorithms in them that already exist for their single-program
industrial-strength counterparts, which have been under development
for several decades.
Another approach for efficient variability-aware verification would
be to replace compile-time variability with run-time variability (or nondeterminism), a method also known as “variability simulation” [92]. In
particular, in this work we consider a class of variability transformations
that transform a program family into a single program, whose outcomes
are equal to the union of all outcomes of individual variants. We call
the corresponding transformations outcome-preserving. Subsequently,
existing single-program analysis tools (verification oracles) that can handle non-determinism (run-time variability) can be used to analyze the
generated single program. Finally, the obtained results are interpreted
back on the individual variants. The overview of this approach is given in
Figure 5.1. Instead of using specialized variability-aware tools to analyze
program families (which would be tedious and labor intensive), we use
the standard off-the-shelf single-program analysis tools to achieve the
same goal by employing our variability transformations.
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1
2
3 i n t foo ( )
4 {
5
int x = 1;
6
7
# ifdef A
8
x = x + 1;
9
# endif
10
# ifdef B
11
x = x
1;
12
# endif
13
14
r e t u r n 2/x ;
15 }

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
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i n t A = rand ( ) % 2 ;
i n t B = rand ( ) % 2 ;
i n t foo ( )
{
int x = 1;
i f (A)
x = x + 1;
if (B)
x = x

}

1;

r e t u r n 2/x ;

Figure 5.2: Before (left) and after (right) our transformations.
In the following, I illustrate how our variability transformations work on
C program families. Consider a preprocessor-based family of C programs
shown in Figure 5.2 (left column), which uses two (Boolean) features A
and B. Only two features give rise to a family of four program variants
defined by the set of configurations K = { A ^ B, A ^ ¬ B, ¬ A ^ B, ¬ A ^
¬ B} (assuming none are deemed invalid). For example, the variant for
A ^ B, which has both features A and B enabled (set to true), and the
variant for ¬ A ^ ¬ B are, respectively:
1 i n t foo ( )
2 {
3
int x = 1;
4
x = x + 1;
5
x = x
1;
6
r e t u r n 2/x ;
7 }

1 i n t foo ( )
2 {
3
int x = 1;
4
5
6
r e t u r n 2/x ;
7 }

Figure 5.3: Variants: A ^ B (left) and ¬ A ^ ¬ B (right).
In such program families, errors (also known as variability bugs [2]) can
occur in some variants (configurations) but not in others. In our example,
the variant ¬ A ^ B will crash at the return statement when we attempt
to divide by zero. At the same time, the other variants avoid the divisionby-zero. The value of x at the return statement is 1 for variants A ^ B
and ¬ A ^ ¬ B, and 2 for A ^ ¬ B.
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To detect the variability bugs, we would either have to analyze each
variant individually, or to use a family-based analysis tool that can parse
and process the #ifdef and #endif directives accordingly. We instead
transform the code in such a way that it can be analyzed by tools that
cannot handle C Preprocessor directives. Figure 5.2 (right column) shows
a single program obtained by applying our transformation on the family
shown in the left part of the figure. All features are first declared as
ordinary global variables and non-deterministically initialized to 0 or
1, then all #ifdef statements are transformed into ordinary conditional
statements (if-s) with the same guard conditions. The division-by-zero
is still present in this single program and happens when A is initialized
to 0 (disabled) and B to 1 (enabled). The set of outcomes of the transformed
program (Figure 5.2, right column) is equal to the union of outcomes of
all individual variants from the family (Figure 5.2, left column).
In general, the transformed program that we obtain from the original
program family can be analyzed by various single-program verification
tools, in order to find variability errors or to confirm the absence of errors
in the given program family.

Method
To demonstrate correctness of our transformations, we define them formally using IMP, a small imperative language. To model compile-time
variability, we extend IMP with an “#ifdef” construct for encoding multiple variants, which we call IMP language. To encode run-time variability,
we extend IMP with an “or” construct for encoding non-determinism,
which we call IMPor language. We define transformations that translate
any given IMP program into a corresponding IMPor program. In the
paper, we show the relation between the semantics of the input and
output programs for each transformation. In the following, I give an
overview of the formal model for our transformations. (I refer the reader
to the paper for a more detailed description on this.)
A Formal Model for Transformations
IMP is an imperative language with two syntactic categories: expressions
and statements. Expressions include integer constants, variables, and
binary operations. Statements include a “do-nothing” statement skip ,
assignments, statement sequences, conditional statements, while loops,
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and local variable declarations. Its abstract syntax is summarized using
the following grammar:
e ::= n | x | e0 e1
s ::= skip | x := e | s0 ; s1 | if e then s0 else s1 | while e do s | var x:=e in s
In the above, n stands for an integer constant, x stands for a variable
name, and stands for any binary arithmetic operator.
The language IMPor is obtained by extending IMP with a nondeterministic choice operator ‘or’ which can non-deterministically choose
to evaluate either of its arguments.
e

::=

... | e0 or e1

With this non-deterministic construct ‘or’, it is possible for an expression
to evaluate to a set of different values in a given store.
The programming language IMP also extends IMP (thus, IMP
does not contain the ‘or’ construct). Its abstract syntax includes the
same expression and statement productions as IMP, but we add the
new compile-time conditional statements for encoding multiple variants of a program. The new statements “#if (f) s #endif” and
“#if (f) var x:=n in #endif s” contain a feature expression f 2 FeatExp
as a presence condition, such that only if f is satisfied by a configuration
k 2 K then the code between #if and #endif will be included in the
variant for k.
s ::= ... | #if (f) s #endif | #if (f) var x:=n in #endif s
A finite set of Boolean variables F = { A1 , . . . , An } describes the set of
available features in the program family. Each feature may be enabled or
disabled in a particular variant. A configuration k is a truth assignment or
a valuation which gives a truth value to each feature, i.e. k is a mapping
from F to {true, false}. If a feature A 2 F is enabled for the configuration
k then k ( A) = true, otherwise k( A) = false. We write K for the set of
all valid configurations defined over F for a family. The set of valid
configurations is typically described by a feature model [47], but in this
work we disregard syntactic representations of the set K. Note that
|K |  2|F| , since, in general, not every combination of features yields a
valid configuration. We define feature expressions, denoted FeatExp, as the
set of well-formed propositional logic formulas over F generated using
the grammar: f ::= true | A 2 F | ¬f | f1 ^ f2 | f1 _ f2 .
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The semantics of IMP has two stages: first, given a configuration
k compute a single IMP program without #if-s; second, evaluate the
obtained variant using the standard IMP semantics. The first stage is a
simple preprocessor specified by the projection function pk mapping an
IMP program family into a single IMP program corresponding to the
configuration k. The projection pk copies all basic statements of IMP
that are also in IMP, and recursively pre-processes all sub-statements
of compound statements. For example, pk (skip) = skip and pk (s0 ;s1 ) =
pk (s0 );pk (s1 ). The second step is standard for IMP.

Results
First, I summarize our variability transformations. Then, I present the
evaluation results.
Variability Transformations
The aim of our transformation-based approach is to rewrite an input
IMP program family s into an output IMPor program s0 . In a pretransformation phase, we first convert each feature A 2 F into the
variable A, which is non-deterministically initialized to 0 or 1 (i.e., false or
true). Let F = { A1 , . . . , An } be the set of available features in the family
s, then we have the following initialization fragment in the resulting
pre-transformed program pre-t(s):
pre-t(s) = var A1 := 0 or 1 in . . . var An := 0 or 1 in s

After translating features into variables, a series of rewrite rules are
applied on the program. The rules have the following form: y ` s
s0 ,
which means that if the current program family being transformed
matches any abstract syntax tree (AST) node of the shape s nested under
#if-s with the resulting presence condition that implies y 2 FeatExp (i.e.,
in context y) then replace s by s0 . Formally, applying the rule y ` s s0
to a family:
. . . #if (f1 ) . . . #if (fn ) . . . ; s; . . . #endif . . . #endif. . .
where f1 ^ . . . ^ fn =) y, then results in the transformed program:
. . . #if (f1 ) . . . #if (fn ) . . . ; s0 ; . . . #endif . . . #endif. . .
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The function Rewrite(s, y ` s
s0 ) represents the final transformed
program s0 obtained by repeatedly applying the rule y ` s s0 on s and
its transformed versions until a point where this rule can not be applied
is reached (a fixed point of the rule).
In the following, I present two transformation rules which handle
conditional variable declarations and uses. They involve duplicating
code and variable renaming. The most straightforward way to handle
renaming of variables in different contexts is by adding an environment
d as a parameter to the statements being transformed. We define an
environment d : Var ⇥ FeatExp ! Var as a function mapping a given
pair of a variable and a feature expression to a variable name. We write
dfe (x) ✓ FeatExp for the set of all feature expressions f such that d(x, f)
is defined, i.e. dfe (x) = {f 2 FeatExp | (x, f) 2 dom(d)}. We write
s, d to denote the result of simultaneously substituting d(x, f) for each
occurrence of any variable x in s in the context (presence condition) that
implies f.
Conditional variable declaration. Figure 5.4 (left) shows a variable declared with different types depending on the features A and B, and how
it is rewritten to include both versions in a single program (right side).

1 # i f (A) i n t x ; # endif
2 # i f ( B ) long x ; # endif

1 i n t x_A ;
2 long x_B ;

Figure 5.4: Rewriting conditional variable declarations.
This rule transforms a local variable that is declared conditionally within
a given context y 2 FeatExp:
y ` #if (f) var x:=n in #endif s, d

var xnew :=n in s, d[(x, f) 7! xnew ]

(5.1)
where xnew is a fresh variable name that does not occur as a free variable
in s. The square brackets in d (cf. d[(x, f) 7! xnew ]) means that the
environment is update if the variable already exists in the mapping,
otherwise a new entry is created in the environment.

Conditional variable use. Figure 5.5 contains variable x that is declared
conditionally when A and !A, two mutually exclusive presence conditions.
At its usage, we rewrite it by introducing a ternary conditional operator
in order to split the execution and retain the original paths.
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1 # i f (A) i n t x ; # endif
2 # i f ( ! A) long x ; # endif
3 y = x + 1;

1 i n t x_A ;
2 long x_notA ;
3 y = (A ? x_A : x_notA ) + 1 ;

Figure 5.5: Rewriting conditional variable use.
This rule handles the case when a local variable is used within a
context y 2 FeatExp. In other words, it transforms expressions whose
variables depend on features. There are three cases to consider here.
y ` y:=e[x], d

y:=e[d(x, f)], d

(2.1)

if there exists an unique f 2 dfe (x), such that y |= f. Here e[x] means
that the variable x occurs free in the expression e.
The second case is when there are several f1 , . . . fn 2 dfe (x), such
that sat(f1 ^ y), . . . , sat(fn ^ y):
y ` y:=e[x], d

#if (f1 ) y:=e[d(x, f1 )] #endif; . . . #if (fn ) y:=e[d(x, fn )] #endif, d

(2.2)
Otherwise, meaning that for all f 2 d (x) it follows that unsat(f ^ y),
we have:
(2.3)
y ` y:=e[x], d
y:=e[x], d
fe

I refer to the paper for the other rules, including a few normalization
rules, as well as the proof of the theorem of outcome preservation for
IMP programs. The theorem also holds for C programs in the subset of
C corresponding to IMP.
Evaluation

We evaluate our reconfiguration technique based on variability transformations and single-program verification oracles on several real-world C
case studies.3 The evaluation aims to show that we can use state-of-theart single-program verification tools to verify realistic C program families
using variability transformations. To do so, we ask the following research
questions:
RQ1: How precise is our technique?
3 All experiment materials are available online at https://github.com/models-team/c-

reconfigurator-test.
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RQ2: How efficient is the verification oracle to identify variability bugs
after transforming the code using our technique?
In particular, we want to show that single-program verification tools
able to find bugs in variant code (erroneous configurations), are also
able to find the same bugs in reconfigured code, which are obtained
using our tool. We use Frama-C [56], Clang [21] and LLBMC [69] as
our verification oracles. Frama-C is a framework for modular static
(dataflow) analysis of C programs. The Clang project includes the Clang
compiler front-end and the Clang static analyzer for several programming
languages, including C. LLBMC (the low-level bounded model checker)
is a software model checking tool for finding bugs in C programs. We
study only known variability bugs that are detectable by the three tools.
Subject Files and Experimental Setup. All transformations are applied
using the C Reconfigurator tool. We investigate precision and performance in finding real variability bugs extracted from three benchmarks:
Linux, BusyBox and Libssh. In particular, we use simplified bugs from
the VDBb database that are found in the Linux kernel files and in BusyBox (cf. Paper 2A). Simplified bugs are independent of the kernel code
and the corresponding programs were derived systematically from the
error trace. Additionally, we use real variability bugs from Libssh.
Table 5.2 presents the characteristics of the subject files we analyzed
in our empirical study. We list: the file id, bug type, number of features
(|F |), number of valid configurations (|K |), lines of code, the size in
KB of the files before (with #ifdef-s) and after (without #ifdef-s) our
transformations, and commit hash (clickable) for each project. This
collection consists of a diverse set of bug types such as null pointer
dereferences, buffer overflow, and uninitialized variable. In total, we
have 11 distinct kinds of bugs. The number of features per file varies
from one to seven. In addition, the number of lines of code ranges from
12 to 165 for the simplified files (from VBDb), and from 1404 to 2959 for
real files (from Libssh). After the transformation, the biggest increase in
size of almost 8 times can be observed for file id 7. This is due to the fact
that this file has seven different features and several variability patterns
that depend on them. In most of the other cases the size increase is not
very big.
All experiments were executed on a Kubuntu VM (64bit, 4 CPUs),
Intelr CoreTM i7-3720QM CPU running at 2.6GHz with 12GB RAM
memory. The performance numbers reported constitute the median
runtime of 50 independent executions.
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File
Bug type
id
VBDb Linux files
1
null pointer deref.
2
null pointer deref.
3
null pointer deref.
4
null pointer deref.
5
buffer overflow
6
buffer overflow
7
read out of bounds
8
uninitialized var.
9
uninitialized var.
10
uninitialized var.
11
uninitialized var.
12
uninitialized var.
13
undefined symbol
14
undefined symbol
15
undefined symbol
16
undefined symbol
17
undeclared identifier
18
undeclared identifier
19
wrong # of args
20
multiple funct. defs
21
dead code
22
incompatible type
23
assertion violation
24
assertion violation
25
assertion violation
VBDb BusyBox files
26
null pointer deref.
27
null pointer deref.
28
uninitialized var.
29
undefined symbol
30
undefined symbol
31
undeclared identifier
32
undeclared identifier
33
incompatible type
Real Libssh files
34
null pointer deref.
35
null pointer deref.
36
uninitialized var.

|F |

|K |

LOC

5
3
4
3
1
1
7
2
1
1
2
2
4
2
2
2
3
2
1
2
1
2
2
2
2

24
6
8
6
2
2
63
4
2
2
4
4
14
4
4
4
8
4
2
4
2
4
4
4
4

1
2
2
1
2
1
1
3
6
4
3

Size KB

Hash

before

after

165
112
55
34
58
33
69
54
54
53
38
26
25
20
20
19
37
20
12
21
19
27
79
75
41

2.9
1.9
0.9
0.5
1.0
0.6
1.1
0.8
1.0
0.8
0.9
0.3
0.4
0.3
0.3
0.3
0.6
0.3
0.2
0.3
0.2
0.4
1.5
1.1
0.6

4.3
2.5
1.0
0.6
1.2
0.7
8.4
1.0
1.1
1.0
1.2
0.5
0.6
0.5
0.5
0.5
1.0
0.4
0.4
0.8
0.3
0.7
1.8
1.2
0.7

76baeeb
f7ab9b4
ee3f34e
6252547
8c82962
60e233a
0f8f809
7acf6cd
bc8cec0
30e0532
1c17e4d
e39363a
7c6048b
2f02c15
6515e48
242f1a3
6651791
f48ec1d
e67bc51
e68bb91
809e660
d6c7e11
63878ac
657e964
0988c4c

2
4
4
2
4
2
2
8

28
24
28
42
27
35
19
46

0.4
0.4
0.4
0.8
0.4
0.5
0.3
0.9

0.7
0.6
0.7
0.9
0.6
0.8
0.4
1.5

199501f
1b487ea
b273d66
cf1f2ac
ebee301
5275b1e
b7ebc61
5cd6461

48
4
4

1404
1428
2959

34.8
44.1
72.4

32.6
31.9
77.6

0a4ea19
fadbe80
2a10019

Table 5.2: Characteristics of the benchmark files.
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Frama-C
id buggy variantreconfigured all
y/n time y/n time time
VBDb Linux files
1 X
218
X 235 5602
2 X
220
X 225 1394
3 X
215
x 236 1918
4 X
218
X 224 1379
5 X
218
X 227 488
6 X
213
X 227 463
7 X
218
X 225 14381
8 X
241
X 250 918
9 X
224
X 230 462
10 X
216 inc 224 460
11 X
234
X 224 917
12 X
216 inc 227 914
13 X
239
X 248 3194
14 X
237
X 244 905
15 X
224
X 248 906
16 X
213
X 222 910
17 X
216
X 230 3823
18 X
210
X 224 901
19 X
210
X 224 452
20 X
213
x 228 907
21 X
239
x 240 458
VBDb BusyBox files
26 X
230
X 234 484
27 X
224
X 234 959
28 X
237 inc 237 957
29 X
230
X 236 481
30 X
231
X 228 968
31 X
220
X 228 486
32 X
216
X 224 477
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Clang/LLBMC
id buggy variantreconfigured all
yes/no time yes/no time time
VBDb Linux files
22 X
21
X
23 91
23 X
4
X
10 10
24 X
3
X
7 11
25 X
3
X
5
8
VBDb BusyBox files
33 X
27
X
31 222
(b) VBDb files using Clang (files
22 and 33) and LLBMC (files 23, 24,
and 25).
Clang/LLBMC
id buggy variantreconfigured all
yes/no time yes/no time time
34 X 1526 X 1702 17029
35 X 1591 X 1804 5917
36 X
112
X 144 448
(c) Libssh files using Clang (file 36)
and LLBMC (files 34 and 35).

(a) VBDb files using Frama-C.

Table 5.3: Verification results for the benchmark files. Times in milliseconds (ms).
Simplified files. Table 5.3a shows the results of verifying our benchmark
files which contain known bugs by using Frama-C. The table has three
main columns: buggy variant, reconfigured, and all that depict the
tool results on the buggy variant code, on the reconfigured program
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family code, and on all valid variants from K analyzed one by one (in
a brute force fashion). Each column contains two results. The first is a
checkmark (X), which means that the same bug was found in both the
buggy variant and reconfigured program by the verification tool. The
checkmark is replaced by x if the bug was not found, or inc—inconclusive
which means that Frama-C was able to detect a bug in the reconfigured
program, but a different one from the bug found in the buggy variant.
The second result in each column is the analyzer time. In the case of
brute force approach (all), we include the analysis time of all valid
variants regardless of whether they contain a bug or not.
We observe that C Reconfigurator tool transforms the family code
by preserving the erroneous traces from the buggy variant in most cases.
For instance, Frama-C could detect 22 (78%) bugs from the simplified
benchmark files (28 in total) after reconfiguring the files using our tool.
Besides that, the C Reconfigurator preserves a variety of bug types
such as buffer overflow and uninitialized variable. It is worth noting
that there is a trade-off between buggy variant, which requires luck
to hit the exact erroneous configuration among the entire set of valid
configurations, and all, which is slow and thus infeasible to analyze the
entire program family. This way, the main benefit of our technique is that
we are able to speed-up the analysis of all variants (versus brute-force),
but also the analysis tools are more likely to find a bug in reconfigured
code (versus generating random configurations).
However, the success rate of our transformation depends on the tool
which may or may not detect different types of bugs. For example,
our technique is able to transform a file containing a memory leak
error, but Frama-C does not have any analysis to identify it. In three
specific cases (cf. file ids 10, 12 and 28), Frama-C did not report the
original bug as an error, but it did detect that some variable might
be uninitialized in some conditions. This happens because Frama-C
performs a may value analysis for finding uninitialized variables. A may
analysis describes information that may possibly be true along one path
to the given program point and, thus in our case, computes a superset of
all uninitialized variables in all variants. So the reported variable may
not match with the one in the buggy variant. We marked these three
cases as inc—inconclusive in the table. Still the verification oracle reports
that there might be an error in the reconfigured code.
In addition, the verification tool could not identify the required bug in
the reconfigured file in three occasions (cf. file ids 3, 20 and 21). For ex-
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12

int do_sect_fault ( )
{
return 0 ;
}
i n t main ( )
{
# i f n d e f ARM
do_sect_fault ( ) ;
# endif
return 0 ;
}

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
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int do_sect_fault ( )
{
return 0 ;
}
i n t main ( )
{
i f ( !ARM)
do_sect_fault ( ) ;
}

return 0 ;

Figure 5.6: File 21 - Before (left) and after (right) our transformations
ample, file 21 contains dead code, which is a function (do_sect_fault())
that is never called when feature ARM is enabled (see the code snippet
in Fig. 5.6, left column). The C Reconfigurator transforms the code
by changing the #ifdef into ordinary if condition, making the function
available for the transformed single program (i.e., the function is not
dead any more), as shown in the code snippet in Fig. 5.6 (right column). The other two cases are similar to this one in the sense that the
C Reconfigurator makes feature code explicit to the entire program
family.
Generally speaking, if one variant does not use a variable/function,
but another does, then the reconfigured code will use the variable/function and the error will be hidden (like in the example above). This
happens due to the limitations of variability encoding, especially because
we cannot preprocess the reconfigured code to filter out the irrelevant
features for a particular variant. In a reconfigured code, all variants are
encoded as a single program (see Paper 3A for more discussion).
Let us now consider the remaining simplified files. We use Clang
and LLBMC to analyze only the other types of bugs (incompatible type
and assertion violation) that Frama-C cannot handle. We treat Clang
and LLBMC as one verification oracle, since we first need to compile
and emit llvm code with Clang in order to analyze it using LLBMC. So,
we do not make difference in reporting whether the bug was found by
Clang during the compilation or afterwards by LLBMC.
Table 5.3b, similarly to Table 5.3a, shows the results of verifying both
the buggy variant and the reconfigured code using Clang and LLBMC.
We also report the analysis time of the brute force approach in the column
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all. As we can see, all bugs were found by Clang/LLBMC in the
reconfigured version. We can thus confirm that our C Reconfigurator
tool transforms the family code by preserving the erroneous traces from
the buggy variant. Based on analyzing 33 simplified variability bugs
from Linux and BusyBox, we find that:
Answer RQ1 (precision)
The C Reconfigurator enables single-program verification tools
such as Frama-C, Clang, and LLBMC to successfully detect most
of the simplified variability bugs on the reconfigured code, obtained
from the Linux and BusyBox benchmark files.
We also evaluate performance of the verification tools to identify the
given variability bugs. Tables 5.3a and 5.3b show time needed for the
verification tools to analyze the buggy variant code (buggy variant column) and the reconfigured program family code (reconfigured column).
We can see that the analysis times in both cases are similar although
reconfigured code is bigger in size (not terribly so). In fact, Frama-C
takes less than half a second to analyze each file regardless of whether it
is a variant or a reconfigured file. For instance, Frama-C analyzes file 1
in 218 and 235 milliseconds on the variant code and on the reconfigured
program family code, respectively. File 1 contains a null pointer dereference and gives rise to 24 different configurations. Applying the brute
force approach (all column), which analyzes all variants individually
one by one, on this file using Frama-C takes 5,602 ms. In this way,
we obtain significant speed-up to verify the program family using our
technique. We also obtain similar results in terms of performance using
Clang/LLBMC (see Tables 5.3b and 5.3c). In general, the performance
of analyzing a reconfigured code is similar to analyzing only one variant,
which gives us a speed-up proportional to the number of valid variants
of a program family. Overall, we observe that:
Answer RQ2 (performance)
The C Reconfigurator speeds-up the family-based analysis via
single-program verification tools, so that we can efficiently detect
simplified variability bugs on the reconfigured code, obtained from
the VBDb benchmark.
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Real files. Lastly, we consider real files to confirm our previous observations with respect to precision and performance. Table 5.3c presents
the results of analyzing three real files from the Libssh project using
Clang and LLBMC.4 These files contain two types of bugs: null pointer
dereference and uninitialized variable. Each file has at least three distinct
features.
Table 5.3c shows that our C Reconfigurator transforms the family
code by preserving the erroneous traces from the buggy variant even for
complex and large files. In fact, the verification tool (Clang/LLBMC)
found the same bug (from the buggy variant code) on the reconfigured
code in all three cases. From this preliminary evidence, we thus confirm that our technique enables single-program verification oracles to
successfully detect variability bugs on the reconfigured code, obtained
from complex and real files.
Regarding performance, we can still see the similarity in verifying
a variant code and a reconfigured one. For example, Clang/LLBMC
took 1,5 sec to analyze file 34 in the single variant version, whereas in the
reconfigured version, the tool analyzed it in 1,7 sec. We can also observe
a speed-up of the family-based analysis using the C Reconfigurator
and single-program verification tools by a factor of the number of valid
variants compared to the brute force approach. Therefore, we conclude
that:
Conclusion
The C Reconfigurator enables analyses of programs at the coverage close to a brute force analysis, but with the efficiency of
a single program analysis. It is also much easier to implement
comparing the cost of reimplementing specialized tools such as
Frama-C, Clang, and LLBMC in a variability-aware fashion.

Contributions
This paper contributes mainly to Goal 3 as propose variability transformations to translate program families into single programs without variability. Research question Q3 asks for how we could lift single-analysis
4 We do not report results from Frama-C on the real files because Frama-C could
not handle them.
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tools to find variability bugs. We define a series of variability transformations rules and prove their correctness with respect to a minimal core
imperative language IMP.
The evaluation shows that the transformed programs can then be
effectively and efficiently analyzed using various single-program analyzers, and that some interesting variability bugs can be found in realistic C
programs by rewriting variability. Finally, I hope that our technique will
be useful for future builders of analysis tools.

Chapter 6

Related Work
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In this chapter, I present work related to the main chapters of this
dissertation (Chapters 3, 4, and 5). First, I discuss previous work on
studying programmers debugging programs (Section 6.1), and the need
for understanding the impact of variability on bug finding. Second,
I describe previous studies of programs (Section 6.2), software bugs in
particular, but I also motivate the study of the nature of variability bugs
occurring in highly-configurable software systems. Third, and finally, I
present related work on tooling support to deal with variability on the
code analysis level (Section 6.3), specifically, to find bugs that occur in
only certain program variants.

6.1

Empirical Studies of Programmers Debugging Programs

This section discusses work on bug finding and program comprehension
related to Paper 1A, and then relates eye-tracking studies on debugging
to Paper 1B.

6.1.1

Bug Finding & Program Comprehension

In the late 1980es, Oman et al. [72] compared debugging abilities of
novice, intermediate, versus skilled student programmers using two Pascal
programs. Not surprisingly, they found, among other things, that the
ability of programmers to find errors increases with general programming experience. Experienced programmers found errors faster than
less experienced programmers. In fact, they concluded that experienced
programmers become faster and make fewer mistakes. Comparing to
Paper 1A, I did not notice any difference in terms of bug-finding time
between Ph.D. and M.Sc. students. But, the former appeared to be more
careful and meticulous when debugging than the latter. This can be
explained by the educational level of subjects in that study. They considered only undergraduate students, separating them according to the
amount of computer science courses taken, whereas I ran the experiment
with graduate students, who would likely be considered as skilled programmers in their setup. Furthermore, I studied a different phenomenon,
which is variability, that might be challenging independently of educational level. However, I stress that I did not design my experiment
to directly compare novices versus experts even though I discuss some
indications.
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Feigenspan et al. [38] in a series of controlled experiments showed
that use of distinct background colors (in place of #ifdefs) improves
comprehension of programs with preprocessor directives, independently
of size and programming language of the underlying product. Additionally, they found that programmers generally favor background colors.
This is one important reason why I used background colors in my experiment (cf. Paper 1A), instead of preprocessor directives. In other words,
I assigned colors to features by showing conditional statements using
background colors rather than #ifdefs. I observed that the speed of
bug finding decreases linearly with the number of features. For instance,
developers spent a bit less than 10 minutes to find a bug in a program
with three features, on average.
Ribeiro et al. [78] conducted a controlled experiment to evaluate
whether emergent interfaces (EI’s) reduce effort and number of errors during code-change tasks involving feature code dependencies. Emergent
interfaces are an example of tooling that attempts to simplify reasoning
about variability. In general, they found a decrease in code-change effort
and number of errors when using their EI tool support. Based on my
two controlled experiments, I can confirm the need for more research on
such tools. I observed that developers perform more code navigation in
the presence of variability. Knowing that, the builders of debugging and
developer support tools should consider providing convenient ways to
navigate from uses to definitions and back again and along call-returns
for method invocations. This kind of information might be more useful
in areas of code that involve variability (i.e., #ifdefs), as suggested in
Paper 1B.
Schulze et al. [80] studied the influence of the discipline of preprocessor annotations on program comprehension. They considered preprocessor annotations to be disciplined only those which align with the
syntactic structure of the programming language; otherwise, they are
not. Thus, disciplined annotations encompass only code fragments that
belong to entire subtrees in the corresponding abstract syntax tree. For
instance, preprocessor directives wrapping an entire function definition is
a disciplined annotation. In the paper, they suggest that finding bugs in
the presence of variability is time-consuming and difficult. The results of
my experiments are consistent with this finding and complement it with
hard evidence. In fact, I was able to quantify the increase of difficulties
as the number of features grows. They also found that the discipline
of preprocessor annotations has no influence at all on program compre-
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hension. However, another study by Malaquias and co-authors [62], on
the very same subject, indicates the contrary, i.e., that the discipline of
preprocessor annotations does matter. In my studies I did not focus on
this particular issue, which would require another design and setup.
Another controlled experiment with 17 programmers applied functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) to measure program comprehension [81]. The participants were asked to understand simple code
snippets. They found that five different brain regions associated with
working memory, attention, and language processing become activated
for comprehending source code. However, variability was not in their
focus. I, in turn, designed and ran two controlled experiments to quantify
the effect of variability on debugging, as well as understand qualitatively
how programmers approach and debug programs with preprocessor
directives.
Recently, Medeiros and co-authors interviewed 40 developers to study
their perceptions of the C preprocessor [64]. The developers assess that
preprocessor-related bugs are easier to introduce, harder to fix, and more
critical than other bugs. Many admit that they check only a few configurations of the source code in practice when testing their implementations.
My experiments confirm these qualitative insights and complement them
with quantitative data.

6.1.2

Eye-Tracking Studies

A few studies have used eye tracking to study debugging and program
comprehension in ordinary programs (i.e., without variability).
Hansen et al. [43] used eye tracking to investigate factors that impact
code comprehension. They exposed ten small Python programs to the
participants to predict the exact output. They found that even subtle
notation changes can have impact on performance, and that notation can
also make a simple program more difficult to read. Relating to my work,
“subtle notations" (preprocessor directives in my case) might have impact
on how programmers approach and perceive programs with variability
in comparison with ordinary programs. However, I cannot separate the
effect of notation (#ifdef, #endif) from the underlying complexity of
variability.
Busjahn et al. [18] conducted eye-tracking studies on small programs
to investigate how programmers read code compared to natural language text. They found that the fixation durations increased when
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reading source code in comparison with natural language text. Busjahn
et al. [17] also studied linearity (sequential reading) and whether or not
the linearity effect in reading natural languages transfers to reading of
source code. They asked programmers to read and comprehend snippets
of natural language text versus Java programs. They observed that expert programmers read code less linearly than novices which, in turn,
read code less linearly than natural language text. They also suggested
that non-linear reading skills increase with expertise. While I conduct
my study in a similar fashion, I have focused on how developers debug
programs with variability. In terms of linearity, I found that variability
appears to prolongs the “initial scan" of the program (first line to last
line) that most developers initiate debugging with. Interestingly, I also
identified that developers seem to debug programs with variability by
considering either one configuration at a time (consecutively, a sort of
linearity) or all configurations at the same time (simultaneously, a sort of
non-linearity).
Rodeghero et al. [79] conducted an eye-tracking study of ten Java
programmers. They asked the programmers to read Java methods and
to write English summaries of those methods. They noticed that the
programmers looked more at a method’s signature than its body in order
to summarize it in plain English. In my study setup, I designed an
eye-tracking experiment to “see” how developers approach programs
with variability during debugging tasks. Among other things, I observed
that the presence of variability correlates with increase in the number of
gaze transitions between definitions and usages for fields and methods.
None of the above eye-tracking studies investigated debugging in the
presence of variability. In other words, variability was not in their focus.
I, in turn, focused on the interplay between variability and debugging
from the programmers’ perspective. To the best of my knowledge, this
is the first study of variability debugging using eye tracking. I could
draw a number of observations (cf. Paper 1B). However, I believe that
further research (either confirmatory or exploratory) using eye tracking on
variability debugging is important and required to confront my findings,
and to draw new ones.

6.2

Empirical Studies of Software Bugs

This section discusses work related to the study of 98 variability bugs
in four highly-configurable systems (Paper 2A), and to the quantitative
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analysis of configuration-dependent warnings in Linux (Paper 2B); both
studies are described in Chapter 4.
ClabureDB [83] is a database of classified bug-reports to accommodate
various kinds of errors from diverse projects and project versions, e.g., the
Linux kernel. The database is automatically populated using existing bug
finders, e.g., Clang and Stanse. The objective is to support research and
development in the area of bug-finding techniques and tools by providing
data for their automatic evaluation. In terms of size, the VBDb database is
comparatively small, since we populated it manually, as no suitable bug
finders handling variability that scale to large projects exist (which also
means that none of the VBDb bugs are covered in ClabureDB adequately).
As of May 2017, ClabureDB contains 221 confirmed Linux bugs and 850
false positives, whereas VBDb has only 98 confirmed variability bugs and
zero false positives (by design) from Apache, BusyBox, Linux and Marlin.
VBDb is unlikely to contain false positives as we studied bug already
found and fixed by developers. Although ClabureDB has a similar
purpose to that of VBDb, it does not consider variability. Also, unlike
ClabureDB, VBDb offers a record with information enabling non experts
to rapidly understand the bugs and benchmark their analyses. This
includes a simplified C99 version of each bug where irrelevant details
are abstracted away, along with explanations and references intended for
researchers with limited kernel experience.
Palix et al. [74] reproduced an old empirical study (from 2001) on
Linux to reevaluate and investigate the evolution of bugs in Linux over
the last decade. The results are available in a public archive.1 This study
has identified a series of bugs and rule violations such as “do not use
floating point in the Linux kernel”. They hunted for Linux-specific kinds
of bugs in the code base. Additionally, the bugs were not corroborated
by Linux developers, so it is unclear how many of these bugs are, in
fact, real bugs. I, along with my co-authors, focused on qualitatively
understanding the complexity and nature of variability bugs based on
four different open-source software systems.
Hyunsook Do et al. [35] provided an infrastructure to help the execution of controlled experiments related to software testing techniques.
The main purpose is to support reproducible experimentation and minimize some challenges when performing a new study, such as the high
costs when gathering proper artifacts for the controlled experiment. The
infrastructure provides elements to execute test cases (e.g., oracles, test
1 http://faultlinux.lip6.fr/
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classes, stubs, etc.) and inputs to reveal faults. Likewise, VBDb can also
contribute to future studies and experiments, but it is a more specific
data infrastructure, since we focus only on bugs related to variability. In
this context, future research can benefit, for example, from the simplified
bugs (which can reduce effort when compared to understanding the
actual bugs) and from the inputs—i.e., configurations—that trigger the
bugs. In addition, the VBDb database might be used to conduct empirical
studies to better understand how developers introduce variability bugs
in highly-configurable systems. The work that introduces the infrastructure [35] also includes a list of research already using and benefiting
from it. Similarly, VBDb has already been used in a variety of recent
publications [63, 3].
Nadi et al. [71] mined the Linux repository to study the causes and
fixes of variability anomalies. An anomaly is a mapping error, such as mapping code to an invalid configuration or code mapped to nonexistent
features, which can be detected by checking satisfiability of Boolean
formulas over features. While we conducted our study in a similar way,
we have focused on a broader class of semantic errors in code, including
data- and control-flow bugs. They could analyze several commits automatically, we however performed an in-depth manual analysis for every
single commit.
Apel et al. [6] used a model checker to find feature interactions in
a simple email client, using a technique known as variability encoding
(configuration lifting [77]). In variability encoding, features are encoded
as Boolean variables and conditional compilation directives (e.g., #if)
are transformed into ordinary conditional statements (e.g., if). We, in
turn, focused on understanding the nature and complexity of variability
bugs widely. This cannot be done with a model checker looking for a
specific class of feature interactions. In fact, searching for bugs with tools
only finds cases that these tools cover. Thus, an automated bug hunt
would be heavily biased against a few kinds of bugs for which the tools
were designed. Understanding variability bugs should lead to building
scalable bug finders, enabling studies (e.g., [6]) to be run on Linux in the
future.
Medeiros et al. [65] investigated syntactic variability errors in preprocessor-based systems. They used a variability-aware C parser [54]
to automate their bug finding and exhaustively find all syntax errors.
They noticed that developers introduce syntax errors when changing
existing code and adding preprocessor directives, and that some of the
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relevant errors survive in the life cycle all the way to the release stage.
But, they found only few tens of errors in 41 program families, suggesting
that syntactic variability errors are not common in committed code. In
contrast to our work, the difference is that we are not concerned with
syntactic errors, but rather with the wider category of more complex
semantic errors.
Medeiros et al. [66] have also conducted an empirical study on
configuration-related issues, specifically, investigating undeclared and
unused identifiers. They found 39 configuration-related issues, including 14 (36%) undeclared functions, 2 (5%) undeclared variables, 7 (18%)
unused functions, and 23 (41%) unused variables. In other words, they
noticed that 59% of the issues are related to unused functions and variables. We complement this finding by generating randomly thousands
of configurations from the Linux kernel, in which we observed that the
most abundant warning is unused function and the third most is unused
variable. Besides that, we ranked both warnings and subsystems, e.g., the
drivers/ subsystem and include/ header files produced warnings in
around half of all configurations we compiled; whereas core subsystems
such as kernel/ and security/ rarely produced warnings. In addition,
we focused on configuration-related bugs and warnings widely, i.e., not
targeting a particular type of bug.
Tian et al. [90] studied the problem of distinguishing bug fixing commits in the Linux repository. They used semi-supervised learning to
classify commits according to tokens in the commit log and code metrics
extracted from the patch contents. They remarkably improved recall
over keyword-based methods, without lowering precision. In contrast,
we used the keyword-based method for two reasons. First, our main
emphasis was on analyzing commits; not in finding commits to be analyzed, which was secondary and not difficult for our study. Second, it
can easily be applied in any project that stores historical information on
changes. Thus, we found a simple keyword-based method sufficient for
our purpose.
Yin et al. [96] studied more than 500 configuration errors (or misconfigurations) in open source and commercial software. They target systems
in which parameters are read from configuration files, as opposed to
systems configured statically. More importantly, they document errors
from the user perspective, whereas we provide a documentation from the
programmer standpoint.
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Padioleau et al. [73] studied collateral evolution of the Linux kernel,
especially device drivers, following a research method close to ours.
Collateral evolution happens when existing code is adapted to changes
in the kernel interfaces. They automatically identified potential collateral
evolution candidates by analyzing bug fixes using heuristics, and then
manually selected 72 for a more meticulous analysis. Similarly, they
classified and performed an in-depth analysis of their data. Yet, the
main difference to our work is that we performed an exploratory study
on variability bugs widely (not in a particular subsystem), once we did
not have any prior knowledge about the nature of these bugs.

6.3

Techniques for Finding Variability Bugs

This section examines related work to the proposed rewriting variability
technique (Paper 3A) for lifting conventional single-program analysis
tools to find variability bugs, as described in Chapter 5.
Recently, formal analysis and verification of program families have
been a topic of considerable research. The challenge is to develop efficient
techniques that work at the level of program families, rather than the level
of single programs. There are two main approaches to lifting analysis
to program family level [88]: (1) to develop dedicated variability-aware
(family-based) techniques and tools; (2) to use specific simulators and
encodings which transform program families into single programs that
can be analyzed by the standard single-program verification tools. The
two approaches have different strengths and weaknesses. The advantage
of (1) is that precise (conclusive) results are reported for every variant,
but the disadvantage is that their design and implementation can be
tedious and labor intensive. On the other hand, the approaches based
on (2) re-use existing tools from the single-program world, but some
precision may be lost when interpreting the obtained results.
Various variability-aware techniques have been proposed which lift
existing single-program analysis techniques to work on the level of program families. This includes variability-aware syntax checking [52, 39],
type checking [51, 20], static analysis [14, 13, 70], model checking [22],
and so forth. For instance, TypeChef [52] and SuperC [39] are able to
parse C code with preprocessor directives. The results are ASTs with
variability (choice) nodes [37]. Representationally, the difference between these two approaches is that feature expressions are represented
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as formulae in TypeChef, and as BDD’s in SuperC. TypeChef also has implemented some variability-aware dataflow analyses. Several approaches
have been proposed for type checking program families directly. For example, Kästner et al. [51] presented a variability-aware type checking for
Featherweight Java, and Chen et al. [20] studied variational lambda calculus. Additionally, Classen et al. [22] introduced lifted model checking
for verifying variability intensive systems. SNIP, a specifically designed
family-based model checker, is implemented for efficient verification of
temporal properties of such systems. The input language to SNIP is
fPromela, which represents a variability-aware extension of the Promela
language for the (single-system) SPIN model checker [45]. fPromela
uses an #ifdef-like statement for encoding multiple variants, which
represents a nondeterministic “if” statement guarded by features expressions that are used to specify what system parts are included (resp.,
excluded) for which variants. Brabrand et al. [14] and Midtgaard et al. [70]
have showed how to lift any single-program dataflow analysis from the
monotone framework to work on the level of program families. The
obtained lifted dataflow analyses are much faster than ones based on
the naive (brute-force) approach that generates and analyzes all program
variants individually. Another efficient implementation of lifted analysis
formulated within the IFDS framework for inter-procedural distributive
environments has been proposed in SPLLIFT [13]. Dimovski et al. [32]
have proposed variability abstractions to speed up the lifted verification
techniques. These abstractions tame the exponential blowup caused by
the large number of features and variants in a program family. This way,
variability abstractions enable deliberate trading of precision for speed
in the context of lifted (monotone) data-flow analysis [32, 33] and lifted
model checking [31].
Another technique to analyze program families efficiently is called
variability encoding [92] (or configuration lifting [77]), which is based on
generating a so-called variant simulator which simulates the behavior of
all variants in a program family. Then, an existing off-the-shelf singleprogram analyzer is used to verify the generated simulator, which represents a single program. Rhein et al. [92] have defined variability encoding
on top of TypeChef for C and Java program families. They have applied
the results of variability encoding to testing [53], model checking [7], and
deductive verification [89]. Compared to [92], our work has the following
distinguished characteristics. First, our C Reconfigurator tool is aimed
to transform C program families. Second, we showed variability-related
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transformation rules and their correctness with respect to a minimal
C-like imperative (state-based) language, whereas in [92] the rules and
their correctness are demonstrated to Featherweight Java. C is a language
much wider used in industry for variability than (Featherweight) Java.
Third, we did not have to rely on object-oriented encodings to make the
variability-transformations work. Furthermore, we provided an evaluation of our technique with several state-of-the-art single-program analysis
tools for finding variability bugs on realistic C programs (both on large
and sanitized files). In the end, we provided evidence that all studied
single-program analysis tools—that do not normally handle variability—
could detect successfully and efficiently most of the variability bugs in the
transformed (reconfigured) code, after rewriting the variability of the
source code. Thus, I believe that rewriting variability is a cost-efficient
strategy for lifting analysis tools to program family level.

Chapter 7

Discussion: Variability Skeleton for
Understanding the Impact of Changes
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This is a short chapter in which I will only sketch one possible idea to
the open research question Q4, which asks for solutions to minimize
the difficulty that software developers have when reasoning about (all)
configurations in a program with variability (cf. Table 7.1). I stress that
this chapter does not belong to the main contributions of this Ph.D. thesis,
but it solely describes a preliminary idea in the form of a technique
to support programmers when maintaining code in the presence of
variability.

Perspective

Program

Perspective

Programmer

Problem

P1:
Q1:
T1:

P2:
Q2:
T2:

Space
– Quadrant 1 –
No hard evidence on how variability affects programmers.
How does variability affect programmers on bug finding?
Variability increases the bugfinding time and makes it difficult
to identify the erroneous configurations.
– Quadrant 2 –
Lack of evidence on how variability
affects bugs.
How does variability affect bugs?
Variability increases the complexity
of bugs; and these (variability) bugs
are not confined to any type of bug,
feature, or location.

Solution

Space
– Quadrant 4 –
P4: Programmers fail to reason about
configurations.
Q4: How to support programmers to
reason about configurations?
T4: Beyond the scope of this dissertation.
(Chapter 7 provides a
sketch of one possible solution.)
– Quadrant 3 –
P3: Infeasible to lift all program analyses to deal with variability.
Q3: How to lift conventional analysis
tools to find variability bugs?
T3: Rewriting variability enables singleprogram analysis tools to find bugs
in highly-configurable systems.

Table 7.1: Research problem and question of the Quadrant 4.
In the problem statement (Chapter 2), I describe the problem P4, which
focuses on the intersection between solution space and programmer perspective. Debugging highly-configurable systems, which include both
large industrial product lines and open-source systems with thousands
of features, requires understanding the combinations of features along
with their data and control flows. In fact, I provide evidence that many
developers fail to identify exactly the set of erroneous configurations,
already for only three features (cf. Paper 1A and Paper 1B).

7.1

Motivating Scenario

Configurable software systems are challenging for developers because
code fragments may be conditionally included or excluded depending
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on whether particular features are enabled or disabled. This means that
developers need to reason about several different configurations (versions
of the program), each with different data- and control-flow in order to
understand a program with variability. In fact, I have observed that
developers navigate much more between definitions and uses of program
objects when interleaved with variability, and that variability appears to
be “contagious” along the flow of control (cf. Paper 1B).
Figure 7.1 presents a code scenario extracted from a commercial
highly-configurable race game, BestLap, with about 15 KLOC. For clarification, I have simplified and adapted the running example. The program
contains two functions (computeLevel and setScore) responsible for
computing the score, involving two optional features, namely, ARENA and
NEG_SCORE. Feature ARENA is responsible for publishing the scores on a
network server, while the variable totalScore stores the player’s total
score, which is greater than or equal to zero.
In this scenario, consider the following user requirement: the game
should compute negative scores as well. To add penalties when the
player crashes the car, the developer modifies the score computation
right after the totalScore assignment. The changed code is shown in
dark green in lines 18-20 (prefixed with a plus sign). This patch appears
to be correct and in the appropriate location. For instance, compiling the
configurable program with only NEG_SCORE enabled, the program variant
runs properly. So, the developer can commit and push the change into
the repository.
However, looking closer at this patch, we can see that the change is
incomplete for configurations with ARENA enabled. The function setScore
contains a condition prohibiting negative scores, thus breaking the specification of the program (the program is supposed to publish negative
scores). This is a semantic (logical) error. To find this bug, the developer
should consider all configurations and somehow see that the variable
totalScore is always equal to zero in the end of setScore computation,
when passing negative values to the function. For our program in Figure 7.1, the error occurs in only one configuration (out of four); whenever
ARENA and NEG_SCORE are both enabled.
Therefore, the developer must somehow consider all configurations
when debugging a configurable program. Moreover, for a program with
variability it is not enough to simply find an error in some configuration.
(Although, in this simplified scenario, it actually happens to be.) In order
to fix a bug, a developer must thus not only pinpoint the error, but also
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int totalScore = 0;
...
#ifdef NEG_SCORE
int penalty = totalCrashes * TIME_MULTIPLIER;
#endif
#ifdef ARENA
void setScore(int score)
{
totalScore = (score < 0) ? 0 : score;
}
#endif
void computeLevel()
{
totalScore = perfectCurvesCounter * PERFECT_CURVES_BONUS + ... ;
+
+
+

#ifdef NEG_SCORE
totalScore = totalScore - penalty;
#endif
#ifdef ARENA
setScore(totalScore);
#endif
... // Publish scores on the network

}

Figure 7.1: Simplified patch in a configurable program.
be aware of the exact set of erroneous configurations (combinations of
feature enablings/disablings). If the developer gets the configurations
wrong, the bug may only be partially fixed, as presented in our scenario.
In fact, Paper 1A provides empirical evidence that many developers
fail to identify the exact set of affected configurations. Clearly, this is a
difficult task. A professional senior Linux kernel developer from RedHat
also attests to the difficulty of reviewing patches in presence of variability.
During an interview with him, he mentioned that predicting the impact
of changes in the presence of variability is a difficult challenge for him,
e.g., what parts of the program a change affected and was affected by.
For these reasons, a developer has to be highly alert and conscious of the
features (#ifdefs) and configurations in the code.
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In the following, I present the general idea of a solution that might
help developers reason about configurations.

7.2

Variability-Aware Program Slicing

Yin et al. [97] conducted a comprehensive study on incorrect bug-fixes
from large operating systems including Linux, OpenSolaris, FreeBSD
and also a mature commercial OS. They noticed that 27% of the incorrect
fixes are made by developers who have never touched the source code
files associated with the fix. The study indicates that both developers
and reviewers of incorrect fixes usually do not have enough knowledge
about the involved code for debugging or changing it. This may mean
that developers make mistakes during bug fixing because they do not
know all the potential impact of the code they are changing. If the main
potential impact (control- or data- dependencies) are plainly presented to
developers, they could better detect the cause of a bug and, consequently,
provide a correct fix to it. Program slicing can be adapted to analyze
such information, making the patch as the slicing criterion. Then, its
mostly a matter of extracting the most relevant program parts that most
directly affect or is affected by the program point. Proximity is likely to
be a key aspect in determining the most relevant parts to be extracted
into a skeleton. Earlier indication that variability is difficult makes us
believe that it would be advantageous to keep most of the variability
structure intact in the skeleton (at least the variability that has to do with
the modification point).
Program slicing [94] is an analysis that establishes which part of the
program is relevant for a given criterion. For instance, it can compute
which program elements could possibly participate in reaching a program
point exhibiting an error. This can be used to speed up bug finding
analyses. Slicing has applications in debugging [95], regression testing
[12], program comprehension [29], among others.
However, we still lack family-based extensions of program slicing.
There is only one work that tries to lift classic program slicing [48],
but there is no stable implementation. In the context of variability,
developers agree that variability bugs are easier to introduce, harder
to fix, and more critical than other bugs [64]. Many still admit that
they check only few configurations of the source code in practice when
testing their implementations. (I confirmed these qualitative insights
and provided quantitative evidence in Paper 1A and Paper 1B.) With
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# include < s t d i o . h>
# ifdef A
void foo ( i n t i ) { . . . }
# endif
# ifdef B
void bar ( i n t i , i n t j ) { . . . }
# endif
i n t main ( void )
{
int x = 2;
int y = 3;
# ifdef A
int z = 7 + y ;
foo ( x ) ;
# endif
# ifdef B
foo ( y ) ;
+ bar ( y , z ) ;
# endif

}

p r i n t f ( "%d " , x ) ;
return 0 ;
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#include<stdio.h>
#ifdef A
void foo(int i) { ... }
#endif
# ifdef B
void bar ( i n t i , i n t j ) { . . . }
# endif
i n t main ( void )
{
int x = 2;
int y = 3;
# ifdef A
int z = 7 + y ;
foo(x);
# endif
# ifdef B
bar ( y , z ) ; // c r i t e r i o n
# endif

}

printf("%d", x);
return 0;

Figure 7.2: Example of a code change (commit) in a configurable program;
and of a variability skeleton based on bar(y,z) in line 22.
this lack of awareness, developers can introduce errors when changing a
feature code, making maintenance even more expensive. To tackle this
issue, in the following I present the idea of contextual variability skeleton.

7.2.1

General Idea

The main idea is to generate a simplified program with a variability
skeleton for a code change, helping developers understand the impact
of the change. I believe that a slicing technique that deals with both
the C code and the preprocessor directives (#ifdefs) has a potential
to improve reasoning about features and configurations. In this way,
developers might be able to comprehend, debug, and fix configurable
programs. To illustrate this idea, let us consider the code example
displayed in Figure 7.2. The left-hand side illustrates a commit (patch) in
a configurable program involving one change; the function call (foo(y))
in line 21 is removed, while bar(y,z) is added in line 22. Suppose that a
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maintainer gets this code change to review. So, instead of analyzing the
entire program, she can focus on the variability skeleton as a stepping stone
for understanding the impact of the modification on the real program. To
run a slicing technique, one needs first to select a slicing criterion, which
serves to compute the data and control dependencies accordingly. By
making the patch as the slicing criterion, she pinpoints the function call
(bar(y,z)) in line 22 as her program point of interest. The right-hand
side of Figure 7.2 shows the program slice without the parts that are
deemed irrelevant with respect to the variability skeleton computed.
Now, looking only at the (relevant) potential impacts of the change, she
may have better chances to detect that this change is broken in certain
configurations. Variable z in declared only inside feature A (line 16),
while it is used in feature B (line 22). Thus, this program causes an
undeclared variable error when feature A is disabled and feature B is
enabled, respectively. I therefore believe that a variability-aware program
slicing might make it easier to understand the potential impacts of a code
change and to further identify problematic situations like changes that
introduce bugs.

7.2.2

Preliminary implementation

I have a preliminary implementation of a prototype tool, Variability Skeleton Generator, which takes as input a C program with #ifdefs along
with a program point (line number), and generates a simplified version
of the configurable program based on the given criterion. The early
version of the prototype tool is available online.1 I have implemented it
on top of TypeChef [54], which provides an infrastructure to work with
preprocessor-based variability. TypeChef parses the source code containing variability in a variability-aware fashion, i.e., without generating
particular configurations. As a result, it returns an abstract syntax tree
(AST) with variability, in which variability is reflected with choice nodes
over feature expressions [37]. TypeChef also has a variability-aware type
system, as well as control- and data-flow analyses.
Technically speaking, the prototype tool works as follows: First, the
Variability Skeleton Generator calls TypeChef to parse the source code
with preprocessor annotations, and to perform type checking on the
resulting AST with variability. Second, it runs the reaching definitions
analysis and gets the def-use and use-def chains including variability
1 https://github.com/jccmelo/TypeChef/tree/master/CSlicer
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context. Subsequently, this step provides the definitions and uses of
every variable and function in the configurable program. We now can
query what are the definitions (or uses) of a particular variable using
these mappings. Third, and finally, the tool performs a classic but lifted
program slicing (cf. [94]) based on a program point, taking into account
all the variability. As a result, a simplified program is generated with a
variability skeleton, which might ease in understanding the impact of
particular code elements including features.
However, this is just one idea among many others to support programmers reasoning about configurations. Perhaps, the combination of
Braz et al. [15] work (change-centric approach) with the Variability Skeleton Generator has the potential to help developers and maintainers who
commit, review, and merge variability code every day. I acknowledge
that this idea should be further implemented and evaluated to obtain
hard evidence whether it does improve reasoning about configurable
programs, and that it scales to a large number of variants. One way of
evaluating is to run a controlled experiment combined with a survey
and follow-up interviews with software developers, and measure time,
accuracy, and usefulness of the prototype tool in a variety of debugging,
comprehensive, and fixing tasks.

Chapter 8

Conclusion and Future Work
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In this Ph.D. thesis, I have investigated the impact of variability on programmers and programs through different perspectives. First, I studied
about a hundred variability bugs in highly-configurable systems with
the objective of understanding the complexity and nature of such bugs.
Second, I designed and ran two controlled experiments with almost one
hundred programmers in total to quantify the impact of variability on
debugging of preprocessor-based programs. The study of variability
debugging using eye tracking is the first study of its kind. I have also presented a variability-aware technique that makes single-program analysis
tools able to detect (variability) bugs in configurable software.
In the following, I divide my final conclusions into three parts which
correspond to Theses T1, T2, and T3 (described in Chapter 2). I discuss
the results, implications, limitations and future work for each thesis.
Thesis T1
The time needed for finding bugs appears to increase with the
number of features, while effectiveness of finding bugs is relatively
independent of variability. However, identifying the exact set of
erroneous configurations is difficult, already for a low number of
features. Variability also increases the number of gaze transitions
(eye movements) between definition-usages for variables and callreturns for methods.
I investigated the impact of variability on the time and accuracy of bug
finding in highly-configurable systems via two controlled experiments
(cf. Chapter 3). The objective of the first experiment was to quantify the
impact of variability on debugging. I ran the experiment with N=69
programmers while measuring speed and precision for bug finding
tasks defined at three different degrees of variability on several subject
programs derived from real configurable systems. In the second study, I
focused on qualitatively understanding how actually developers approach
and debug programs in presence of variability. I exposed developers to
debug programs with and without variability, while recording their eye
movements using an eye tracker.
In Paper 1A, I learned that the time needed for finding bugs appear
to increase (only) linearly with the number of features, with the time
becoming less predictable with more features. I also observed that most
developers correctly identify bugs, yet many fail to identify the exact
set of affected configurations. This is consistent with earlier hypotheses
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that programmers introduce errors because it is difficult to reason about
all the executions involved via configuration choices. Interestingly, this
ability does not seem to improve with increasing level of education, while
general, non-variability related, bug-finding skills do seem to improve. I
could also see that challenges with reasoning about configurations are
already measurable for low degrees of variability.
On top of quantitative results, Paper 1B showed that variability increases debugging time for code fragments that contain variability and
for neighboring locations. Also, it appears that developers navigate much
more between definitions and uses of program objects when interleaved
with variability. This is presumably caused by increased complexity
of def-use relationships, or by difficulties of maintaining all variants
in short-term memory. Additionally, I noticed that variability seems
to prolong the “initial scan” of the program that most subjects initiate
debugging with and that developers appear to debug programs with
variability by using either a consecutive or simultaneous approach.
Even though variability complicates debugging, it is not terribly
so (only linearly). If developers reasoned about each of the variants
separately we would have observed an exponential, not linear, growth.
The practical implication is that it is beneficial to introduce variation
points into programs from the debugging perspective. I mean, it is
beneficial to pay a linear price for bug finding, if the alternative is
to maintain a super-linear set of variants. However, there might be
benefits in selecting designs (architectures and algorithms) that require
less variability, if possible.
Another point, which seems obvious, is that reasoning about multiple
configurations is a challenge. This is consistent with earlier qualitative
indications that variability bugs appear when developers unintentionally ignore an execution that is enabled by an unexpected (for them)
configuration of features. In fact, my study suggests that, for higher
degrees of variability, it is more difficult to correctly identify the set of
erroneous configurations than to find the bug in the first place. This is
rather unexpected, given the fact that to understand the bug one needs to
reason about control flow, a temporal non-local phenomenon that is not
obviously simpler than combinatorics. This means that it is beneficial to
work on support tools that help developers to navigate the configuration
space (on top of flow-oriented bug finders).
Also, knowing that developers perform more navigation in code with
variability, I encourage the developers to structure the code in a way that
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minimizes the distance between uses and definitions of field variable
declarations or between methods calling each other, especially for those
declarations and uses that involve variability. For the builders of programmer supporting tools, I suggest that they shall consider providing
convenient ways to navigate from uses to definitions and back again and
along call-returns for method invocations. Emergent interfaces [78] and
emergent feature interfaces [67] are examples of tooling that attempt to
simplify reasoning about variability. This thesis confirms the need for
more research on such tools.
Future work. The way that these two experiments have been conducted
was optimized for internal validity and observations in lab conditions.
(There is an inherent trade-off between internal versus external validity
in experiment design [82].) It would be interesting to investigate the
extent to which the results generalize to more realistic (non-lab) conditions; more programs, larger programs, more realistic programs, higher
degrees of variability, in order to confront the findings presented here
and to draw new ones. However, each of these generalizations extend
the duration of tasks beyond one hour. This makes it significantly harder
to attract anywhere near one hundred participants for the experiments.
Thus, I believe that qualitative research like surveys, case studies and
action researches could gather more evidence. It would be also interesting to know when the linear relationship I observed (increasing of the
bug-finding time) breaks down, for some higher degrees of variability.
Presumably, at some point, developers will not be able to simply cope
with the exponentially many combinations of features. Another possible
direction is to exploit the results of these studies—in particular that it
is challenging for developers to correctly identify the set of erroneous
configurations—by building programmer supporting tools to simplify
reasoning about the data and control flows of all configurations.
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Thesis T2
Variability is ubiquitous. There appears to be no specific nature
of variability bugs that could be exploited. Variability bugs are
not confined to any particular type of bug, error-prone feature, or
location. Variability also increases the complexity of bugs due to
unintended feature interactions, hidden features, combinations of
layers (code, mapping, model) involving different languages (e.g.,
C, cpp, Kconfig for Linux), many function calls, etc.
I studied variability from the program perspective by analyzing about a
hundred of bugs and warnings in highly-configurable systems (cf. Chapter 4). The idea behind this study was to understand the complexity and
nature of variability bugs and gather concrete examples of such bugs in
order to ground research in actual problems and to evaluate tool implementations of variability-sensitive analyses. Additionally, I analyzed one
of the largest open source projects, the Linux kernel, with the objective
to quantify basic properties of configuration-related warnings.
In Paper 2A, I found that variability bugs are not limited to any
particular type of bugs, error-prone features, or specific locations. In total,
the corpus of 98 variability bugs falls in 25 different types of error
categories, involving 155 distinct features, and spread out in over 30
different subsystems in the four highly-configurable systems investigated.
I therefore conclude that variability is ubiquitous. There appears to
be no specific nature of variability bugs that could be exploited. If
analysis tools were to focus on particular kinds of variability bug during
family-based analysis, they would thus fail to detect large classes of
errors (the kinds not focused on). Hence, analysis tools aiming to find
variability bugs in highly-configurable systems need to be targeted widely
at all types of bugs, all kinds of features, and all subsystems. This
conclusion is also interesting from the point of view of understanding
the reasons for which bugs appear. Appearing everywhere, variability
bugs hint that it is the variability itself that enables or amplifies their
introduction (possibly standalone, or in concert with other aspects of
system complexity). Perhaps all of this is not so surprising, but now we
could confirm these folkloric hypotheses with evidence in terms of hard
evidence.
I also characterize in what ways variability affects bugs. In addition
to introducing an exponential number of program variants, variability
increases the complexity of bugs along several dimensions:
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– Bugs occur because the implementation of features is intermixed,
leading to undesired interactions, for instance, through program
variables;
– Interactions occur between features from different subsystems, demanding cross-subsystem knowledge from the developers;
– Variability may be implicit and even hidden in alternative or conditionally defined function, macro, variable, and type definitions
specified at remote locations;
– Variability bugs are the result of errors in the code, in the mapping,
in the feature model, or any combination thereof;
– Further, each of these layers involves different languages (e.g., C,
Cpp, Gnu Make and Kconfig for Linux);
– Not all these bugs will be detected by maximal configuration testing
due to interactions with disabled features;
– The existence of compiler errors in committed code trees shows
that conventional feature-insensitive tools are not enough to find
variability bugs.
In Paper 2B, I observed 13 different types of warnings appearing in
the Linux kernel. The majority of these are regarding dead code (e.g.,
unused variable) and uninitializations. I also found that the drivers/ and
include/ subsystems contain warnings in about half of all configurations, whereas much fewer warnings originate from the core subsystems
kernel/ and security/. Additionally, I observed that there are generally
more warnings in the in-development version of Linux than in the stable
version. Finally, I hope that indication of which areas are hot in warnings
can be useful for further research on bug finding in Linux, showing
which subsystems are good candidates as analysis subjects. Also, this
study seems to confirm the, commonly held but rarely followed, recommendation to focus bug-finding studies on unstable trees of Linux, as
opposed to stable. Moreover, the study shows that the errors survive all
the way to the stable version, so the variability-aware tools could help to
substantially decrease the bug density in Linux.
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Future work. A natural direction to continue the study of 98 variability
bugs in four highly-configurable systems would be to design quantitative
studies to confirm the qualitative observations. Such studies can be designed in two directions: either by building suitable tools and applying
them massively to the available historical source code, or by designing
controlled experiments when programmers are observed during programming, with attention to bug finding and bug fixing tasks. Observing
bug introduction however is very difficult in a quantitative manner, and
would have to be done qualitatively. Some of these observations may lead
to better sampling strategies for configurable systems, or optimizations
for family-based analysis, which can be a worth exploring direction in the
future. In fact, the VBDb database has already influenced a quantitative
study on the effectiveness of sampling strategies for configurable systems [63]. Al-Hajjaji et al. [3] also used VBDb to derive a set of mutation
operators for software with preprocessor-based variability. I hope that
our variability bugs database will continue being useful to the variability
research community, especially to designers of program analysis and
bug finding tools. At the same time, I also hope that the community can
contribute to the usefulness of this data by providing new bug reports
and new simplified bugs. The VBDb project allows contributions as pull
requests against its bitbucket repository and as discussion comments in
the online website.
Regarding the quantitative analysis of warnings in Linux, one possible direction would be to evaluate whether the current results hold
for another technique that generates random configurations instead of
randconfig (as the probability distribution of randconfig is not thoroughly representative).
Thesis T3
Single-program analysis tools, which do not handle variability,
are able to effectively and efficiently find bugs in configurable
programs by rewriting variability. Rewriting variability appears to
be a cost-efficient solution to lifting program analyses.
Knowing that variability is ubiquitous and that program analysis tools
aiming to find variability bugs in highly-configurable systems need to be
targeted widely, I along with my co-authors proposed a method to lift
any analysis tools to configurable systems (cf. Paper 3A). The method
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is called rewriting variability which consists of a series of variabilityrelated transformations for translating configurable systems into single
programs by replacing compile-time variability (#ifdefs) with run-time
variability (ordinary ifs). We evaluated our transformations by analyzing
the obtained transformed (single) programs using off-the-shelf singleprogram analysis tools such as Frama-C, Clang, and LLBMC. In fact,
we could detect successfully and efficiently some interesting variability
bugs using those tools.
Another way of analyzing configurable software is to use variabilityaware analysis tools. However, in comparison with conventional analysis
tools, variability-aware analyzers are rare, experimental, and not fast
enough to extensively scan the long history of real software systems like
Linux. For these reasons, we opted for transforming the source code by
rewriting variability. One limitation of this approach is the precision loss,
which depends on the analysis tools, since our transformation produces
a super single variant that contains all possible paths that may occur in
any variant.
Future work. One immediate extension is to consider more files, larger
files, and realistic files to gather further evidence on the practicality
of rewriting variability and confront our findings. In terms of implementation, the next step is to run our tool on a wide variety of highlyconfigurable systems (e.g., Linux and BusyBox), which would make it
more accessible to the research community. Another direction would
be to test the technique against variability-aware tools and assess the
trade-offs.
Summary
In this Ph.D. project I have studied software variability from the
problem and solution space in combination with the program and
programmer perspective. Overall, this Ph.D. thesis shows that variability complicates debugging and the complexity of bugs, but not
terribly so. This is positive and consistent with the existence of
highly-configurable software systems with hundreds, even thousands, of features, testifying that developers in the trenches are able
to deal with variability. This thesis also shows that, by rewriting the
variability in the source code, off-the-shelf single-program analysis
tools are able to detect successfully and efficiently variability bugs.
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ABSTRACT

worrisome in the context of variability. Software projects embrace variability hoping to increase flexibility at lower cost
(to better control system resources, to extend portability
across di↵erent hardware, to meet requirements of various
market segments). However, multiple research indicate that
variability might also amplify maintenance problems. Recent
literature on variability is riddled with claims to that end.
We list a few examples: “bug-finding is a time-consuming and
tedious task in the presence of variability”[30]; “managing
variability can become complex” [34]; “variability specifications
and realizations tend to erode in the sense that they become
overly complex.” [36]; “understandability and maintainability
may be negatively a↵ected” [12].
However reasonable, there is little to no hard evidence
for these claims. Specifically, how are maintenance tasks
(bug finding in particular) a↵ected by variability? How much
harder is it to debug a program as variability increases? Does
variability a↵ect speed or also quality of debugging? In this
paper, we set o↵ to understand such issues using a controlled
experiment designed to quantify the impact of the degree of
variability in program code on bug finding.
In the experiment we use simplifications of real bugs extracted from Linux, BusyBox, and BestLap. We define
three degrees of variability: no, low, and high; corresponding
to zero, one, and three features, respectively. Given a program and a degree of variability, we ask the participants to
debug the programs. In summary, we learn that:

Software projects embrace variability to increase adaptability and to lower cost; however, others blame variability for
increasing complexity and making reasoning about programs
more difficult. We carry out a controlled experiment to quantify the impact of variability on debugging of preprocessorbased programs. We measure speed and precision for bug
finding tasks defined at three di↵erent degrees of variability
on several subject programs derived from real systems.
The results show that the speed of bug finding decreases
linearly with the degree of variability, while e↵ectiveness
of finding bugs is relatively independent of the degree of
variability. Still, identifying the set of configurations in
which the bug manifests itself is difficult already for a low
degree of variability. Surprisingly, identifying the exact set
of a↵ected configurations appears to be harder than finding
the bug in the first place. The difficulty in reasoning about
several configurations is a likely reason why the variability
bugs are actually introduced in configurable programs.
We hope that the detailed findings presented here will
inspire the creation of programmer support tools addressing
the challenges faced by developers when reasoning about
configurations, contributing to more e↵ective debugging and,
ultimately, fewer bugs in highly-configurable systems.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
D.2.5 [Software Engineering]: Testing and Debugging

• The time needed for finding bugs increases only linearly
with the amount of features, with the time becoming
less predictable with more features. The di↵erences in
e↵ectiveness of various programmers are amplified by
the increase of variability.

Keywords
Variability, Preprocessors, Bug Finding

1.

• Most developers correctly identify bugs (partial correctness), yet many fail to identify the set of a↵ected configurations (complete correctness). This is consistent with
earlier hypotheses that programmers introduce errors
because it is difficult to reason about all the executions involved via configuration choices. Interestingly,
this ability does not seem to improve with increasing
level of education, while general, non-variability related,
bug-finding skills do seem to improve.

INTRODUCTION

A recent study reports that the global cost of debugging
software has risen to 312 billion dollars annually, and that
on average, software developers spend half of their programming time finding and fixing bugs [14]. This is particularly
Permission to make digital or hard copies of all or part of this work for personal or
classroom use is granted without fee provided that copies are not made or distributed
for profit or commercial advantage and that copies bear this notice and the full citation
on the first page. Copyrights for components of this work owned by others than ACM
must be honored. Abstracting with credit is permitted. To copy otherwise, or republish,
to post on servers or to redistribute to lists, requires prior specific permission and/or a
fee. Request permissions from permissions@acm.org.

• Challenges with reasoning about configurations are
already measurable for low degrees of variability.
The intended audience of this work are designers of variability management tools, of bug-finding tools, and of other
supporting methods, such as variability-aware software architectures, aiming at improving efficiency and correctness in
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(a) No variability (zero features).

(b) Low variability (one feature).

(c) High(er) variability (three features).

Figure 1: A program with an uninitiliazed variable error with progressively increasing degrees of variability.
development of variability-intensive systems. We hope that
the insights provided will influence new tools and methods
that can help avoiding bugs like the one presented in the
next section, or help debugging programs that contain them.
We also hope to inspire software architecture researchers
to (further) understand the trade-o↵s between increasing
variability and development cost, by also including potential
debugging costs.

2.

the conditional statement in line 8 is not executed; hence,
the variable err which was declared and uninitialized in line
2, is never assigned a value. Now, since the value of the
variable ipv4 is true (line 3), the conditional statement in
line 10 returns the value of the uninitialized variable err.)
Figure 1b contains the same program, but now involving
one feature shown in light gray background color. A feature,
such as light gray in this example, can be configured either
as enabled or disabled. Features are used in compile-time
conditional directives (#ifdefs) to control whether to include or exclude code fragments in a program. We use the
conventions of Cide [17] which assign colors to features and
show conditional statements using background colors rather
than #ifdefs. We discuss implications of this di↵erence in
Section 5. A colored statement is to be included in a program
if and only if the corresponding feature (color) is enabled.
Obviously, a feature thus gives rise to two possible configurations: a program with the light gray statement, and a
program without it. In general, n features will give rise to
2n configurations; i.e., 2n programs.
Now programming errors conditionally depend on configurations. Indeed, the error in Figure 1b occurs only whenever
we enable the light gray feature. If the light gray statement
in line 6 is included, the variable err is not initialized in
line 8. If we disable the light gray feature, the error no longer
occurs; err would then be initialized in line 8.
Ultimately, this leads to a notion of partial correctness
for debugging. A developer can correctly diagnose the error
(find the bug), but incorrectly misdiagnose the exact set of
configurations (the combinations of features producing the
bug). In the case of a single feature, partial correctness
(misdiagnosis) means mixing up enabled and disabled.
The problems and difficulties escalate when we consider
more features; i.e., higher degrees of variability. Figure 1c
shows the same programs as before, but now with three features: light gray, gray, and dark gray. The three features yield
eight configurations. In debugging the program, the developer must somehow consider all configurations. Determining
the erroneous products becomes a non-trivial combinatorial
problem which, as we shall see in Section 4, is difficult. Indeed, for our program in Figure 1c, the error now occurs in
exactly three (out of eight) configurations.

MOTIVATING SCENARIO

Today, variability-intensive software systems include both
large industrial product lines [8, 26, 4, 3] and open-source
systems of various sizes, up to the Linux kernel with more
than 13,000 configurable features [5]. A multitude of technologies can be used to implement configurable systems:
object-oriented patterns, aspects, domain-specific languages
and code generation, plugin mechanisms, and so on. Among
these, the C preprocessor (cpp) is one of the oldest, the
simplest, and the most popular [9, 19, 17] mechanisms in use,
especially in the systems domain. For these reasons, we use
the preprocessor in our study. The results do not generalize
to other mechanisms, but provide a good indication, given
that the other solutions are more complex and require much
more additional code to handle variability.
Figure 1 presents an example extracted from the Netpoll
module of Linux kernel, slightly adapted to Java syntax
using coloured lines instead of preprocessor [17]. Netpoll is
an API that provides a means to implement UDP clients and
servers in the kernel independently of the main networking
stack. These can be used in unusual situations, like failure
monitoring, crash recovery, or debugging of the kernel. The
original function, called netpoll_setup in C, is used to initialize the module. It is about 100 lines long and involves one
optional feature. Historic versions of the function, contained
an error.1 If the feature is disabled, the function returns the
value of an uninitialized variable, err, intended to hold an
error value in case of unexpected situations.
We illustrate how the task of debugging becomes more
complex as the numbers of features increase. Figure 1a
shows a version of the bug as a conventional program without
variability. It is fairly easy to establish that the function
returns the value of an uninitialized variable in line 10. (In
line 6, the variable flag is assigned false which means that

3.

1

http://git.kernel.org/cgit/linux/kernel/git/stable/linux-stable.git/commit/
?id=e39363a9def53dd4086be107dc8b3ebca09f045d

EXPERIMENT

In this section we explain our experimental design and setup.
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(a) P2.

(b) P3.

Figure 2: Programs P2 and P3 with HI variability degree; P1 is a larger version of Fig. 1c.
Prg

Origin

Filename

P1

Linux

netpoll.c

P2

BusyBox

http.c

P3

BestLap

GameScreen.java

Bug type
Uninitialized
variable
Null-pointer
dereference
Assertion
violation

LOC

#mth

Prg

Degree

|F|

Scattering

Tangling

VCC

21

2

P1

NO/LO/HI

0/1/3

0/1/3

0/2/6

5/6/7

29

3

P2

NO/LO/HI

0/1/3

0/3/4

0/4/8

7/8/9

31

4

P3

NO/LO/HI

0/1/3

0/5/10

0/6/15

8/12/14

Figure 3: Characteristics of our three benchmark programs: P1, P2, and P3.

3.1

Objective

a baseline, we consider programs with no variability (degree
NO, F = ;). Then we consider programs that use one feature
(degree LO, |F| = 1) and programs with three features (degree
HI, |F| = 3). The number of configurations grows from one
for degree NO programs, two for LO programs, to eight for
HI. This should make any performance di↵erences manifest
themselves clearly. Even though it would be interesting to
study higher degrees, the limitation to three features has one
important advantage: it leaves us with programs sufficiently
small to be used in a time-delimited controlled experiment.
We derive programs of lower degrees by taking an erroneous
program with three features (see below) and appropriately
fix features as either enabled or disabled retaining the original
error. We thus obtain three versions of each program: “NO”,
“LO”, and “HI” (much like in Fig. 1).

Our experiment aims to analyze the impact of variability
on bug finding. We want to understand exactly how much
harder does the debugging task become as the degree of
variability in a program increases? Specifically, we aim to
answer the following research questions:
• RQ1: How does the degree of variability a↵ect
the time of bug finding?
• RQ2: How does the degree of variability a↵ect
the accuracy of bug finding?
To address these research questions, we perform a range of
classic “find the bug” experiments [25] and measure the time
and accuracy of the bug-finding task. We expose developers to programs with di↵erent degrees of variability, while
controlling for noise factors such as learning, developer competence and program complexity. We measure accuracy as
the number of correct vs incorrect identifications of bugs.
We are particularly interested in the time and accuracy of
bug finding as functions of the degree of variability.

3.2

3.3

Subjects

We now turn to the subjects of the experiment which are
a↵ected by the treatments; the participants and the programs.
Participants. We performed the experiment with N=69
participants: 31 M.Sc. students, 32 Ph.D. students, and 6
post-docs. The M.Sc. students came from two courses at
the IT University of Copenhagen: “Interactive Web Services
using Java and XML” and “System Architecture and Security”.
The Ph.D. students and post-docs came from three Danish
universities: IT University of Copenhagen (ITU), University
of Copenhagen (KU), and Technical University of Denmark
(DTU). We informed all participants that they could stop

Treatments

In order to study debugging as a function of variability, we
expose each participant to programs with di↵erent degrees of
variability, so programs using di↵erent amounts of conditional
compilation blocks. We settled on using three distinct degrees
of variability. Let F denote the set of features (conditional
compilation symbols used in a program). First, to establish
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participating at any time.
All participants had programming experience, especially
in Java, and around half of the participants had industrial
experience ranging from a few months to several years.
Programs. For the robustness of our experiment—in order
to minimize risks of specific e↵ects from particular programs
and bug types—we took three programs with di↵erent kinds
of errors. We based our programs on real variability errors
from three highly-configurable systems: Linux [1], BusyBox2 , and BestLap [27]. These are qualitatively di↵erent
systems in terms of size, architecture, purpose, variability,
and complexity. Linux is an operating system and is likely
the largest highly-configurable open-source system with more
than 12 MLOC and 13,000 features. BusyBox is an opensource highly-configurable system with 204 KLOC and about
600 features, that provides several essential Unix tools in
a single executable file. BestLap is a commercial highlyconfigurable race game with about 15 KLOC. The kinds of
errors we consider are also di↵erent: an uninitialized variable,
a null-pointer dereference, and an assertion violation. We
simplified the error in each system down to an erroneous
program that would fit on a screen without scrolling (25-35
lines) yet involve exactly three features.
Figure 2 shows the programs P2 and P3 with HI variability
degree (P1 is a larger version of Fig. 1c). The LO and NO
variability programs are obtained from the HI variants by
selecting a feature and configuration that preserves the bug
and influences the program size as little as possible, so that
it can still be comparable to the HI variant. In the following,
we describe the bugs used in the experiment of HI variability
degree, informing the type and erroneous configurations of
each bug.
Bug description of P1. P1 has one only method which
contains conditional statements and an integer local variable
called err, as shown in Fig. 1c. The three features yield
eight possible configurations. In debugging the program,
the developer must somehow consider all configurations. To
accomplish the task, the developer needs to identify that the
variable err is uninitialized in exactly three (out of eight)
configurations. Indeed, for our program in Figure 1c, the
error occurs in the following configurations by enabling only:
(i) dark gray; (ii) light gray and dark gray; (iii) light gray,
gray, and dark gray. In these erroneous configurations, the
variable err is not initialized in line 8.
Bug description of P2. P2 contains two methods to handle
incoming HTTP requests (see Figure 2a). It also has a
variable (subject) that may be null and is dereferenced for
certain configurations. So, to identify the bug, the developer
should realize that this happens in three configurations. In
fact, the error in Figure 2a occurs only when we disable the
green feature. Thus, the erroneous configurations are (when
we enable only): (i) blue; (ii) yellow; (iii) blue and yellow.
If the sendHeaders method is called by either the yellow or
blue features, the variable subject will be null whenever the
green feature is disabled, and in line 15 there is an access to
subject which may cause null pointer exception.
Bug description of P3. P3 has three methods responsible
for computing the score, as can be seen in Fig. 2b. According
to a user requirement, the game should also compute negative
scores. But, the method setScore contains a condition

prohibiting negative scores. We encode the requirement using
assertions. To find the bug, the developer should consider all
configurations and somehow see that the variable totalScore
is always equal to zero in the end of setScore computation,
when passing negative values to the method, which is revealed
through an assertion violation in the code (line 26). For our
program in Figure 2b, the presence condition of the error is:
blue ^ yellow. Thus, the assertion error occurs in exactly
two configurations: (i) blue and yellow; (ii) blue, yellow, and
green.
Figure 3 lists various characteristics for each of our programs. The left-hand side gives the basic characteristics of
the programs; their origins (project and file name), bug type,
number of lines of code (excluding whitespace and comments),
and number of methods. The right-hand side lists variability
metrics for each of the degrees: feature scattering, feature
tangling, and variational cyclometric complexity (vcc). We
show metrics for each of the degrees using a slash-separated
notation (NO/LO/HI). For each feature, scattering counts the
number of conditional-compilation (colored) blocks (based
on the cdc metric [29]). We give accumulated numbers for
all features involved. The feature in P2-LO, for example, is
scattered over three locations in the source code. For each
feature, tangling, in turn, counts the number of switches between regular code and feature code through the control-flow
of the program (based on the cdloc metric [29]). Again,
the feature in P2-LO, for instance, requires a concern/scope
change between the code base and the feature code four
times through the program. For vcc, we use the cyclomatic
complexity metric [21] on the variability programs, treating
#ifdefs (colored lines) as ordinary ifs.
Notice that the programs are all quite di↵erent, yet in
terms of complexity they are hierarchically ordered from P1
(simplest) to P3 (most complex).

3.4

Design

We present first a fully randomized experiment design, point
out a problem, and address it using a well-known technique.
In terms of debugging tasks, we have nine, in total: three
programs, each at three degrees of variability. However, a
developer cannot be assigned to perform all nine debugging
tasks. Clearly, we can only have a developer find bugs in a
given program once, otherwise there would be a learning e↵ect
on subsequent attempts. For similarly obvious reasons, we
can only have a developer consider a variability degree once.
Abiding by these constraints, we can have each developer
debug three di↵erent programs, each at a di↵erent variability
degree. However, there might still be learning e↵ects lurking
due to sequencing of assigned tasks. Presumably, debugging
LO after HI is not the same as debugging HI after LO, even for
di↵erent programs. Similarly, debugging an “easy” program
after a “hard” one is not the same as in the reverse order.
Fully Randomized Design. To counter these e↵ects, we
need to randomize the order developers consider the tasks.
Aside from learning e↵ect, we also need to control for other
subject-related noise factors (confounding factors) such as
di↵erences in developer competence and program complexity. After all, a “competent” developer debugging an “easy”
program will obviously not produce the same result as an
“incompetent” developer debugging a “hard” program. Again,
randomization may be used to control for these e↵ects. For
larger samples these e↵ects will diminish.
Thus, one solution would be, for each developer, to assign

2
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developers

programs
P1

P2

P3

We conventionally consider a factor as significant when a
p-value < 0.05.

D1

NO

LO

HI

3.5

D2

LO

HI

NO

D3

HI

NO

LO

Before the actual large-scale experiment on 69 subjects, we
executed a pilot study with a small group of local students to
assess our design and tasks. The results of the pilot are not
considered in our analysis and the number 69 is excluding
the pilot study. Based on the pilot feedback, we changed
mainly the presentation of the tasks.
Before the subject developers were confronted with their
tasks, we presented a simple tutorial on the basics of variability; in particular, features, configurations, and compile-time
conditional statements. Also, we demonstrated how to solve
a small warm-up task to demonstrate the nature of the tasks
and what kind of answers are expected. The warm-up task
was inspired by Figure 2 in a paper by Liebig et al. [20].
We randomly generated 23 Latin squares as described
above. We then used the Latin squares to compile a task
description sheet for each participant with their three relevant
debugging tasks (e.g., first P2-LO, second P1-HI, third P3NO). Every participant then performs the debugging task (i.e.,
find the bug) for the three given programs, in sequence.
All task description sheets contained instructions and a
link to an online form for completing the task. We ensured
that each program fits in a single screen to avoid participants
scrolling up and down to see the entire code. We prepared
all tasks using Google forms to avoid heterogeneous environments and installing software on di↵erent machines. That is,
we provided to the participants only a static window, i.e., no
IDEs, no tools, no navigation. We recorded timestamps for
each of the participants when they start and finish, allowing
us to calculate the duration of their debugging. In addition
to time, after the experiment, we calculated the number of
correct, incorrect, and partially correct answers.
We eliminated participants who left the experiment early
without completing the task, and returned their Latin square
assignments to the pool of the rows available for further
random allocation. The eliminated (unmotivated) participants are not included in the 69 figure. No other deviations
happened during execution.
In addition to the quantitative results, we conducted semistructured interviews after the experiments. This was to get
qualitative feedback on how the participants approached the
debugging tasks, particularly the ones involving a HI degree.
We asked two questions: (i) How did you go about finding
the HI bug? and (ii) What were the difficulties?

Figure 4: Latin Square (3⇥3).

programs and degrees completely at random without ever
reusing a program or a degree. This does control for confounding factors. However, statistically, we could get vastly
di↵erent number of data points for the nine debugging tasks.
In particular, we could get a low number of data points for
certain debugging tasks (e.g., P1-NO). Obviously, this could
compromize the quality of subsequent statistical analysis.
Latin Square Design. However, there is a better solution.
A n⇥n Latin square is an n⇥n matrix with n distinct values
as entries with the property that no row or column contains
the same value twice.
Latin squares present a common solution to the above
statistical problem in many experimental setups [24, 2, 6].
Figure 4 depicts a 3⇥3 Latin square applied to our context.
The columns are labelled with the three subject programs
(P1, P2, P3). The rows are labelled with names of three
subject developers (D1, D2, D3). The nine squares in the
center contain the three treatments (NO, LO, HI). Now with
this design, each developer receives all three treatments listed
in his row, for all three subject programs listed in the headers
of the corresponding columns.
We apply the Latin square design to ensure the same
number of data points for all debugging tasks, without compromising control over the confounding factors. There are
12 distinct 3⇥3 Latin squares, modulo swapping rows and
swapping columns. For each three developers, we randomly
pick one of these 12 Latin squares and randomize also the
assignment of developers and programs to rows and columns.
The result is the same number of data points for all debugging
tasks, without compromising control over the confounding
factors such as developer personal competence or program
complexity. Still, each combination of treatments and programs is equally probable for each developer (in any order
of programs and in any order of treatments). For N=69
participants, each performing three out of nine tasks, we get
exactly 23 data points for each of the nine debugging tasks.
Technically, our experiment is an instance of the so-called
within-group design in which all subjects are exposed to every
treatment. We apply our treatments (independent variable:
variability with three levels: NO, LO, and HI) to the subjects
(programs and developers). In addition, we distinguish the
tasks for each program since the programs are not equivalent.
We measure our dependent variables; time and number of
correct and incorrect answers for bug-finding tasks.

4.

Execution

RESULTS

We now present the results of our experiment and discuss
the implications. We make eight observations addressing the
research questions—the impact of variability on the time and
accuracy of bug finding. Before proceeding, we stress that
the observations should not be generalized far beyond the
degree of variability for which we ran the experiment; i.e.,
|F|  3. We will elaborate on external validity in Sect. 5.4.
All experiment materials are available online at http://itu.
dk/people/jeam/variability-experiment/ (including data, programs, task descriptions, and statistical processing scripts).

Data Analysis. We used Anova [6] to test significance of
di↵erences between di↵erent treatments. Anova is heavily
used in controlled experiments and useful in comparing three
or more means for statistical significance. Anova requires
a normal distribution, variance homogeneity, and model
additivity of the samples. We check these assumptions using
the Box Cox, Bartlett, and Tukey tests, respectively.

4.1
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How does the degree of variability affect
the time of bug-finding? (RQ1)

Figure 5: Mean bug-finding time (along the y-axis in minutes)
as a function of the degree of variability (x-axis).
Figure 6: The distribution of bug-finding time.
We consider the first research question now.
Observation 1: Mean bug-finding time appears
to increase linearly with the degree of variability.
Figure 5 plots the mean bug-finding times (in minutes, along
the y-axis) for each of our three benchmark programs. Each
dot depicts the mean time to find the bug, for a particular
program (P1, P2 and P3), for a particular degree of variability,
i.e., NO (|F| = 0), LO (|F| = 1), and HI (|F| = 3). For instance,
the fastest mean bug-finding time is about 3 12 minutes (for
program P1 with NO variability), whereas the slowest mean
bug-finding time is a bit less than 10 minutes (for program
P3 with a HI variability degree of |F| = 3). For each program,
we fit a regression line to its respective points. The lines
suggests that the mean bug-finding time increases linearly
with the degree of variability. According to an ANOVA
test, the di↵erence between bug-finding times for distinct
degrees of variability is statistically significant, with p-value
= 2.0 ⇥ 10 8 . Also bug-finding time is a linear function of
programs and degrees, with p-value = 3.6 ⇥ 10 9 , by F-test
for regression.
Recall that the number of variant programs to be considered by a participant grows exponentially with the degree of
variability (i.e., |K| = 2|F| , assuming all variants constitute
valid programs). Clearly, a developer has to somehow consider each of the 2|F| variants in order to make an accurate
diagnosis of the bug. Afterall, each of the variants may or
may not harbour a bug. One might then, in fact, suspect
that bug-finding time ought to increase exponentially with
the degree of variability.
The post-treatment interviews provide qualitative insights
into how the participants approached the problem and what
difficulties they faced in understanding programs with a
HI variability degree. The participants agreed that finding
bugs in the NO programs, so without variability, required less
e↵ort than in programs with HI degree of variability. One
participant explains:
“I tried to keep all di↵erent paths in mind, but it
was especially difficult with multiple colors [HI].”
Along the same lines, another participant says:
“With more variability [HI] you need to build up
exponentially more traces in your head.”
The participants analyze programs as one unit despite vari-

ability. They do not split the task into analysis of exponentially many independent programs, one variant at a time.
An unconscious use of brute force would yield a 2|F| factor
slow down in overall bug-finding time.
Hick’s Law [15] from psychology, based on so-called choicereaction-time experiments, explains that the amount of time
for a human response increases logarithmically with the number of possible choices. Compared to a baseline program with
NO variability, programs with higher degrees of variability
involve exponentially more choices to be made. Obviously,
composing an exponential function with a logarithmic one
yields a linear function. We thus hypothesize that the seemingly linear increase in bug-finding time, in spite of the
exponential blow up, can be attributed to Hick’s Law.
Presumably, the more complex the variability of a program,
the more time it would take to find bugs in that program.
Indeed, Fig. 5 is consistent with this expectation: the slopes
of the lines are ordered according to the complexity of the
respective programs. Recall from Figure 1 that programs
P1, P2, and P3 were increasingly complex both in terms
of variability-unaware and variability-aware characteristics.
Also, we remark that, even if we exclude participants that
failed to correctly identify the bug, we see a picture similar
to that of Fig. 5.3
In summary, the first observation indicates that an increase
in variability (e.g., by adding features) complicates bug finding, but not dramatically and not prohibitively so. This is
a very positive finding, that is consistent with existence of
software products with hundreds, even thousands, of features,
testifying that developers in the trenches are able to deal
with variability.
Observation 2: The variance of bug-finding time
appears to be amplified by the degree of variability.
Figure 6, we plot the distribution of bug-finding times for
each program and variability degree. Each box encapsulates
the middle 50% data points. The lower and upper limit of the
box respectively represent the lower and upper quartiles (the
25% and 75% percentiles). The upper and lower whiskers
represent the data above and below the middle half of the
data. The horizontal line within the box draws up the median
3
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The diagram can be found in the accompanying materials.
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Figure 8: Ratio of incorrectly vs. correctly identifying a bug.

P3

Figure 7: Ranking of fastest (at the bottom) to slowest (top)
participants according to their educational level (i.e., M.Sc.
vs. Ph.D. students).

variability.
Figure 8 shows shows what percentage of developers were able
to find the bugs correctly. The incorrect answers are black,
and the correct ones are gray. The data is presented for each
degree of variability separately. The frequency of incorrect
answers is consistently low, with around a fifth being the
incorrect answers. For programs with NO variability, 16% of
subjects (11 out of 69) did not find the bug. Even for the HI
variability programs, only 22% of the subjects (15 out of 69)
answered incorrectly.
Generally, developers seem to be good at finding bugs in
programs—and in programs with variability (at least, up to
three features). Interestingly, more than half (38 out of 69)
of the participants correctly identified the bug in all three
tasks. On average, if we disregard the variability degrees,
79% of the participants were able to correctly find the bug.
All in all, we conclude that finding bugs in programs seems
to not be significantly a↵ected by the degree of variability
(at least for |F|  3).
Observation 5: Many developers fail to exactly
identify the set of erroneous configurations, already for a low degree of variability.
We now look a little closer at accuracy and split the correct
answers in two sets. If the participant got the set of erroneous
configurations exactly right, we classify her answer as fully
correct. Similarly, we classify answers as partially correct,
if the developer has correctly identified the bug, but failed
to correctly specify the set of configurations in which the
error occurred (missing some configurations or listing too
many). We ignore incorrectly identified bugs for this part
of the analysis, as it is hard to interpret the identification
of configurations for them. For instance, program P3 with
HI variability, contains an assertion error that occurs in two
(out of eight) configurations. For this task, some participants
found only one of the erroneous configurations and others
listed extra configurations for which the error does not occur.
Figure 9, presents the numbers of fully and partially correct
answers at di↵erent levels of variability.
Obviously, partial correctness does not make sense for
programs without variability (for NO we have only one possible
configuration). Already for LO variability (one feature), we
see that the number of partially correct answers quickly rises
to 17% (9 out of 52). For HI variability, this number escalates
to almost 40% (20 out of 54).
Identifying the exact set of erroneous configurations seems
to become difficult already for |F| = 3 (HI variability). Doing this requires understanding the combinations of features
that enable the incriminated execution paths—a form combinatorial reasoning, which apparently becomes difficult fast.
Such problems are notoriously hard for humans. For realistic systems, where a feature model additionally shapes the
set of legal configurations, this task would presumably be
even harder (as one needs to reason about feature model

of the data points. Finally, the circles above the boxes
visualize outliers. For instance, for program P3 (the three
rightmost boxes), the middle half of the participants spent
between 3 13 and 5 minutes to find the bug with NO variability,
whereas, for HI variability, the middle half spent from about
7 to 10 12 minutes. Again, considering only participants that
found the bug yields a similar diagram, consistent with the
above.4
Amplification of variance is a predictable consequence of
our first finding. For the variance of a stochastic variable, X,
multiplied by a constant factor, c (depending on the degree
of variability), we have that: Var(c X) = c2 Var(X).
In popular terms, this observation means that di↵erences
in bug-finding competences are amplified when working with
variability. Ultimately, this means that getting talented
developers on such projects is important.
Observation 3: Ph.D. students appear to not
be faster at finding variability bugs than M.Sc.
students.
Figure 7 shows the ranking of bug-finding from the fastest
participants (towards the bottom) to the slowest participants
(towards the top), abstracting away the actual time they
spent debugging. M.Sc. students are shown in light gray,
Ph.D. students in black. There appears to be no pattern of
one group of students being faster than the other, even for
higher degrees of variability.
In the late 1980es, Oman et al. [25] compared debugging
abilities of novice, intermediate, and skilled student programmers using two programs written in Pascal. Among other
things, they found that experienced programmers find errors
faster than less experienced programmers. We, in turn, do
not notice any di↵erence in terms of bug-finding time between Ph.D. and M.Sc. students. This can be explained by
the level of subjects in that study. They considered only
undergraduate students, separating them according to the
amount of computer science courses taken, whereas we test
with graduate students, who would likely be considered as
skilled programmers in their setup. Furthermore, we study
a di↵erent phenomenon, which is variability, that might be
challenging independently of education level.

4.2

How does the degree of variability affect
the accuracy of bug-finding? (RQ2)

We now turn to our second research question (RQ2) on the
accuracy of bug-finding:
Observation 4: Most developers correctly identify bugs in programs regardless of the degree of
4
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instance, we see that 40% of M.Sc. students answered partially
incorrect versus 35% for that of Ph.D. students.
The numbers testify that the combinatorial task of identifying the exact combination of features provoking an error is
difficult, regardless of educational level. We see the frequency
of partially correct answers double from LO to HI degree in
both groups of students.

Figure 9: Ratio of partially correctly versus fully correctly
identifying a bug.

5.
constraints, in addition).
From a prior qualitative study [1], we know that programming errors related to variability appear due to inability
of programmers to correctly reason about all variations of
the program that they are modifying. Those findings are
consistent with the above: it is plausible that developers
mis-identify the sets of configurations during programming
tasks and during debugging tasks for the same reasons. To
the best of our knowledge, this study presents the first quantitative confirmation that indeed reasoning about multiple
configurations is a challenge, even for relatively small sets.
Observation 6: For higher degrees of variability,
it appears to be more difficult to correctly identify
the set of erroneous configurations than to find
the bug in the first place.
For HI variability, we saw that 22% (15 out of 69) did not find
the bug (see Figure 8). Among the ones that did, a staggering
37% (20 out of 54) erred on set of erroneous configurations
(cf. Figure 9).
Although the participants were only asked to find the
bugs, not (also) fix them, we find that our results are consistent with studies of creating and fixing bugs. Yin and
coauthors report that in general bug fixers “may forget to
fix all the buggy regions with the same root cause.”[35]. Our
earlier study [1] also reports that bugs are introduced because
the programmers do not realize the complexity of all the
configurations in which their code will run.
Observation 7: Ph.D. students appear to be
more accurate at finding variability bugs than
M.Sc. students.
Figure 10a compares the ratio of correct-to-incorrect answers
according to educational level, separating M.Sc. students
and Ph.D. students. We see that the number of incorrect
answers for Ph.D. students are consistently low. In fact, even
for HI variability, only 10% of the Ph.D. students answered
incorrectly. For M.Sc. students, the numbers are consistently
higher. For HI variability, the number of incorrect answers
are more than three times higher at 35%. On average, the
Ph.D. students found bugs three times more accurately than
M.Sc. students for all degrees of variability. Presumably,
Ph.D. students, having more education, are more careful and
meticulous when debugging than M.Sc. students.
Interestingly, Ph.D. students prevail only as far as identifying the actual bug is concerned, but they are not better in
identifying the relevant set of configurations. For both M.Sc.
and Ph.D. students the percentage of fully correct answers
seems to not significantly be impacted by variability:
Observation 8: Identifying the exact set of erroneous configurations is hard regardless of education (both for M.Sc. and Ph.D. students).
Figure 10b shows the frequency of partially correct answers
for M.Sc. versus Ph.D. students. For HI variability, for

5.1

THREATS TO VALIDITY
Internal validity

Choice of variability degrees? We chose zero, one, and
three features for pragmatic reasons. If we instead had chosen,
for instance, two, four, and six features, the experiments
would have required much longer time, discouraging and
tiring participants. In fact, the mean time for program
P3 with three features is almost ten minutes. Also, five
participants spent more than twenty minutes to find the bug
in programs involving three features.
Choice of language? In this experiment, we adopted
Java as our programming language. This is because we want
to run the experiment with as many students as possible,
and Java is well-known among students in Denmark. We
only admitted students who had experience with Java.
Use of background color? Researchers have shown that
background colors may improve program comprehension and
subjects favor background colors [11]. Additionally, the
benefits of colors compared to text-based annotations is that
one can clearly distinguish background colors (feature code)
from base code and humans are able to recognize colors faster
than text [13]. Thus, we decide to use background colors
instead of preprocessor directives.
Choice of colors? Before the experiment, we check for
color blindness among the participants. We also take care of
choosing colors that are clearly distinguishable (blue, green,
and yellow). Aside from this, we do not believe that the
exact choice of colors matter so much,5 for our experiment.
Selection bias? To minimize selection bias, we randomly
assign participants, degrees, and programs into the Latin
squares. So, we control our confounding factors via Latin
square design and randomization. Every participant takes
all treatments, including all the three programs. We did
have few (unmotivated) students who left the experiment
early without completing the tasks. As mentioned earlier,
we eliminated them from the study and returned their Latin
square assignments to the pool of the rows available for
further random allocation.
Participation incentives? We o↵ered a chocolate bar
as a participation incentive. Aside from that, only pride
prohibits participants from deliberately performing poorly.
We found no indications of participants giving deliberately
silly answers.

5.2

Conclusion validity

Statistical tests? In this experiment, we use Anova (including verification of its assumptions) to verify whether
or not the means of our test groups are equal by analyzing variance. In fact, Anova is heavily used in controlled
experiments and useful in comparing three or more means
for statistical significance. Besides that, we are comparing
5
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The fashion industry may disagree.

(M.Sc.)

(M.Sc.)

(Ph.D.)

(Ph.D.)

(a) Ratios of incorrect vs correct answers for M.Sc. students (above)
and Ph.D. students (below).

(b) Ratios of partially correct vs fully correct answers for M.Sc.
students (above) and Ph.D. students (below).

Figure 10: Accuracy of bug-finding according to educational level (M.Sc. students vs Ph.D. students).
group means against each other, not specific subjects, which
decreases the impact of developer competence.
Time measured? The time measured to complete a test
involves both thinking as well as writing down the answer.
We asked the participants to write down the bug kind, line,
and a list of erroneous configurations (a configuration is
written as a list of enabled features). Obviously, this might
interfere in the measured time due to variations in writing
speed. However, we observed that the task of writing usually
took tens of seconds whereas thinking took on the order of
minutes. Hence, the speed of the task of writing is dwarfed
by the thinking. Note that we exclude the time of reading the
tasks, as we only start the timer once the participants have
read each task description (i.e., when they see the programs).

5.3

programming experience and around half of them had industrial experience (few months to several years). Note that we
had participants from Africa, Asia (incl., The Middle East),
Europe, North, and South America. In addition, previous
research has established that graduate students make good
proxies for industry developers [7]. All of this contributes to
representativity and generalization to “real-world” industrial
developers.
Beyond our buggy programs? We based our programs
(P1, P1, and P3) on real variability bugs from real highlyconfigurable systems (Linux [1], BusyBox,7 and BestLap [28], respectively) precisely to minimize the risks of
introducing and studying artificial problems. Also, the programs were qualitatively di↵erent (cf. Figure 3). Further, our
bug-finding tasks present three qualitatively di↵erent types of
bugs: uninitialized variable, null-pointer dereference, and assertion violation. In fact, these are common variability bugs
in bug reports [1]. For these reasons, we expect the results
should transfer to other (smaller) programs. Of course, there
may be additional e↵ects, unaccounted for, when debugging
programs beyond 35 lines.
Beyond lab settings? More programs, larger programs,
higher degrees, realistic programs and tools, all extend the
task duration beyond one hour and make it significantly
harder to attract anywhere near 69 participants. For these
reasons, we optimized for internal validity and quantitative
observations in lab conditions, recognizing that there is an
inherent tradeo↵ between internal and external validity in
experiment design [32]. We ensured that each program fits
in a single screen to avoid participants scrolling up and down
to see the entire code. Additionally, we prepared all tasks
using Google forms to avoid heterogeneous environments
and installing software on di↵erent machines. That is, we
provided to the participants only a static window, i.e., no
IDEs, no tools, no navigation.
Beyond three features? It is entirely likely that the
linear relationship we observed (in Observation 1) breaks
down, at some point, for some higher degrees of variability.
Presumably at some point, developers will be unable to
simply cope with the exponentially many combinations of
features. However, this is beyond the scope of our study.

Construct validity

Do participants know what to do? Before exposure
to the programs with variability, we explained the basics
of variability (including features, compile-time conditional
statements, and configurations). In addition, we performed a
warm-up task with di↵erent degrees of variability with them
in order to demonstrate what they need to do and what
they need to answer (including the format of answers). In
summary, we essentially taught them how to accomplish the
tasks and fill in the forms.
Disregarding incorrect answers? When analyzing response times, we decided not to exclude wrong answers
because we wanted to measure the time it takes to debug
a program, whether correct or not. Note, however, that we
do check that our observations still hold (are stable) when
disregarding incorrect answers.6 Recall that the number of
incorrect answers were consistently low, regardless of the
degree of variability (cf. Observation 4, Figure 8 and 10a).

5.4

External validity

Beyond CIDE and preprocessors? Our experiment and
entire study is dedicated and tailored to a particular technique for dealing with variability: preprocessor. Our observations generalize to #ifdefs instead of background colors
because of their close relationship (after all, Cide is based on
#ifdefs) [16] and known results shows that a judicious use
of colours instead of #ifdefs can only simplify the task [11].
Generalization to other variability techniques is not intended.
Beyond university students? The main question is
whether our study is also relevant to the industry? Our
N=69 participants were predominantly M.Sc. and Ph.D. students from three di↵erent Danish universities. All had Java
6

6.

RELATED WORK

Variability Bugs. Previous studies have shown negative
aspects of preprocessor usage such as code pollution, no
separation of concerns, and error-proneness [33, 18, 10, 9, 17,
7
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5cd6461b6fb51e8cf297a49074fce825e1960774

See the accompanying website for more information.
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19]. These studies are predominantly artifact-based (so based
on studying programs), not investigating human abilities to
work with the code.
Recently, Medeiros and co-authors interviewed 40 developers to study their perceptions of the C preprocessor [22]. The
developers assess that preprocessor-related bugs are easier to
introduce, harder to fix, and more critical than other bugs.
Many admit that they check only a few configurations of
the source code in practice when testing their implementations. Our experiment confirms these qualitative insights
and complements them with quantitative data.
Medeiros et al. [23] investigated syntactic errors in preprocessor-based systems. They noticed that developers introduce syntax errors when changing existing code and adding
preprocessor directives, and that some of the relevant errors
survive in the life cycle all the way to the release stage. In
this paper, we work with human developers (not artifacts),
which allows us to quantify the e↵ort of bug finding. Also, we
are concerned not with syntactic but with semantic errors.
Ribeiro et al. [27] conducted a controlled experiment to
evaluate whether emergent interfaces reduce e↵ort and number of errors during code-change tasks involving feature code
dependencies. In general, they found a decrease in codechange e↵ort and number of errors when using their tool
support. Emergent interfaces are an example of tooling that
attempts to simplify reasoning about variability. Our experiment confirms the need for more research on such tools.
Bug Finding. Oman et al. [25] compared debugging abilities of novice, intermediate, and skilled student programmers
using two Pascal programs. Among other things, they found
that programmers’ ability to find errors increases with general programming experience; they become faster and make
fewer mistakes. Comparing to our study, we did not design
the experiment to directly compare novices versus experts
even though we discussed some indications. Our observations
suggest that Ph.D. students are not faster at finding variability bugs than M.Sc. students. But, the former appear to be
more careful and meticulous when debugging than the latter.
Furthermore, we studied a di↵erent phenomenon, which is
variability, trying to measure the impact of the degree of
variability on debugging.
Program comprehension. Feigenspan et al. [11] in a series of controlled experiments show that use of distinct background colors improves comprehension of #ifdefs. This is
one important reason why are we using colours in the experiment, instead of preprocessor directives. In accordance with
their work, the bug finding with actual #ifdef directives
should likely be slower than with colours.
Another controlled experiment applied functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) to measure program comprehension [31]. They found that five di↵erent brain regions
associated with working memory, attention, and language
processing become activated for comprehending source code.
However, variability was not in their focus. We, in turn,
focused on quantifying the e↵ect of the degree of variability
on debugging.
Schulze et al. [30] studied the influence of the discipline of
preprocessor annotations on program comprehension. They
found that the discipline of annotations has no influence
at all. Our observations agree in that finding bugs with
variability is time-consuming and difficult. We are however
able to quantify the increase of difficulties when the degree
of variability grows.

CONCLUSION

We have presented a controlled experiment quantifying the
impact of variability on the time and accuracy of bug finding
in highly-configurable systems. We observe that bug-finding
time appears to increase linearly with the degree of variability. This conclusion is both positive and negative. An
increase in variability complicates bug finding (negative), but
not dramatically so (positive)—if developers reasoned about
each of the variants separately we would have observed an
exponential, not linear, growth. The practical implication
is that it is beneficial to introduce variation points into programs from the debugging perspective: It is beneficial to
pay a linear price for bug finding, if the alternative is to
maintain a super-linear set of variants (at least up to three
variations in a file). However, there might be benefits in
selecting designs (architectures and algorithms) that require
less variability, if possible.
Somewhat expectedly, the variance in bug-finding time is
amplified by variability. In other words, di↵erences in bugfinding competences of developers appear to be amplified
when working on software projects with variability. Getting
talented developers for such projects might be important.
We also find that most participants correctly identify bugs
in programs with accuracy, that is independent of the degree of variability. However, developers often fail to exactly
identify the set of erroneous configurations, and this happens
already for a rather low number of features, and gets worse
with the degree of variability increasing. Clearly, reasoning
about multiple configurations is a challenge. This is consistent with earlier qualitative indications that variability bugs
appear, when developers unintentionally ignore an execution
that is enabled by an unexpected (for them) configuration of
features.
In fact, our study suggests that, for higher degrees of
variability, it is more difficult to correctly identify the set of
erroneous configurations than to find the bug in the first place.
This is rather unexpected, given that to understand the bug
one needs to reason about control flow, a temporal non-local
phenomenon that is not obviously simpler than combinatorics.
This means that it is beneficial to work on support tools that
help developers to navigate the configuration space (on top
of flow-oriented bug finders).
The future follow up on this work, is expected to design
tools exploiting the results of the study, in particular indicating the sets of configurations impacted by a program change,
in order to simplify reasoning about all flows that a change
participates in (cf. Observations 5 and 8). Additionally,
further research like replicating this experiment —with more
programs, larger programs, more subjects, higher degrees,
realistic programs and tools— is required to confront our observations and to draw new ones. It would be also interesting
to replicate our study using fMRI or eye-tracking to better
explain the impact of variability on debugging. With this, it
would be possible to actually see how developers approach
programs with di↵erent degrees of variability.
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two highly-configurable systems: B USY B OX and B EST L AP.
While the developers debug program versions with and without
variability, we record their eye movements using an eyetracking device.
Eye movement data constitute a continuous, non-interruptive
process measure that can proxy for ongoing mental processes
and human activities. Eye movements are intimately linked
to the allocation of attention and can be guided by lowlevel and high-level factors (e.g., [9]). The most commonly
studied aspects of eye movement behavior are saccades and
fixations, but several additional specialized eye movements
that provide different information also exist. Which features
attract attention is subject to continued debate and research [9].
Eye tracking has a wide variety of applications outside code
comprehension studies. It has been used for medical diagnosis
(e.g., Alzheimer’s), communication tool for people with severe
disability and measures of workload, fatigue and stress levels
[10], [9].
Source code comprehension is a multi-level process that
involves visual processing, as well as mental encoding and
representing the program’s source code [11], [12], [13]. Programming involves a series of tasks but with two processes
common to all: reading the code (chunking) and searching
through the code (tracing). In practice, programmers rarely
chunk every statement in a program but the programmer
searches for task specific relevant code [11], [13], [14], [15].
Analyzing what the programmer looks at while programming
can be monitored through an eye tracker. Eye tracking is used
to monitor the eye movements and estimate where the subject
is looking (e.g., on a screen) and is typically based on one or
more cameras observing the users’ eyes [10].
In our study we find that:
• Variability increases debugging time of code fragments
that contain variability.
• Debugging time also seems to increase for code fragments
without variability in the proximity of fragments that do
contain variability.
• Variability makes the number of gaze transitions (also
known as saccades) grow between definition-usages for
fields and call-returns for methods.
• Most developers initiate debugging with an “initial scan”
of the program from the first line down to the last, independent of variability. However, variability seems to prolong
this “initial scan” of the program disproportionately.
• Developers appear to debug programs with variabil-

Abstract—Preprocessor directives (#ifdefs) are often used to
implement compile-time variability, despite the critique that they
increase complexity, hamper maintainability, and impair code
comprehensibility. Previous studies have shown that the time of
bug finding increases linearly with variability. However, little
is known about the cognitive process of debugging programs
with variability. We carry out an experiment to understand how
developers debug programs with variability. We ask developers
to debug programs with and without variability, while recording
their eye movements using an eye tracker.
The results indicate that debugging time increases for code
fragments containing variability. Interestingly, debugging time
also seems to increase for code fragments without variability
in the proximity of fragments that do contain variability. The
presence of variability correlates with increase in the number
of gaze transitions between definitions and usages for fields and
methods. Variability also appears to prolong the “initial scan” of
the entire program that most developers initiate debugging with.
Keywords-Variability, Preprocessors, Debugging, Eye Tracking,
Highly-Configurable Systems

I. I NTRODUCTION
Many modern software systems are highly configurable. They
embrace variability to increase adaptability, to extend portability across different hardware, and to lower cost. Highlyconfigurable systems include both large industrial product
lines [1], [2], [3] and open-source systems. In some cases,
such as the L INUX kernel, thousands of configuration options
(features) controling the compilation process are used [4].
Although bringing important benefits, variability also comes
at a cost. It makes reasoning about programs more difficult [5].
As a consequence configuration-dependent (variability) bugs
appear [6], [7]. Previous studies [5], [8] have shown that
debugging is hard and time consuming in the presence of
variability. Specifically, our prior study [5] revealed that the
time it takes developers to find a bug increases linearly with
the number of features, while the ability to actually find the
bug is relatively independent of variability. Also, identifying
the exact set of configurations in which a bug manifests itself
appears to be difficult already for a low number of features.
These prior studies focus on quantitative questions only,
analyzing debugging time and correctness. There is little
evidence in the literature on how developers debug programs
with variability. In this paper, we describe an eye-tracking
experiment with follow-up interviews to study more precisely
how developers approach and debug programs with variability.
We use simplified versions of real buggy programs taken from
978-1-5386-0535-6/17 $31.00 © 2017 IEEE
DOI 10.1109/ICPC.2017.34
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(b) With variability.

(a) Without variability.

Fig. 1: Program P without and with variability.
ity by considering either one configuration at a time
(consecutively) or all configurations at the same time
(simultaneously).

at a program with variability against a version of it without
variability (as a baseline).
Figure 1 presents a code scenario extracted from B USY B OX
which is an open-source highly-configurable system with about
600 features that provides several essential Unix tools in a
single executable file. We have adapted the extracted example
from C to JAVA to widen the audience of potential participants
for our experiment.
Figure 1a shows the version of this program without variability derived from the original version with variability shown
in Fig. 1b. The program contains an error in line 18 where
evaluation of the expression subject.isEmpty() causes a
null-pointer exception because subject has the value null.
The entry point main calls handleIncoming in line 37 which,
in turn, calls sendHeaders in line 27. This method then
skips past the statements in lines 14–16 because the variable
LARGE FORMAT has the value false (line 8). Hence, when we
reach line 18, the variable subject has never been assigned a
proper value aside from its initialization to null in line 4.
Figure 1b depicts the original version of the program with
variability. Notice that the program now contains three socalled features: LFS, AUTH, and CGI (names abbreviated). Each
of these three features can be designated as either enabled or
disabled. Features are used in conditional compilation directives
(#ifdefs), which control whether to include or exclude code
before compilation, depending on whether features are enabled
or disabled. For instance, the fragment in lines 14–16 (wrapped
in an #ifdef and #endif in lines 13 and 17) is to be included
in the code if LFS is enabled; and excluded if LFS is disabled.
Since n features yield 2n distinct configurations, our variability

We hope that our findings will help designers of debugging and
developer support tools, and inspire more research to further
investigate the interplay between debugging and variability.
II. M OTIVATING E XAMPLE
Developers of highly-configurable systems often use the C
preprocessor (C PP) to implement compile-time variability using
conditional compilation directives (#ifdefs) [16], [17]. For this
reason, we examine the impact of variability on debugging in
the context of C PP.
Configurable software systems are challenging for developers
because code fragments may be conditionally included or
excluded depending on whether particular features are enabled
or disabled. This means that developers need to reason about
several different configurations (versions of the program), each
with different data- and control-flow in order to understand a
program with variability. This impacts debugging. In programs
with variability, some errors occur conditionally, only in certain
erroneous configurations (i.e., when certain combinations of
features are enabled/disabled).
Previous studies have demonstrated that debugging is overall
difficult and time consuming in the presence of variability [5],
[8]. In this paper, we use eye tracking to study more precisely
how developers debug programs with variability. We ran a
classic “find the bug” experiment using programs containing
exactly one error and then compare how the developers look
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C. Participants

program with three features then comes in eight (23 ) distinct
configurations, each corresponding to a different version of the
program.
The null-pointer exception from before now only appears in
specific configurations: whenever we disable the feature LFS as
well as enable either AUTH or CGI. The exception thus occurs
in exactly three (out of eight) configurations. The error no
longer occurs if we, for instance, enable LFS; then subject is
indeed assigned a non-null value in line 16. Also, if we do not
enable either AUTH or CGI, sendHeaders is no longer invoked
in line 27 or 31. The developer must thus somehow consider all
configurations when debugging a variability program. Further,
for a program with variability it is not enough to simply
find an error in some configuration. In order to fix a bug,
a developer must thus not only identify the error, but also
correctly identify the exact set of erroneous configurations
(combinations of feature enablings/disablings). If the developer
gets the configurations wrong, the bug may only be partially
fixed. Clearly, this is a difficult task. Combinatorial problems
are notoriously difficult.
For these reasons, a developer has to be highly alert and
conscious of the features and #ifdefs in the code. Previous
work has demonstrated to what extent variability complicates
debugging. In this paper, we consider how variability impacts
debugging.

We performed the experiment with N=20 participants: seven
undergraduate students, one M.Sc. student, seven Ph.D. students,
and five post-docs. All participants had programming experience, especially in JAVA, and around half of the participants
had industrial experience ranging from a few months to several
years. All subjects were informed that they were free to stop
participating at any time, but no one elected to do so.
D. Programs
For the robustness of our experiment—in order to minimize
risks of specific effects from a particular program and bug
type—we took two programs with different kinds of errors. We
based our programs on real variability errors from two highlyconfigurable systems: B USY B OX and B EST L AP, taken from
previous research [6], [19]. These are qualitatively different
systems in terms of size, architecture, purpose, variability, and
complexity. B USY B OX is an open-source highly-configurable
system with 204 KLOC and about 600 features, that provides several essential Unix tools in a single executable file.
B EST L AP is a commercial highly-configurable race game with
about 15 KLOC. The kinds of errors we consider are also
different: a null-pointer dereference and an assertion violation.
We simplified the error in each system down to an erroneous
program that would fit on a screen without scrolling (about 40
lines) yet involve exactly three features.

III. E XPERIMENT

Bug description of P: The program has two methods
to handle incoming HTTP requests and to send headers (see
Fig. 1). As previously explained, the program provokes a nullpointer exception in certain configurations. In debugging this
program, the developer needs to identify that the variable
subject is dereferenced with value null, in exactly three
(out of eight) configurations. The method sendHeaders is
invoked in line 27 (if AUTH is enabled) or in line 31 (if CGI
is enabled); the variable subject will be null whenever the
feature CONFIG LFS is disabled.

We have designed a controlled experiment based on eye
tracking to investigate and compare how developers debug
programs with versus without variability. We will now explain
our experimental design and setup.
A. Objective
The experiment aims to investigate the effect of variability
on debugging. In other words, we want to understand how
developers debug programs with variability in comparison with
ordinary programs. Specifically, we aim to answer the following
research question:

Bug description of Q: The program originates from a
commercial race game. It has one main method responsible for
computing a score, as can be seen in the online appendix.1 The
car racing game calculates lap times and assesses qualification
for so-called pole position. According to a user requirement,
the game should add a penalty when the car crashes. This
means that the score can also be negative. However, the
method setScore() contains a condition prohibiting negative
scores. We encode the requirement using assertions. To
identify the bug, the developer should somehow see that the
variable totalScore is always equal to zero after setScore()
computation, when passing negative values to the method. This
error is revealed through an assertion violation in the code
(line 31) whenever the features ARENA and NEGATIVE SCORE
are both enabled, which occurs in exactly two configurations.
Figure 2 lists several characteristics of our benchmark
programs. Figure 2a depicts the basic characteristics of the

RQ: How do developers debug programs with
variability?
To respond to this question, we perform several so-called “find
the bug” experiments [18] with an eye tracker and analyze
how developers go about finding the bug. We are particularly
interested in the impact of variability on bug finding from the
developer’s perspective.
B. Treatments
We expose each participant to programs with and without
variability, while controlling for noise factors such as learning
effect, developer competence, and program complexity. First,
we establish programs without variability (i.e., simple programs)
as a baseline. Then, we consider programs with variability
containing three features (eight configurations).

1 http://itu.dk/people/jeam/code-gaze-experiment/
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Fig. 2: Characteristics of our benchmark programs: P and Q.
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of data points for all debugging tasks, without compromising
control over the confounding factors such as developer competence or program complexity. For N=20 participants, each
performing two out of four debugging tasks, we get exactly
10 data points for each of the four tasks. Technically, our
experiment is a within-group design in which all participants
are exposed to every treatment.

Fig. 3: Latin Square (2⇥2).

F. Procedure
Before the actual experiment, we executed a pilot study with
a few local students to test our experiment design and the
eye tracking setup. We do not consider the results of the pilot
study in our analysis. Based on the pilot study, we optimized
mostly the alignment of the programs on the screen for the
eye tracker.
The entire experiment consists of five phases: (1) tutorial, (2)
warm-up, (3) questionnaire, (4) debugging, and (5) interview.
First, when a subject enters the room, we present a tutorial on
variability explaining the concepts of features, configurations,
and variability. Second, we demonstrate the nature of the tasks
and questions through a small warm-up task. Third, we ask
the participant to fill in a self-assessment questionnaire about
her programming background and experience with JAVA and
#ifdefs. Fourth, we run the actual debugging experiment using
an eye tracker. We use the randomly generated Latin squares to
create a task description sheet detailing the order of the tasks
for a participant. We also run the personal calibration procedure
right before the tasks. Then, the participant performs the “find
the bug” debugging task for each treatment, in order. Fifth, once
a developer finishes the tasks, we conduct a semi-structured
interview to get qualitative feedback on how the participant
approached the debugging tasks, especially the program with
variability. We ask three questions: (i) How did you go about
finding the bug? (ii) What were the difficulties? and (iii) How
could you fix the bug?
All task description sheets contain instructions and questions
that every participant should answer (see the online appendix
for an example). We ensure that each program fits onto a
single screen to avoid participants scrolling up and down,
which would significantly complicate getting the eye tracking
data. In other words, we provided the participants with only
a static screen (i.e., no IDEs, no tools, no navigation) and
the task description sheets on paper. For each participant, we
recorded timestamps, the duration of each debugging task, as
well as x and y coordinates (fixations) via the eye tracker.
To avoid unintended effects from different software and
hardware environments, we executed all experiments on a 64-bit

programs: project, filename, bug type, number of lines of code,
and number of methods (including the main). Figure 2b lists the
variability characteristics of the programs with #ifdefs, such
as: number of features, feature scattering, feature tangling, and
variational cyclometric complexity (VCC). Feature scattering is
the number of #ifdef blocks throughout the entire program.
We put accumulated numbers for all features involved. For
example, P contains four #ifdef blocks. Feature tangling, in
turn, counts the number of switches between regular code and
feature code or between different features. V CC consists of the
cyclomatic complexity metric [20] (and counting two flows for
#ifdef statements).
The programs are similar in terms of size and the number
of features. The programs differ in terms of bug type and
their variability characteristics, but we control for this in the
experiment design, as described below.
E. Design
The two subject programs give rise to four debugging tasks: one
for each program with and without variability. However, in this
setup, we need to deal with two main constraints: First, every
developer must get each program once, otherwise there would
be a learning effect on subsequent attempts. Second, every
developer must get each treatment (with or without variability)
once, for a similar reason.
Abiding by these constraints, we use a standard Latin
Square design, which is a common solution for this kind of
experiment [21], [22], [23]. A Latin square ensures that no
row or column contains the same treatment twice. Figure 3
depicts a 2⇥2 Latin square applied to our context. The columns
are labelled with two programs (Program 1 and Program 2).
The rows are labelled with two developers (Developer 1 and
Developer 2). The four squares in the center contain the
two treatments (with and without variability). Therefore, each
developer debugs two different programs, each at a different
variability degree, according to her row.
Finally, we randomly assign participants, treatments, and
programs into the Latin squares. The result is the same number
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Fig. 5: Overview of abstractions for data analysis.

Fig. 4: Fixation sequence: sequence of all fixations from one
developer as a “connect-the-dots” visualization.

Heat Map: First, we marginalize the data over time which
gives us a multi-set of timeless (x, y) pairs. We convert this
to a histogram, telling us for each screen location, how much
fixation time it attracted. The two-dimensional histogram can
be visualized as a so-called heat map–using colors to represent
the value of time for each location on the screen. An example
is shown in Fig. 6. The lowest value in the heat map (lowest
fixation time) is shown using the purple color and the highest
value is red (long fixation time), with a smooth transition
between these extremes.

Windowsr 8.1 machine, Intelr CoreT M i5 CPU running at 2.5
GHz with 8 GB memory. Also, all experiments were conducted
in the same room (quiet location). We recorded all of the eye
tracking data using the open-source tool O GAMA.2 In the
experiment, we used the Tobii EyeX Controller integrated into
the EyeInfo Framework.3 Together they had a radial accuracy
error of < 0.4 degrees which translates to a mere 1.5 lines
of inaccuracy on the screen. We discuss implications of this
inaccuracy in Sect. V.
We eliminated the data from two subjects because of the
eye tracker malfunction occurring during the experiment. The
N=20 subjects include only the valid data points. We discuss
this issue in Section V. No other deviations happened.

Gaze Transition (a.k.a. Saccade): We can abstract the
x-coordinate away, obtaining a set of (y, t) pairs, from which,
we are able to generate a timeline of how the participants
read programs vertically—the gaze transitions graphs. In our
gaze transition graph (cf. Fig. 11) the y-coordinate is translated
to line numbers in code and plotted as a function of time in
seconds. The gaze transition graph shows where exactly in the
program the participant’s gaze is at in the corresponding time.

IV. R ESULTS & D ISCUSSION
We now present the results of the experiment and discuss the
implications. We make five observations on how developers
debug programs with variability. We begin with presenting
our framework of abstractions to simplify data analysis. Then,
we address the research question and discuss the findings. All
materials of the experiment are available at:

Areas of Interest: The last abstraction is a combination
of the previous two—we abstract away both the horizontal
coordinate and time. We end up with a histogram over ycoordinates (see Fig. 8 for an example). This abstraction is
primarily useful for displaying the number of fixations related
to given areas of interest (AOI). An AOI is a region of interest
in a study. In our study, we define the areas of interest with
the AOI editor in O GAMA following the guidelines provided
by Holmqvist et al. [24]. Consequently, once we have the set
of y-coordinates and the AOIs defined, we are able to visualize
the percentage/amount of fixations from each participant via a
table or a bar chart.

http://itu.dk/people/jeam/code-gaze-experiment/
A. Abstractions for data analysis
Figure 4 displays a scan path registered for a single developer
as a sequence of all gaze fixations during a debugging task. For
each participant, the eye tracker records a set of triples: x and
y coordinates over time t. The raw data enables us to draw the
fixation sequence of Fig. 4, a “connect-the-dots” visualization,
not particularly helpful for a big set of data of more than one
subject. Since the diagram is difficult to understand, we use a
range of abstractions (Fig. 5) to ease the data interpretation. We
use additional three abstractions besides the fixation sequence,
obtained by simplifying away selected dimensions: heat maps,
gaze transitions, and areas of interest (AOI).

An observant reader will notice that we ignored another
natural abstraction—marginalizing over the y-coordinate. Abstracting the y-coordinate is not relevant for this study, as we
are not interested in how subjects approach lines horizontally
(how they read within a line).

2 http://www.ogama.net/

We now return to discussion our research question.

3 http://eyeinfo.itu.dk/
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(a) Without variability.

(b) With variability.

Fig. 6: Aggregated heat maps for the program P.
Program P
without variability
with variability

5 34

min

10 12 min

Program Q

heat maps such that contributions from each developer will
be accounted for equally. (Since we have N=20 participants,
each aggregated heat map is derived from ten individual heat
maps.) Aggregated heat maps give an overall picture of the
focus of the developers; i.e., how much they were looking at
each part of the program, on average. Importantly, in contrast
to Figure 7 that considers absolute time, Figure 6 considers
relative time: how attention is distributed among the program
parts.
The hot spots (red regions) indicate areas where most of
the attention was directed. Not surprisingly, most attention
was awarded to the method containing the bug, sendHeaders
(specifically, lines 12 to 18). Recall that the bug was in line 18
where the condition subject.isEmpty() produces a nullpointer exception since the variable subject has the value
null. (In the case with variability, this happens in certain
configurations.4 ) Overall, the red regions appear quite similar.
Without variability, developers dedicate 12% of all fixations to
this area (752 out of 6,355). With variability, the dedication to
this area is comparable in relative terms with 15% fixations
(although using more fixations in absolute terms: 1,249 out
of 8,339). The Kullback-Leibler Divergence test confirms that
the similarity between the two hot spots is highly significant
(divergence value = 0.05, in a scale [0,1]). We observe the
same phenomenon for the hot spots in the other program Q
(divergence value = 0.07).
Figure 8 details the total time spent looking at each of the
four designated areas of interest of the program: the field

5 min
10 12 min

Fig. 7: Average total debugging times in our experiment.

B. How do developers debug programs with variability?
Previous work has demonstrated that debugging time increases
with variability; in fact, the increase appears to be linear in
the number of features [5]. Figure 7 shows the average total
debugging time for each of the two programs P and Q, without
variability (zero features) vs. with variability (three features).
For both programs, the average total debugging time goes up
from roughly five to ten minutes when the programs involve
variability; i.e., the debugging time is doubled.
Using the eye tracking data we can investigate deeper where
developers are spending all this extra debugging time. Based
on our eye-tracking experiment, we made five observations:
O BSERVATION 1: Variability appears to increase
debugging time of the areas of the program that
contain variability.
Figure 6 shows the aggregated heat maps for the program P
without variability (to the left) versus with variability (to the
right). Aggregated heat maps are produced by first normalizing
(with respect to time) and then superimposing all individual

4 The bug occurs when LFS is disabled and either AUTH or CGI is enabled;
i.e., ¬LFS ^ (AUTH _ CGI).
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Fig. 8: Average debugging time for four areas of interest
of the program P without vs. with variability.
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Fig. 10: Average number of gaze transitions (eye switches) between the differents elements of program P.
the top part (lines 18–20) does not contain variability followed
by a fragment (lines 21–33) with variability.
Designating these as our sub-areas of interest, we can thus
zoom in and study the impact of code fragments with variability
on code fragments without variability within the same method.
Figure 9 splits these two methods into their sub-areas of
interest with vs. without variability. The sub-areas without
variability “in proximity” of variability are shown in bold
face. Variability appears to be “contagious” along the flow of
control, within a method. Even though lines (18–21) in P do
not have variability, they go from 25 seconds to 43 seconds to
debug in the presence of variability (i.e., debugging takes 1.7
times longer). Similarly, for lines 18–20 in Q; they go from 24
seconds to 45 seconds (i.e., debugging takes 1.9 times longer).
We hypothesize that this is because the developers are
considering different configurations while debugging (more
on this in O BSERVATION 5 later).

declarations (lines 4–9); the method sendHeaders (lines 12–
21); handleIncoming (lines 23–33); and main (lines 35–38).
For instance, the attention devoted to the method sendHeaders
goes up from about a minute (63 seconds) to two minutes (120
seconds) in the presence of variability; i.e., an increase factor
of 1.9 (almost twice as much attention). Overall, it appears that
the extra (roughly double) debugging time is spent on all areas
of the program that involve variability: the field declarations
and the two methods sendHeaders and handleIncoming all
double debugging time. In contrast, no extra time is spent on
main that does not involve variability. In fact, attention to this
area appears to drop slightly in the presence of variability.
Please note that the attention awarded to the four areas
of interest (last line in Figure 8) does not add up to the
total debugging time of Figure 7. This is because the four
elements do not cover everything (e.g., imports, blank lines,
class definitions, and even areas beyond the screen), gaze
transitions (rapid eye movements) are not accounted for in
Figure 8, and the total debugging time also involves answering
questions about the bugs on a sheet of paper (i.e., not looking
at the screen).

O BSERVATION 3: Variability appears to increase the
number of gaze transitions between definition-usages
for fields and call-returns for methods.
Figure 10 depicts the average number of gaze transitions
between the four previously introduced areas of interest.
Without variability there are, for instance, on average 8.6
navigations from handleIncoming to sendHeaders and 9.1
back again (see Fig. 10a). Navigations between two methods are
annotated with call and return according to invocations in the
program (e.g., sendHeaders is called from handleIncoming
in line 27 and 31). The gaze transition diagrams confirm that the
eye movements proceed along method invocations. Similarly,

O BSERVATION 2: Debugging time also increases for
code fragments without variability in proximity of
code fragments that do contain variability.
Consider the body of the sendHeaders method in program P
with variability (cf. Fig. 6b). We see that it consists of a code
fragment with variability (lines 13–17) followed by a fragment
without variability (lines 18–20). A similar phenomenon occurs
in program Q in the function gc computeLevelScore, where
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Fig. 12: Gaze transition diagram for a developer using a
consecutive strategy and repeatedly considering a method
(highlighted in black).

Fig. 11: Gaze transition diagram with initial scan.
method-to-field navigations are annotated with def and use as
developers navigate from a field variable usage to its definition
and back again to the use. For instance, we see on average 8.6
navigations from sendHeaders to the fields area of interest
(def) and exactly the same number going back again to the
usage within the method (use).
With variability, all gaze transitions out of methods containing variability increase significantly (cf. Figure 10b compared
to Figure 10a). The method-to-method navigation along callreturn from handleIncoming to sendHeaders goes up to 15
and 13 (from 8.6 and 9.1). For method-to-field, the (def-use)
navigations out of sendHeaders, for instance, goes up to 13
and 14 (from 8.6 and 8.6). For navigations out of the method
main that does not contain any variability (shown as dotted
gray edges), we see little change.
Thus, the participants made significantly more gaze transitions in the presence of variability. Again, we hypothesize that
developers are exploring and re-exploring different configurations while debugging (cf. O BSERVATION 5).

program will take longer time. Because of the conditional
compilation directives (i.e., the #ifdef and #endif directives),
the programs with variability are slightly larger. In fact, they
contain 14% more characters. However, this does not account
for the 65% increase in debugging time (from 32 to 51 seconds).
O BSERVATION 5: Developers appear to debug programs with variability by considering either one
configuration at a time (consecutively) or all configurations at the same time (simultaneously).
The interviews give some qualitative insights into how the
subjects debug programs with variability. Most participants
complained that they had trouble finding the bug in the
presence of variability. One subject explains that he is using
a consecutive strategy by considering one configuration at a
time: “I began with all features enabled, then I removed oneby-one.” Along the same lines, another explains: “After I get
a good understanding of the code, I started to enable/disable
features one at a time to see if the bug appears.” This approach
manifests itself on his gaze transition diagram which contains
repetitions corresponding to the method sendHeaders with
variability (cf. Figure 12).
Another subject claims to adopt a simultaneous strategy by
considering all configurations at the same time: “I tried to
keep track of everything by compiling every combination in
mind.” The two strategies are also well-known in automated
program analysis of programs with variability [27].
Independent of strategies, all developers agreed that debugging programs without variability required much less effort.
This finding aligns with the study of Medeiros et al. [28] in
which they observed that bugs involving variability are easier
to introduce and harder to debug and fix than ordinary bugs.

O BSERVATION 4: Variability appears to prolong the
“initial scan” of the program (first line to last line)
that most developers initiate debugging with.
Previous work has reported that when performing static code
review of program (without variability), reviewers initially
perform a preliminary reading of the code, known as a
scan, whereby a reviewer will “read the entire code before
investigating the details [..]” [25]. Similarly, when debugging
programs (without variability), developers perform a “first scan
followed by several rounds of navigation” [26].
Not surprisingly, for debugging programs with variability, we
also see this initial scan. Figure 11 illustrates a gaze transition
diagram of the first five minutes of a participant debugging
P with variability. The diagram shows the y-coordinate the
developer is looking at as a function of time. The top of the
diagram corresponds to the first line (line 1) and the bottom
to the last line of the program (line 39). We have highlighted
the initial scan which, in this case, lasted for one minute.
This is supported by the post-experiment interviews: “I took
a global look first from top to bottom and then I started from
the main” (one developer); “First, I started reading from the
top and double checking the fields and methods” (another one).
Without variability, 7 out of 10 developers performed an
initial scan within half a minute (32 seconds) on average. With
variability, 8 out of 10 developers scanned initially and it
took an average of 51 seconds. Obviously, scanning a larger

C. Discussion: Implications of our Results
Our results confirm previous hypotheses [5], regarding the
accuracy of debugging programs with variability:
C ONFIRMATION : Most developers correctly identify
bugs in programs with variability; however, many
developers fail to identify exactly the set of erroneous
configurations (already for 3 features).
This is also consistent with previous research reporting that
developers admit that when fixing programs with variability,
they “check only a few configurations of the source code” [28].
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Observation 3 (above) stated that developers perform more
navigation in the presence of variability. Knowing that, we
encourage the programmers using variability to structure the
code in a way that minimize the distance between uses and
definitions of field variable declarations or between methods
calling each other, especially for those declarations and uses that
involve #ifdefs. At the same time, the builders of development
environments shall consider providing convenient ways to
navigate from uses to definitions and back again and along
call-returns for method invocations. An IDE equipped with
continual eye tracking could even automatically “pop up”
relevant definitions next to uses as they are being considered
by the developer. Clearly, as shown in our data, these pop-ups
might be more useful, in areas of code that involve variability
(so intensive variability could activate them).
Observations 1–3 indicate that it is worth to contain variability in as few methods as possible to keep other methods
variability free. Observation 2 hints that it is advantageous
to hoist code fragments without variability “in proximity” of
variability out of the method. For instance, in program P with
variability, lines 18–20 could be moved into a fresh method.
All observations 1–5 may indicate that there are potential
gains from projectional editing of program with variability.
Developers could work separately on particular configurations
(programs without variability) which would then be automatically synchonized with the entire variability program (spanning
all configurations) [29]. This could be activated/suggested
automatically for programmers who work following the consecutive (brute-force) process, as this process can be presumably
detected automatically as multiple scans in the eye-tracking
data. Of course, we do not know to what extent, or whether
at all, these suggestions improve debugging programs with
variability. However, our findings do provide indications, that
these are the directions that might be worth exploring.

experiment to understand how developers debug programs with
variability in lab conditions. We thus optimized for internal
validity rather than external validity and a real development
environment.
Choice of eye tracker: We used the Tobii EyeX Controller
integrated into the EyeInfo Framework for two reasons. First,
they are portable and easy to set up and install. Second and,
more importantly, they have a good accuracy. In fact, they
had a radial accuracy error of < 0.4 degrees only. This is
excellent since an accurate and reliable calibration is crucial
for eye-tracking studies and conclusions. This translates to an
inaccuracy of approximately 1.5 lines on the screen. For this
reason, we never considered areas of interest with less than
three lines of code.
Choice of language: In this experiment, we used the
JAVA programming language because we wanted to run
the experiment with several participants and JAVA is wellknown among students at our universities. All participants had
experience with JAVA, ranging from months to years, including
professionally. We chose bugs that are relatively independent
of programming language, i.e., they occur in programs written
in subset of C that is essentially shared with JAVA.
Choice of the number of features: We studied variability
up to three features in a program mainly because of timing.
Otherwise, the experiment would require much longer time,
discouraging and tiring participants. In fact, the participants
spent around 15 minutes to debug only the two programs (with
and without variability), on average. Additionally, there are
very few examples of bugs with higher number of features
than three in the literature [6], [30]. Thus, our study focused
on the range of variability that seems most relevant.
Program vs. variability complexity: Note that from this
experiment and its results, we do not know the origins of
the extra debugging effort entailed by variability, since we
did not focus on the difference between complex programs vs
variability programs. This would require another experiment
setup and, therefore, it is out of the scope of our study.

V. T HREATS TO VALIDITY
A. Internal Validity

B. External Validity

Selection bias: To minimize selection bias, we randomly
assigned our subjects into the Latin squares. Additionally, every
participant took all treatments (with and without variability) for
all subject programs. Therefore, we controlled the confounding
factors via Latin square design and randomization.
All participants voluntarily accepted to take part in the
experiment. We found no indications of participants performing
deliberately bad or exchanging information. However, we
eliminated the data points from two participants because the
eye tracker stopped tracking their eye movements during the
experiment. For this reason, we did not include them in our
data analysis. Thus, the N=20 participants represent only valid
data points.
Choice of lab setting: We executed the experiment N=20
times (i.e., one for each participant). All experiments were done
in the same room and with our supervision, avoiding extra
confounding factors. Since this is the first study of variability
debugging using eye-tracking, we opted for a controlled

Beyond preprocessors: Our experiment applies to a
particular technique for implementing variability: preprocessor
(#ifdefs). However, among a multitude of technologies that
can be used to implement configurable systems, the C preprocessor is one of the oldest, simplest, and most popular mechanisms
in use. Generalization to other variability techniques is not
intended, even though it might provide hints. Presumably, our
results do not translate to CIDE [16], which uses colors to
visualize #ifdef blocks, since the human visual system is
highly sensitive to colors [31].
Beyond university students: The experiment were done
predominantly with graduate students. All had JAVA programming experience and several of them had industrial
experience. In addition, research has demonstrated that graduate
students make good proxies for industry developers [32]. This
contributes to representativity and generalization to “real-world”
industrial developers. We acknowledge though that more studies
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are needed to further understand and confirm the presented
observations.
Beyond simple programs: The programs used in our
experiment are based on real variability bugs from real
highly-configurable systems (B USY B OX and B EST L AP) and
previous research [6], [19], which minimize the risks of
studying artificial problems. Additionally, the programs were
qualitatively different (cf. Figure 2), and comprising of different
kinds of bugs. We thus believe that the results may transfer to
other smaller programs.
Beyond simple debugging tasks: We purposely designed
our debugging tasks to not require a long time and, consequently, discouraging participants. In fact, the participants spent
around 15 minutes to debug the two programs, on average. So,
there may be additional effects, unaccounted for, when scaling
to longer debugging tasks.
Beyond lab settings: We made sure that each program fits
onto a single screen to avoid participants scrolling up and down.
We prepared all debugging tasks in slideshow manner using
O GAMA, a framework to analyze eye movements. We also did
not bold or highlight any code constructs in the programs in
order not to attract special attention and, consequently, favor
any particular code elements. In other words, no IDEs, no tools,
no navigation were provided to the participants; they only had
a static screen with the programs and task sheets (on paper).
Anything beyond that it is out of the scope for this paper.
Beyond three features: There are very few examples of
bugs with higher number of variability than 3 in the literature.
Medeiros et al. [30] found that 95% of undeclared/unused bugs
involve 0-3 features. Other research also found that variability
bugs predominantly involve 0-3 features [6]. For this reason,
we focused on this range that seems most relevant. However,
it would be interesting to investigate programs with higher
number of features.

code in comparison with natural language text. Busjahn et
al. [35] also studied linearity and whether or not the linearity
effect in reading natural languages transfers to reading of source
code. They observed that expert programmers read code less
linearly than novices which, in turn, read code less linearly
than natural language text.
Rodeghero et al. [36] conducted an eye-tracking study of
ten JAVA programmers. They noticed that the programmers
looked more at a method’s signature than its body in order to
summarize it in plain English.
Siegmund et al. [37] conducted a controlled experiment with
17 programmers by applying functional magnetic resonance
imaging (fMRI) to measure program comprehension. They
found a distinct pattern active in five brain regions that are
thus deemed necessary for source code comprehension.
None of the these studies investigated debugging in the
presence of variability using an eye tracker. In other words,
variability was not in their focus. We, in turn, focused
on the interplay between debugging and variability from
the programmers’ perspective. We could draw a number of
qualitative conclusions (cf. Section IV). However, we believe
that further research using eye tracking on variability debugging
is important and required to confront our findings, and to draw
new ones.
VII. C ONCLUSION
We have presented an experiment aimed at understanding how
developers debug code with variability implemented using
preprocessor directives. We observed that variability increases
debugging time for code fragments that contain variability
and for neighboring locations. Also, it appears that developers
navigate much more between definitions and uses of program
objects when interleaved with variability. This is presumably
caused by increased complexity of def-use relationships, or by
difficulties of maintaining all variants in short-term memory.
Variability prolongs the “initial scan” of the program that most
subjects initiate debugging with. We notice that developers
appear to debug programs with variability by using either a
consecutive or simultaneous approach.
Our results are consistent with those of prior studies to
the extent that they overlap. The new findings provide some
indications how code should be organized to minimize the
number of gaze transitions, and on what kind of tools could
aid debugging. Automatic tools showing definitions at usage
locations, could consider intensive variability as an indicator
that the definition is a more sought for information at a given
context. Also, possibly, projectional editing techniques can be
used to reduce the cognitive overload of variability, especially
for subjects using the consecutive approach.
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VI. R ELATED W ORK
In a previous study, we have investigated the impact of
variability on bug finding in terms of time and accuracy [5].
However, our previous study focused only on quantitative
aspects of debugging, and not on how developers debug
programs with variability. Thus, to better account for the
effect of variability on debugging, we carried out this eyetracking experiment to actually “see” how developers approach
programs with variability, as shown in Section IV. To the best
of our knowledge, this is the first study of variability debugging
using eye tracking. A few other studies have used eye tracking
to study debugging and program comprehension in ordinary
programs (i.e., without variability).
Hansen et al. [33] used eye-tracking to investigate factors
that impact code comprehension. They found that even subtle
notation changes can have impact on performance, and that
notation can also make a simple program more difficult to
read.
Busjahn et al. [34] conducted eye-tracking studies on small
programs to investigate how programmers read code. They
found that the fixation durations increased when reading source
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ABSTRACT
Variability-sensitive verification pursues e↵ective analysis
of the exponentially many variants of a program family.
Several variability-aware techniques have been proposed, but
researchers still lack examples of concrete bugs induced by
variability, occurring in real large-scale systems. A collection
of real world bugs is needed to evaluate tool implementations
of variability-sensitive analyses by testing them on real bugs.
We present a qualitative study of 98 diverse variability bugs
(i.e., bugs that occur in some variants and not in others)
collected from bug-fixing commits in the Linux, Apache,
BusyBox, and Marlin repositories. We analyze each of the
bugs, and record the results in a database. For each bug,
we create a self-contained simplified version and a simplified
patch, in order to help researchers who are not experts on
these subject studies to understand them, so that they can
use these bugs for evaluation of their tools. In addition, we
provide single-function versions of the bugs, which are useful
for evaluating intra-procedural analyses. A web-based user
interface for the database allows to conveniently browse and
visualize the collection of bugs. Our study provides insights
into the nature and occurrence of variability bugs in four
highly-configurable systems implemented in C/C++, and
shows in what ways variability hinders comprehension and
the uncovering of software bugs.

CCS Concepts
• Software and its engineering ! Software testing and
debugging; Preprocessors;
• Theory of computation ! Program verification; Program analysis

Keywords
Bugs; Feature Interactions; Linux; Software Variability.
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Many software projects adopt variability to tailor development of individual software products to particular market
niches [3]. Other software projects, such as the Linux kernel,
embrace variability and use configuration options known as
features [30] to tailor functional and non-functional properties to the needs of a particular user. Such systems are often
referred to as highly-configurable systems and can get very
large and encompass large sets of features. There exist reports of industrial systems with thousands of features [7], and
extensive open-source examples are documented in detail [8].
Features in a configurable system interact in non-trivial
ways, in order to influence the functionality of each other.
Interestingly, bugs in configurable systems do not always
occur unconditionally, in all configurations. Bugs involving
one or more feature that have to be either enabled or disabled
in order for the bug to occur are known as variability bugs.
Importantly, variability bugs therefore occur only in certain
configurations and not in others. Some variability bugs
involve multiple (two or more) features each of which have
to be enabled, respectively, disabled in order for the bug to
occur; such bugs are known as feature-interaction bugs. A
bug in an individual configuration may be found by analyzers
based on standard program analysis techniques. However,
since the number of possible configurations is exponential
in the number of features, it is not feasible to analyze each
configuration separately.
Family-based analyses [56] tackle this problem by considering all configurable program variants as a single unit of
analysis, instead of analyzing the individual variants separately. In order to avoid duplication of e↵ort, common parts
are analyzed once and the analysis forks only at di↵erences
between variants. Recently, various family-based extensions
of both classic static analysis [4, 9, 12, 19, 32, 35] and model
checking [5, 16, 17, 36, 26, 49] based techniques have been
developed.
Most of the research so far has focused on the inherent
scalability problem. However, we still lack evidence that
these extensions are adequate for specific purposes in realworld scenarios. In particular, little e↵ort has been put into
understanding what kind of bugs appear in highly configurable systems, and what are their variability characteristics.
Gaining such understanding would help to ground research
on variability-sensitive analyses in actual problems.
The understanding of the complexity of variability bugs is
not common among practitioners and in available artifacts.
While bug reports abound, there is little knowledge on how
those bugs are caused by feature interactions. Very often,
due to the complexities of a large project like Linux, and
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the lack of variability-aware tool support, developers are not
entirely conscious of the features that a↵ect the software
they work on. As a result, bugs appear and get fixed with
little or no indication of their variational program origins.
The objective of this work is to understand the complexity
and nature of variability bugs (including feature interaction
bugs) occurring in four highly configurable systems: Linux,
Apache, BusyBox, and Marlin. We address this objective
via a qualitative in-depth analysis and documentation of 98
cases of such bugs. We make the following contributions:
• Identification of 98 variability bugs in four highly configurable systems: Linux, Apache, BusyBox, and Marlin;
including in-depth analysis and presentation for nonexperts.
• A database with the results of our analysis, encompassing a detailed data record about each bug. These bugs
comprise common types of errors in C software, and
cover di↵erent types of feature interactions. We intend
to grow the collection in the future with the help of
the research community. The database is available at:
http://VBDb.itu.dk/
• Self-contained simplified C991 versions of all bugs, including single-function versions. These ease comprehension of the underlying causes, and can be used
for testing bug-finders in a smaller scale. The singlefunction versions can be used to test intraprocedural
analyses.
• Simplified patch versions of the bugs. These patches
also help to understand the bugs and present ways of
fixing them in accordance with the bug-fixing commits.
• An aggregated reflection over the collection of bugs.
Providing insight on the nature of bugs induced by
feature interactions in four highly configurable systems.
We adopt a qualitative manual methodology of analysis for
the following reasons. Most importantly, searching for bugs
with tools only finds cases that these tools cover, while we
are interested in exploring the nature of variability bugs
widely. Tools are generally approximating and biased due to
undecidability of essentially all interesting questions about
programs. An automated bug hunt would be heavily biased
against a few kinds of bugs for which the tools were designed,
and for the cases of these bugs that they are able to handle.
Also, manual sampling from historical bugs avoided falsepositives that would pollute the data, had we used automatic
bug finding tools. Additionally, family-based bug-finders are
rare, experimental (only e↵ective type checkers exist), and
not fast enough to extensively scan the long history of Linux
and similar systems. Sampling [39] is a good alternative,
however uniform sampling of valid configurations for large
systems (like the Linux kernel) is known to be difficult. This
would require investment in new research of applying and
evaluating PSAT-based solutions for the purpose, which,
while a fascinating research problem, was judged to be out of
scope for this work. Obviously, the manual sampling has not
been uniform either but helped to direct the work towards
1
C99 is an informal name for ISO/IEC 9899:1999, a version
of the C programming language standard.
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qualitative insights. It helped to increase the diversity of the
bugs covered, and in the process inspired us to generate much
more information about the bugs (simplified bugs, simplified
patches, etc).
Reflecting on the collected material, we learn that complexity of variability bugs comprises the following aspects:
variability bugs involve many aspects of programming language semantics, they are distributed in most parts of the
code bases, involve multiple features and span code in remote
locations. Detecting these bugs is difficult for both people
and tools. Once variability-sensitive analyses that are able
to capture these bugs are available, it will be interesting to
conduct extensive quantitative experiments to confirm our
qualitative intuitions.
We direct our work to designers of program analysis and
bug finding tools. We believe that all the knowledge condensed in our collection of variability bugs can inspire them
in several ways: (i) it will provide a set of concrete, well
described challenges for analyses, (ii) it will serve as a preliminary benchmark for evaluating their tools, and (iii) it will
dramatically speed up design of new techniques, since they
can be tried on simplified project-independent bugs. Using
realistic bugs from a large piece of software in evaluation
can aid tuning the analysis precision, and incite designers to
support certain language constructs in the analysis.
We present basic background in Sect. 2. The methodology
is detailed in Sect. 3. Sections 4–6 describe the analysis: first
the considered dimensions, then the aggregate observations.
We finish surveying threats to validity (Sect. 7), related work
(Sect. 8) and a conclusion (Sect. 9).

2.

BACKGROUND

We understand the term software bug broadly, as it is defined
by IEEE Standard Glossary of Software Engineering [55].
This includes any run-time crash, compiler warning or error,
and software weakness in the Common Weakness Enumeration (CWE) taxonomy. Often, these bugs manifested as a
kernel panic (crash), or were spotted by the compiler (in the
form of a warning) when building a specific kernel configuration. While some compiler warnings may appear harmless
(for instance an unused variable), they could be side-e↵ects
of serious misconceptions that may lead to more serious
problems.
A feature is a unit of functionality additional to the core
software [15]. The core (base variant) implements the basic
functionality present in any variant of a program family. The
di↵erent selections of features (configurations) define the set
of program variants. Often, two features cannot be simultaneously enabled, or one feature requires enabling another.
Feature dependencies are specified using a feature model [30]
(or a decision model [27]), denoted here by FM ; e↵ectively a
constraint over features defining legal configurations.
Preprocessor-based program families [31] associate features
with macro symbols, and define their implementations as
statically conditional code guarded by constraints over feature symbols. The macro symbols associated to features
(configuration options) are often subject to naming conventions, for instance, in Linux these identifiers are prefixed by
CONFIG_. We follow the Linux convention throughout this
paper. Figure 1 presents a tiny preprocessor-based C program family using two features, INCR and DECR. Statements
at lines 10 and 13 are conditionally present. Assuming an
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Fix in the Code

int printf(const char * format, ...);
void foo(int a) {
printf("%d\n",2/a);
}
int main(void) {
int x = 1;
#ifdef CONFIG_INCR
x = x + 1;
#endif
#ifdef CONFIG_DECR
x = x - 1;
#endif
foo(x);
}

// ERROR
// START
// DISABLED

// ENABLED

!(5)
(6) ⇥
)(1)
(2)
|
|
|
#
(3)
#
(4)!

Figure 1: Example of a program family with a variability bug. A division-by-zero error occurs in line
four whenever INCR is disabled and DECR is enabled.
The right column traces the statements involved
from (1) to (6).

unrestricted feature model ( FM = true), the figure defines
a family of four di↵erent variants.
A presence condition ' of a code fragment is a minimal
(by the number of referred variables) Boolean formula over
features, specifying the subset of configurations in which the
code is included in the compilation. The concept of presence
condition extends naturally to other entities; for instance,
a presence condition for a bug specifies the subset of configurations in which a bug occurs. Concrete configurations,
denoted by , can also be written as Boolean constraints—
conjunctions of feature literals. A code fragment with presence condition ' is thus present in a configuration  i↵  ` '.
As an example, consider the decrement statement in line
13, which has presence condition DECR, thus it is part of
configurations 0 = ¬INCR ^ DECR and 1 = INCR ^ DECR.
Features can influence the functions o↵ered by other features—a phenomenon known as feature interaction, which
can be either intentional or unexpected. In our example, the
two features interact explicitly through the program variable
x which they both manipulate (read and write). Enabling
either INCR or DECR, or both, results in di↵erent values of x
prior to calling foo. In general, the presence condition of a
bug will implicitly tell us that features interact, but it does
not necessarily explicitly tell us how they interact.
As a result of variability, bugs can occur in some configurations but not in others, and can also manifest di↵erently in
di↵erent variants. If a bug occurs in one or more configurations, and does not occur in at least one other configuration,
we call it a variability bug. Figure 1 shows how one of the program variants in our example family, namely 0 , will crash
at line 4 when we attempt to divide by zero. Because this
bug is not manifested in any other variant, it is a variability
bug—with presence condition ¬INCR ^ DECR.
Program family implementations are usually conceptually
stratified in three layers: the problem space (typically a
feature model), a solution space implementation (e.g. C
code), and the mapping between the problem and solution
spaces (the build system and Cpp in Linux). We show how
the division-by-zero bug of the example could be fixed in
each layer separately. We show changes to code in unified
di↵ format (diff -U0).

If function foo ought to accept any int value, then the bug
could be fixed by appropriately handling zero as input:
@@
+
+
+
+

-4 +4,4 @@
printf("%d\n",2/a);
if (a != 0)
printf("%d\n",2/a);
else
printf("NaN\n");

Fix in the Mapping
If we assume that function foo should never be called with a
zero argument, a possible fix would be to decrement x only
whenever both DECR and INCR are enabled:
@@ -12 +12 @@
- #ifdef CONFIG_DECR
+ #if defined(CONFIG_DECR) && defined(CONFIG_INCR)

Fix in the Model
Finally, if the bug is deemed to be caused by an illegal
interaction, we can introduce a dependency in the feature
model to prevent the “faulty configuration”, 0 . For instance,
let DECR be only available when INCR is enabled. Assuming
feature model FM = DECR ! INCR forbids 0 .

3.

STUDY DESIGN

Our objective is to qualitatively understand the complexity
and nature of variability bugs (including feature-interaction
bugs) in open-source highly-configurable software systems.
This includes addressing the following research questions:
Research questions:
• RQ1: Are variability bugs limited to specific type of
bugs, features, or locations in the code base?
• RQ2: In what ways does variability a↵ect bugs?
This paper relies on the initial findings of our exploratory case
study on variability bugs in Linux published previously [1].
That study followed an exploratory qualitative method, identifying what is possible to learn about diversity of variability
bugs using the case study method. It produced a method
design and a list of nine2 initial observations based on the
analysis of 42 variability bugs. These observations explained
the answers to the research questions RQ1 and RQ2 for the
Linux kernel project, but they were hypotheses in as far as
other systems are considered. Methodologically, this paper
is a confirmatory study where we extend the previous exploratory study with three new systems and (in)validate the
previous hypotheses. In the end, we confirm all previous
observations from the original Linux-only study. This attests
2

We merge observations 7 and 8 from [1] due to overlap.

Table 1: The four subject systems with size metrics
(as of December 2015).
System Domain

LOC

#Features

#Commits

Marlin
BusyBox
Apache
Linux

43 k
176 k
195 k
14 M

821
551
681
16,490

2,783
13,878
27,677
521,276
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3D-printer firmware
UNIX utilities
Web Server
Operating system

to the stability and generalizability of our observations (more
on this later).
We extend the prior work by executing three independent
confirmatory case studies, replicating the same data collection
process and analysis for three new subjects that significantly
di↵er from Linux. The case studies are executed by three
new researchers on the project, and the original researcher
responsible for the case study only supervises adherence
to the method. This leads to extending the data sample
with 55 new bug analyses, all available in our bug database.
After collecting the data we check, whether the original
observations formulated for Linux still hold. It turns out that
we are able to confirm all the observations, thus observations
in discussion of RQ1 (Sect. 5) and RQ2 (Sect. 6) are labeled
as Confirmed.

(in any language) with Cloc 5 version 1.53, with the default options. For Linux and BusyBox, we approximate the
number of features as the number of unique (menu)config
entries declared in KConfig files.6 As Apache and Marlin
do not have an explicit feature model nor use KConfig,
we use grep to extract all ’#if or #ifdef or #elif’ directives, and parse the expressions from which we count the
unique identifiers. In this process we eliminate identifiers
that have a suffix of the following form: ’_H or H__ or H_’,
as these represent include guards and we do not treat them
as features. The size of the commit history is measured as
the number of non-merge commits in the repository, which
corresponds to the output of git rev-list HEAD --no-merges
--count. These statistics are approximate, but serve the
purpose of characterizing our four subjects.

3.1

3.2

Subjects

We study four open-source highly-configurable systems: Linux,
Apache, BusyBox, and Marlin. Linux and BusyBox use
KConfig to model their configuration space, while the other
two do not have an established way of expressing their variability in a well-specified format. Crucially, all have bug data
including commits, developer comments and bug trackers
publicly available. They are qualitatively di↵erent highly configurable systems: one small (Marlin), two medium (Apache
and BusyBox), and one large (Linux). They are also di↵erent
in terms of purpose, variability, and complexity. Besides that,
all have di↵erent architectures and developers, which allows
us to draw slightly broader conclusions.
Linux is likely the largest highly-configurable open-source
system in existence, with more than 14 million lines of code
and 16 thousand features. We have free access to the bug
tracker,3 the source code and change history, and to public discussions on the mailing list 4 (LKML) and other forums. There also exist books on Linux development [11,
38]—valuable resources when understanding a bug-fix. Access to domain-specific knowledge is crucial for the qualitative
analysis.
Likewise, BusyBox is an open-source highly-configurable
system that provides several essential Unix tools (such as
ls, cp, and mkdir) in a single executable file. BusyBox has
more than 500 features and 176 KLOC. Compared to Linux,
BusyBox is a much smaller system: about 80 times less LOC
and 29 times less features.
Apache has been developed for over 20 years and is one of
the most used and popular web servers. It is written in C
and C++, consisting of almost 200 KLOC and 700 features.
Marlin is a firmware for 3D printers that is highly configurable, with 43 KLOC and around 800 features. The project
is written in C++, is hosted on GitHub, and uses GitHub’s
issue tracker. Compared to the other three systems, Marlin
is a much newer (started in August 2011) and smaller project
(only 43 KLOC) mainly due to its focused domain.
Table 1 characterizes the subject systems by aggregating
the information about domain, lines of code, number of features, and size of the commit history that we analyze. We
examine the entire history (not a specific version) of each
project up to December 2015, since our focus is on individual
bugs in whatever version of the project they happened to
reside. Throughout this paper, we count the lines of code
3
4

https://bugzilla.kernel.org/
https://lkml.org/
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Method

For each of the four cases, we follow a three-part method
developed during the Linux study: first, we identify the variability bugs in the history of our subject systems. Second, we
analyze and explain them. Finally, we reflect on the aggregated material to answer our research questions (formulating
hypothetical observations or confirming them respectively).
To do so, we take the Linux 7 , Apache 8 , BusyBox 9 , and
Marlin 10 repositories as the units of analysis. In all cases,
we analyze the master branch of the repository. We focus on
bugs already corrected in commits to the repositories. These
bugs have been publicly discussed (usually on the project’s
mailing list or issue tracker) and confirmed as actual bugs by
the developers, so the information about the nature of the
bug fix is reliable, and we minimize the chance of including
fictitious problems.

3.3

Part 1: Finding Variability Bugs

The large commit history of the projects rules out manual
investigation of each commit. We have settled on a semiautomated search through the project’s commits and issue
tracking system (mostly for Marlin) to find variability bugs
via historic bug fixes.
We have thus searched through the commits for variability
bugs using the following steps:
1. Selecting variability-related commits. We retain commits whose message indicates a variability-related change;
or whose patch appears to alter the feature model
(in the case of Linux and BusyBox, as Apache and
Marlin do not use KConfig), the feature mapping,
or configuration-dependent code. This is achieved by
matching regular expressions of Fig. 2. (We always perform case-insensitive matching of regular expressions.)
Expressions in Fig. 2(a) identify commits in which the
author’s message relates the commit to specific features. Those in Fig. 2(b) identify commits introducing
changes to the (KConfig) feature model, the (Cpp)
5
6

http://cloc.sourceforge.net/
This is computed by find . -name ConfigFiles -exec

egrep ’^(menu)?config ’ {} \; | cut -d’ ’ -f2 | uniq |
wc -l, where ConfigFiles is replaced with ’Kconfig*’ and

’Config.*’, for Linux and BusyBox, respectively.
7
http://git.kernel.org/
8
http://git.apache.org/httpd.git
9
http://git.busybox.net/busybox/
10
http://github.com/MarlinFirmware/MarlinDev

feature mapping, or code near an #if conditional. In
our search we exclude merges as such commits do not
carry changes. The selection of keywords was based on
our understanding of the systems, and manual analysis
of code and commit messages to identify what kind
of keywords are used. Linux and BusyBox follow the
pattern of using CONFIG fid to define feature names
and refer to them in the commit message, while Apache
uses HAVE fid and HAS fid. Marlin, however, does not
employ either of the two patterns. At the time of our
study analysis, Marlin used simple feature names without having a well-in-place method for defining them.
We used previous knowledge of the system [51] and grep
to identify unique feature identifiers, and used those in
combination with few regular expressions as explained
next to detect variability-related commits.
2. Selecting bug-fixing commits. We further narrow to
commits that potentially fix bugs and thus, together
with the previous filter, we obtain candidates to variability bug-fixes. This is achieved by matching regular
expressions of Fig. 3 against the commit message. Expressions in Fig. 3(a) are generic keywords that can
appear in any bug-fixing commit’s message or in any
issue report. At the Linux Kernel Summit 2013 conference, the convention to add a “Fixes:” footer to
the commit message to identify bug-fixing commits
was established.11 For instance, the regular expression
fix (case insensitive) will match commits adhering to
this new convention, at least in the case of Linux. We
used an iterative process for finding regular expressions
that can match a diverse sample, based on our understanding and examining the systems. For example, we
searched for commit messages that used memory leak
as keyword and identified potential bug-related keywords. Several Linux commits use the keyword oops to
indicate a possible kernel crash. Expressions in Fig. 3(b)
try to identify bug-fixing commits for specific types of
bugs, such as references to void-pointer dereferences
(void *), undefined symbols (undefined), uninitialized
variables (uninitialized), and a variety of memory
errors (overflow, memory leak, etc.). Di↵erent combinations of keywords select di↵erent number of commits:
generic keywords may select still thousands of commits
in Linux, while specific keywords may select only a few
hundreds or tens.
3. Manual scrutiny. Finally, we read the commit message
or the issue, and inspect the changes introduced by the
commit to remove false positives. For instance, commit 7518b5890d matches our regular expression from
Fig. 2(a), as the commit message refers to CONFIG_OF_DYNAMIC, yet once we examined the complete commit
message we understood that it does not fix a bug, but
adds new functionality. Especially in the case of Marlin,
where often commit messages simply refer to an issue
number —e.g. “Fix #150”, the issue tracking system
contains valuable information for triaging. We down
prioritize very complex commits as these are more difficult to understand and to extract and examine error
traces. A very complex commit either introduces more

Regular expressions:
#if
#else
#elif
#endif
select f id
config f id
depends on f id

(a) Message filters.

(b) Content filters.

Figure 2: Regular expressions selecting configuration-related commits in: (a) message, (b) content; f id
abbreviates [A-Z0-9_]+, matching feature identifiers.
Regular expressions:
bug
fix
oops
warn
error
unsafe
invalid
closes \#
violation
end trace
kernel panic

Regular expressions:
unused
void \*
overflow
undefined
double lock
memory leak
uninitialized
dangling pointer
null dereference
null pointer dereference
...

(a) Generic bug filters.

(b) Specific bug filters.

Figure 3: Regular expressions selecting bug-fixing
commits: (a) generic, (b) problem specific.
than a few changes (we choose a cut-o↵ value of ten),
or a↵ects very complex subsystems (an example from
Linux is the kernel/sched subsystem). The ideal commit has an elaborated message providing some form of
error trace, and introduces few modifications.

3.4

Part 2: Analysis of Bug Candidates

This part of the methodology requires considerable e↵ort in
the sense that, for each variability bug identified, we manually analyze the commit message, the patch fix, and the
actual code to build an understanding of the bug. Aside
from variability, the bugs involve undisciplined #ifdef annotations, intraprocedural dataflow, function pointers, and
pointer aliasing. When more context is required, we find
and follow the associated discussion on the repository’s mailing list or issue tracker. Code inspection is supported by
ctags 12 and the Unix grep utility, since we lack featuresensitive tool support. This step requires some knowledge of
the system’s internals in order to successfully understand the
bug. Note that we do not focus on a specific way of finding
variability bug candidates, by using only commit message
or only the issue tracking system. We use both available
sources, especially for smaller subjects, where the amount of
the potential bug candidates is smaller. In this step we are
interested in understanding the bug and not on analyzing
the quality of the commit or of the bug report. The commits
helped us finding bugs and understanding the bug’s nature.
1. The semantics of the bug. For each variability bug we
want to understand the cause of the bug, the e↵ect on

11

http://lkml.iu.edu/hypermail/linux/kernel/1310.3/
01046.html

Regular expressions:
configuration
config option
(HAS|HAVE)_f id
if f id is (not)? set
when f id is (not)? set
if f id is (en|dis)abled
when f id is (en|dis)abled
(CONFIG|ENABLE|FEATURE)_f id

12

http://ctags.sourceforge.net/
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the program semantics and the relation between the two.
This often requires understanding the inner workings
of the project, and translating this understanding to
general programming language terms accessible to a
broader audience. As part of this process we try to
identify a relevant runtime execution trace and collect
links to available information about the bug online.
2. Variability related properties. We establish what is the
presence condition of a bug (precondition in terms of
configuration choices) and where it was fixed: in the
code, in the feature model or in the mapping.
3. Simplified version. We condense our understanding in
a simplified version of the bug. This serves to explain
the original bug, and constitutes an easily accessible
benchmark for testing and evaluating tools. In addition,
we generate single-function versions from the simplified
versions of the bugs, intended to help researchers test
intraprocedural analyses for the same problem.
4. Simplified patch. Last but not least, we also provide
a simplified patch of the bug. Seeing how the bug has
been fixed, will help researchers to comprehend the
problem.
We analyzed bugs from the previous step (cf. Sect. 3.3) following this method. We stored the reports from our analyses
in a publicly available database. The detailed content of the
report is explained in Sect. 4.

3.5

Fixes the following warning during bootup when compiling with CONFIG_SLAB:
[ 0.000000]
[ 0.000000]
[ 0.000000]
[ 0.000000]
[ 0.000000]
[ 0.000000]
...

------------[ cut here ]-----------WARNING: at kernel/lockdep.c:2282 lockdep_trace_alloc+0x91/0xb9()
Hardware name: [ 0.000000] Modules linked in:
Pid: 0, comm: swapper Not tainted 2.6.30 #491
Call Trace:
[<ffffffff81087d84>] ? lockdep_trace_alloc+0x91/0xb9

It is summarized in our database as:
Warning due to a call to kmalloc() with flags __GFP_WAIT and interrupts enabled
The SLAB allocator is initialized by start_kernel() with
interrupts disabled. Later in this process, setup_cpu_cache() performs the per-CPU kmalloc cache initialization, and will try to allocate memory for these caches
passing the GFP_KERNEL flags. These flags include __GFP_WAIT, which allows the process to sleep while waiting for
memory to be available. Since, interrupts are disabled
during SLAB initialization, this may lead to a deadlock.
Enabling LOCKDEP and other debugging options will detect and report this situation.

We add a one-line header to the description, here shown in
bold, to help identification and listing of bugs.

DIMENSIONS OF ANALYSIS

We begin by selecting a number of properties of variability
bugs to understand, analyze and document in bug reports.
These are described below and exemplified by data from our
database. We show an example record in Fig. 4, a null-pointer
dereference bug found in a Linux driver, which was traced
back to errors both in the feature model and the mapping.
Type of Bug (type). In order to understand the diversity of
variability bugs we establish the type of bugs according to
the Common Weakness Enumeration (CWE)13 —a catalog
of numbered software weaknesses and vulnerabilities. We
follow CWE since it had already been applied to the Linux
kernel [50]. However, since CWE is mainly concerned with
13

Bug Description (descr). Understanding a bug requires
rephrasing its nature in general software engineering terms,
so that the bug becomes understandable for non-experts. We
obtain such a description by studying the bug in depth, and
following additional available resources (such as mailing list
discussions, available books, commit messages, documentation and online articles). Whenever use of domain-specific
terminology is unavoidable, we provide links to the necessary background. Obtaining the description is often nontrivial. For example, one bug in our database (Linux commit
eb91f1d0a53) was fixed with the following commit message:

Part 3: Data Analysis and Verification

We reflect on the set of collected data in order to find answers to our research questions. This step is supported with
some quantitative data but, importantly, we do not make
any quantitative conclusions about the population of the
variability bugs in our subject systems (such conclusions
would be unsound given the above research method). The
analysis purely characterizes diversity of the data set obtained. It allows us to present the entire collection of bugs
in an aggregated fashion (e.g., see Sect. 5). We see this qualitative analysis as an important stepping stone towards a
representative analysis about the bugs: any such analysis
requires building tools. The qualitative analysis indicates
which tools should be build.
Finally, in order to reduce bias we confront our method,
findings, and hypotheses in an interview with a full-time
professional Linux kernel developer.

4.

security, we had to extend it with a few additional types of
bugs, including type errors, incorrect uses of Linux APIs,
among others. The types of bugs that we found are listed in
Fig. 8; our additions lack an identifier in the CWE column.
Note that we categorize each bug mostly by its e↵ect as
opposed to its cause. This means that, for example, broken
#ifdef statements or unsatisfiable presence conditions are
not considered as a bug type, but rather a potential cause of
the bug. For instance, Linux commit 66517915e0914 fixed
an undeclared identifier error caused by a wrong presence
condition. The bug types directly indicate what kind of
analysis and program verification techniques can be used
to address the bugs identified in the analyzed systems. For
instance, the category of memory errors (Fig. 8) maps almost
directly to various program analyses: for null pointers [14,
24, 28], bu↵er overruns [10, 22, 58], memory leaks [14, 24],
etc.

Program Configurations (config). In order to confirm that
a bug is indeed a variability bug we investigate under what
presence condition it appears. To do so, we do a manual indepth analysis for every bug found by looking at the feature
model (e.g., KConfig) and the mapping (e.g., Makefile) to
determine which features must be enabled/disabled in order
for the bug to occur. This allows to rule out bugs that
appear unconditionally and enables further investigation of
variability properties of the bug, for example, the number of
features and nature of dependencies that enable the bug.
Our example bug (Fig. 1) is present when DECR is enabled
but INCR is disabled. The Linux bug captured in Fig. 4(b)
14

http://cwe.mitre.org/
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http://vbdb.itu.dk/#bug/linux/6651791

- 6252547b8a7 Null pointer dereference

type:
descr:

Null pointer on !OF_IRQ gets dereferenced if
IRQ_DOMAIN .
In TWL4030 driver, attempt to register an IRQ domain
with a NULL ops structure: ops is de-referenced when
registering an IRQ domain, but this field is only set
to a non-null value when OF_IRQ .

config: TWL4030_CORE && !OF_IRQ
bugfix:
repo:

git://git.kernel.org/pub/.../linux-stable.git

hash:

6252547b8a7acced581b649af4ebf6d65f63a34b

layer: model, mapping
trace:
. dyn-call drivers/mfd/twl-core.c:1190:twl_probe()
. 1235: irq_domain_add(&domain);
.. call kernel/irq/irqdomain.c:20:irq_domain_add()
... call include/linux/irqdomain.h:74:irq_domain_to_irq()
... ERROR 77: if (d->ops->to_irq)
links:
*
*
*

[I2C](http://cateee.net/lkddb/web-lkddb/I2C.html)
[TWL4030](http://www.ti.com/general/docs/...)
[IRQ domain](http://lxr.gwbnsh.net.../IRQ-domain.txt)

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
•11
12
13
14
15
16
17

#include <stdlib.h>
#ifdef CONFIG_TWL4030_CORE
#define CONFIG_IRQ_DOMAIN
#endif

// ENABLED

#ifdef CONFIG_IRQ_DOMAIN
int irq_domain_simple_ops = 1;

// ENABLED

void irq_domain_add(int *ops) {
int irq = *ops;
}
#endif
#ifdef CONFIG_TWL4030_CORE
void twl_probe() {
int *ops = NULL;

18
19
20
21
22
23
24
•25
26
27
28
29
30

#ifdef CONFIG_OF_IRQ
ops = &irq_domain_simple_ops;
#endif

// ERROR

!(6)
(7)⇥

// ENABLED
!(3)
(4)
|
|
|

// DISABLED

(5)!

irq_domain_add(ops);
}
#endif
int main(void) {
#ifdef CONFIG_TWL4030_CORE
twl_probe();
#endif
return 0;
}

// ENABLED

)(1)
#
(2)!

(b) Simplified version.

(a) Bug record.

Figure 4: An example of a bug record and a simplified version of variability bug 6252547b8a7.
requires enabling TWL4030_CORE, and disabling OF_IRQ, in
order to exhibit the erroneous behavior (see config entry in
the left part).
Bug-Fix Layer (layer). We analyze the fixing commit to
establish whether the source of the bug is in the code, in
the feature model, or in the mapping. Understanding this
can help direct future research on building diagnostics tools:
are tools needed for analyzing models, mappings, or code?
Where is it best to report an error?
The bug of Fig. 4 has been fixed both in the model and in
the mapping (cf. Fig. 5). The fixing commit asserts that: first,
TWL4030_CORE should not depend on IRQ_DOMAIN (fixed in
the model), and, second, that the assignment of the variable
ops to &irq_domain_simple_ops is part of the IRQ_DOMAIN
code and not of OF_IRQ (fixed in the mapping). Note that we
put all changes made in the feature model (i.e., KConfig)
into the header of the simplified bug version.
Error Trace (trace). We manually analyze the execution
trace that leads to the error state. Slicing tools cannot easily
be used for this purpose, as none of them is able to handle
static preprocessor directives appropriately. Constructing a
trace allows us to understand the nature and complexity of
the bug. A documented failing trace allows other researchers
to understand a bug much faster.
There are two types of entries in our traces: function calls
and statements. Function call entries can be either static
(tagged call), or dynamic (dyn-call) if the function is called
via a function pointer (which is common). A statement entry
highlights relevant changes in the program state. Every
entry starts with a non-empty sequence of dots indicating
the nesting of function calls, followed by the location of the
function definition (file and line) or statement (only the line).

The statement in which the error is manifested is marked
with an ERROR label.
In Fig. 4(a) the trace starts in the driver loading function (twl_probe). This is called from i2c_device_probe at
drivers/i2c/i2c-core.c, the generic loading function for
I2C 15 drivers, through a function pointer (driver->probe).
A call to irq_domain_add passes the globally-declared struct
domain by reference, and the ops field of this struct, now
aliased as *d, is dereferenced (d->ops->to_irq).
The ops field of domain is not explicitly initialized, so it has
been set to null by default (as dictated by the C standard).
Thus the above error trace unambiguously identifies a path
from the loading of the driver to a null-pointer dereference,
when OF_IRQ is disabled. Had OF_IRQ been enabled, the ops
field would have been properly initialized prior to the call to
irq_domain_add.
Simplified Bug. We synthesize a simplified version of the
bug capturing its most essential properties. We write a
small C99 program, independent of the kernel code, that
exhibits the same essential behavior, and the same essential
problem. The obtained simplified bugs are easily accessible
for researchers who would like to try program verification and
analysis tools without integrating with each project’s build
infrastructure, huge header files and dependent libraries, and,
most importantly, without understanding the inner workings
of these projects. Furthermore, the entire set of simplified
bugs constitute an easily accessible benchmark suite derived
from real bugs occurring in four highly configurable systems,
which can be used to evaluate bug finding tools on a smaller
scale.
The simplified bugs are derived systematically from the
error trace. Along this trace, we preserve relevant state15

A serial bus protocol used in micro controller applications.
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@@ -1,8 +1,4 @@
#include <stdlib.h>
-#ifdef CONFIG_TWL4030_CORE
-#define CONFIG_IRQ_DOMAIN
-#endif
#ifdef CONFIG_IRQ_DOMAIN
int irq_domain_simple_ops = 1;
@@ -15,9 +11,9 @@
#ifdef CONFIG_TWL4030_CORE
void twl_probe() {
+ #ifdef CONFIG_IRQ_DOMAIN
int *ops = NULL;
- #ifdef CONFIG_OF_IRQ
ops = &irq_domain_simple_ops;
- #endif
irq_domain_add(ops);
+ #endif
}
#endif

#include <stdlib.h>
#ifdef CONFIG_TWL4030_CORE
#define CONFIG_IRQ_DOMAIN
#endif

// ENABLED

#ifdef CONFIG_IRQ_DOMAIN
int irq_domain_simple_ops = 1;
#endif

// ENABLED

int main(void) {
#ifdef CONFIG_TWL4030_CORE
int *ops = NULL;

14
15
16
•17
18
19
20

Figure 5: Simplified patch for the simplified bug
from Figure 4(b).
ments and control-flow constructs, mapping information and
function calls. We keep the original identifiers for features,
functions and variables. However, we abstract away dynamic
dispatching via function pointers, structure types, void pointers, casts, and any project specific type, whenever this is
not relevant for the bug. For this reason, these simplified
versions only represent the original bug from the variability
perspective. In particular, if a tool finds one of our simplified
bugs, that does not imply that it will find the real bug too.
When there exist dependencies between features, we force
valid configurations with #define. This encoding of feature
dependencies has the advantage of making the simplified bug
files self-contained.
Figure 4(b) shows the simplified version of our running example bug with null pointer dereference. Lines 4–6 encode a
dependency of TWL4030_CORE on IRQ_DOMAIN, in order to prevent the invalid configuration TWL4030_CORE ^ ¬IRQ_DOMAIN.
We encourage the reader to study the execution trace leading
to a crash by starting from main at line 25. This takes a
mere few minutes, as opposed to many hours necessary to
obtain an understanding of a Linux kernel bug normally.
Note that the trace is to be interpreted under the presence
condition from the bug record (enabling/disabling decisions
are specified in comments next to the #if conditionals).
Simplified Patch. For the same reasons that motivated simplified bugs, we create a simplified patch for each simplified
bug that resembles the original bug-fix. A simplified patch
helps to understand a bug by explaining how and where it
has been fixed. A simplified patch is representative of the
real patch when the fix is implemented in the mapping, or
in the model. Fixes in the code are represented as faithfully
as the simplified bug manages to resemble the real bug.
Figure 5 shows the simplified patch for the simplified bug 6252547b8a7 (cf. Fig. 4(b)). The patch is given in unified di↵
format (diff -U2). To fix the bug, the commit message says
that the feature OF_IRQ, which encompasses ops = &irq_domain_simple_ops, should be removed and wrapping the IRQ
domain bits of the driver with IRQ_DOMAIN instead. Besides
that, TWL4030_CORE should not depend on IRQ_DOMAIN.
Single-Function Bug. We also provide single-function versions
of the bugs, which are derived from the already simplified
versions. Figure 6 shows a single-function bug corresponding
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// ENABLED

#ifdef CONFIG_OF_IRQ
// DISABLED
ops = &irq_domain_simple_ops;
#endif
int irq = *ops;
#endif
return 0;

// ERROR

)(1)
#
(2)
|
|
|

(3)⇥

}

Figure 6: Single-function version of the simplified
bug from Figure 4(b).
to the simplified bug from Fig. 4(b). Single-function bugs
are intended to assist the development and evaluation of
intraprocedural analysis tools, but can also be useful while
debugging interprocedural tools. These single-function versions further help understanding the essence of variability
bugs, especially for bugs with deep function call graphs such
as eb91f1d0a53.
To generate each intraprocedural version, we simply take
the main method and transitively inline all function calls.
Note that for some bugs related to function-calls, a singlefunction version does not make sense as it would abstract
away the bug itself. For instance, bug 7c6048b7c83, which
is an undefined function bug, cannot have a single-function
version as it would not fail to compile as it ought to (i.e., it
would not preserve the error of the original bug).
Traceability Information. We store the URL of the repository,
in which the bug fix is applied, the commit hash, and links
to relevant context information about the bug, in order to
support independent verification of our analysis.
We have put all of the studied bugs along with all the
information recorded for each of them online with a Web
User Interface: http://VBDb.itu.dk/. The raw data is also
available online.16 Figure 7 shows a screenshot of our Web
UI database for our sample bug 6252547b8a7 from Fig. 4.

5.

ARE VARIABILITY BUGS LIMITED TO
SPECIFIC TYPE OF BUGS, FEATURES,
OR LOCATIONS (RQ1)?

In the following, we sometimes aggregate data with numbers.
The numbers are used solely to describe the collected sample—
no statistical conclusions about the broader bug population
should be drawn from them. The reader can use these
numbers to get an aggregated characterization of the data in
the variability bugs database. That is, the figures presented
here serve exclusively to characterize population of bugs we
found, not to hint at any representative bug distribution. To
emphasize this limited significance of numbers we typeset
them in gray.
16

https://bitbucket.org/modelsteam/vbdb/src
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Figure 7: Screenshot of VBDb (bug from Fig. 4).

We start by presenting the observations that support our
first research question:
Confirmed observation 1: Variability bugs are
not be limited to any particular type of bug.
Figure 8 lists the type of variability bugs found in the exploratory study of 43 variability bugs in Linux, along with
occurrence frequencies in Linux (leftmost column, labeled
L for Linux) and associated CWE number whenever applicable (third column). We return to the four rightmost
columns shortly. For now, observe that all bug types have
been grouped into eight broad error categories, ranging from
declaration errors to arithmetic errors (and one category, validation errors, not occurring in the Linux bugs). The groups
are shown in gray background with accumulated sub-totals
corresponding to each category. For instance, we can see
that four of the Linux bugs involved null-pointer dereferences
(CWE 476) in the broad category memory errors, harboring
11 of the Linux bugs.
The prior study hypothesized that variability bugs—in
general —span a wide range of qualitatively di↵erent types
of bugs [1]. In Figure 8, we see that the variability bugs in
Linux span 21 di↵erent kinds of bugs, falling into seven broad
categories.
We now test the hypothesis by considering the results of our
confirmatory case study of three independent systems with
variability. The right columns testify how many times a given
bug type occurs in each of the systems: M for Marlin, B for
BusyBox, and A for Apache. We confirm that, in general :
variability bugs are not limited to any particular type of bugs.
Just like for Linux, the variability bugs encountered in these
systems, also fall into qualitatively di↵erent categories.

11
4
3
3
1
8
5
2
1
4
2
1
1
2
1
1
1
1

43

bug type
declaration errors:
undefined function
undeclared identifier
multiple function definitions
undefined label
resource mgmt. errors:
uninitialized variable
memory leak
use after free
duplicate operation
double lock
file descriptor leak
memory errors:
null pointer dereference
bu↵er overflow
read out of bounds
write on read only
logic errors:
fatal assertion violation
non-fatal assertion violation
behavioral violation
type errors:
incompatible types
wrong number of func. args.
void pointer dereference
dead code:
unused variable
unused function
arithmetic errors:
numeric truncation
integer overflow
validation errors:
OS command injection
TOTAL

CWE
–
–
–
–

M
4
4

1
4
2
1
1

457
401
416
675
764
403

617
617
440
843
685
–

A
9
2
7

5
1
2
1
0

2
2

1
4
2
2

2

3

1

2
4
2
2

3
1
1

1
1
1
0

3
3

2

1
476
120
125
–

B
5
2
2

1

563
561

2
3

197
190
078
–

3

14

18

1
1
23

⌃
25
8
15
1
1
19
8
4
3
2
1
1
18
8
6
3
1
14
5
2
7
10
6
3
1
7
4
3
4
1
3
1
1
98

Figure 8: Types of variability bugs in our study of
Linux [1] and all of VBDb. (L is for Linux, M is for
Marlin, B is for BusyBox and A is for Apache.)
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L

#occurrences of a feature

M

B

A

⌃

71
71

occurs in one VBDb bug:
once (1x)

17
17

27
27

24
24

139
139

12
8
4

occurs in 2+ VBDb bugs:
twice (2x)
thrice (3x)
four times (4x)
five times (5x)

2

1
1

1

1

16
9
6
0
1

83

TOTAL

28

25

155

2

19

Figure 9: Features involved in variability bugs in
Linux and all of VBDb.
Considering all bugs in the four systems (the ⌃ column), we
see that a staggering 42 of all the variability bugs are caught
by the compiler at build time, if compiled in the appropriate
configuration: 25 declaration errors, 10 type errors, and seven
cases of dead code. Despite the compiler checks, the bugs had
been admitted to the code repositories. Since build errors
cannot easily be ignored, we take this as evidence that the
authors of the commits, and the maintainers that accepted
them, were unaware of the bugs, presumably because they
did not compile the code in configurations that exhibit the
bugs (compiler checks are not family-based).
It appears that conventional automatic code analyzers
targeting individual program configurations are insufficient.
In order to find the variability bugs in VBDb, analyzers that
are able to cope with variability seem to be needed.
Confirmed observation 2: Variability bugs are
not restricted to any specific error prone feature.
Figure 9 shows the number of times a feature is involved in
the bugs. We see that the Linux bugs involve a total of 83 different features, ranging from debugging options (e.g., QUOTA_DEBUG and LOCKDEP), through device drivers (TWL4030_CORE
and ANDROID), and network protocols (VLAN_8021Q and IPV6),
to computer architectures (PARISC and 64BIT). As many as
71 of these features are involved only in a single bug; eight are
involved in two bugs; and only four features occur in three
of the Linux bugs. Thus, there are no obvious particularly
“error-prone features” in Linux.
Let us confront the hypothesis with the three systems in
our confirmatory case study (the columns: M, B, and A). For
example, for BusyBox, we see only one feature, CLEAN_UP
that is involved in two bugs. In fact, only one feature in
Apache that stands out, namely, APR_HAS_SHARED_MEMORY,
which is implicated in five variability bugs. Investigation,
however, reveals that four of those occurrences are related to
Ldap which, at the time, was an experimental module, thus
temporarily of lower quality than others.
In total, the vast majority of features are involved only in a
single bug in our collection (139 out of 155, see the ⌃ column).
Only nine features are involved in two bugs and six features
in three bugs. The consequence of variability bugs not being
concentrated around certain error-prone features, is that
variability analyzers and sampling strategies for testing and
analysis should target system features broadly, not selectively.
Confirmed observation 3: Variability bugs are
not confined to any specific location (file or subsystem).
Figure 10(d) shows a visualization of the organization and relative size of each subsystem in Linux along with the locations
of the bugs in our collection. The size of each subsystem is
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measured in lines of code (LOC); a square (regardless of color)
represents 25 KLOC. For instance, the kernel/ subsystem
with six squares, has approximately 150 KLOC constituting
about 1% of the Linux code. Superimposed onto the size
visualization, the figure also shows in which directories the
bugs occur. A bug is visualized as a red (darker) square.
With five red (dark) squares, the aforementioned directory
kernel/ thus houses five of our VBDb variability bugs. Note
carefully that there are two units used in the diagram: LOC
represented by the number of squares, and the number of
bugs represented by the number of red squares. This is a
discrete variant of a visualization using two curves of di↵erent
units in a single graph, where correlation of their dynamics
is relevant. It allows us to show the number of bugs with
respect to the size of the subsystem in LOC.
We approximate subsystems by existing directory structure.
The figure abstracts away smaller subsystems accounting for
less than 0.1% such as virt/ (8.1k), as well as infrastructure 17
subsystems such as tools/ (133.1k) and scripts/ (48.1k).
None of these directories contained any of our bugs.
We found bugs in ten of the main subsystems in Linux (cf.
Fig. 10(d)), suggesting that variability bugs do not appear
to be confined to any specific subsystem. The bugs occur
in qualitatively di↵erent subsystems of Linux ranging from
networking (net/) to device drivers (drivers/, block/), to
filesystems (fs/), or encryption (crypto/). Note that Linux
subsystems are often maintained and developed by di↵erent
people, which adds to diversity of our collection.
For testing the hypothesis, we collected the corresponding
data for the other cases (cf. Figures 10(a), 10(b), and 10(c)).
For Marlin, a square visualizes 100 LOC whereas for BusyBox
and Apache a square denotes 500 LOC. For Marlin which
does not have an appropriate directory structure, we use a
logical organization into subsystems. As before, we abstract
away smaller subsystems.
As for Linux, variability bugs in the other systems appear
to not be confined to any particular subsystems. In fact,
only two out of eight subsystems of Marlin do not house any
of our bugs. For BusyBox, only three out of 14 subsystems
are not represented in VBDb. For Apache, only two out of
seven subsystems do not harbor bugs.
The consequence for variability bug hunters, is that there
are no short-cuts with respect to subsystems; the analysis
needs to target the entire code-base broadly.

Conclusion for RQ1
We are now ready to answer RQ1. Based on analyzing four
highly-configurable systems, we conclude that:
Conclusion 1: Variability bugs are not confined
to any particular type of bug, error-prone feature,
or location.
In total, we have found 98 variability bugs falling in 25
di↵erent types of error categories, involving 155 distinct
features, and spread out in over 30 di↵erent subsystems in
the four systems investigated.
Variability is ubiquitous. There appears to be no specific
nature of variability bugs that could be exploited. If analysis
tools were to focus on particular flavors of variability bug
during family-based analysis, they would thus fail to detect
large classes of errors (the flavors not focussed on). Conse17
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Figure 10: Project structure and relative size of subsystems vs location of bugs in VBDb. Note: The
figure serves exclusively to characterise population of bugs (including their locations), not to hint at any
representative bug distribution.
quently, the analysis of variability bugs in highly-configurable
systems needs to be targeted widely at all types of bugs,
all kinds of features, and all subsystems. This conclusion
is also interesting from the point of view of understanding
the reasons for which bugs appear. Appearing everywhere,
variability bugs hint that it is the variability itself that enables or amplifies their introduction (possibly standalone, or
in concert with other aspects of system complexity). Perhaps this is not so surprising, but now we can confirm these
folkloric hypotheses with evidence in terms of hard data.
Further, the tremendous variation among the bugs in the
VBDb collection itself provides a useful resource for further
research on variability bugs and bug finders. In fact, VBDb
has already been used in a variety of recent publications [39,
29, 2]. (We elaborate on this in Section 9.)

6.

IN WHAT WAYS DOES VARIABILITY AFFECT BUGS (RQ2)?

We now turn to evidence regarding research question RQ2:
Confirmed observation 4: Variability bugs may
involve non-locally defined features (i.e., features
defined in another subsystem than where the bug
occurred).
In Linux, we have identified 30 bugs that involve non-locally
defined features. Understanding such bugs involves functionality and features from di↵erent subsystems, while most
Linux developers are dedicated to a single subsystem. For
example, bug 6252547b8a7 (Fig. 4) occurs in the drivers/
subsystem, but one of the interacting features, IRQ_DOMAIN,

is defined in kernel/. Bug 0dc77b6dabe, which occurs in
the loading function of the extcon-class module (drivers/),
is caused by an improper use of the sysfs virtual filesystem
API—feature SYSFS in fs/. We confirmed with a Linux
developer that cross-cutting features constitute a frequent
source of bugs.
We now use our three replication systems to test the
hypothesis that variability bugs may involve features defined
in “remote” subsystems. However, among the three systems
considered, only BusyBox permits local feature models where
KConfig files may be nested to define features that are local
to subsystems. We thus note that not all highly-configurable
systems have a concept of local features.
In BusyBox, we identified seven cases of non-locally defined
features that testify that bugs may involve variability crosscutting remote locations in the code. For instance, bug
5cd6461b6fb occurs due to a wrong format parameter to
printf() whenever the feature LFS (large file support) is
enabled. The error occurs in networking/ whereas the LFS
feature is defined in the util-linux/ directory.
For developers of highly-configurable systems, this observation means that when modifying one subsystem, they cannot
simply ignore features in other subsystems. Feature definitions may be scattered across subsystems. For tools, this
means that they cannot simply zoom in on one subsystem
without taking the features defined in other subsystems into
consideration.
Confirmed observation 5: The use of a function, variable, macro, or type may involve implicit
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#ifdef CONFIG_VLAN_8021Q
// DISABLED
void vlan_hwaccel_do_receive() {
...
}

|
|
|
|

#else
// ENABLED
void vlan_hwaccel_do_receive() {
BUG();
// ERROR
}
#endif

#
!(3)
(4) ⇥

void __netif_receive_skb()
vlan_hwaccel_do_receive();
}

)(1)
(2)!

// USAGE

Figure 11: Excerpt from bug 0988c4c7fb5 illustrating
a configuration-dependent definition of a function.
In line 12, the function vlan_hwaccel_do_receive is
invoked. The actual code run, however, will depend
on the configuration. If the feature VLAN_8021Q is
enabled, the function is defined in lines 2–4 will run;
otherwise, the function is defined in lines 6–8 will
run (which provokes an assertion violation in line
7).

variability caused by configuration-dependent definitions.
We investigated configuration-dependent definitions (functions, variables, macros, and types) that are defined di↵erently in di↵erent configurations, or conditionally defined in
only some configurations whose use in other configurations
provokes an error. Configuration-dependent definitions complicate the identification of variability-related problems as
the variability is implicit, most often hidden in a header file,
or in another translation unit. Even if variability is explicit
in the definition, it is not visible at the usage location.
In Linux, for instance, bug 242f1a34377 involves a conditionally dependent definition; the function crypto_alloc_ablkcipher() is only defined whenever CRYPTO_BLKCIPHER
is enabled. The bug occurs due to a function call to crypto_alloc_ablkcipher() in another file, leading to an undefined
function error (Fig. 8) when CRYPTO_BLKCIPHER is disabled.
For an example of di↵erent definitions in di↵erent configurations, consider Linux bug 0988c4c7fb5. Figure 11 shows
an exerpt of this bug. Here, the function vlan_hwaccel_do_receive() is called if a VLAN-tagged network packed
is received. This function, however, has two di↵erent definitions depending on whether feature VLAN_8021Q is present
or not. (In reality, the two alternative functions are defined
in di↵erent files.) Variants without VLAN_8021Q support are
compiled with a mockup-implementation of this function
that unconditionally enters an error state. The definition
clearly involves variability. Its use, however, shows no apparent involvement of variability. Deceptively, the definition
of the function itself (in lines 6–8), appears to involve no
variability. However, since the function definition is wrapped
inside a conditional #ifdef annotation, the error will only
occur whenever the feature VLAN_8021Q is disabled.
Another example is bug 0f8f8094d28, where a variabilitydependent macro definition is involved. It can be regarded
as a simple out of bounds access to an array, except that the
length of the array (KMALLOC_SHIFT_HIGH+1) is architecturedependent, and only the PowerPC architectures, and only for
a particular virtual page size, are a↵ected. Macro KMALLOC_SHIFT_HIGH has alternative definitions at di↵erent source
locations.
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Perhaps an even more subtle example of implicitly variable
code is a conditional if statement with guard on the size of a
type: for instance (sizeof(type ) != 0), which introduces
dependency of code execution on a type being defined as nonempty under some feature condition. Type declarations are
typically made in header files, and they are not immediately
visible in the use place. Such cases are rather difficult to
handle by simple extensions to single-program analyzers, as
variability in the imperative code is mixed with the variability
in the type language of the program (and even worse so
via size properties of types). An example of such implicit
variability can be found in bug 218ad12f42e, involving a
selected field in the structure type rwlock_t.
It turns out that implicit variability likely appears in
Linux’s source code due to internal coding conventions. The
following coding guidelines on #ifdef usage from How to
Get Your Change Into the Linux Kernel 18 advises:
“Code cluttered with ifdefs is difficult to read and
maintain. Don’t do it. Instead, put your ifdefs in
a header, and conditionally define ‘static inline‘
functions, or macros, which are used in the code.”
We now consider configuration-dependent definitions involved
in variability bugs in our three independent systems.
In Marlin, bug 831016b, for instance, involves the function, lcd_setstatus, which is defined to take two arguments
when the feature ULTRA_LCD is enabled and only one argument whenever ULTRA_LCD is disabled. However, whenever
SDSUPPORT is enabled and ULTRA_LCD is diabled (2-degree
bug), lcd_setstatus is erroneously invoked with two arguments (instead of one).
In BusyBox, bug bc0ffc0e971 involves a function called
delete_eth_table() that has two di↵erent definitions depending on whether feature CLEAN_UP is enabled or not. Variants without CLEAN_UP are compiled with a mockup implementation of this function (which, like in Linux, appears to
be common practice). BusyBox bug 5cd6461 involves the use
of a variable total which, depending on whether the feature
LFS is enabled or not, is defined either as a long long or
a long. However, in configurations where LFS is disabled,
when attempting to print the value of the total, printf is
erroneously invoked with the format %ld (long) which ought
to have been %lld (long long).
For developers, configuration-dependent definitions means
that programs may deceptively involve variability even though
they appear not to. For analyzers, this means that variability
tools should make sure to associate definitions with presence
conditions (i.e., keep associations between definitions and
configurations).
Confirmed observation 6: Variability bugs are
fixed not only in the code; some are fixed in the
mapping, some are fixed in the model, and some
are even fixed in a combination of these layers.
A bug can be fixed in the code, mapping, and model (cf.
Section 2). Since bug fixes often involve multiple locations,
variability bugs can occur in multiple layers. Figure 12 shows
whether the bugs in our sample were fixed in the code, mapping, model, or combinations thereof. For our replication
studies, please note that Marlin and Apache have no notion
of feature model (at least, not in the classical sense). Instead,
18
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Figure 13: Variability degrees.

Figure 12: Bug-fixing layers.

these projects capture feature dependencies operationally, as
we do in our simplified bugs (see lines 3–5 of Fig. 4(b)). We
therefore include a dash in the figure for layers involving the
model.
In Linux, commits 472a474c663 and 7c6048b7c83, fix variability bugs in the mapping and model, respectively. The
former adds a new #ifndef to prevent a double call to APIC_init_uniprocessor—which is not idempotent, while the latter modifies STUB_POULSBO’s Kconfig entry to prevent a
build error.
Linux bug-fix 6252547b8a7 (Fig. 5) removes a feature dependency (TWL4030_CORE no longer depends on IRQ_DOMAIN)
and changes the mapping to initialize the struct field ops
when IRQ_DOMAIN (rather than OF_IRQ) is enabled. An example of multiple fix in mapping-and-code is commit 63878acfafb, which removes the mapping of some initialization code
to feature PM (power management), and adds a function stub.
We also found one Linux bug, e68bb91baa0, that was fixed
in all the three layers.
In Figure 12, we see that the variability bugs in Marlin,
BusyBox, and Apache are also not only fixed in the code, but
in various layers. Although, like for Linux, the variability
bugs appear to be fixed predominantly in the code and
mapping layers. In BusyBox, commit 5cd6461b6fb fixes an
incompatible type bug, caused by a wrong format parameter
in a printf() method, in multiple layers, by changing the
code and mapping layers.
In total (the ⌃ column), note that, even though we only
documented bugs that manifested themselves in code, 38
bugs in our sample were, in fact, not exclusively fixed in the
code: 26 bugs were fixed exclusively in the mapping, seven
exclusively in the model, and five in multiple layers.
The stratification into code, mapping, and model may
obscure the cause of bugs, because an adequate analysis of a
bug requires understanding these three layers. Further, each
layer involves di↵erent languages; in particular, for Linux:
the code is C, the mapping is expressed using both Cpp
and Gnu Make, and the feature model is specified using
Kconfig.
Presumably, this complexity may cause a developer to
fix a bug in the wrong place. For instance, in Linux, the
dependency of TWL4030_CORE on IRQ_DOMAIN removed by
bug-fix 6252547b8a7 was added by commit aeb5032b3f8.
Apparently aeb5032b3f8 introduced this dependency into
the feature model to prevent a build error, so to fix a bug, but
this had undesirable side-e↵ects. According to the message
provided in commit 6252547b8a7, the correct fix to the build
error was to make a variable declaration conditional on the
presence of feature IRQ_DOMAIN.
The realization that bugs in highly-configurable software
might need to be fixed outside the main code, is congruent

with the work of Passos and co-authors [48], who observe
that evolution of features in the Linux kernel involves all
the three layers. This should inform research on bug finding
and bug fixing. For instance, it is not sufficient to look at
the feature model in isolation in order to find complex bugs,
yet most of the research on analysis of feature models does
exactly that [6]. Similarly, for bug fixing techniques [25], it is
not sufficient to synthesize patches for C programs—changes
to the preprocessor directives and build scripts (that specify
the mapping), as well as to the feature model should be
considered, too.
Confirmed observation 7: Many variability bugs
involve multiple features and are hence featureinteraction bugs.
We define the variability degree of a bug (or just the degree
of a bug), as the number of individual features occurring
in its presence condition. Intuitively, the degree of a bug
indicates the number of features that have to interact so that
the bug occurs. A bug present in any valid configuration
is a bug independent of features, or a 0-degree bug. Bugs
with a degree greater than zero are known as variability bugs,
involving one or more features, thus occur in a non-empty
strict subset of valid configurations. In particular, if the
degree of a bug is strictly greater than one, the bug is caused
by the interaction of two or more features. A software bug
that arises as a result of feature interactions is referred to as
a feature-interaction bug.
Figure 13 summarizes the variability degrees of the bugs
studied; there are 57 of those in our bug collection and 22 of
those involve three features or more.
Our exploratory study of Linux identified 35 so-called
feature-interaction bugs. For instance, Linux bug 6252547b8a7
(cf. Fig. 4(b)) is a feature interaction bug. The code slice
containing the bug involves three di↵erent features, and represents four variants (corrected for the feature model), but
only one of the variants presents a bug. The ops pointer is
dereferenced in variants with TWL4030_CORE enabled, but it is
not properly initialized unless OF_IRQ is enabled. A developer
searching for this bug needs to either think of each variant
individually, or consider the combined e↵ect of each feature
on the value of the ops pointer. None of these are easy to
execute systematically even in a simplified scenario [41, 42],
and outright infeasible in practice, as confirmed to us by a
professional Linux developer, whom we interviewed.
Feature interactions can be extremely subtle when variability a↵ects type definitions. Commit 51fd36f3fad fixes
a bug in the Linux high-resolution timers mechanism due
to a numeric truncation error, that only happens in 32-bit
architectures not supporting the KTIME_SCALAR feature. In
these particular configurations ktime_t is a struct with two
32-bit fields, instead of a single 64-bit field, used to store the
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remaining number of nanoseconds to execute the timer. The
bug occurs on an attempt to store some large 64-bit value in
one of these 32-bit fields, causing a negative value to be stored
instead. Interestingly, the Linux developer we interviewed
also mentioned the difficulty to optimize for cache-misses
due to variability in the alignment of struct fields.
Linux bug ae249b5fa27, constitutes a 3-degree bug caused
by the interaction of DISCONTIGMEM (efficient handling of
discontinuous physical memory) support in PA-RISC architectures (feature PARISC), and the ability to monitor memory utilization through the proc/ virtual filesystem (feature
PROC_PAGE_MONITOR). Linux bug 218ad12f42e is a 4-degree
bug that has a memory leak which occurs when an array of
locks is allocated if SMP or any of two particular debugging
options are enabled; but is not freed if feature NUMA is present.
We also found 5-degree bugs such as commit 221ac329e93,
again in Linux, due to 32-bit PowerPC architectures not
disabling kernel memory write-protection when KPROBES is
enabled—a dynamic debugging feature that requires modifying the kernel code at runtime.
Looking at the data for our replication studies, we see
another 22 feature interaction bugs; seven in Marlin, nine in
BusyBox, and six in Apache. The Linux study revealed 13
bugs with a degree of at least three; the replication study
uncovered another nine such high-degree bugs.
BusyBox bug 95755181b82 is a logic error involving three
features interacting with each other: BB_MMU, HTTPD_GZIP,
and HTTPD_BASIC_AUTH. With HTTPD_GZIP enabled, if a request contained “Accept-Encoding: gzip”, then the HTTP
error response would be incorrectly marked as being gzip
encoded (“Content-Encoding: gzip”) even though it is not.
Marlin bug b8e79dc is a 3-degree bug; it occurs only whenever ULTRA_LCD is enabled and ENCODER_RATE_MULTIPLIER
as well as TEMP_SENSOR_0 are disabled. In Apache, the bug
c76df14 is also a 3-degree bug that occurs whenever CROSS_COMPILE is enabled and either WIN32 or OS2 are enabled.
It is interesting to note that more than half of the bugs in
our VBDb collection are, in fact, feature-interaction bugs (cf.
the ⌃ column in Figure 13). While most feature-interaction
bugs have been identified, documented, and published in
telecommunication domain [15], this study provides a documented collection of feature-interaction bugs in the context
of a wider collection of highly-configurable systems.
Feature-interaction bugs are inherently more complex to
find and reason about [41] because the number of variants,
that a developer needs to consider, is exponential in the
degree of the bug (number of features involved). This impacts both variability program developers and analyzers that
consequently have to cope with this combinatorial blow up.
Confirmed observation 8: Presence conditions
for variability bugs may also involve disabled features.
In our exploratory study of Linux, we observed that the
precense conditions, under which the bugs occur, often involved disabled features. Figure 14 lists and groups the
structure of the presence conditions. Two main classes of
bug presence conditions emerged: some-enabled, where one
or more features have to be enabled for the bug to occur; and
some-enabled-one-disabled, where the bug is present when enabling zero or more features and disabling exactly one feature.
We identified 21 bugs in some-enabled configurations, and
another 20 bugs in some-enabled-one-disabled. Only two con-
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Figure 14: Presence conditions under which the
bugs occur.
configuration test strategy
all enabled (maximal)
one disabled
exhaustive (all configs.)

sample size
O(1) in practice
maximum |F|
maximum 2|F|

benefit
50% (49/98)
96% (94/98)
100% (98/98)

Figure 15: E↵ectiveness (cost/benefit) of various
testing strategies if applied to our collection of
bugs.

figurations fell outside these two categories. Please note that
a few of the presence conditions have the form, (a _ a0 ) ^ ¬b,
but, since it is implied by either a ^ ¬b or a0 ^ ¬b, we include it in the some-enabled-one-disabled class. Similarly,
for presence conditions of the form (a _ a0 ) ^ b, we classified
as some-enabled. (For this reason, Fig. 13 and Fig. 14 may
appear inconsistent.)
Considering our replication studies, we see the same pattern. A total of 25 bugs in the replication studies fall into
the some-enabled-one-disabled category, involving disabled
features: four in Marlin, eleven in BusyBox, and ten in
Apache. Similarly to Linux, only two bugs fall outside the
two categories (one in Marlin and one in Apache). In total
(the ⌃ column), the contents of VBDb amounts to 49 bugs in
some-enabled configurations, and another 45 bugs in someenabled-one-disabled. Only four configurations fall outside
the two main categories identified.
Testing of highly-configurable systems is often approached
by testing one or more maximal configurations, in which
as many features as possible are enabled—in Linux this is
done using the predefined configuration allyesconfig. This
strategy allows to find many bugs with some-enabled presence
conditions simply by testing one single maximal configuration.
But, if negated features occur in practice as often as in our
sample, then testing maximal configurations only, will miss
a significant amount of bugs.
Confirmed observation 9: A one-disabled testing strategy, with a sample size bounded by the
number of features, would find 96% of bugs in
our collection.
We propose a one-disabled configuration testing strategy,
which considers a maximal configuration and then disables
each of the individual features, one by one.
Figure 15 compares the two strategies, all-enabled (maximal) configuration testing and one-disabled configuration
testing. The sample size is the number of configurations

generated by the given formula (an upper bound). For the
all-enabled strategy this number is approximate: in practice, since feature models are underconstrained [43], a small
number of configurations will suffice for real systems (thus
constant in practice). In the worst case all-enabled degrades
to one-enabled (the dual of one-disabled ), but the authors
have yet to see a pathological system like that. For onedisabled, the size of the sample is always at most |F|, the
maximum occurs if all features can be disabled independently.
The benefit is measured as bug coverage for our sample:
for each strategy we check what percentage of bugs in our
database would be detected by them. We also add an entry
for exhaustive testing of all configurations, serving as a baseline. For exhaustive testing, the sample size is exponential
in |F|. This is in practice reduced by feature constraints,
but not below the exponential growth due to sparsity of
the constraints, at least not in highly configurable systems
(some software product lines, in contrast, have very small
configuration spaces).
All-enabled (maximal) appears to be a fairly good heuristic intercepting exactly half of the bugs in our sample at
a constant cost (in terms of the number of configurations
considered). 49 out of 98 the bugs could be found this way.
One-disabled configuration testing has a linear cost in F and
thus can scale reasonably well. Remarkably, 96% of the bugs
in VBDb (94 out of 98) could be found by testing the |F| onedisabled configurations. Note that these configurations also
find the bugs with a some-enabled presence condition (except
for the hypothetical configuration requiring all features to
be enabled).
In practice, we must consider the e↵ect of the feature model
in the testing strategy. Because some features depend on
others to be present, we often cannot disable features individually. A [Max]SAT solver is required in order to enumerate
the configurations to test, while selecting valid configurations only. We expect that enumerating valid one-disabled
configurations would be tractable, given the scalability of
modern SAT solvers (hundreds of thousands of variables and
clauses), the size of real-world program families (more often
only hundreds of features) and sparsity of their constraint
systems [43].
The proposed one-disabled sampling strategy is related
to other well-established strategies discussed in literature,
including the most popular t-wise (also known as combinatorial interaction testing [18, 20, 13]), as well as other heuristic
strategies such as all-enabled, all-disabled, code-coverage [53,
54, 52] and random sampling strategies. Medeiros et al. [39]
executed a comparative quantitative study of e↵ectiveness
of various sampling strategies for testing and analysis of
configurable systems, including all the above, one-disabled19
and its dual version, one-enabled, added for symmetry. Like
suggested above, they use a solver to enumerate (almost
perfectly) one-disabled and one-enabled configurations that
satisfy feature constraints.
For large sampling problems, and in the present of feature
constraints, Medeiros et al. report that one-disabled finds
more bugs than pair-wise testing, and it scales better [39].
In fact, one-disabled is the only non-trivial method that is
able to scale to all of the Linux kernel among those that they
studied. None of the t-wise methods do. Besides one-disabled,
19

The one-disabled strategy was known to them thanks to
personal communication with the authors of the present
paper who proposed the strategy in an earlier version [1].

only the simple sampling strategies scale, but with worse
fault detection rate (one-enabled, all-enabled, all-disabled,
and random sampling). It appears though that classic combinatorial interaction testing techniques are a better choice for
small configuration spaces. We refer the reader to the original work of Medeiros et al. for a much more comprehensive
discussion, including the delimitation of conclusion threats.

Conclusion for RQ2
Let us answer RQ2 now. It is a well-known fact that an exponential number of variants makes it difficult for developers
to understand and validate the code, but:
Conclusion 2: In addition to introducing an exponential number of program variants, variability
increases the complexity of bugs along several
dimensions:
– Bugs occur because the implementation of features
is intermixed, leading to undesired interactions, for
instance, through program variables;
– Interactions occur between features from di↵erent subsystems, demanding cross-subsystem knowledge from
the developers;
– Variability may be implicit and even hidden in alternative or conditionally defined function, macro, variable,
and type definitions specified at remote locations;
– Variability bugs are the result of errors in the code, in
the mapping, in the feature model, or any combination
thereof;
– Further, each of these layers involves di↵erent languages
(e.g., C, Cpp, Gnu Make and Kconfig for Linux);
– Not all these bugs will be detected by maximal configuration testing due to interactions with disabled features;
– The existence of compiler errors in committed code
trees shows that conventional feature-insensitive tools
are not enough to find variability bugs.

7.

THREATS TO VALIDITY

We now consider first internal, then external validity.

7.1

Internal Validity

Bias due to selection process. As we extract bugs from
commits, our collection is biased towards bugs that were
not only found and reported, but also fixed. Since users
run a small subset of possible configurations, and developers
lack feature-sensitive tools, potentially only a subset of bug
categories and properties is found this way.
Further, our keyword-based search relies on the competence of developers to properly identify and report variability
in bugs. Note, however, that in our subject systems, variability is ubiquitous and often “hidden”. For instance, in
Linux the ath3k bluetooth driver module file contains no
explicit variability, yet after variability-preserving preprocessing and macro expansion we can count thousands of
Cpp conditionals involving roughly 400 features. It is then
unlikely that developers are always aware of the variability
nature of the bugs they fix. So certain kinds of bugs involving variability might have been missed, as they were not
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clearly identified as such by developers. Additionally, note
that we focused on semantic variability errors that have been
confirmed by the developers, minimizing the risk of studying
fictitious problems. Syntactic variability errors consist of a
small percentage of bugs. In fact, researchers have found
that syntactic variability errors are indeed not common [40].
For this reason, we focused on this range that seems most
relevant. Anything beyond that it is out of the scope of the
paper.
In order to further minimize the risk of introducing false
positives, we do not record bugs if we fail to extract a sensible
error trace, or if we cannot make sense of the pointers given
by the commit author. This may introduce bias towards
reproducible and lower complexity bugs.
Because of inherent bias of a detailed qualitative analysis
method, we are not able to make quantitative observations
about bug frequencies and properties of the entire population of bugs like representativeness in Marlin, BusyBox,
Apache, and Linux. Note, however, that we are able to make
qualitative observations such as the existential confirmation
of certain kinds of bugs (cf. Sect. 5). Since we only make
such observations, we do not need to mitigate this threat
(interestingly though, our collection still exhibits very wide
diversity as shown in Sect. 5).
False positives and overall correctness. The analysis of the
bugs is not run by domain experts, which introduces the
risk of mistaken identification of bugs. This also applies to
determining the presence condition of each bug (under which
configurations the bug does and does not occur). By only
considering variability bugs that have been identified and
fixed by the developers, we mitigate the risk of introducing false positives. We only take bug-fixing commits from
the subjects repositories, the commits of which have been
reviewed by other developers and, particularly, by a more
experienced maintainer. All of our data have been validated
by at least two researchers.
In addition, our data can be independently verified since it
is publicly available. The risk of introducing false positives
is not zero though, for instance, Linux commit b1cc4c55c69
adds a nullity check for a pointer that is guaranteed not to
be null.20 It is tempting to think that the above indicates a
variability bug, while in fact it is just a conservative check
to detect a potential bug.
The manual analysis of a bug to extract an error trace is
also error prone, especially for a language like C and complex systems such as Marlin, BusyBox, Apache, and Linux.
Ideally, we should support our manual analysis with featuresensitive program slicing, if it existed. A more automated
approach based on bug-finders would not be satisfactory.
Bug-finders are built for certain classes of errors, so they
can give good statistical coverage for their particular class of
errors, but they would not be able to assess the diversity of
bugs that appear.
We derive simplified bugs based on manual slicing, filtering
out irrelevant statements. We also abstract away C language
features such as structs and dynamic dispatching via function
pointers. While the process is systematic, it is performed
manually and consequently error prone.

7.2
20

External Validity
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Preprocessors. Our study is dedicated and tailored to a particular technique for dealing with variability: preprocessors.
Since developers often use preprocessors [23, 33, 37], which
is a well-known technique, mainly in industry, to implement
features in the code level. Generalization to other variability
techniques is not intended.
Number of bugs. The size of our sample speaks against the
generalizability of the observations. However, as we explained
before, we firstly analyzed a diverse set of 42 variability bugs
in an exploratory manner (cf. our previous work [1]). Then,
we took three others highly-configurable systems (Marlin,
BusyBox, and Apache) and analyzed another 55 bugs to
reinforce our observations, following a confirmatory case
study research method. We also added a 43rd Linux bug,
which came from an external contributor. The process of
collecting and especially analyzing these 98 bugs cost several
man-months, which makes a study of a much larger number
of bugs infeasible. We hope that our database will continue
to grow, also from third-party contributions, in the future.
Simplicity bias. Since we considered bugs that were already
found, reported, confirmed, and fixed, our collection might
be biased towards simpler rather than more complex bugs.
Presumably, however, this bias mainly applies to bugs that
do not manifest themselves with clear symptoms. Bugs
causing real problems obviously stand a higher chance of
being caught by the developers. We wanted to study a wider
range of bugs occuring in real systems; for this reason, we
adopted a manual strategy rather than studying a narrower
set of errors for which bug finders happen to exist (and
scale to Linux). Note regarding external validity that even if
we had compiled a bug collection based on errors reported
by automated bug detection tools, we would still have had
a similar bias towards simplicity. After all, simpler bugs
are easier to find, not only for humans, but also for tools.
In addition, tools would introduce the additional risks of
studying fictitious problems disguised as false positive errors
reported by the tools.
Subject studies. We used four open-source highly-configurable
systems in our study: Marlin, BusyBox, Apache, and Linux.
These are qualitatively di↵erent systems in terms of size,
purpose, variability and complexity. Besides that, all have
di↵erent architectures and developers, which allows us to
draw slightly broader conclusions. However, we acknowledge
that our claims might not generalize to all other highlyconfigurable systems, especially commercial ones, which require further investigation.
Usability of the data for other studies. All future studies using
this data should very carefully consider the threats described
above, following from the collection (for instance drawing
statistical conclusions solely based on this data is not sound).
Example good applications of this data are qualitative: one
can use it to extract new hypotheses, learn about properties
of problems, or pre-test hypotheses. Any actual statistical
hypotheses should be cross-checked on random samples of
bugs (this one is not random). Our main intention for use of
this data, is to sca↵old tool development. Simplified bugs can
be used to build the tools faster and to experiment earlier.
The evaluation of the tools on our simplified bugs can show
feasibility of solving problems. Scalability should be tested
on the original (not simplified bugs). Precision and recall

should be measured on representative samples (this one is
not).

8.

RELATED WORK

This paper extends previous work [1]. Beyond 42 bugs in
Linux, this paper confirms our previous hypotheses by considering 55 variability bugs from three other highly configurable
systems: Marlin, BusyBox, and Apache. In terms of the
database, we added simplified patches and single-function
versions of all bugs.
We have divided this section into work on bug databases,
mining variability bugs, and methodologically related work.

8.1

Bug Databases

ClabureDB is a database of bug-reports for the Linux kernel
with similar purpose to ours [50], albeit ignoring variability.
Unlike ClabureDB, we provide a record with information
enabling non experts to rapidly understand the bugs and
benchmark their analyses. This includes a simplified C99
version of each bug were irrelevant details are abstracted
away, along with explanations and references intended for researchers with limited kernel experience. The main strength
of ClabureDB is its size—the database is automatically populated using existing bug finders. Our database is small. We
populated it manually, as no suitable bug finders handling
variability exist (which also means that none of our bugs is
covered in ClabureDB adequately).
Palix et al. reproduced an old analysis (from 2001) on
Linux to reevaluate and investigate the evolution of bugs in
Linux over the last decade [47]. The results are available
in a public archive.21 This study has identified a series of
bugs and rule violations such as “do not use floating point
in the Linux kernel”. However, variability was not in their
focus. We in turn focus on qualitatively understanding the
complexity and nature of variability bugs. In addition, we
consider four qualitatively di↵erent open-source software
systems.
Do et al. provided an infrastructure to help the execution of
controlled experiments related to software testing techniques
[21]. The idea is to support reproducible experimentation
and minimize certain challenges when performing a new
study, such as the high costs when gathering proper artifacts
for the controlled experiment. To do so, the infrastructure
provides elements to execute test cases (e.g., oracles, test
classes, stubs, etc) and inputs to reveal faults. Similarly,
VBDb can also contribute to future studies and experiments,
but it is a more specific data infrastructure, since we focus
only on bugs related to variability. In this context, future
research can benefit, for example, from the simplified bugs
(which can reduce e↵ort when compared to understanding the
actual bugs) and from the inputs, including configurations,
that reveal them. In addition, the database might be used
to conduct an empirical study to better understand how
developers introduce variability bugs in highly-configurable
systems. The work that introduces the infrastructure [21]
also includes a list of research already using and benefiting
from it. VBDb has also already been used in a variety of
recent publications [39, 29, 2].

8.2
21

Mining Variability Bugs
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Nadi et al. mined the Linux repository to study variability
anomalies [45]. An anomaly is a mapping error, which can be
detected by checking satisfiability of Boolean formulas over
features, such as mapping code to an invalid configuration.
While we conduct our study in a similar way, we focus on a
broader class of semantic errors in code, including data- and
control-flow bugs.
Apel and coauthors use a model-checker to find feature interactions in a simple email client [5], using a technique known
as variability encoding (configuration lifting [49]). Features
are encoded as Boolean variables and conditional compilation
directives are transformed into conditional statements. We
focus on understanding the nature of variability bugs widely.
This cannot be done with a model-checker searching for a
particular class of interactions. Understanding variability
bugs should lead to building scalable bug finders, enabling
studies like [5] to be run for Linux in the future.
Medeiros et al. have studied syntactic variability errors [40].
They used a variability-aware C parser [34] to automate their
bug finding and exhaustively find all syntax errors. They
found only few tens of errors in 41 families, suggesting that
syntactic variability errors are rare in committed code. We
focus on the wider category of more complex semantic errors.
Nadi et al. mine feature dependencies in preprocessor-based
program families to support synthesis of variability models
for existing codebases [44]. They infer dependencies from
nesting of preprocessor directives and from parse-, type-, and
link-errors, assuming that a configuration that fails to build
is invalid. Again, we consider a much wider class of errors
than can be detected automatically so far.

8.3

Methodologically Related Work

Tian et al. studied the problem of distinguishing bug fixing commits in the Linux repository [57]. They use semisupervised learning to classify commits according to tokens
in the commit log and code metrics extracted from the patch
contents. They significantly improve recall (without lowering precision) over the prior, keyword-based, methods. In
contrast, we use the keyword-based method for pragmatic
reasons. First, our main emphasis was on analyzing commits,
whereas finding them was secondary and not difficult for our
study. That is, in our study most of the time was invested
in analyzing commits, and not in using a precise method
with a high recall of finding potential bugs. Second, this
is a straightforward method to apply in any project that
stores historical information on changes. Thus, we found the
keyword-based method sufficient for our purpose.
Yin et al. collect hundreds of errors caused by misconfigurations in open source and commercial software [59] to build
a representative set of large-scale software systems errors.
They consider systems in which parameters are read from
configuration files, as opposed to systems configured statically. More importantly, they document errors from the user
perspective, as opposed to (our) programmer perspective.
Padioleau et al. studied collateral evolution of the Linux
kernel, following a method close to ours [46]. Collateral evolution occurs when existing code is adapted to changes in
the kernel interfaces. They identified potential collateral
evolution candidates by analyzing patch fixes, and then manually selected 72 for a more careful analysis. Similarly, they
classify and perform an in-depth analysis of their data.

9. CONCLUSION
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Previously, we have conducted an exploratory case study of
variability bugs in Linux which led to nine testable hypotheses [1]. We subsequently performed a confirmatory case study
involving three independent replications: Apache, BusyBox,
and Marlin. The study confirmed all hypotheses.
In total, we studied 98 variability bugs in four highlyconfigurable systems. For each of the bugs, we analyzed
relevant variability properties and condensed our understanding of each of these bugs into a self-contained C99 program
with the same variability properties. These simplified bugs
aid understanding the real bug and constitute a publicly
available benchmark for analysis tools. Also, we created
simplified patches, and single-function versions of the bugs
for evaluation of prototype and intraprocedural analyses.
We conclude that variability bugs are not confined to
any particular type of bugs, error-prone features, or specific
locations (see Section 5). Hence, analysis tools aiming to
find variability bugs in highly-configurable systems need to
be targeted widely at all types of bugs, all kinds of features,
and all subsystems.
We also characterize in what ways variability a↵ects bugs
(see Section 6). In addition to introducing an exponential
number of program variants, variability increases the complexity of bugs along several dimensions:
– Variability bugs may involve undesired feature-interactions
(e.g., via program variables);
– Feature-interactions may span multiple subsystems (demanding cross-subsystem knowledge);
– Variability may be implicitly hidden in configurationdependent definitions;
– Variability bugs may occur in multiple layers (code,
mapping, and/or model )
– These layers involve di↵erent languages (e.g., C, Cpp,
Gnu Make and Kconfig for Linux);
– Variability bugs may involve disabled features (thus
not all variability bugs will be detected by maximal
configuration testing); and
– The existence of compiler errors in committed code
trees shows that conventional feature-insensitive tools
are not enough to find variability bugs.
A natural direction to continue this work would be to design
quantitative studies to confirm our qualitative observations.
Such studies can be designed in two directions: either by
building suitable tools and applying them massively to the
available historical source code, or by designing controlled
experiments when programmers are observed during programming, with attention to bug finding and bug fixing
tasks. Observing bug introduction however is very difficult
in a quantitative manner, and would have to be done qualitatively.
Some of these observations may lead to better sampling
strategies for configurable systems, or optimizations for
family-based analysis, which is our main envisioned direction for the future. This work has already influenced a
quantitative study on the e↵ectiveness of sampling strategies for configurable systems [39]. Additionally, Iosif-Lazar
et al. [29] used our dataset to evaluate their variabilityrelated transformations, which translate program families
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into single programs by replacing compile-time variability
with run-time variability. Al-Hajjaji et al. [2] also used our
database to derive a set of mutation operators for software
with preprocessor-based variability. We thus hope that our
variability bugs database will continue being useful to the
variability research community, especially to designers of
program analysis and bug finding tools. At the same time,
we also hope that the community can contribute to the usefullness of this data by providing new bug reports and new
simplified bugs. The VBDb project allows contributions as
pull requests against its bitbucket repository and as discussion comments in the online website.
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ABSTRACT
In order to get insight into challenges with quality in highlyconfigurable software, we analyze one of the largest open
source projects, the Linux kernel, and quantify basic properties of configuration-related warnings. We automatically
analyze more than 20 thousand valid and distinct random
configurations, in a computation that lasted more than a
month. We count and classify a total of 400,000 warnings to
get an insight in the distribution of warning types, and the
location of the warnings. We run both on a stable and unstable version of the Linux kernel. The results show that Linux
contains a significant amount of configuration-dependent
warnings, including many that appear harmful. In fact, it appears that there are no configuration-independent warnings
in the kernel at all, adding to our knowledge about relevance
of family-based analyses.
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1.

INTRODUCTION

Modern highly-configurable systems include both large industrial product lines [6, 16, 3, 2] and open-source systems
of various sizes, up to the Linux kernel with more than
twelve million lines of code and 15 thousand configuration
options (features) [4]. Features are used to tailor functional
and non-functional requirements of a system to the needs of
a particular customer. Features combined with a suitable
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reuse-oriented architecture and software development processes, allow to increase adaptability while maintaining low
per-variant cost.
A multitude of technologies can be used to implement configurable systems: object-oriented patterns, aspects, domainspecific languages and code generation, plugin mechanisms,
and so on. Among these, the conditional compilation directives of the C preprocessor (CPP) are one of the oldest, the
simplest, and the most popular [7, 11, 8] mechanisms in use,
especially in the systems domain. Preprocessor directives,
like #ifdef and #endif, enclose the variable code that can
be included or excluded for di↵erent selections of features
(configurations).
It is commonly assumed that developing highly-configurable
systems—being a form of meta-programming—is more difficult than developing single-variant software. A clear challenge is that highly-configurable software can only be handled
one variant at a time by conventional software development
tools (static analyzers, compilers, testing tools, etc). Using
preprocessor just adds to this difficulty. Despite widespread
adoption, preprocessors obfuscate the source code, reduce
comprehensibility and increase error-proneness [17, 9].
In this short paper, we report on a simple, but extensive
experiment that investigates main properties of compilation
warnings appearing in di↵erent configurations (and two different trees) of the Linux kernel project. We use sampling
[18] across many configurations to investigate what kind of
compilation warnings are most common, and configurationdependent, to see in which subsystems they appear, and
whether they are more likely to appear in unstable source
trees, than in stable releases.
We use warnings as a proxy for unintended quality issues.
Warnings are undesirable in mature code; it is a common
practice to disallow code with compilation errors from being
committed. Maintainers see warnings as a heuristic indication of low-quality code. Unfortunately, eliminating warnings
from highly-configurable code is difficult, because compilers only report them for one configuration at a time. Also,
warnings are often produced using the same, or very similar,
static analysis techniques as used for detecting errors. Quantitative characteristics of warnings are thus interesting for
tool builders, who work on family-based static analysis tools.
First, they show that evaluating analysis tools on systems
of the size of the Linux kernel using sampling is feasible.
Second, they show what kind of warnings appear frequently,
which allows to scope and prioritize work on lifted analyses
for these warnings (so that sampling is not necessary, and
warnings can be produced with higher reliability).
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Warning statistics can be efficiently collected for a large
number of configurations. The very small number of compilation errors, especially in stable releases, makes designing
quantitative studies difficult. Frequency of warnings is higher
than of errors. Moreover, compilation errors are often caused
not by mistakes, but by deficiencies of the build environment
(for instance absence of configuration-dependent dependencies). Since classifying the cause of error cannot be done
automatically, collecting error distribution data automatically is difficult, while it is entirely feasible for warnings.
Our study reveals that the most common warnings involve dead code (warnings: unused-function and unusedvariable) and uninitializations. Interestingly, it appears
that no warnings are configuration independent in Linux.
All warnings that survive the development process, and are
committed to the repositories, even in stable releases, are
configuration dependent. We also find that the drivers/ and
include/ subsystems contain most warnings, whereas there
is much less warnings in core subsystems kernel/ and security/ of Linux. Additionally, we observe that the unstable
version contains more warnings than the stable version, indicating that the Linux process for preparing stable releases
does help to reduce configuration-dependent warnings.
We hope that indication of which areas are hot in warnings
can be useful for researchers working on bug finding in Linux,
showing which subsystems are good candidates as analysis
subjects. Also the study seems to confirm the, commonly held
but rarely followed, recommendation to focus bug-finding
studies (especially, studies on building bug-finders) on unstable trees of Linux, as opposed to stable. Moreover, our study
shows that the errors survive all the way to the stable version, so the variability-aware tools could help to substantially
decrease the bug density in Linux.
The paper is structured as follows. Section 2 describes the
study goal and methodology. Section 3 presents the data
and findings, followed by discussion of threats to validity in
Section 4. We summarize the related work in Section 5 and
conclude in Section 6.

2.

OBJECTIVE AND METHOD

Our objective is to quantitatively analyze configurationdependent warnings in the Linux kernel by checking a large
number of randomly generated configurations. This includes
addressing the following research questions:
RQ1: Are configuration-dependent warnings frequent
in the Linux kernel? What are the most common
configuration-dependent warnings in Linux?
RQ2: In which sub-systems of the Linux kernel do most
configuration-dependent warnings occur?
RQ3: What are the di↵erences regarding configurationdependent warnings between an in-development
version and a stable version of Linux?
RQ1 allows us to assess quantitatively at a large scale whether
configuration-dependent problems are rare or common in the
Linux kernel project. RQ2 allows to see whether configurationdependent problems are more common in some areas than
others. RQ3 sheds light on choosing subjects for empirical studies of bugs, bug finding and evaluation of analysis
tools for the Linux kernel. In this perspective this study is
exploratory: it informs selection of subject data for future
research on bug finding in the kernel and similar projects.
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We follow a three-step method: First, we generate random
configurations. Second, we collect the warning messages returned by a compilation. Third, we reflect on the aggregated
data to answer our research questions. We discuss details of
these steps below.
Generation of Random Configurations. We generate random
configurations using randconfig, a built-in facility of the
Linux kernel build system. It produces a file with configuration (so called .config file), with values for all features
decided. This file is an input for the build system.
To the best of our knowledge, generating uniformly distributed solutions to a constraint system over 15 thousand
variables is not feasible with state of the art PSAT tools,
which leaves randconfig as a viable approximation. While
(possibly) not uniformly distributed, randconfig is a reproducible mechanism. The randconfig mechanism guarantees
generating valid configurations, and thus so very efficiently
(within seconds).
Compiling and Data Collection. We compile each generated
configuration using the make all command with the gcc
compiler, activating all warnings (the -Wall option), which
is a common and recommended practice in open source
development in C. We collect the warning messages. A
warning output contains a bug type, a filename, line number,
and a message describing the warning.
We repeat the experiment for two di↵erent versions of the
Linux kernel: a latest stable, v4.1.1, and a two months old
in-development from the linux-next tree.1 The random configurations are selected from the x86 architecture of the Linux
kernel, which decreases the amount of technical problems
with building them on a single machine.
Data Analysis. After collecting all the data, we analyzed
the warning messages, classifying them by type and location
(sub-system).
Operation. The experiment has been carried out on two
machines, a 32 core, 2.8MHz, 128GB RAM server (average
time to generate and compile one configuration of around
1 minute and 35 seconds) and a conventional laptop with
a 4 core, 2.5 MHz CPU and 4 GB of RAM. We ran the
experiment for a month on these two machines which allowed
to compile 42,060 kernels of Linux. Half of the compilations
were carried out on a stable version of Linux, the other half
(in the same configurations) on an in-development version
of Linux. In other words, we analyzed 21,030 valid and
distinct configurations in two di↵erent versions of the Linux
kernel: a stable version and an unstable one, resulting in
42,060 compilations in total.

3.

DATA ANALYSIS AND RESULTS

We now present the results of compiling 42,060 kernels (21K
in a stable version and 21K in an unstable version) of Linux
using gcc with all warnings enabled. All compilations produced a total of 400,000 warnings (i.e., an average of about
ten warnings per compilation). The highest number of warnings produced by a single compilation was 111 (warnings) and
226 configurations compiled without warnings. Obviously,
many of the same warnings are found over and over because
the same code base in which they occur is included in many
di↵erent configurations.
1

next-20150402-22
https://git.kernel.org/cgit/linux/kernel/git/next/linux-next.git
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Figure 1: Most common warnings in the stable Linux Kernel
(according to how many percent of configurations produce
the given kinds of warnings, when compiled).

Figure 2: Rank of subsystems in the stable Linux Kernel
(according to how many percent of configurations produce
warnings, when compiled). Size is given in KLOC.

The experiment materials are available online at https:
//github.com/elvios/quantify linux errors (including scripts,
notes, and reports).

and uninitializations (warnings: uninitialized
and maybe uninitialized).

RQ1: Most Common Warnings
Figure 1 shows the most common warnings occuring in the
stable version of Linux. A warning is said to occur in a configuration of Linux, if a corresponding warning message appears as a result of compiling the configuration of Linux. We
see that the most abundant warning is unused-functions;
functions that are declared, but not used. Such functions
are technically dead code, but do occupy memory. Gcc does,
in fact, not remove dead code such as unused functions and
unused variables.2 To remove dead code, the gcc compiler
needs to be invoked with options -fdata-sections and ffunction-sections in order to keep data and functions in
separate sections; subsequently, the linker needs the -gcsections flag to be able to finally remove unused sections.
Interestingly, the removal of such dead code is not available
among the optimizations commonly employed in the Linux
kernel; it is included in neither -O0 (optimization level zero),
-O1 (one), nor -O2 (two). Note that Linux ubiquitously runs
on many small embedded devices such as TiVo and similar
DVR devices, network routers, and smartwatches —even
credit-card sized single-computer boards such as Raspberry
Pi—where memory is a limited resource.
The second most common warning, maybe-uninitialized,
occurs in 45% of configurations; it occurs whenever gcc
determines the existence of an execution path from a variable declaration to a usage without prior initialization. If
the uninitialization occurs along all paths, the warning is
strengthened to a (definitely) uninitialized which happens
in 19% of configurations. Such warnings are quite serious.
The third most common warning is unused-variable (occuring in 29% of configurations); variables that are declared,
but not used. Such variables constitute dead code and will
take up space on the heap or stack and may thus translate
to wasted memory. In total, Figure 1 details the frequencies
of thirteen types of warnings commonly occuring in Linux.
We are now ready to answer our first research question
with the observation that:
Observation 1a: The most common warnings in
the stable Linux kernel involve dead code (warnings: unused-function and unused-variable)
2

https://gcc.gnu.org/ml/gcc-help/2003-08/msg00128.html

In terms of variability, it is interesting to note that none
of the warnings are at 100% which would be the case for
configuration-independent warnings. We notice from Figure 1
that all warnings in the stable Linux seem dependent on
configurations (choice of enabled/disabled features). Hence:
Observation 1b: All warnings in Linux appear
to be configuration-dependent (i.e., warnings that
occur in some configurations and not in others).
Finally, we observe that:
Observation 1c: Most configurations appear to
contain warnings.
In fact, among our 21,030 configurations compiled in the
stable version, only 226 did not produce warnings. Even
though the Linux kernel developers try to improve code
quality3 —making sure that the code follows the coding style,
and eliminating the static code checker errors and warnings—
, it seems that dealing with variability (i.e., maintaining
thousands of features and their interactions) is complicated.

RQ2: Subsystems with Most Warnings
Figure 2 shows the frequency of warnings in the stable version
of Linux, according to the subsystems in which they occur.
(Note that we use directories as proxies for subsystems.) We
present both absolute and relative size for each subsystem,
in which we normalize the subsystem size by dividing it by
the total size (= 13 MLOC). A warning is said to occur in
a subsystem, if a corresponding warning message appears
designating a location within the given subsystem. In the following, we disregard smaller subsystems below ten thousand
lines of code: virt/ (6.8 KLOC), ipc/ (6.4k), init/ (2.0k),
and usr/ (0.6k). We also disregard Linux infrastructure such
as tools/ (102k), scripts/ (44k), and samples/ (2.1k).
The subsystem most frequently producing warnings is also
the largest subsystem of Linux with 7 MLOC: drivers/.
This subsystem produces warnings in more than half (64%)
of configurations. The subsystem include/ (a directory
with header files) causes warnings in almost half (40%) of
configurations.
3

https://www.kernel.org/doc/Documentation/SubmittingPatches
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unused-variable
int-to-pointer-cast
implicit-function-decl
frame-larger-than=

29
8
6
14

%
%
%
%

In-Dev.
51
25
23
8

version of Linux (especially, unused variables,
type casts, and implicit function declarations).

%
%
%
%

This is interesting for two reasons. First, it shows that developers do fix many problems before the code becomes stable,
and if they had the right tools, this process could possibly be
speeded up. In fact, official Linux kernel patch submission
guidelines encourage removing warnings to avoid clutter of
messages from the compiler.4 The Linux foundation also
urges the developers to heed the warnings produced by the
compiler:5

(a) Kinds of warnings.
Subsystem
arch/x86/
mm/
kernel/
sound/

Size
235
68
155
659

Stable
9
8
6
4

%
%
%
%

In-Dev.
14
13
3
2

%
%
%
%

“Contemporary versions of gcc can detect (and
warn about) a large number of potential errors.
Quite often, these warnings point to real problems.
Code submitted for review should, as a rule, not
produce any compiler warnings. When silencing
warnings, take care to understand the real cause
and try to avoid “fixes” which make the warning
go away without addressing its cause.”

(b) Subsystems with most warnings.

Figure 3: Significant di↵erences in warnings in the stable vs.
in-development version of Linux.
Based on this data, we formulate our second observation,
related to our second research question:
Observation 2: The drivers/ subsystem and
include/ header files produce warnings in around
half of all configurations; whereas core subsystems
such as kernel/ and security/ rarely produce
warnings.
In particular, this means that sampling using randconfig
is likely to hit warnings in drivers/ and include/, but
unlikely to hit warnings in core subsystems such as kernel/
and security/. In case of using another sampling technique,
the result is still unclear (as the probability distribution of
randconfig is hard to describe).

RQ3: Stable vs. In-Development Version
Figure 3 shows a comparison of di↵erences in warnings in
the stable versus the in-development version of Linux.
Figure 3a charters significant di↵erences in frequencies
of warning kinds in the two version. We see that variables
declared, but not used (unused-variables) proliferate in
the in-development version, occurring in twice as many configurations as that of the stable version. Presumably, the
lack of rigorous testing that the stable version undergoes
before “release” does not reveal such superfluous declarations.
Also, (integer to pointer) type casts and implicit function
declarations seems to occur more frequently in configurations
in the (un-stable) development version. Only one kind of
warning, frame-larger-than=N , occurs less frequently in
the in-development version. This kind of warning is reported
when a function seems to require allocation of more memory on the stack than a compile-time given constant, N .
The remaining kinds of warnings do not spawn significant
di↵erences between the two versions.
Figure 3b shows di↵erences in the locations of warning
among the two versions of Linux. The subsystems that has
a percentage point di↵ernce lower than 2% are not shown.
We see warnings occur more frequently in the arch/x86/
and mm/ (memory management) subsystems. For subsystems,
kernel/ and sound/, we see a decline in the frequency of
warning-configurations.
Related to our third and final research question, we observe,
not surprisingly, that:

Second, it also shows that the errors survive all the way to
the stable version, so the variability-aware tools that would
be more precise or more accurate than the developers, could
help to substantially decrease the bug density in Linux.
Overall, it seems that Linux developers are good at fixing
issues in in-development versions for stable version releases.

4.

THREATS TO VALIDITY

We now discuss internal and external threats to validity of
our experiment.
Internal Validity. Randomization? The built-in random
configuration generator that comes with Linux, randconfig,
does not provide a perfect uniform distribution over the
entire space of valid configurations. Sequentially, for each
feature (according to the order in the KConfig files), a
coin toss will decide whether a feature should be enabled
or disabled (provided choices for previous features have not
already determined a unique choice). Hence, it is biased
towards features higher up in the feature model tree. We use
randconfig because it is the official randomized configuration
strategy Linux developers use randconfig, in practice, to
generate valid random configurations.
Feature di↵erences? In the in-development Linux version,
there are 20 features more than in the stable version. For
this reason, we create configurations for the in-development
version, and then re-use those for the stable version. This
might result in some unknown feature being set on the stable
version, but there will be no code corresponding to the
features, so no harm is done.
Error filtering? Finally, we filtered out erroneous configurations (17% of all generated configurations). As previously
mentioned, errors were dominated by build errors caused by
our hardware and installation environment. Hence, we discard errors and focus on warnings as indicators of quality. In
particular, when building certain firmware drivers in Linux,
external proprietary drivers are needed before they can be
built. This firmware is not in the kernel code, but must be
downloaded from the hardware vendors homepages. In this
4
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how-participate-linux-community-0

Observation 3: There appear to be more warnings in the in-development version than the stable
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study, we did not include these firmware drivers, since they
are in a sense not a part of the open source Linux kernel
and hence beyond the scope of this paper.
External Validity. Only x86 Architecture? We ran the
experiment only on the x86 architecture. In total, there are
more than 20 di↵erent architectures supported. The size of
arch/x86/ is 12% of that of arch/ (235 out of 2,025 thousand
lines of code). To run on all of the other architectures, we
would need to rig the build system with a cross-compiler
for every architecture and hardware, which is cumbersome
and error-prone. Obviously, this limits the generalizability
of our experiment with respect to architectures. Still, there
are more than 10 thousand features in the x86 architecture.
Other versions of Linux? In 2008, based on randconfig,
Linux developers started systematic sampling-based testing
by compiling (and booting) thousands of random configurations of Linux (on di↵erent hardware), every day [5]. From
this, bug reports are automatically compiled and sent to relevant developers (code authors). We thus expect significant
di↵erences in occurences of warnings (and errors) before that
(i.e., before version 2.6.24)
Other systems? We decided to focus exclusively on Linux,
so our findings do not automatically generalize to other
highly-configurable systems. The significance of the Linux
kernel project itself justifies investigation, even at the cost
of limiting generalizability.
Warnings vs. real bugs? We do not know whether all
warnings constitute real bugs. For instance, the warning
maybe-uninitialized may be caused by an infeasible path
that the analyzer of the gcc compiler considers due to over
approximation. Similarly, a pointer-to-int-cast might be
legal, as encoding pointers as integers (or as void pointers)
is a pattern to implement generic data structures in Linux.
Some other problems, like unused variables, might not be
immediate problems at all (unless memory consumption is
an issue in a particular piece of code). However, warnings
such as uninitialized, array-bounds and overflow may
represent real bugs. For example, an uninitialized warning occurs when the analyzer of the gcc compiler finds an
uninitialization that occurs along all paths, leading to a real
bug. Such warnings are quite serious. We found that 19% of
configurations contain an uninitialized warning.

5.

RELATED WORK

Many studies have investigated errors in highly-configurable
systems, including Linux [17, 10, 14, 15, 12, 1].
Abal et al. [1] have qualitatively identified 42 variability
bugs in the Linux kernel. They observe that variability
bugs are not confined to any particular type of bug, (errorprone) feature, or source code location. Our experiment
confirms these qualitative insights and complements them
with quantitative data.
Medeiros et al. [12] investigated syntactic errors in preprocessor-based systems. They observed that developers
introduce syntax errors when changing existing code and
adding preprocessor directives. In this paper, rather than
syntactic errors, we study a variety of 33 warnings enabled
by the gcc -Wall flag, including undeclared and unused
identifiers.
Medeiros et al. [13] have also conducted an empirical study
on configuration-related issues, specifically, investigating undeclared and unused identifiers. They found 39 configuration-

related issues, including 14 (36%) undeclared functions, 2
(5%) undeclared variables, 7 (18%) unused functions, and
23 (41%) unused variables. In other words, they noticed
that 59% of the issues are related to unused functions and
variables. We complement this finding by generating randomly thousands of configurations from the Linux kernel, in
which we observed that the most abundant warning is unused
function and the third most is unused variable. Besides that,
we ranked both warnings and subsystems, e.g., the drivers/
subsystem and include/ header files produced warnings in
around half of all configurations we compiled; whereas core
subsystems such as kernel/ and security/ rarely produced
warnings.
Nadi et al. [15] mined the Linux repository to study variability anomalies. An anomaly is a mapping error, which can
be detected by checking satisfiability of Boolean formulas
over features, such as mapping code to an invalid configuration. We, in turn, focus on variability warnings in the Linux
kernel from a quantitative perspective.

6.

CONCLUSION

We have presented an experiment quantifying basic properties
of configuration-related warnings in the Linux kernel. We
have automatically analyzed more than 20 thousand valid
and distinct random configurations.
We observe 13 di↵erent types of warnings appearing in
the Linux kernel. The majority of these are regarding dead
code (e.g., unused variable) and uninitializations. We also
find that the drivers/ and include/ subsystems contain
warnings in about half of all configurations, whereas much
fewer warnings originate from the core subsystems kernel/
and security/. Additionally, we observe that there are
generally more warnings in the in-development version of
Linux than in the stable version.
Finally, we hope that indication of which areas are hot in
warnings can be useful for further research on bug finding
in Linux, showing which subsystems are good candidates
as analysis subjects. Also, this study seems to confirm the,
commonly held but rarely followed, recommendation to focus
bug-finding studies on unstable trees of Linux, as opposed
to stable. Moreover, our study shows that the errors survive
all the way to the stable version, so the variability-aware
tools could help to substantially decrease the bug density in
Linux.
As future work, we aim to evaluate whether the current
results hold for another technique that generates random
configurations instead of randconfig (as the probability
distribution of randconfig is not thoroughly representative).
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"MFYBOESV ' *PTJG-B[BSB +FBO .FMPB "MFLTBOEBS 4 %JNPWTLJB $MBVT
#SBCSBOEB BOE "OES[FK 8ÜTPXTLJB
B *5 6OJWFSTJUZ PG $PQFOIBHFO %FONBSL
ųɯɾɟŏżɾ $POUFYU 7BSJBCJMJUZJOUFOTJWF QSPHSBNT QSPHSBN GBNJMJFT BQQFBS JO NBOZ BQQMJDBUJPO BSFBT BOE
GPS NBOZ SFBTPOT UPEBZ %JƏFSFOU GBNJMZ NFNCFST DBMMFE WBSJBOUT BSF EFSJWFE CZ TXJUDIJOH TUBUJDBMMZ DPOƐH
VSBCMF PQUJPOT GFBUVSFT PO BOE PƏ XIJMF SFVTF PG UIF DPNNPO DPEF JT NBYJNJ[FE
*ORVJSZ 7FSJƐDBUJPO PG QSPHSBN GBNJMJFT JT DIBMMFOHJOH TJODF UIF OVNCFS PG WBSJBOUT JT FYQPOFOUJBM JO UIF
OVNCFS PG GFBUVSFT &YJTUJOH TJOHMFQSPHSBN BOBMZTJT BOE WFSJƐDBUJPO UPPMT DBOOPU CF BQQMJFE EJSFDUMZ UP QSP
HSBN GBNJMJFT BOE EFTJHOJOH BOE JNQMFNFOUJOH UIF DPSSFTQPOEJOH WBSJBCJMJUZBXBSF WFSTJPOT JT UFEJPVT BOE
MBCPSJPVT
"QQSPBDI *O UIJT XPSL XF QSPQPTF B SBOHF PG WBSJBCJMJUZSFMBUFE USBOTGPSNBUJPOT GPS USBOTMBUJOH QSPHSBN GBN
JMJFT JOUP TJOHMF QSPHSBNT CZ SFQMBDJOH DPNQJMFUJNF WBSJBCJMJUZ XJUI SVOUJNF WBSJBCJMJUZ OPOEFUFSNJOJTN 
5IF PCUBJOFE USBOTGPSNFE QSPHSBNT DBO CF TVCTFRVFOUMZ BOBMZ[FE VTJOH UIF DPOWFOUJPOBM PƏUIFTIFMG TJOHMF
QSPHSBN BOBMZTJT UPPMT TVDI BT UZQF DIFDLFST TZNCPMJD FYFDVUPST NPEFM DIFDLFST BOE TUBUJD BOBMZ[FST
,OPXMFEHF 0VS WBSJBCJMJUZSFMBUFE USBOTGPSNBUJPOT BSF PVUDPNFQSFTFSWJOH XIJDI NFBOT UIBU UIF SFMBUJPO
CFUXFFO UIF PVUDPNFT JO UIF USBOTGPSNFE TJOHMF QSPHSBN BOE UIF VOJPO PG PVUDPNFT PG BMM WBSJBOUT EFSJWFE
GSPN UIF PSJHJOBM QSPHSBN GBNJMZ JT FRVBMJUZ
(SPVOEJOH 8F QSFTFOU PVS USBOTGPSNBUJPO SVMFT BOE UIFJS DPSSFDUOFTT XJUI SFTQFDU UP B NJOJNBM DPSF JN
QFSBUJWF MBOHVBHF *.1 5IFO XF EJTDVTT PVS FYQFSJFODF PG JNQMFNFOUJOH BOE VTJOH UIF USBOTGPSNBUJPOT GPS
FƒDJFOU BOE FƏFDUJWF BOBMZTJT BOE WFSJƐDBUJPO PG SFBMXPSME $ QSPHSBN GBNJMJFT
*NQPSUBODF 8F SFQPSU TPNF JOUFSFTUJOH WBSJBCJMJUZSFMBUFE CVHT UIBU XF EJTDPWFSFE VTJOH WBSJPVT TUBUFPGUIF
BSU TJOHMFQSPHSBN $ WFSJƐDBUJPO UPPMT TVDI BT 'Ĵģįģ$ $Įģİĩ --#.$
+ ++ë ߨߦߧߨ

èȰǅʂʸŒɥƝ ŒȠƊ Ǧʂɵ ƝȠǈǦȠƝƝɥǦȠǈ ८ èȰǅʂʸŒɥƝ ƀɥƝŒʂǦȰȠ ŒȠƊ ȚŒȠŒǈƝȚƝȠʂ èȰǅʂʸŒɥƝ ʴƝɥǦ˧ƀŒʂǦȰȠ ŒȠƊ ʴŒȈǦƊŒʂǦȰȠࡵ
èȰǅʂʸŒɥƝ ȠȰʂŒʂǦȰȠɵ ŒȠƊ ʂȰȰȈɵ ^ȰɥȚŒȈ ȈŒȠǈʗŒǈƝ ƊƝ˧ȠǦʂǦȰȠɵࡵ
ƚʿʶȩɟƇɯ ÚɟȩǃɟŏȒ _ŏȒǞȀǞƚɯࡈ ģŏɟǞŏųǞȀǞɾʿࡷɟƚȀŏɾƚƇ ÷ɟŏȘɯǀȩɟȒŏɾǞȩȘɯࡈ ģƚɟǞ˙żŏɾǞȩȘࡈ ëɾŏɾǞż ȘŏȀʿɯǞɯ

5IF "SU 4DJFODF BOE &OHJOFFSJOH PG 1SPHSBNNJOH
ëʕųȒǞɾɾƚƇ

ëƚɔɾƚȒųƚɟ ߧࡈ ߨߦߧ߬

ÚʕųȀǞɯǕƚƇ

ŏȘʕŏɟʿ ߨ߭ࡈ ߨߦߧ߭

̙Ύ͖

ߧߦࡏߨߨߧ߫ߨࡕɔɟȩǃɟŏȒȒǞȘǃࡷǲȩʕɟȘŏȀࡏȩɟǃࡕߨߦߧ߭ࡕߧࡕߧ
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ߧ

vȘɾɟȩƇʕżɾǞȩȘ

.BOZ TPGUXBSF TZTUFNT UPEBZ BSF WBSJBCJMJUZ JOUFOTJWF 5IFZ QFSNJU VTFST UP EFSJWF
B DVTUPN WBSJBOU CZ DIPPTJOH TVJUBCMF DPOƐHVSBUJPO PQUJPOT GFBUVSFT EFQFOEJOH
PO UIFJS SFRVJSFNFOUT 5IFSF BSF EJƏFSFOU TUSBUFHJFT GPS JNQMFNFOUJOH WBSJBUJPOBM
TZTUFNT QSPHSBN GBNJMJFT <ƅƅ> 4UJMM NBOZ QPQVMBS JOEVTUSJBM QSPHSBN GBNJMJFT
GSPN TZTUFN TPGUXBSF FH -JOVY LFSOFM BOE FNCFEEFE TPGUXBSF FH DBST QIPOFT
BWJPOJDT EPNBJOT BSF JNQMFNFOUFE VTJOH BOOPUBUJWF BQQSPBDIFT TVDI BT DPOEJUJPOBM
DPNQJMBUJPO 'PS FYBNQMF ࡎǞǀƇƚǀ BOOPUBUJPOT GSPN UIF $QSFQSPDFTTPS BSF VTFE UP
TQFDJGZ VOEFS XIJDI DPOEJUJPOT QBSUT PG UIF DPEF TIPVME CF JODMVEFE PS FYDMVEFE
GSPN B WBSJBOU
%VF UP UIF JODSFBTJOH QPQVMBSJUZ PG QSPHSBN GBNJMJFT GPSNBM WFSJƐDBUJPO UFDIOJRVFT
GPS QSPWJOH UIFJS DPSSFDUOFTT BSF XJEFMZ TUVEJFE TFF <ƇƉ> GPS B TVSWFZ  "OBMZ[JOH
QSPHSBN GBNJMJFT JT DIBMMFOHJOH <Ɔƍ> 'SPN POMZ B GFX DPNQJMFUJNF DPOƐHVSBUJPO
PQUJPOT FYQPOFOUJBMMZ NBOZ WBSJBOUT DBO CF EFSJWFE 5IVT GPS MBSHF WBSJBCJMJUZ
JOUFOTJWF TPGUXBSF TZTUFNT BOZ CSVUFGPSDF BQQSPBDI UIBU EFSJWFT BOE BOBMZ[FT BMM
WBSJBOUT JOEJWJEVBMMZ POF CZ POF VTJOH FYJTUJOH TJOHMFQSPHSBN BOBMZTJT UPPMT JT WFSZ JOFG
ƐDJFOU PS FWFO JOGFBTJCMF 3FDFOUMZ NBOZ EFEJDBUFE GBNJMZCBTFE WBSJBCJMJUZBXBSF
BOBMZTJT UPPMT IBWF CFFO EFWFMPQFE XIJDI PQFSBUF EJSFDUMZ PO QSPHSBN GBNJMJFT 5IFZ
QSPEVDF SFTVMUT GPS BMM WBSJBOUT BU PODF JO B TJOHMF SVO CZ FYQMPJUJOH UIF TJNJMBSJUJFT
CFUXFFO UIF WBSJBOUT &YBNQMFT PG TVDDFTTGVM GBNJMZCBTFE BOBMZTJT UPPMT BSF BQQMJFE UP
TZOUBY DIFDLJOH <ƆƉ ƆƄ> UZQF DIFDLJOH <Ɔƈ ƌ> TUBUJD BOBMZTJT <Ƌ Ɗ> NPEFM DIFDLJOH
<ƅƄ ƅƈ> FUD "MUIPVHI UIFZ BSF NPSF FƒDJFOU UIBO UIF CSVUFGPSDF BQQSPBDI TUJMM UIFJS
EFTJHO BOE JNQMFNFOUBUJPO GPS FBDI QBSUJDVMBS BOBMZTJT BOE MBOHVBHF JT UFEJPVT BOE
FSSPS QSPOF 0GUFO UIFTF GBNJMZCBTFE UPPMT BSF SFTFBSDI QSPUPUZQFT JNQMFNFOUFE
GSPN TDSBUDI 4P JU JT WFSZ EJƒDVMU UP SFJNQMFNFOU BMM PQUJNJ[BUJPO BMHPSJUINT JO UIFN
UIBU BMSFBEZ FYJTU GPS UIFJS TJOHMFQSPHSBN JOEVTUSJBMTUSFOHUI DPVOUFSQBSUT XIJDI
IBWF CFFO VOEFS EFWFMPQNFOU GPS TFWFSBM EFDBEFT
"OPUIFS BQQSPBDI GPS FƒDJFOU WBSJBCJMJUZBXBSF WFSJƐDBUJPO XPVME CF UP SFQMBDF
DPNQJMFUJNF WBSJBCJMJUZ XJUI SVOUJNF WBSJBCJMJUZ PS OPOEFUFSNJOJTN <ƇƋ> *O
QBSUJDVMBS JO UIJT XPSL XF DPOTJEFS B DMBTT PG WBSJBCJMJUZSFMBUFE USBOTGPSNBUJPOT UIBU
USBOTGPSN B QSPHSBN GBNJMZ JOUP B TJOHMF QSPHSBN XIPTF PVUDPNFT BSF FRVBM UP UIF
VOJPO PG BMM PVUDPNFT PG JOEJWJEVBM WBSJBOUT 8F DBMM UIF DPSSFTQPOEJOH USBOTGPSNBUJPOT
PVUDPNFQSFTFSWJOH 4VCTFRVFOUMZ FYJTUJOH TJOHMFQSPHSBN BOBMZTJT UPPMT WFSJƐDBUJPO
PSBDMFT UIBU DBO IBOEMF OPOEFUFSNJOJTN SVOUJNF WBSJBCJMJUZ DBO CF VTFE UP BOBMZ[F
UIF HFOFSBUFE TJOHMF QSPHSBN 'JOBMMZ UIF PCUBJOFE SFTVMUT BSF JOUFSQSFUFE CBDL PO
UIF JOEJWJEVBM WBSJBOUT 5IF PWFSWJFX PG UIJT BQQSPBDI JT HJWFO JO 'JHVSF ƅ *OTUFBE PG
VTJOH TQFDJBMJ[FE WBSJBCJMJUZBXBSF UPPMT UP BOBMZ[F QSPHSBN GBNJMJFT XIJDI XPVME
CF UFEJPVT BOE MBCPS JOUFOTJWF PVS USBOTGPSNBUJPOCBTFE BQQSPBDI BMMPXT VT UP VTF
UIF TUBOEBSE PƏUIFTIFMG TJOHMFQSPHSBN BOBMZTJT UPPMT UP BDIJFWF UIF TBNF HPBM
/FWFSUIFMFTT UIF MJNJUBUJPO PG PVS BQQSPBDI JT UIBU XF NBZ OPU PCUBJO UIF NPTU
QSFDJTF DPODMVTJWF SFTVMUT GPS BMM JOEJWJEVBM WBSJBOUT 0G DPVSTF UIJT EFQFOET PO UIF
QBSUJDVMBS BOBMZTJT BOE UPPM UIBU XF VTF
5P EFNPOTUSBUF DPSSFDUOFTT PG PVS USBOTGPSNBUJPOCBTFE BQQSPBDI XF EFƐOF UIF
USBOTGPSNBUJPOT GPSNBMMZ VTJOH *.1 B TNBMM JNQFSBUJWF MBOHVBHF 5P NPEFM DPNQJMF
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✏

BOBMZ[FS

/ 4JOHMF QSPHSBN
TJOHMFQSPHSBN

USBOTGPSN

BOBMZ[FS

WBSJBCJMJUZBXBSF

7BSJBCJMJUZBXBSF
QSPHSBN

✏

SFTVMUT 4JOHMFQSPHSBN
7BSJBCJMJUZBXBSF JOUFSQSFU
o
SFTVMUT
SFTVMUT

_Ǟǃʕɟƚ ߧ

5IF PWFSWJFX PG PVS USBOTGPSNBUJPOCBTFE BQQSPBDI GPS WFSJƐDBUJPO PG QSPHSBN
GBNJMJFT 5IF TJOHMFQSPHSBN BOBMZ[FS DBO CF BOZ WFSJƐDBUJPO PSBDMF GPS TJOHMF
QSPHSBNT TVDI BT TZNCPMJD FYFDVUPS UZQF DIFDLFS TUBUJD BOBMZ[FS NPEFM DIFDLFS

UJNF WBSJBCJMJUZ XF FYUFOE *.1 XJUI BO ĕࡎǞǀƇƚǀĖ DPOTUSVDU GPS FODPEJOH NVMUJQMF
WBSJBOUT XIJDI XF DBMM *.1 MBOHVBHF 5P FODPEF SVOUJNF WBSJBCJMJUZ XF FYUFOE *.1
XJUI BO ĕȩɟĖ DPOTUSVDU GPS FODPEJOH OPOEFUFSNJOJTN XIJDI XF DBMM *.1PS MBOHVBHF
8F EFƐOF USBOTGPSNBUJPOT UIBU USBOTMBUF BOZ HJWFO *.1 QSPHSBN JOUP B DPSSFTQPOEJOH
*.1PS QSPHSBN 'VSUIFSNPSF GPS FBDI USBOTGPSNBUJPO XF TIPX UIF SFMBUJPO CFUXFFO
UIF TFNBOUJDT PG UIF JOQVU BOE PVUQVU QSPHSBNT
'JOBMMZ XF SFQPSU PO PVS FYQFSJFODF XJUI JNQMFNFOUJOH BOE BQQMZJOH PVS USBOT
GPSNBUJPOT GPS B GVMMƑFEHFE MBOHVBHF $ 5IF UPPM DBMMFE $ 3ħĥıİĨīĩķĴģĶıĴ VTFT
WBSJBCJMJUZBXBSF QBSTFS 4ķĲħĴ$ <ƆƄ> GPS QBSTJOH $ DPEF XJUI QSFQSPDFTTPS BOOP
UBUJPOT UIFO BQQMJFT PVS WBSJBCJMJUZ SFXSJUFT UIVT QSPEVDJOH B TJOHMF $ QSPHSBN BT
PVUQVU 8F FWBMVBUF PVS BQQSPBDI PO SFBMXPSME WBSJBCJMJUZ JOUFOTJWF $ QSPHSBNT XJUI
SFBM CVHT 8F TIPX IPX TPNF LOPXO PƏUIFTIFMG TJOHMFQSPHSBN BOBMZTJT UPPMT DBO
CF VTFE GPS FƒDJFOU BOE FƏFDUJWF WFSJƐDBUJPO PG TVDI QSPHSBNT
*O TVNNBSZ UIJT XPSL NBLFT UIF GPMMPXJOH DPOUSJCVUJPOT
" TUBOEBMPOF WBSJBCJMJUZSFMBUFE USBOTGPSNBUJPO XIJDI USBOTGPSNT B QSPHSBN GBN
JMZ JOUP B TJOHMF QSPHSBN CZ SFQMBDJOH DPNQJMFUJNF WBSJBCJMJUZ XJUI OPOEFUFSNJOJTN
$PSSFDUOFTT PG UIF QSPQPTFE USBOTGPSNBUJPO XIJDI TIPXT UIBU UIF TFU PG PVUDPNFT
PG UIF USBOTGPSNFE QSPHSBN JT FRVBM UP UIF VOJPO PG TFUT PG PVUDPNFT PG WBSJBOUT
GSPN UIF JOQVU GBNJMZ
" QSPUPUZQF UPPM $ 3ħĥıİĨīĩķĴģĶıĴ XIJDI JNQMFNFOUT UIF BCPWF WBSJBCJMJUZ
SFMBUFE USBOTGPSNBUJPO GPS UIF $ MBOHVBHF
"O FWBMVBUJPO PG UIF FƏFDUJWFOFTT PG PVS USBOTGPSNBUJPOCBTFE BQQSPBDI GPS ƐOEJOH
SFBM WBSJBCJMJUZ CVHT JO MBSHF WBSJBCJMJUZ JOUFOTJWF $ TPGUXBSF TZTUFNT

ߨ

ȩɾǞʲŏɾǞȘǃ CʾŏȒɔȀƚ

8F CFHJO CZ TIPXJOH IPX PVS WBSJBCJMJUZ USBOTGPSNBUJPOT XPSL PO $ QSPHSBN GBNJMJFT
$POTJEFS B QSFQSPDFTTPSCBTFE GBNJMZ PG $ QSPHSBNT TIPXO JO 'JHVSF Ɔ MFGU DPMVNO
XIJDI VTFT UXP #PPMFBO GFBUVSFT A BOE B  0VS UXP GFBUVSFT HJWF SJTF UP B GBNJMZ PG
GPVS WBSJBOUT EFƐOFE CZ UIF TFU PG DPOƐHVSBUJPOT K = {A ^ B, A ^ ¬B, ¬A ^ B, ¬A ^ ¬B}
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ǞȘɾ ǀȩȩ() {
ǞȘɾ ʾࡇࣣ ߧ;
ࡎǞǀ (A) ʾࡇࣣ ʾࣱߧ ࡎƚȘƇǞǀ;
ࡎǞǀ (B) ʾࡇࣣ ʾࡷߧ ࡎƚȘƇǞǀ;
ɟƚɾʕɟȘ ߨࡕʾ;

}
_Ǟǃʕɟƚ ߨ

ǞȘɾ A ࡇࣣ r and() % 2;
ǞȘɾ B ࡇࣣ r and() % 2;
ǞȘɾ ǀȩȩ() {
ǞȘɾ ʾ ࡇࣣ ߧ;
Ǟǀ (A) ʾࡇࣣ ʾࣱߧ;
Ǟǀ (B) ʾࡇࣣ ʾࡷߧ;
ɟƚɾʕɟȘ ߨࡕʾ; }

#FGPSF MFGU DPMVNO BOE BGUFS SJHIU DPMVNO PVS USBOTGPSNBUJPOT

'PS FBDI DPOƐHVSBUJPO B EJƏFSFOU WBSJBOU TJOHMF QSPHSBN DBO CF HFOFSBUFE CZ
BQQSPQSJBUFMZ SFTPMWJOH ࡎǞǀ TUBUFNFOUT 'PS FYBNQMF UIF WBSJBOU GPS A ^ B XJMM IBWF
CPUI GFBUVSFT A BOE B FOBCMFE TFU UP USVF UIVT ZJFMEJOH UIF GPMMPXJOH CPEZ PG f oo()
ǞȘɾ ʾ ࡇࣣ 1; ʾ ࡇࣣ ʾࣱ1; ʾ ࡇࣣ ʾࡷ1; ɟƚɾʕɟȘ 2/x  5IF WBSJBOU GPS ¬A ^ ¬B JT ǞȘɾ ʾ ࡇࣣ 1; ɟƚɾʕɟȘ 2/x 
*O TVDI QSPHSBN GBNJMJFT FSSPST BMTP LOPXO BT WBSJBCJMJUZ CVHT <ƅ> DBO PDDVS JO TPNF
WBSJBOUT DPOƐHVSBUJPOT CVU OPU JO PUIFST *O PVS FYBNQMF QSPHSBN GBNJMZ JO 'JHVSF Ɔ
UIF WBSJBOU ¬A ^ B XJMM DSBTI BU UIF ɟƚɾʕɟȘ TUBUFNFOU XIFO XF BUUFNQU UP EJWJEF CZ
[FSP 0O UIF PUIFS IBOE UIF PUIFS WBSJBOUT EP OPU DPOUBJO UIF EJWJTJPOCZ[FSP FSSPS
TJODF UIF WBMVF PG ʾ BU UIF ɟƚɾʕɟȘ TUBUFNFOU JT ƅ GPS WBSJBOUT A ^ B BOE ¬A ^ ¬B BOE Ɔ
GPS A ^ ¬B 
*O 'JHVSF Ɔ XF TIPX B TJOHMF QSPHSBN SJHIU DPMVNO PCUBJOFE CZ BQQMZJOH PVS
WBSJBCJMJUZSFMBUFE USBOTGPSNBUJPO PO UIF GBNJMZ TIPXO JO UIF MFGU DPMVNO "MM GFBUVSFT
BSF ƐSTU EFDMBSFE BT PSEJOBSZ HMPCBM WBSJBCMFT BOE OPOEFUFSNJOJTUJDBMMZ JOJUJBMJ[FE UP Ƅ
PS ƅ UIFO BMM ࡎǞǀ TUBUFNFOUT BSF USBOTGPSNFE JOUP PSEJOBSZ ǞǀT XJUI UIF TBNF DPOEJUJPOT
5IVT UIF EJWJTJPOCZ[FSP FSSPS JT QSFTFOU JO UIJT TJOHMF QSPHSBN BOE DPSSFTQPOET UP
B USBDF XIFO A JT JOJUJBMJ[FE UP Ƅ BOE B UP ƅ 5IF TFU PG PVUDPNFT PG UIF USBOTGPSNFE
QSPHSBN 'JHVSF Ɔ SJHIU DPMVNO JT FRVBM UP UIF VOJPO PG PVUDPNFT PG BMM JOEJWJEVBM
WBSJBOUT GSPN UIF GBNJMZ 'JHVSF Ɔ MFGU DPMVNO  5IFSFGPSF UIF EJWJTJPOCZ[FSP FSSPS
JT QSFTFOU JO UIF USBOTGPSNFE QSPHSBN
*O HFOFSBM UIF USBOTGPSNFE QSPHSBN UIBU XF PCUBJO GSPN UIF PSJHJOBM QSPHSBN
GBNJMZ DBO CF BOBMZ[FE CZ WBSJPVT TJOHMFQSPHSBN WFSJƐDBUJPO UPPMT JO PSEFS UP ƐOE
WBSJBCJMJUZ FSSPST PS UP DPOƐSN UIF BCTFODF PG FSSPST JO UIF HJWFO QSPHSBN GBNJMZ

ߩ

 _ȩɟȒŏȀ ȩƇƚȀ ǀȩɟ ÷ɟŏȘɯǀȩɟȒŏɾǞȩȘɯ

8F OPX JOUSPEVDF UIF *.1 MBOHVBHF UIBU XF VTF UP EFNPOTUSBUF PVS USBOTGPSNBUJPOT
BOE UIFJS QSPPGT PG DPSSFDUOFTT 8F EFTDSJCF UXP FYUFOTJPOT PG *.1 *.1PS VTFE UP
SFQSFTFOU SVOUJNF WBSJBCJMJUZ OPOEFUFSNJOJTN BOE *.1 VTFE UP SFQSFTFOU DPNQJMF
UJNF WBSJBCJMJUZ
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ߩࡏߧ *.1

8F VTF B TJNQMF JNQFSBUJWF MBOHVBHF DBMMFE *.1 <ƇƆ Ƈƈ> XIJDI SFQSFTFOUT B SFHVMBS
HFOFSBMQVSQPTF QSPHSBNNJOH MBOHVBHF BJNFE BU UIF EFWFMPQNFOU PG TJOHMF QSPHSBNT
*.1 JT B XFMM FTUBCMJTIFE NJOJNBM MBOHVBHF XIJDI JT VTFE POMZ GPS QSFTFOUBUJPOBM
QVSQPTFT IFSF
ëʿȘɾŏʾࡏ

*.1 JT BO JNQFSBUJWF MBOHVBHF XJUI UXP TZOUBDUJD DBUFHPSJFT FYQSFTTJPOT BOE
TUBUFNFOUT &YQSFTTJPOT JODMVEF JOUFHFS DPOTUBOUT WBSJBCMFT BOE CJOBSZ PQFSBUJPOT
4UBUFNFOUT JODMVEF B ĕEPOPUIJOHĖ TUBUFNFOU ɯǺǞɔ BTTJHONFOUT TUBUFNFOU TFRVFODFT
DPOEJUJPOBM TUBUFNFOUT XIJMF MPPQT BOE MPDBM WBSJBCMF EFDMBSBUJPOT *UT BCTUSBDU TZOUBY
JT TVNNBSJ[FE VTJOH UIF GPMMPXJOH HSBNNBS
e ::= n | ʾ | e0 e1
s ::= ɯǺǞɔ | ʾ ࡇࣣ e |s0 ࡔ s1 | Ǟǀ e ɾǕƚȘ s0 ƚȀɯƚ s1 | ʶǕǞȀƚ e Ƈȩ s | ʲŏɟ ʾࡇࣣe ǞȘ s

*O UIF BCPWF n TUBOET GPS BO JOUFHFS DPOTUBOU ʾ TUBOET GPS B WBSJBCMF OBNF BOE
TUBOET GPS BOZ CJOBSZ BSJUINFUJD PQFSBUPS 8F EFOPUF CZ 4UN BOE &YQ UIF TFU PG BMM
TUBUFNFOUT s BOE FYQSFTTJPOT e HFOFSBUFE CZ UIF BCPWF HSBNNBS
ëƚȒŏȘɾǞżɯࡏ

" TUBUF PG B QSPHSBN JT B TUPSF NBQQJOH WBSJBCMFT UP WBMVFT JOUFHFS
OVNCFST Val = Z 8F XSJUF Store = Var ! Val UP EFOPUF UIF TFU PG BMM QPTTJCMF TUPSFT
&YQSFTTJPOT BSF DPNQVUFE JO B HJWFO TUPSF EFOPUFE CZ  " GVODUJPO E : &YQ ⇥ Store !
Val EFƐOFE CFMPX CZ JOEVDUJPO PO e NBQT BO FYQSFTTJPO BOE B TUPSF UP B TJOHMF WBMVF
UIFSFCZ GPSNBMJ[JOH FWBMVBUJPO PG FYQSFTTJPOT
E (n, ) = n,

E (ʾ , ) = (ʾ ),

E (e0

e1 , ) = E (e0 , )

E (e1 , )

'JHVSF Ƈ QSFTFOUT UIF JOGFSFODF SVMFT GPS B TNBMMTUFQ PQFSBUJPOBM TFNBOUJDT GPS *.1
<ƇƆ Ƈƈ> 5IF OPUBUJPO [ʾ 7! n] EFOPUFT UIF TUBUF UIBU NBQT ʾ JOUP n BOE BMM PUIFS
WBSJBCMFT ʿ JOUP (ʿ ) 'PMMPXJOH UIF DPOWFOUJPO QPQVMBSJ[FE CZ $ XF NPEFM #PPMFBO
WBMVFT BT JOUFHFST XJUI [FSP JOUFSQSFUFE BT GBMTF BOE FWFSZUIJOH FMTF BT USVF TFF SVMFT
*GƆ BOE 8IƆ SFTQFDUJWFMZ *Gƅ BOE 8Iƅ  /PUF UIBU GPS WBSJBCMF EFDMBSBUJPOT TFF SVMFT
7BSƅ PS 7BSƆ XF OFFE UP SFTUPSF UIF EFDMBSFE WBSJBCMF ʾ UP JUT FBSMJFS HMPCBM WBMVF
BTTJHOFE UP ʾ CFGPSF UIF EFDMBSBUJPO XIFO UIF TDPQF PG EFDMBSBUJPO IBT DPNQMFUFE
5IBU JT XIZ UIF TUBUFNFOU s0 JO JOUFSNFEJBUF DPOƐHVSBUJPOT SVMF 7BSƅ JT QSFƐYFE
XJUI WBSJBCMF EFDMBSBUJPOT XIPTF JOJUJBMJ[BUJPOT TUPSF UIF MPDBM WBMVFT PG ʾ 8F DBO
VTF UIF JOGFSFODF SVMFT JO 'JHVSF Ƈ UP EFƐOF UIF USBOTJUJPO SFMBUJPO hs, i ! XIFSF
JT FJUIFS PG UIF GPSN hs0 , 0 i PS PG UIF GPSN 0  *G JT PG UIF GPSN hs0 , 0 i UIFO UIF
FYFDVUJPO PG s JT OPU DPNQMFUFE BOE UIF DPNQMFY TUBUFNFOU s JT SFXSJUUFO JOUP TJNQMFS
POF s0 QPTTJCMZ VQEBUJOH UIF TUPSF JOUP 0 GPS JOTUBODF 4FRƅ PS 4FRƆ  *G JT PG UIF
GPSN 0 UIFO UIF FYFDVUJPO PG s GSPN IBT UFSNJOBUFE BOE UIF ƐOBM TUBUF JT 0 GPS
JOTUBODF 4LJQ PS 8IƆ 
" EFSJWBUJPO TFRVFODF PG s TUBSUJOH JO TUPSF DBO CF FJUIFS B ƐOJUF TFRVFODF hs, i !
hs1 , 1 i ! . . . ! 0 NFBOT s JT SVO JO BOE UFSNJOBUFT TVDDFTTGVMMZ USBOTGPSNJOH
UP 0 JO UIF QSPDFTT PS BO JOƐOJUF TFRVFODF hs, i ! hs1 , 1 i ! . . . NFBOT s EJWFSHFT
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4LJQ

hɯǺǞɔ , i !
4RƆ

*GƆ
8IƆ

n = E (e, )

"THO

hs0 , i !

0

hs0 ࡔ s1 , i!hs1 ,
E (e, ) = 0

hʾ ࡇࣣ e, i ! [ʾ 7! n]
hs0 ࡔ s1 ,
E (e, ) 6= 0
0

*Gƅ

i

7BSƆ

0

i!hs00 ࡔ s1 ,

i

0

i

hǞǀ e ɾǕƚȘ s0 ƚȀɯƚ s1 , i ! hs0 , i
E (e, ) 6= 0

8Iƅ

hǞǀ e ɾǕƚȘ s0 ƚȀɯƚ s1 , i ! hs1 , i
E (e, ) = 0
hʶǕǞȀƚ e Ƈȩ s, i !

hs0 , i ! hs00 ,

4Rƅ

hʶǕǞȀƚ e Ƈȩ s, i ! hs ࡔ ʶǕǞȀƚ e Ƈȩ s, i
n = E (e, ) hs, [ʾ !
7 n]i ! hs0 , 0 i

7BSƅ

hʲŏɟ ʾࡇࣣe ǞȘ s, i!hʲŏɟ ʾࡇࣣ
n = E (e, ) hs, [ʾ 7! n]i ! 0

hʲŏɟ ʾࡇࣣe ǞȘ s, i !

0

0

(ʾ) ǞȘ s0 ,

0

[ʾ 7! (ʾ)]i

[ʾ 7! (ʾ)]

_Ǟǃʕɟƚ ߩ 4NBMMTUFQ PQFSBUJPOBM TFNBOUJDT GPS *.1

XIFO SVO JO  8F XSJUF [[s]] GPS UIF ƐOBM TUPSF 0 UIBU DBO CF EFSJWFE GSPN hs, i
JG UIF EFSJWBUJPO JT ƐOJUF JF hs, i !⇤ 0 PUIFSXJTF JG UIF EFSJWBUJPO JT JOƐOJUF
[[s]] JT VOEFƐOFE FNQUZ  *O HFOFSBM XF EFƐOF
S
[[s]] =
2StorevȘǞɾ [[s]]
XIFSF StorevȘǞɾ EFOPUFT UIF TFU PG JOJUJBM JOQVU TUPSFT PO XIJDI s JT FYFDVUFE
ߩࡏߨ *.1PS
ëʿȘɾŏʾ

5IF MBOHVBHF *.1PS JT PCUBJOFE CZ FYUFOEJOH *.1 XJUI B OPOEFUFSNJOJTUJD
DIPJDF PQFSBUPS Ēȩɟē XIJDI DBO OPOEFUFSNJOJTUJDBMMZ DIPPTF UP FWBMVBUF FJUIFS PG JUT
BSHVNFOUT
e

::=

... | e0 ȩɟ e1

ëƚȒŏȘɾǞżɯࡏ

4JODF XF IBWF OPOEFUFSNJOJTUJD DPOTUSVDU Ēȩɟē JU JT QPTTJCMF GPS BO FY
QSFTTJPO UP FWBMVBUF UP B TFU PG EJƏFSFOU WBMVFT JO B HJWFO TUPSF 5IFSFGPSF OPX XF
IBWF E : &YQ ⇥ Store ! P (Val) EFƐOFE BT GPMMPXT
E (n, ) = {n},
E (ʾ , ) = { (ʾ )},
E (e0 ȩɟ e1 , ) = E (e0 , ) [ E (e1 , )
E (e0 e1 , ) = {v0 v1 | v0 2 E (e0 , ), v1 2 E (e1 , )}

5IF TNBMMTUFQ PQFSBUJPOBM TFNBOUJDT SVMFT GPS *.1PS BSF UIPTF PG *.1 HJWFO JO 'JHVSF Ƈ
CVU OPX UIFZ UBLF JOUP BDDPVOU UIF OPOEFUFSNJOJTN PG E (e, ) 'PS FYBNQMF XF IBWF
8Iƅ

n 2 E (e, )

n 6= 0

hʶǕǞȀƚ e Ƈȩ s, i ! hs ࡔ ʶǕǞȀƚ e Ƈȩ s, i

8IƆ

0 2 E (e, )

hʶǕǞȀƚ e Ƈȩ s, i !

'PS *.1PS XF XSJUF [[s]] GPS UIF TFU PG ƐOBM TUPSFT 0 UIBU DBO CF EFSJWFE GSPN hs, i
JF hs, i !⇤ 0  /PUF UIBU TJODF *.1PS JT B OPOEFUFSNJOJTUJD
MBOHVBHF [[s]] NBZ
S
DPOUBJO NPSF UIBO POF ƐOBM TUPSF 'JOBMMZ [[s]] =
2StorevȘǞɾ [[s]] 
ߩࡏߩ vÚ

" ƐOJUF TFU PG #PPMFBO WBSJBCMFT F = {A1 , . . . , An } EFTDSJCFT UIF TFU PG BWBJMBCMF GFBUVSFT
JO UIF QSPHSBN GBNJMZ &BDI GFBUVSF NBZ CF FOBCMFE PS EJTBCMFE JO B QBSUJDVMBS WBSJBOU
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" DPOƑHVSBUJPO k JT B USVUI BTTJHONFOU PS B WBMVBUJPO XIJDI HJWFT B USVUI WBMVF UP
FBDI GFBUVSF JF k JT B NBQQJOH GSPN F UP {USVF, GBMTF} *G B GFBUVSF A 2 F JT FOBCMFE
GPS UIF DPOƐHVSBUJPO k UIFO k(A) = USVF PUIFSXJTF k(A) = GBMTF "OZ DPOƐHVSBUJPO
k DBO BMTP CF FODPEFE BT B DPOKVODUJPO PG MJUFSBMT k(A1 ) · A1 ^ · · · ^ k(An ) · An XIFSF
USVF · A = A BOE GBMTF · A = ¬A 8F XSJUF K GPS UIF TFU PG BMM WBMJE DPOƐHVSBUJPOT
EFƐOFE PWFS F GPS B GBNJMZ 5IF TFU PG WBMJE DPOƐHVSBUJPOT JT UZQJDBMMZ EFTDSJCFE
CZ B GFBUVSF NPEFM <ƆƇ> CVU JO UIJT XPSL XF EJTSFHBSE TZOUBDUJD SFQSFTFOUBUJPOT PG
UIF TFU K /PUF UIBU |K|  2|F| TJODF JO HFOFSBM OPU FWFSZ DPNCJOBUJPO PG GFBUVSFT
ZJFMET B WBMJE DPOƐHVSBUJPO 8F EFƐOF GFBUVSF FYQSFTTJPOT EFOPUFE 'FBU&YQ BT UIF
TFU PG XFMMGPSNFE QSPQPTJUJPOBM MPHJD GPSNVMBT PWFS F HFOFSBUFE VTJOH UIF HSBNNBS
::= USVF | A 2 F | ¬ | 1 ^ 2 | 1 _ 2 
ëʿȘɾŏʾࡏ

5IF QSPHSBNNJOH MBOHVBHF *.1 JT PVS UXPTUBHF FYUFOTJPO PG *.1 UIVT
*.1 EPFT OPU DPOUBJO UIF Ēȩɟē DPOTUSVDU  *UT BCTUSBDU TZOUBY JODMVEFT UIF TBNF FY
QSFTTJPO BOE TUBUFNFOU QSPEVDUJPOT BT *.1 CVU XF BEE UIF OFX DPNQJMFUJNF DPO
EJUJPOBM TUBUFNFOUT GPS FODPEJOH NVMUJQMF WBSJBOUT PG B QSPHSBN 5IF OFX TUBUF
NFOUT ĕࡎǞǀ ( ) s ࡎƚȘƇǞǀĖ BOE ĕࡎǞǀ ( ) ʲŏɟ ʾࡇࣣn ǞȘ ࡎƚȘƇǞǀ sĖ DPOUBJO B GFBUVSF FYQSFTTJPO
2 'FBU&YQ BT B QSFTFODF DPOEJUJPO TVDI UIBU POMZ JG JT TBUJTƐFE CZ B DPOƐHVSBUJPO
k 2 K UIFO UIF DPEF CFUXFFO ࡎǞǀ BOE ࡎƚȘƇǞǀ XJMM CF JODMVEFE JO UIF WBSJBOU GPS k
s ::= ... | ࡎǞǀ ( ) s ࡎƚȘƇǞǀ | ࡎǞǀ ( ) ʲŏɟ ʾࡇࣣn ǞȘ ࡎƚȘƇǞǀ s

/PUF UIBU POMZ TUBUFNFOUT BOE MPDBM WBSJBCMF EFDMBSBUJPOT DBO CF DPNQJMFUJNF DPO
EJUJPOBMMZ EFƐOFE JO *.1 )PXFWFS JO HFOFSBM ĕࡎǞǀĖ DPOTUSVDUT EFƐOFE PO BSCJUSBSZ
MBOHVBHF FMFNFOUT DPVME CF USBOTMBUFE JOUP DPOTUSVDUT UIBU SFTQFDU UIF BQQSPQSJBUF
TZOUBDUJD TUSVDUVSF PG UIF MBOHVBHF CZ DPEF EVQMJDBUJPO <ƅƍ> "MTP OPUF UIBU UIF $
QSFQSPDFTTPS VTFT UIF GPMMPXJOH LFZXPSET ࡎǞǀ ࡎǞǀƇƚǀ BOE ࡎǞǀȘƇƚǀ UP TUBSU B DPOEJUJPOBM
DPOTUSVDU ࡎƚȀǞǀ BOE ࡎƚȀɯƚ UP DSFBUF BEEJUJPOBM CSBODIFT BOE ࡎƚȘƇǞǀ UP FOE B DPOTUSVDU
"OZ PG TVDI QSFQSPDFTTPS DPOEJUJPOBM DPOTUSVDUT DBO CF EFTVHBSFE BOE SFQSFTFOUFE
POMZ CZ ࡎǞǀ DPOTUSVDU XF VTF JO UIJT XPSL FH ࡎǞǀƇƚǀ ( ) s0 ࡎƚȀɯƚ s1 ࡎƚȘƇǞǀ JT USBOTMBUFE
JOUP ࡎǞǀ ( ) s0 ࡎƚȘƇǞǀ ࡔ ࡎǞǀ (¬ ) s1 ࡎƚȘƇǞǀ
ëƚȒŏȘɾǞżɯࡏ

5IF TFNBOUJDT PG *.1 IBT UXP TUBHFT ƐSTU HJWFO B DPOƐHVSBUJPO k 2 K
DPNQVUF BO *.1 TJOHMF QSPHSBN XJUIPVU ࡎǞǀT TFDPOE FWBMVBUF UIF PCUBJOFE WBSJBOU
VTJOH UIF TUBOEBSE *.1 TFNBOUJDT 5IF ƐSTU TUBHF JT B TJNQMF QSFQSPDFTTPS TQFDJƐFE
CZ UIF QSPKFDUJPO GVODUJPO ⇡k NBQQJOH BO *.1 QSPHSBN GBNJMZ JOUP BO *.1 TJOHMF
QSPHSBN DPSSFTQPOEJOH UP UIF DPOƐHVSBUJPO k 2 K 5IF QSPKFDUJPO ⇡k DPQJFT BMM CBTJD
TUBUFNFOUT PG *.1 UIBU BSF BMTP JO *.1 BOE SFDVSTJWFMZ QSFQSPDFTTFT BMM TVCTUBUFNFOUT
PG DPNQPVOE TUBUFNFOUT 'PS FYBNQMF ⇡k (skip) = skip BOE ⇡k (s0 ;s1 ) = ⇡k (s0 );⇡k (s1 )
5IF JOUFSFTUJOH DBTF JT ĕࡎǞǀ ( ) s ࡎƚȘƇǞǀĖ SFTQ ࡎǞǀ ( ) ʲŏɟ ʾࡇࣣn ǞȘ ࡎƚȘƇǞǀ s TUBUFNFOU
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XIFSF UIF TUBUFNFOU s SFTQ UIF MPDBM WBSJBCMF EFDMBSBUJPO ʲŏɟ ʾࡇࣣn ǞȘ JT JODMVEFE JO
UIF SFTVMUJOH WBSJBOU JƏ k |= ƅ PUIFSXJTF JU JT SFNPWFE 8F IBWF
®
⇡k (s) JG k |=
⇡k (ࡎǞǀ ( ) s ࡎƚȘƇǞǀ) =
ɯǺǞɔ
JG k 6|=
®
⇡k (ʲŏɟ ʾࡇࣣn ǞȘ s) JG k |=
⇡k (ࡎǞǀ ( ) ʲŏɟ ʾࡇࣣn ǞȘ ࡎƚȘƇǞǀ s) =
⇡k (s)
JG k 6|=
/PUF UIBU TJODF BOZ DPOƐHVSBUJPO k 2 K IBT POMZ POF TBUJTGZJOH USVUI BTTJHONFOU
WBMVFT PG BMM GFBUVSFT BSF ƐYFE JO k FJUIFS k |= PS k 6|= GPS BOZ 2 'FBU&YQ
ߪ

ģŏɟǞŏųǞȀǞɾʿࡷɟƚȀŏɾƚƇ ÷ɟŏȘɯǀȩɟȒŏɾǞȩȘɯ

0VS BJN JT UP USBOTGPSN BO JOQVU *.1 QSPHSBN GBNJMZ s XJUI TFUT PG GFBUVSFT F BOE
DPOƐHVSBUJPOT K JOUP BO PVUQVU *.1PS QSPHSBN s0 
*O B QSFUSBOTGPSNBUJPO QIBTF XF ƐSTU DPOWFSU FBDI GFBUVSF A 2 F JOUP UIF WBSJBCMF
A XIJDI JT OPOEFUFSNJOJTUJDBMMZ JOJUJBMJ[FE UP Ƅ PS ƅ NFBOJOH UP GBMTF PS USVF  -FU
F = {A1 , . . . , An } CF UIF TFU PG BWBJMBCMF GFBUVSFT JO UIF GBNJMZ s UIFO XF IBWF UIF
GPMMPXJOH JOJUJBMJ[BUJPO GSBHNFOU JO UIF SFTVMUJOH QSFUSBOTGPSNFE QSPHSBN ɔɟƚࡷɾ(s)
ɔɟƚࡷɾ(s)= ʲŏɟ A1 :=0 ȩɟ 1 ǞȘ . . . ʲŏɟ An :=0 ȩɟ 1 ǞȘ s

/PUF UIBU JO UIF JOJUJBMJ[BUJPO XF DPOTJEFS BMM QPTTJCMF DPNCJOBUJPO PG WBMVFT GPS
GFBUVSFT JO UPUBM 2|F|  8F XJMM UBLF JOUP BDDPVOU UIF TQFDJƐD TFU PG DPOƐHVSBUJPOT K
|K|  2|F| MBUFS PO JO UIF USBOTGPSNBUJPO QIBTF
*O UIF GPMMPXJOH SFXSJUF SVMFT IBWF UIF GPSN
` s † s0

NFBOJOH UIBU JG UIF DVSSFOU QSPHSBN GBNJMZ CFJOH USBOTGPSNFE NBUDIFT BOZ BCTUSBDU
TZOUBY USFF "45 OPEF PG UIF TIBQF s OFTUFE VOEFS #ǞǀT XJUI UIF SFTVMUJOH QSFTFODF
DPOEJUJPO UIBU JNQMJFT 2 'FBU&YQ JF JO DPOUFYU
UIFO SFQMBDF s CZ s0  'PSNBMMZ JG
XF BQQMZ UIF SVMF
` s †s0 UP B GBNJMZ
. . . ࡎǞǀ (

XIFSF

1)

. . . ࡎǞǀ (

1 ^. . .^

. . . ࡎǞǀ (

1)

n

n)

=)

. . . ࡎǞǀ (

n)

. . . ; s; . . . ࡎƚȘƇǞǀ . . . ࡎƚȘƇǞǀ. . .

UIFO XF PCUBJO UIF USBOTGPSNFE QSPHSBN
. . . ; s0 ; . . . ࡎƚȘƇǞǀ . . . ࡎƚȘƇǞǀ. . .

8F XSJUF Rewr i t e(s,
` s † s0 ) GPS UIF ƐOBM USBOTGPSNFE QSPHSBN s0 PCUBJOFE CZ
SFQFBUFEMZ BQQMZJOH UIF SVMF
` s † s0 PO s BOE JUT USBOTGPSNFE WFSTJPOT VOUJM XF
SFBDI B QPJOU XIFSF UIJT SVMF DBO OPU CF BQQMJFE B ƐYFE QPJOU PG UIF SVMF  /PUF

ƅ

)FSF |= EFOPUFT UIF TUBOEBSE TBUJTGBDUJPO SFMBUJPO PG QSPQPTJUJPOBM MPHJD
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UIBU SVMFT PG UIF GPSN USVF ` s †s0 BSF UIF NPTU HFOFSBM BOE DBO CF BQQMJFE UP BOZ
TUBUFNFOU s OP NBUUFS XIFUIFS s JT B UPQMFWFM TUBUFNFOU OPU OFTUFE XJUIJO TPNF #Ǟǀ
PS s JT OFTUFE TPNFXIFSF EFFQ XJUIJO #ǞǀT 5IJT JT EVF UP UIF GBDU UIBU BOZ ĕsĖ DBO CF
XSJUUFO BT ĕࡎǞǀ (USVF) s ࡎƚȘƇǞǀĖ JO UIF FBSMJFS DBTF XIFO s JT B UPQMFWFM TUBUFNFOU BOE
=) USVF GPS BOZ 2 Feat E x p JO UIF MBUUFS DBTF XIFO s JT OFTUFE XJUIJO #ǞǀT XJUI
QSFTFODF DPOEJUJPO 
8F TUBSU XJUI UISFF SVMFT GPS FMJNJOBUJOH DPOƐHVSBCMF WBSJBCMF EFDMBSBUJPOT 5IFZ
JOWPMWF EVQMJDBUJOH DPEF BOE WBSJBCMF SFOBNJOH 5IF NPTU TUSBJHIUGPSXBSE XBZ UP
IBOEMF SFOBNJOH PG WBSJBCMFT JO EJƏFSFOU DPOUFYUT JT CZ BEEJOH BO FOWJSPONFOU
BT B QBSBNFUFS UP UIF TUBUFNFOUT CFJOH USBOTGPSNFE 8F EFƐOF BO FOWJSPONFOU
: 7BS ⇥ 'FBU&YQ ! 7BS BT B GVODUJPO NBQQJOH B HJWFO QBJS PG B WBSJBCMF BOE B GFBUVSF
FYQSFTTJPO UP B WBSJBCMF OBNF 8F XSJUF ǀƚ (ʾ) ✓ 'FBU&YQ GPS UIF TFU PG BMM GFBUVSF
FYQSFTTJPOT TVDI UIBU (ʾ, ) JT EFƐOFE JF ǀƚ (ʾ) = { 2 'FBU&YQ | (ʾ, ) 2 dom( )}
8F XSJUF (s, ) UP EFOPUF UIF SFTVMU PG TJNVMUBOFPVTMZ TVCTUJUVUJOH (ʾ, ) GPS FBDI
PDDVSSFODF PG BOZ WBSJBCMF ʾ JO s JO UIF DPOUFYU QSFTFODF DPOEJUJPO UIBU JNQMJFT 
+ȩȘƇǞɾǞȩȘŏȀ ʲŏɟǞŏųȀƚ ƇƚżȀŏɟŏɾǞȩȘࡏ

EFDMBSFE XJUIJO B HJWFO DPOUFYU

5IJT SVMF USBOTGPSNT B MPDBM WBSJBCMF DPOEJUJPOBMMZ
2 'FBU&YQ

` (ࡎǞǀ ( ) ʲŏɟ ʾࡇࣣn ǞȘ ࡎƚȘƇǞǀ s, ) † ʲŏɟ ʾnew ࡇࣣn ǞȘ (s, [(ʾ, ) 7! ʾnew ])

ƅ

XIFSF ʾnew JT B GSFTI WBSJBCMF OBNF UIBU EPFT OPU PDDVS BT B GSFF WBSJBCMF JO s BOE
r ange( )
+ȩȘƇǞɾǞȩȘŏȀ ʲŏɟǞŏųȀƚ ʕɯƚࡏ

VTFE XJUIJO B DPOUFYU

5IF TFDPOE SVMF IBOEMFT UIF DBTF XIFO B MPDBM WBSJBCMF JT
2 Feat E x p 5IFSF BSF UISFF DBTFT UP DPOTJEFS IFSF

` (ʿࡇࣣe[ʾ], ) † (ʿࡇࣣe[ (ʾ, )], )

Ɔƅ

JG UIFSF FYJTUT BO VOJRVF
2 ǀƚ (ʾ) TVDI UIBU
|=  )FSF e[ʾ] NFBOT UIBU UIF
WBSJBCMF ʾ PDDVST GSFF JO UIF FYQSFTTJPO e 5IF TFDPOE DBTF JT XIFO UIFSF BSF TFWFSBM
ǀƚ
(ʾ) TVDI UIBU ɯŏɾ( 1 ^ ), . . . , ɯŏɾ( n ^ )
1, . . . n 2
` (ʿࡇࣣe[ʾ], ) † (ࡎǞǀ (

1)

ʿࡇࣣe[ (ʾ,

1 )]

ࡎƚȘƇǞǀ; . . . ࡎǞǀ (

n)

ʿࡇࣣe[ (ʾ,

n )]

ࡎƚȘƇǞǀ, )

ƆƆ

0UIFSXJTF NFBOJOH UIBU GPS BMM
` (ʿࡇࣣe[ʾ], ) † (ʿࡇࣣe[ʾ], )

2

ǀƚ

(ʾ) JU GPMMPXT UIBU ʕȘɯŏɾ( ^ ) XF IBWF

ƆƇ

+ȩȘƇǞɾǞȩȘŏȀ ʲŏɟǞŏųȀƚ Ƈƚ˙Șƚࡏ

UP XJUIJO B DPOUFYU

5IF UIJSE SVMF BQQMJFT XIFO B MPDBM WBSJBCMF JT BTTJHOFE
2 'FBU&YQ 5IFSF BSF UISFF DBTFT UP DPOTJEFS IFSF BT XFMM

` (ʾࡇࣣe, ) † ( (ʾ, )ࡇࣣe),

XIFO UIFSF FYJTUT BO VOJRVF
` (ʾࡇࣣe, ) † (ࡎǞǀ (

1)

2

(ʾ,

Ƈƅ

ǀƚ

(ʾ) TVDI UIBU

1 )ࡇࣣ e

|= 

ࡎƚȘƇǞǀ; . . . ࡎǞǀ (
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XIFO UIFSF BSF

1, . . .

n

2

ǀƚ

(ʾ) TVDI UIBU ɯŏɾ(

` (ʾࡇࣣe, ) † (ʾࡇࣣe, )

), . . . , ɯŏɾ(

1^

n^

) 0UIFSXJTF

ƇƇ

"GUFS BQQMZJOH UIF BCPWF UISFF SVMFT BMM MPDBM WBSJBCMF EFDMBSBUJPOT UIBU BSF DPOEJ
UJPOBMMZ EFƐOFE ࡎǞǀ ( ) ʲŏɟ ʾࡇࣣn ǞȘ ࡎƚȘƇǞǀ s BSF SFTPMWFE 5IF USBOTGPSNFE QSPHSBN
DPOUBJOT POMZ #ǞǀT XIFSF TUBUFNFOUT BSF DPOEJUJPOBMMZ EFƐOFE
+ȩȘƇǞɾǞȩȘŏȀ ɯɾŏɾƚȒƚȘɾ ƚȀǞȒǞȘŏɾǞȩȘࡏ

5IF TFU PG WBMJE DPOƐHVSBUJPOT K DBO CF FRVBUFE
UP B QSPQPTJUJPOBM GPSNVMB <ƈ> TBZ  2 'FBU&YQ TVDI UIBU  = _k2K k 5IF MBTU SVMF
TJNQMZ SFQMBDFT #ǞǀT XJUI PSEJOBSZ ǞǀT XIPTF HVBSET BSF TUSFOHUIFO XJUI UIF GFBUVSF
NPEFM  UIVT UBLJOH JOUP BDDPVOU POMZ WBMJE DPOƐHVSBUJPOT K PG B GBNJMZ
` ࡎǞǀ ( ) s ࡎƚȘƇǞǀ † Ǟǀ ( ^) ɾǕƚȘ s ƚȀɯƚ ɯǺǞɔ

ƈ

/PUF UIBU XF PNJU UP XSJUF UIF FOWJSPONFOU JO SVMFT UIBU EP OPU VTF JU FYQMJDJUMZ FH
SVMFT ƈ Ɖ  -FU 0 = [] CF UIF FNQUZ FOWJSPONFOU -FU Rewr i t eɔɟƚɯƚɟʲƚ (ɔɟƚࡷɾ(s), 0 )
CF UIF ƐOBM USBOTGPSNFE QSPHSBN s0 PCUBJOFE GSPN UIF QSFUSBOTGPSNFE QSPHSBN
ɔɟƚࡷɾ(s) CZ BQQMZJOH UIF SVMFT ƅ ď Ƈ BOE UIFO UIF SVMF ƈ  5IF GPMMPXJOH SFTVMU
TIPXT UIBU UIF TFU PG ƐOBM BOTXFST GSPN UFSNJOBUJOH DPNQVUBUJPOT PG s0 DPJODJEFT XJUI
UIF VOJPO PG ƐOBM BOTXFST GSPN UFSNJOBUJOH DPNQVUBUJPOT PG BMM WBSJBOUT GSPN s
S
5IFPSFN Ƅ -FU s0 = Rewr i t eɛɥƝɵƝɥʴƝ (ɛɥƝʂ(s), 0 ) 8F IBWF [[s0 ]] = k2K [[⇡k (s)]]
1SPPG 'JSTU XF TIPX UIBU Rewr i t eɔɟƚɯƚɟʲƚ (ɔɟƚࡷɾ(s), 0 ) UFSNJOBUFT 5IJT JT EVF UP UIF
GBDU UIF OVNCFS PG ǞǀT JO ɔɟƚࡷɾ(s JT ƐOJUF BOE CZ JUFSBUJWFMZ BQQMZJOH SVMFT ƅ ď Ƈ XF
FMJNJOBUF BMM ࡎǞǀ ( ) ʲŏɟ ʾࡇࣣn ǞȘ ࡎƚȘƇǞǀ s XIFSFBT CZ BQQMZJOH SVMF ƈ BGUFSXBSET XF
FMJNJOBUF BMM ࡎǞǀ ( ) s ࡎƚȘƇǞǀ 4VCTFRVFOUMZ GPS FBDI SVMF ƅ ď Ƈ BOE ƈ UIF BCPWF
SFTVMU DBO CF QSPWFE CZ TUSVDUVSBM JOEVDUJPO

8F OPX QSFTFOU BO PQUJNJ[BUJPO SVMF XIJDI JT BQQMJFE CFGPSF UIF SVMFT ƅ ď ƈ GPS
FMJNJOBUJOH ǞǀT 5IF DPSSFDUOFTT PG PVS USBOTGPSNBUJPO EPFT OPU EFQFOE PO JU CVU XF
DBO VTF JU GPS BDIJFWJOH GBTUFS DPOWFSHFODF BOE TNBMMFS USBOTGPSNFE QSPHSBNT *O PVS
JNQMFNFOUBUJPO XF VTF NBOZ TVDI PQUJNJ[BUJPO SVMFT
bʕŏɟƇ ǞȘȀǞȘǞȘǃࡏ

5IJT SVMF DPMMBQTFT UXP TFRVFOUJBMMZ DPNQPTFE #ǞǀT XJUI NVUVBMMZ
FYDMVTJWF QSFTFODF DPOEJUJPOT 0 BOE 1 JF 0 ^ 1 ⌘ GBMTF UIBU DPOEJUJPOBMMZ
FOBCMF UIF TBNF TUBUFNFOU s JOUP POF #Ǟǀ UIBU DPOEJUJPOBMMZ FOBCMFT s
` ࡎǞǀ (

0)

s ࡎƚȘƇǞǀ; ࡎǞǀ (

1)

s ࡎƚȘƇǞǀ † ࡎǞǀ (

0

_

1)

s ࡎƚȘƇǞǀ

Ɖ

&YBNQMF ƅ 8F QSFTFOU UIF USBOTGPSNBUJPO SVMFT PO B QSPHSBN GBNJMZ XJUI F = {A, B}
BOE K = {A ^ B, A ^ ¬B, ¬A ^ B, ¬A ^ ¬B}
ࡼǦǅ (A) ʴŒɥ ˀࡩय2 ǦȠ ࡼƝȠƊǦǅ ࡼǦǅ (¬A) ʴŒɥ ˀࡩय5 ǦȠ ࡼƝȠƊǦǅ ࡼǦǅ (B) ˁࡩयˀ ࡼƝȠƊǦǅ,

0

(1)

† ʴŒɥ ˀ1 ࡩय2 ǦȠ ࡼǦǅ (¬A) ʴŒɥ ˀࡩय5 ǦȠ ࡼƝȠƊǦǅ ࡼǦǅ (B) ˁࡩयˀ ࡼƝȠƊǦǅ, [(ˀ, A) 7! ˀ1 ]
(1)

† ʴŒɥ ˀ1 ࡩय2 ǦȠ ʴŒɥ ˀ2 ࡩय5 ǦȠ ࡼǦǅ (B) ˁࡩयˀ ࡼƝȠƊǦǅ, [(ˀ, A) 7! ˀ1 , (ˀ, ¬A) 7! ˀ2 ]
(2.2)

† ʴŒɥ ˀ1 ࡩय2 ǦȠ ʴŒɥ ˀ2 ࡩय5 ǦȠ ࡼǦǅ (B) ࡼǦǅ (A) ˁࡩयˀ1 ࡵ ࡼƝȠƊǦǅࡼǦǅ (¬A) ˁࡩयˀ2 ࡼƝȠƊǦǅ ࡼƝȠƊǦǅ

(4)

† ʴŒɥ ˀ1 ࡩय2 ǦȠ ʴŒɥ ˀ2 ࡩय5 ǦȠ Ǧǅ (B) ʂǛƝȠ Ǧǅ (A) ʂǛƝȠ ˁࡩयˀ1 ƝȈɵƝ ɵȂǦɛ ;
Ǧǅ (¬A) ʂǛƝȠ ˁࡩयˀ2 ƝȈɵƝ ɵȂǦɛ ; ƝȈɵƝ ɵȂǦɛ
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߫

vȒɔȀƚȒƚȘɾŏɾǞȩȘ

8F IBWF EFWFMPQFE B UPPM DBMMFE $ 3ħĥıİĨīĩķĴģĶıĴ XIJDI JNQMFNFOUT WBSJBCJMJUZ
SFMBUFE USBOTGPSNBUJPOT GPS UIF $ MBOHVBHF "MM USBOTGPSNBUJPOT BSF JNQMFNFOUFE VTJOH
9UFOE Ɔ  5IF $ 3ħĥıİĨīĩķĴģĶıĴ UPPM JT BWBJMBCMF GSPN ǕɾɾɔɯࡇࡕࡕǃǞɾǕʕųࡏżȩȒࡕȒȩƇƚȀɯࡷ
ɾƚŏȒࡕżࡷɟƚżȩȘǀǞǃʕɟŏɾȩɟ *U DBMMT WBSJBCJMJUZBXBSF QBSTFS 4ķĲħĴ$ <ƆƄ> UP QBSTF DPEF XJUI
QSFQSPDFTTPS BOOPUBUJPOT XIJDI VTFT #JOBSZ %FDJTJPO %JBHSBNT #%%ēT GPS FODPEJOH
GFBUVSF FYQSFTTJPOT BOE GPS EFDJTJPOT EVSJOH UIF QBSTJOH QSPDFTT 4ķĲħĴ$ SFUVSOT BO
"45 XJUI WBSJBCJMJUZ JO XIJDI WBSJBCJMJUZ JT SFƑFDUFE XJUI DIPJDF OPEFT PWFS GFBUVSF
FYQSFTTJPOT *O QBSUJDVMBS B DIPJDF OPEF JT B OPEF XJUI UXP DIJMESFO TVDI UIBU UIF
MFGU DIJME PG UIF DIPJDF OPEF JT JODMVEFE JO UIF SFTVMU PG UIPTF DPOƐHVSBUJPOT GPS XIJDI
UIF HJWFO GFBUVSF FYQSFTTJPO JT TBUJTƐFE PUIFSXJTF UIF SJHIU DIJME PG UIF DIPJDF OPEF
JT JODMVEFE JO UIF QBSTJOH SFTVMU XIFO UIF GFBUVSF FYQSFTTJPO JT OPU TBUJTƐFE 8F BQQMZ
PVS WBSJBCJMJUZSFMBUFE USBOTGPSNBUJPO SVMFT BT EFTDSJCFE JO 4FDUJPO ƈ PO "45ēT XJUI
WBSJBCJMJUZ PCUBJOJOH BO PSEJOBSZ "45 XIJDI JT TVCTFRVFOUMZ USBOTMBUFE JOUP B TJOHMF
$ QSPHSBN 4JODF *.1 JT B TVCTFU PG $ BMM SFXSJUJOHT EFTDSJCFE JO 4FDUJPO ƈ USBOTGFS
EJSFDUMZ UP $ 8F OPX EJTDVTT IPX B TFMFDUJPO PG PUIFS JOUFSFTUJOH $ DPOTUSVDUT XIJDI
BSF OPU QSFTFOU JO *.1 BSF IBOEMFE CZ PVS UPPM
7BSJBCMFT EFDMBSFE XJUI PQUJPOBM UZQFT BSF WFSZ DPNNPO JO $ 'PS FYBNQMF XF IBWF
YCJU JOUFHFST PO YCJU NBDIJOFT 8F IBOEMF UIFN JO B TJNJMBS XBZ BT DPOƐHVSBCMF
WBSJBCMF EFDMBSBUJPOT JO SVMFT ƅ ď Ƈ  'JSTU XF SFOBNF BOE EVQMJDBUF UIF WBSJBCMF
EFDMBSBUJPO UIFO BU FBDI QPJOU XIFSF UIF WBSJBCMF JT VTFE XF USBOTGPSN UIF DPEF TVDI
UIBU UIF VTFE WBSJBCMF SFGFST UP UIF DPSSFDU DPOƐHVSBUJPO OBNF 'PS FYBNQMF
ࡎǞǀ (A) ǞȘɾ ࡎƚȀɯƚ ˚ȩŏɾ ࡎƚȘƇǞǀ ʾࣣ0;
ʾ ࣣ ʾࣱߧ;

XJMM CF USBOTGPSNFE JOUP
ǞȘɾ ʾ1 = 0; ˚ȩŏɾ ʾ2 = 0;

ࡎǞǀ (A) ʾ1 = ʾ1 ࣱߧ; ࡎƚȀɯƚ ʾ2 = ʾ2 ࣱߧ; ࡎƚȘƇǞǀ

/PUF UIBU JG PQUJPOBM MPDBM WBSJBCMFT BSF JOJUJBMJ[FE CZ OPODPOTUBOU FYQSFTTJPOT UIFO XF
TQMJU UIFJS USBOTGPSNBUJPO JOUP UXP QBSUT EFDMBSBUJPO XIJDI JT QFSGPSNFE CZ SFOBNJOH
BOE EVQMJDBUJPO GPMMPXFE CZ JOJUJBMJ[BUJPO XIFSF BMM PQUJPOBM WBSJBCMFT SFGFS UP UIF
DPSSFDU DPOƐHVSBUJPO
0QUJPOBM DPOƐHVSBCMF EFƐOFE GVODUJPOT BSF JNQPSUBOU TJODF BMM TUBUFNFOUT JO $
BSF JOTJEF TPNF GVODUJPO *G DPOEJUJPOBMMZ EFƐOFE DPEF PDDVST JO UIF GVODUJPO CPEZ
UIFO JU XJMM CF USBOTGPSNFE VTJOH UIF DPSSFTQPOEJOH SVMFT 'PS FYBNQMF
ǞȘɾ f (ǞȘɾ ʾ) {ɟƚɾʕɟȘ ࡎǞǀ (A) ʾࣱࣱ ࡎƚȀɯƚ 0 ࡎƚȘƇǞǀ; }

XJMM CF USBOTGPSNFE JOUP
ǞȘɾ f (ǞȘɾ ʾ) {ɟƚɾʕɟȘ A? ʾࣱࣱ : 0; }
Ɔ

ǕɾɾɔࡇࡕࡕʶʶʶࡏƚżȀǞɔɯƚࡏȩɟǃࡕʾɾƚȘƇࡕ
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*G UIF GVODUJPO TJHOBUVSF JT DPOƐHVSBCMF UIFO XF VTF SFOBNJOH QMVT EVQMJDBUJPO
BT JO SVMFT ƅ ď Ƈ GPS IBOEMJOH DPOƐHVSBCMF WBSJBCMF EFDMBSBUJPOT 'PS FYBNQMF UIF
DPEF
ǞȘɾ f (ࡎǞǀ (A) ǞȘɾ ࡎƚȀɯƚ ˚ȩŏɾ ࡎƚȘƇǞǀ ʾ) {. . .}

. . . f (5) . . .

XJMM CF USBOTGPSNFE JOUP
ǞȘɾ f1 (ǞȘɾ ʾ) {. . .}

ǞȘɾ f2 (˚ȩŏɾ ʾ) {. . .}

. . . ࡎǞǀ (A) f1 (5) ࡎƚȀɯƚ f2 (5) ࡎƚȘƇǞǀ . . .

"SSBZT XJUI PQUJPOBM TJ[F BSF BMTP QPTTJCMF JO SFBMXPSME $ QSPHSBNT 5IFZ VTVBMMZ
FNFSHF WJB DPOTUBOU NBDSPT XJUI DPOEJUJPOBM EFƐOJUJPOT 'PS FYBNQMF UIF DPEF
ǞȘɾ ŏࡎǞǀ (A) 10 ࡎƚȀɯƚ 15 ࡎƚȘƇǞǀ ࡠ;
ŏ[5] = 0;

XJMM CF USBOTGPSNFE JOUP
ǞȘɾ ŏ1 [10]; ǞȘɾ ŏ2 [15];

ࡎǞǀ (A) ŏ1 [5] = 0; ࡎƚȀɯƚ ŏ2 [5] = 0; ࡎƚȘƇǞǀ

"MM PUIFS WBSJBCJMJUZ QBUUFSOT UIBU XF NFU JO PVS FYBNQMFT TVDI BT DPOƐHVSBCMF
ƐFMET JO ɯɾɟʕżɾT BOE QPJOUFST BSF BMTP IBOEMFE TJNJMBSMZ ƐSTU CZ VTJOH SFOBNJOH BOE
EVQMJDBUJPO UIFO CZ NPEJGZJOH BMM SFGFSFODFT UP UIF HJWFO QBUUFSO TVDI UIBU UIF VTF
BMXBZT SFGFST UP UIF DPSSFDU EFƐOJUJPO $POTJEFS UIF GPMMPXJOH DPEF XJUI QPJOUFST
ǞȘɾ ŏ = 10; ǞȘɾ ⇤ ɔ = &ŏ; ࡎǞǀ (A) ɔ = null; ࡎƚȘƇǞǀ (⇤ɔ)ࣱࣱ

XJMM CF USBOTGPSNFE JOUP
ǞȘɾ ŏ = 10; ǞȘɾ ⇤ ɔ = &ŏ; Ǟǀ (A) ɔ = null; (⇤ɔ)ࣱࣱ

)FODF XF PCUBJO B WBSJBCJMJUZ CVH XIFOFWFS UIF GFBUVSF A JT FOBCMFE
áƚȒŏɟǺࡏ

8F DBO TFF UIBU NPTU PG UIF WBSJBCJMJUZ QBUUFSOT BSF IBOEMFE VTJOH SFOBNJOH
QMVT EVQMJDBUJPO *O UIF XPSTU DBTF UIJT NBZ DBVTF FYQPOFOUJBM HSPXUI PG UIF USBOT
GPSNFE QSPHSBN JO UIF OVNCFS PG VTFE GFBUVSFT )PXFWFS JO QSBDUJDF UIJT EPFT OPU
IBQQFO PGUFO TFF 5BCMF Ƈ GPS TPNF EBUB GSPN SFBM ƐMFT  /BNFMZ WBSJBCJMJUZ QBUUFSOT
VTVBMMZ EFQFOE PO B GFX GFBUVSFT TP POMZ B GFX OFX EFƐOJUJPOT BSF VTFE "MTP XF BQQMZ
TFWFSBM PQUJNJ[BUJPO SVMFT XIJDI FMJNJOBUF BMM EFƐOJUJPOT UIBU EP OPU DPSSFTQPOE UP B
WBMJE DPOƐHVSBUJPO 'JOBMMZ UIF FWBMVBUJPO SFTVMUT JO 4FDUJPO Ɗ TIPX UIBU UIF BOBMZTJT
UJNF GPS TVDI USBOTGPSNFE QSPHSBNT JT DPNQBSBCMF UP TJOHMF QSPHSBNT 5IJT JT EVF UP
UIF GBDU UIBU USBOTGPSNFE QSPHSBNT BSF OPU JODSFBTFE TJHOJƐDBOUMZ BOE UIF BOBMZTJT
UPPMT XF VTF 'Ĵģįģ$ $Įģİĩ --#.$ BSF WFSZ PQUJNJ[FE BOE NBUVSF
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߬

CʲŏȀʕŏɾǞȩȘ

8F FWBMVBUF PVS SFDPOƐHVSBUJPO UFDIOJRVF CBTFE PO WBSJBCJMJUZ USBOTGPSNBUJPOT BOE
TJOHMFQSPHSBN WFSJƐDBUJPO PSBDMFT PO TFWFSBM SFBMXPSME $ DBTF TUVEJFT 5IF FWBMVBUJPO
BJNT UP TIPX UIBU XF DBO VTF TUBUFPGUIFBSU TJOHMFQSPHSBN WFSJƐDBUJPO UPPMT UP
WFSJGZ SFBMJTUJD $ QSPHSBN GBNJMJFT VTJOH WBSJBCJMJUZSFMBUFE USBOTGPSNBUJPOT 5P EP TP
XF BTL UIF GPMMPXJOH SFTFBSDI RVFTUJPOT
)PX QSFDJTF JT PVS UFDIOJRVF 32Ƅ
)PX FƒDJFOU JT UIF WFSJƐDBUJPO PSBDMF UP JEFOUJGZ WBSJBCJMJUZ CVHT BGUFS USBOTGPSNJOH
UIF DPEF VTJOH PVS UFDIOJRVF 32ƅ
*O QBSUJDVMBS XF XBOU UP SFQSPEVDF UIF WBSJBCJMJUZ CVHT SFQPSUFE JO <ƅ Ɔƌ> VTJOH WBSJPVT
WFSJƐDBUJPO PSBDMFT BQQMJFE PO USBOTGPSNFE QSPHSBNT XIJDI BSF PCUBJOFE VTJOH PVS
UPPM 8F VTF 'Ĵģįģ$ <ƆƋ> $Įģİĩ <ƍ> BOE --#.$ <ƇƄ> BT PVS WFSJƐDBUJPO PSBDMFT
'Ĵģįģ$ JT B GSBNFXPSL GPS NPEVMBS TUBUJD EBUBƑPX BOBMZTJT PG $ QSPHSBNT 5IF
$Įģİĩ QSPKFDU JODMVEFT UIF $MBOH DPNQJMFS GSPOUFOE BOE UIF $MBOH TUBUJD BOBMZ[FS GPS
TFWFSBM QSPHSBNNJOH MBOHVBHFT JODMVEJOH $ --#.$ UIF MPXMFWFM CPVOEFE NPEFM
DIFDLFS JT B TPGUXBSF NPEFM DIFDLJOH UPPM GPS ƐOEJOH CVHT JO $ QSPHSBNT
߬ࡏߧ ëʕųǲƚżɾ _ǞȀƚɯ ŏȘƇ CʾɔƚɟǞȒƚȘɾŏȀ ëƚɾʕɔ

"MM USBOTGPSNBUJPOT BSF BQQMJFE VTJOH UIF $ 3ħĥıİĨīĩķĴģĶıĴ UPPM BT EFTDSJCFE JO
4FDUJPO Ɖ 8F JOWFTUJHBUF QSFDJTJPO BOE QFSGPSNBODF JO ƐOEJOH SFBM WBSJBCJMJUZ CVHT
FYUSBDUFE GSPN UISFF CFODINBSLT -JOVY #VTZ#PY BOE -JCTTI *O QBSUJDVMBS XF VTF
TJNQMJƐFE CVHT GSPN UIF 7%#C Ƈ EBUBCBTF UIBU BSF GPVOE JO UIF -JOVY LFSOFM ƐMFT <ƅ>
BOE JO #VTZ#PY "CBM FU BM <ƅ> DSFBUFE B TJNQMJƐFE WFSTJPO PG B QSPHSBN GPS FBDI
CVH UIFZ GPVOE CZ DBQUVSJOH UIF TBNF FTTFOUJBM CFIBWJPS BOE UIF TBNF QSPCMFN
BT JO UIF PSJHJOBM CVH 4JNQMJƐFE CVHT BSF JOEFQFOEFOU PG UIF LFSOFM DPEF BOE UIF
DPSSFTQPOEJOH QSPHSBNT XFSF EFSJWFE TZTUFNBUJDBMMZ GSPN UIF FSSPS USBDF *O BEEJUJPO
XF VTF SFBM WBSJBCJMJUZ CVHT GSPN -JCTTI QSPWJEFE CZ .FEFJSPT FU BM <Ɔƌ>
5BCMF ƅ QSFTFOUT UIF DIBSBDUFSJTUJDT PG UIF TVCKFDU ƐMFT XF BOBMZ[FE JO PVS FNQJSJDBM
TUVEZ 8F MJTU UIF ƐMF JE CVH UZQF OVNCFS PG GFBUVSFT |F| OVNCFS PG WBMJE DPOƐHV
SBUJPOT |K| MJOFT PG DPEF UIF TJ[F JO ,# PG UIF ƐMFT CFGPSF XJUI ࡎǞǀƇƚǀT BOE BGUFS
XJUIPVU ࡎǞǀƇƚǀT PVS USBOTGPSNBUJPOT BOE DPNNJU IBTI DMJDLBCMF GPS FBDI QSPKFDU
5IJT DPMMFDUJPO DPOTJTUT PG B EJWFSTF TFU PG CVH UZQFT TVDI BT OVMM QPJOUFS EFSFGFSFODFT
CVƏFS PWFSƑPX BOE VOJOJUJBMJ[FE WBSJBCMF *O UPUBM XF IBWF ƅƅ EJTUJODU LJOET PG CVHT
5IF OVNCFS PG GFBUVSFT QFS ƐMF WBSJFT GSPN POF UP TFWFO *O BEEJUJPO UIF OVNCFS PG
MJOFT PG DPEF SBOHFT GSPN ƅƆ UP ƅƊƉ GPS UIF TJNQMJƐFE ƐMFT GSPN 7#%C BOE GSPN ƅƈƄƈ
UP ƆƍƉƍ GPS SFBM ƐMFT GSPN -JCTTI  "GUFS UIF USBOTGPSNBUJPO UIF CJHHFTU JODSFBTF JO
TJ[F PG BMNPTU ƌ UJNFT DBO CF PCTFSWFE GPS ĨīĮħ īĦ Ƌ 5IJT JT EVF UP UIF GBDU UIBU UIJT
ƐMF IBT TFWFO EJƏFSFOU GFBUVSFT BOE TFWFSBM WBSJBCJMJUZ QBUUFSOT UIBU EFQFOE PO UIFN
*O NPTU PG UIF PUIFS DBTFT UIF TJ[F JODSFBTF JT OPU WFSZ CJH

Ƈ

Ǖɾɾɔࡇࡕࡕģ$4ųࡏǞɾʕࡏƇǺ
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'īĮħ
īĦ

#ķĩ ĶĻĲħ

7#%Ĥ -īİķĺ ĨīĮħĵ
ƅ
OVMM QPJOUFS EFSFG
Ɔ
OVMM QPJOUFS EFSFG
Ƈ
OVMM QPJOUFS EFSFG
ƈ
OVMM QPJOUFS EFSFG
Ɖ
CVƏFS PWFSƑPX
Ɗ
CVƏFS PWFSƑPX
Ƌ
SFBE PVU PG CPVOET
ƌ
VOJOJUJBMJ[FE WBS
ƍ
VOJOJUJBMJ[FE WBS
ƅƄ
VOJOJUJBMJ[FE WBS
ƅƅ
VOJOJUJBMJ[FE WBS
ƅƆ
VOJOJUJBMJ[FE WBS
ƅƇ
VOEFƐOFE TZNCPM
ƅƈ
VOEFƐOFE TZNCPM
ƅƉ
VOEFƐOFE TZNCPM
ƅƊ
VOEFƐOFE TZNCPM
ƅƋ
VOEFDMBSFE JEFOUJƐFS
ƅƌ
VOEFDMBSFE JEFOUJƐFS
ƅƍ
XSPOH  PG BSHT
ƆƄ
NVMUJQMF GVODU EFGT
Ɔƅ
EFBE DPEF
ƆƆ
JODPNQBUJCMF UZQF
ƆƇ
BTTFSUJPO WJPMBUJPO
Ɔƈ
BTTFSUJPO WJPMBUJPO
ƆƉ
BTTFSUJPO WJPMBUJPO
7#%Ĥ #ķĵĻ#ıĺ ĨīĮħĵ
ƆƊ
OVMM QPJOUFS EFSFG
ƆƋ
OVMM QPJOUFS EFSFG
Ɔƌ
VOJOJUJBMJ[FE WBS
Ɔƍ
VOEFƐOFE TZNCPM
ƇƄ
VOEFƐOFE TZNCPM
Ƈƅ
VOEFDMBSFE JEFOUJƐFS
ƇƆ
VOEFDMBSFE JEFOUJƐFS
ƇƇ
JODPNQBUJCMF UZQF
3ħģĮ -īĤĵĵĪ ĨīĮħĵ
Ƈƈ
OVMM QPJOUFS EFSFG
ƇƉ
OVMM QPJOUFS EFSFG
ƇƊ
VOJOJUJBMJ[FE WBS

|F|

|K|

-0$

Ɖ
Ƈ
ƈ
Ƈ
ƅ
ƅ
Ƌ
Ɔ
ƅ
ƅ
Ɔ
Ɔ
ƈ
Ɔ
Ɔ
Ɔ
Ƈ
Ɔ
ƅ
Ɔ
ƅ
Ɔ
Ɔ
Ɔ
Ɔ

Ɔƈ
Ɗ
ƌ
Ɗ
Ɔ
Ɔ
ƊƇ
ƈ
Ɔ
Ɔ
ƈ
ƈ
ƅƈ
ƈ
ƈ
ƈ
ƌ
ƈ
Ɔ
ƈ
Ɔ
ƈ
ƈ
ƈ
ƈ

ƅ
Ɔ
Ɔ
ƅ
Ɔ
ƅ
ƅ
Ƈ
Ɗ
ƈ
Ƈ

4īļħ ,#
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CFGPSF

BGUFS

ƅƊƉ
ƅƅƆ
ƉƉ
Ƈƈ
Ɖƌ
ƇƇ
Ɗƍ
Ɖƈ
Ɖƈ
ƉƇ
Ƈƌ
ƆƊ
ƆƉ
ƆƄ
ƆƄ
ƅƍ
ƇƋ
ƆƄ
ƅƆ
Ɔƅ
ƅƍ
ƆƋ
Ƌƍ
ƋƉ
ƈƅ

Ɔƍ
ƅƍ
Ƅƍ
ƄƉ
ƅƄ
ƄƊ
ƅƅ
Ƅƌ
ƅƄ
Ƅƌ
Ƅƍ
ƄƇ
Ƅƈ
ƄƇ
ƄƇ
ƄƇ
ƄƊ
ƄƇ
ƄƆ
ƄƇ
ƄƆ
Ƅƈ
ƅƉ
ƅƅ
ƄƊ

ƈƇ
ƆƉ
ƅƄ
ƄƊ
ƅƆ
ƄƋ
ƌƈ
ƅƄ
ƅƅ
ƅƄ
ƅƆ
ƄƉ
ƄƊ
ƄƉ
ƄƉ
ƄƉ
ƅƄ
Ƅƈ
Ƅƈ
Ƅƌ
ƄƇ
ƄƋ
ƅƌ
ƅƆ
ƄƋ

ƋƊCBFFC
GƋBCƍCƈ
FFƇGƇƈF
ƊƆƉƆƉƈƋ
ƌDƌƆƍƊƆ
ƊƄFƆƇƇB
ƄGƌGƌƄƍ
ƋBDGƊDE
CDƌDFDƄ
ƇƄFƄƉƇƆ
ƅDƅƋFƈE
FƇƍƇƊƇB
ƋDƊƄƈƌC
ƆGƄƆDƅƉ
ƊƉƅƉFƈƌ
ƆƈƆGƅBƇ
ƊƊƉƅƋƍƅ
GƈƌFDƅE
FƊƋCDƉƅ
FƊƌCCƍƅ
ƌƄƍFƊƊƄ
EƊDƋFƅƅ
ƊƇƌƋƌBD
ƊƉƋFƍƊƈ
ƄƍƌƌDƈD

Ɔ
ƈ
ƈ
Ɔ
ƈ
Ɔ
Ɔ
ƌ

Ɔƌ
Ɔƈ
Ɔƌ
ƈƆ
ƆƋ
ƇƉ
ƅƍ
ƈƊ

Ƅƈ
Ƅƈ
Ƅƈ
Ƅƌ
Ƅƈ
ƄƉ
ƄƇ
Ƅƍ

ƄƋ
ƄƊ
ƄƋ
Ƅƍ
ƄƊ
Ƅƌ
Ƅƈ
ƅƉ

ƅƍƍƉƄƅG
ƅCƈƌƋFB
CƆƋƇEƊƊ
DGƅGƆBD
FCFFƇƄƅ
ƉƆƋƉCƅF
CƋFCDƊƅ
ƉDEƊƈƊƅ

ƈƌ
ƈ
ƈ

ƅƈƄƈ
ƅƈƆƌ
ƆƍƉƍ

Ƈƈƌ
ƈƈƅ
ƋƆƈ

ƇƆƊ
Ƈƅƍ
ƋƋƊ

ƄBƈFBƅƍ
GBECFƌƄ
ƆBƅƄƄƅƍ
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'Ĵģįģ$
īĦ
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ZO UJNF

ZO UJNF

UJNF

7#%Ĥ -īİķĺ ĨīĮħĵ
ƅ
Ɔ
Ƈ
ƈ
Ɖ
Ɗ
Ƌ
ƌ
ƍ
ƅƄ
ƅƅ
ƅƆ
ƅƇ
ƅƈ
ƅƉ
ƅƊ
ƅƋ
ƅƌ
ƅƍ
ƆƄ
Ɔƅ

ÿ
ÿ
ÿ
ÿ
ÿ
ÿ
ÿ
ÿ
ÿ
ÿ
ÿ
ÿ
ÿ
ÿ
ÿ
ÿ
ÿ
ÿ
ÿ
ÿ
ÿ

Ɔƅƌ
ƆƆƄ
ƆƅƉ
Ɔƅƌ
Ɔƅƌ
ƆƅƇ
Ɔƅƌ
Ɔƈƅ
ƆƆƈ
ƆƅƊ
ƆƇƈ
ƆƅƊ
ƆƇƍ
ƆƇƋ
ƆƆƈ
ƆƅƇ
ƆƅƊ
ƆƅƄ
ƆƅƄ
ƆƅƇ
ƆƇƍ

ÿ
ÿ

ʾ

ÿ
ÿ
ÿ
ÿ
ÿ
ÿ
JOD
ÿ
JOD
ÿ
ÿ
ÿ
ÿ
ÿ
ÿ
ÿ

ʾ
ʾ

ƆƇƉ
ƆƆƉ
ƆƇƊ
ƆƆƈ
ƆƆƋ
ƆƆƋ
ƆƆƉ
ƆƉƄ
ƆƇƄ
ƆƆƈ
ƆƆƈ
ƆƆƋ
Ɔƈƌ
Ɔƈƈ
Ɔƈƌ
ƆƆƆ
ƆƇƄ
ƆƆƈ
ƆƆƈ
ƆƆƌ
ƆƈƄ

ƉƊƄƆ
ƅƇƍƈ
ƅƍƅƌ
ƅƇƋƍ
ƈƌƌ
ƈƊƇ
ƅƈƇƌƅ
ƍƅƌ
ƈƊƆ
ƈƊƄ
ƍƅƋ
ƍƅƈ
Ƈƅƍƈ
ƍƄƉ
ƍƄƊ
ƍƅƄ
ƇƌƆƇ
ƍƄƅ
ƈƉƆ
ƍƄƋ
ƈƉƌ

$Įģİĩ--#.$
īĦ

ZFTOP UJNF ZFTOP UJNF UJNF
7#%Ĥ -īİķĺ ĨīĮħĵ
ƆƆ
ƆƇ
Ɔƈ
ƆƉ

ÿ
ÿ
ÿ
ÿ
ÿ
ÿ
ÿ

ƆƇƄ
ƆƆƈ
ƆƇƋ
ƆƇƄ
ƆƇƅ
ƆƆƄ
ƆƅƊ

ÿ
ÿ
JOD
ÿ
ÿ
ÿ
ÿ

ƆƇƈ
ƆƇƈ
ƆƇƋ
ƆƇƊ
ƆƆƌ
ƆƆƌ
ƆƆƈ

ƈƌƈ
ƍƉƍ
ƍƉƋ
ƈƌƅ
ƍƊƌ
ƈƌƊ
ƈƋƋ

ÿ
ÿ
ÿ
ÿ

Ɔƅ
ƈ
Ƈ
Ƈ

ÿ
ÿ
ÿ
ÿ

ƆƇ
ƅƄ
Ƌ
Ɖ

ƍƅ
ƅƄ
ƅƅ
ƌ

Ƈƅ

ƆƆƆ

7#%Ĥ #ķĵĻ#ıĺ ĨīĮħĵ
ƇƇ

ÿ

ƆƋ

ÿ

ų 7#%Ĥ ĨīĮħĵ VTJOH $Įģİĩ ƐMFT ƆƆ BOE

ƇƇ BOE --#.$ ƐMFT ƆƇ Ɔƈ BOE ƆƉ 
$Įģİĩ--#.$
īĦ

ĤķĩĩĻ ĸģĴīģİĶĴħĥıİĨīĩķĴħĦ ģĮĮ

ZFTOP UJNF ZFTOP UJNF UJNF
Ƈƈ
ƇƉ
ƇƊ

7#%Ĥ #ķĵĻ#ıĺ ĨīĮħĵ
ƆƊ
ƆƋ
Ɔƌ
Ɔƍ
ƇƄ
Ƈƅ
ƇƆ

ĤķĩĩĻ ĸģĴīģİĶĴħĥıİĨīĩķĴħĦ ģĮĮ

ÿ
ÿ
ÿ

ƅƉƆƊ
ƅƉƍƅ
ƅƅƆ

ÿ
ÿ
ÿ

ƅƋƄƆ ƅƋƄƆƍ
ƅƌƄƈ ƉƍƅƋ
ƅƈƈ ƈƈƌ

ż -īĤĵĵĪ ƐMFT VTJOH $Įģİĩ ƐMF ƇƊ BOE

--#.$ ƐMFT Ƈƈ BOE ƇƉ 

ŏ 7#%Ĥ ĨīĮħĵ VTJOH 'Ĵģįģ$
÷ŏųȀƚ ߨ 7FSJƐDBUJPO SFTVMUT GPS UIF CFODINBSL ƐMFT 5JNFT JO NJMMJTFDPOET NT 

"MM FYQFSJNFOUT XFSF FYFDVUFE PO B ,VCVOUV 7. ƊƈCJU ƈ $16T *OUFM® $PSF T M JƋ
ƇƋƆƄ2. $16 SVOOJOH BU ƆƊ()[ XJUI ƅƆ(# 3". NFNPSZ 5IF QFSGPSNBODF OVNCFST
SFQPSUFE DPOTUJUVUF UIF NFEJBO SVOUJNF PG ƐGUZ JOEFQFOEFOU FYFDVUJPOT
߬ࡏߨ áƚɯʕȀɾɯ

8F OPX QSFTFOU UIF SFTVMUT PG PVS FNQJSJDBM TUVEZ BOE EJTDVTT UIF JNQMJDBUJPOT
"MM FYQFSJNFOU NBUFSJBMT BSF BWBJMBCMF POMJOF BU ǕɾɾɔɯࡇࡕࡕǃǞɾǕʕųࡏżȩȒࡕȒȩƇƚȀɯࡷɾƚŏȒࡕżࡷ
ɟƚżȩȘǀǞǃʕɟŏɾȩɟࡷɾƚɯɾ #FGPSF XF QSPDFFE XF TUSFTT UIBU XF POMZ FWBMVBUF CVHT UIBU BSF
EFUFDUBCMF CZ UIF WFSJƐDBUJPO UPPMT PO UIF FSSPOFPVT WBSJBOU DPEF
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5BCMF ƆB TIPXT UIF SFTVMUT PG WFSJGZJOH PVS CFODINBSL ƐMFT XIJDI
DPOUBJO LOPXO CVHT CZ VTJOH 'Ĵģįģ$ 5IF UBCMF IBT UISFF NBJO DPMVNOT ĤķĩĩĻ
ĸģĴīģİĶ ĴħĥıİĨīĩķĴħĦ BOE ģĮĮ UIBU EFQJDU UIF UPPM SFTVMUT PO UIF CVHHZ WBSJBOU
DPEF PO UIF SFDPOƐHVSFE QSPHSBN GBNJMZ DPEF BOE PO BMM WBMJE WBSJBOUT GSPN K
BOBMZ[FE POF CZ POF JO B CSVUF GPSDF GBTIJPO SFTQFDUJWFMZ &BDI DIFDLNBSL ÿ
NFBOT UIBU UIF TBNF CVH XBT GPVOE JO CPUI UIF CVHHZ WBSJBOU BOE SFDPOƐHVSFE
QSPHSBN CZ UIF WFSJƐDBUJPO UPPM 0UIFSXJTF UIF SFTVMU JT FJUIFS ˀ ĐCVH OPU GPVOE
JO UIF SFDPOƐHVSFE QSPHSBN PS JODĐJODPODMVTJWF XIJDI NFBOT UIBU 'Ĵģįģ$ XBT
BCMF UP EFUFDU B CVH JO UIF SFDPOƐHVSFE QSPHSBN UIBU JT EJƏFSFOU GSPN UIF CVH JO UIF
QSPEVDU WBSJBOU *O UIF DBTF PG CSVUF GPSDF BQQSPBDI ģĮĮ XF DPOTJEFS UIF BOBMZTFT
UJNFT PG BMM WBMJE WBSJBOUT SFHBSEMFTT PG XIFUIFS UIFZ DPOUBJO B CVH PS OPU
*O UFSNT PG QSFDJTJPO PVS $ 3ħĥıİĨīĩķĴģĶıĴ UPPM USBOTGPSNT UIF GBNJMZ DPEF CZ
QSFTFSWJOH UIF FSSPOFPVT USBDFT GSPN UIF CVHHZ WBSJBOU JO NPTU DBTFT 'PS JOTUBODF
'Ĵģįģ$ DPVME EFUFDU ƆƆ Ƌƌ CVHT GSPN UIF TJNQMJƐFE CFODINBSL ƐMFT Ɔƌ JO UPUBM
BGUFS SFDPOƐHVSJOH UIF ƐMFT VTJOH PVS UPPM #FTJEFT UIBU UIF $ 3ħĥıİĨīĩķĴģĶıĴ
QSFTFSWFT B WBSJFUZ PG CVH UZQFT TVDI BT CVƏFS PWFSƑPX BOE VOJOJUJBMJ[FE WBSJBCMF
4UJMM GPS EJƏFSFOU UZQFT PG CVHT UIF TVDDFTT SBUF EFQFOET PO UIF UPPM XIJDI NBZ PS
NBZ OPU EFUFDU UIFN 'PS FYBNQMF PVS UFDIOJRVF JT BCMF UP USBOTGPSN B ƐMF DPOUBJOJOH
B NFNPSZ MFBL FSSPS CVU 'Ĵģįģ$ EPFT OPU IBWF BOZ BOBMZTJT UP JEFOUJGZ JU
*O UISFF TQFDJƐD DBTFT DG ĨīĮħ īĦĵ ƅƄ ƅƆ BOE Ɔƌ 'Ĵģįģ$ EJE OPU SFQPSU UIF
PSJHJOBM CVH BT BO FSSPS CVU JU EJE EFUFDU UIBU TPNF WBSJBCMF NJHIU CF VOJOJUJBMJ[FE
JO TPNF DPOEJUJPOT 5IJT IBQQFOT CFDBVTF 'Ĵģįģ$ QFSGPSNT B NBZ WBMVF BOBMZTJT
GPS ƐOEJOH VOJOJUJBMJ[FE WBSJBCMFT " NBZ BOBMZTJT EFTDSJCFT JOGPSNBUJPO UIBU NBZ
QPTTJCMZ CF USVF BMPOH POF QBUI UP UIF HJWFO QSPHSBN QPJOU BOE UIVT JO PVS DBTF
DPNQVUFT B TVQFSTFU PG BMM VOJOJUJBMJ[FE WBSJBCMFT JO BMM WBSJBOUT 4P UIF SFQPSUFE
WBSJBCMF NBZ OPU NBUDI XJUI UIF POF JO UIF CVHHZ WBSJBOU 8F NBSLFE UIFTF UISFF
DBTFT BT JODĐJODPODMVTJWF JO UIF UBCMF 4UJMM UIF WFSJƐDBUJPO PSBDMF SFQPSUT UIBU UIFSF
NJHIU CF BO FSSPS JO UIF SFDPOƐHVSFE DPEF
*O BEEJUJPO UIF WFSJƐDBUJPO UPPM DPVME OPU JEFOUJGZ UIF SFRVJSFE CVH JO UIF SFDPO
ƐHVSFE ƐMF JO UISFF DBTFT DG ĨīĮħ īĦĵ Ƈ ƆƄ BOE Ɔƅ  'PS FYBNQMF ƐMF Ɔƅ DPOUBJOT
EFBE DPEF XIJDI JT B GVODUJPO Ƈȩ࡙ɯƚżɾ࡙ǀŏʕȀɾ UIBU JT OFWFS DBMMFE XIFO GFBUVSF
á JT FOBCMFE TFF UIF DPEF TOJQQFU JO 'JH ƈ MFGU DPMVNO  5IF $ 3ħĥıİĨīĩķĴģĶıĴ
USBOTGPSNT UIF DPEF CZ DIBOHJOH UIF ࡎǞǀƇƚǀ JOUP PSEJOBSZ Ǟǀ DPOEJUJPO NBLJOH UIF
GVODUJPO BWBJMBCMF GPS UIF USBOTGPSNFE TJOHMF QSPHSBN JF UIF GVODUJPO JT OPU EFBE
BOZ NPSF BT TIPXO JO UIF DPEF TOJQQFU JO 'JH ƈ SJHIU DPMVNO  5IF PUIFS UXP DBTFT
BSF TJNJMBS UP UIJT POF JO UIF TFOTF UIBU UIF $ 3ħĥıİĨīĩķĴģĶıĴ NBLFT GFBUVSF DPEF
FYQMJDJU UP UIF FOUJSF QSPHSBN GBNJMZ
(FOFSBMMZ TQFBLJOH JG POF WBSJBOU EPFT OPU VTF B WBSJBCMFGVODUJPO CVU BOPUIFS
EPFT UIFO UIF SFDPOƐHVSFE DPEF XJMM VTF UIF WBSJBCMFGVODUJPO BOE UIF FSSPS XJMM CF
IJEEFO MJLF JO UIF FYBNQMF BCPWF  5IJT IBQQFOT EVF UP UIF MJNJUBUJPOT PG WBSJBCJMJUZ
FODPEJOH FTQFDJBMMZ CFDBVTF XF DBOOPU QSFQSPDFTT UIF SFDPOƐHVSFE DPEF UP ƐMUFS PVU
UIF JSSFMFWBOU GFBUVSFT GPS B QBSUJDVMBS WBSJBOU *O B SFDPOƐHVSFE DPEF BMM WBSJBOUT BSF
FODPEFE BT B TJOHMF QSPHSBN TFF 4FDUJPO Ɗƈ GPS NPSF EJTDVTTJPO 
8F OPX DPOTJEFS UIF SFNBJOJOH TJNQMJƐFE ƐMFT 8F VTF $Įģİĩ BOE --#.$ UP
BOBMZ[F POMZ UIF PUIFS UZQFT PG CVHT JODPNQBUJCMF UZQF BOE BTTFSUJPO WJPMBUJPO UIBU
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ǞȘɾ Ƈȩ࡙ɯƚżɾ࡙ǀŏʕȀɾ(){
ɟƚɾʕɟȘ ߦ;

ǞȘɾ Ƈȩ࡙ɯƚżɾ࡙ǀŏʕȀɾ(){
ɟƚɾʕɟȘ ߦ;

}
ǞȘɾ ȒŏǞȘ(){
ࡎǞǀȘƇƚǀ á
Ƈȩ࡙ɯƚżɾ࡙ǀŏʕȀɾ();
ࡎƚȘƇǞǀ
ɟƚɾʕɟȘ ߦ;
}

}
ǞȘɾ ȒŏǞȘ(){
Ǟǀ ࡋ á
Ƈȩ࡙ɯƚżɾ࡙ǀŏʕȀɾ();
ɟƚɾʕɟȘ ߦ;

}

_Ǟǃʕɟƚ ߪ 'JMF Ɔƅ  #FGPSF MFGU BOE BGUFS SJHIU PVS USBOTGPSNBUJPOT

'Ĵģįģ$ DBOOPU IBOEMF 8F USFBU $Įģİĩ--#.$ BT POF WFSJƐDBUJPO PSBDMF TJODF XF
ƐSTU OFFE UP DPNQJMF BOE FNJU MMWN DPEF XJUI $Įģİĩ JO PSEFS UP BOBMZ[F JU VTJOH
--#.$ 4P XF EP OPU NBLF EJƏFSFODF JO SFQPSUJOH XIFUIFS UIF CVH XBT GPVOE CZ
$Įģİĩ EVSJOH UIF DPNQJMBUJPO PS BGUFSXBSET CZ --#.$
5BCMF ƆC TJNJMBSMZ UP 5BCMF ƆB TIPXT UIF SFTVMUT PG WFSJGZJOH CPUI UIF CVHHZ WBSJBOU
BOE UIF SFDPOƐHVSFE DPEF VTJOH $Įģİĩ BOE --#.$ 8F BMTP SFQPSU UIF BOBMZTJT
UJNF PG UIF CSVUF GPSDF BQQSPBDI JO UIF DPMVNO ģĮĮ "T XF DBO TFF BMM CVHT XFSF
GPVOE CZ $Įģİĩ--#.$ JO UIF SFDPOƐHVSFE WFSTJPO 8F DBO UIVT DPOƐSN UIBU PVS $
3ħĥıİĨīĩķĴģĶıĴ UPPM USBOTGPSNT UIF GBNJMZ DPEF CZ QSFTFSWJOH UIF FSSPOFPVT USBDFT
GSPN UIF CVHHZ WBSJBOU 8F BSF OPX SFBEZ UP BOTXFS 32ƅ PO UIF QSFDJTJPO PG PVS
UFDIOJRVF #BTFE PO BOBMZ[JOH ƇƇ TJNQMJƐFE WBSJBCJMJUZ CVHT GSPN -JOVY BOE #VTZ#PY
XF ƐOE UIBU
"İĵĹħĴ 32ƅ ĲĴħĥīĵīıİ  5IF $ 3ħĥıİĨīĩķĴģĶıĴ FOBCMFT TJOHMFQSPHSBN
WFSJƐDBUJPO UPPMT TVDI BT 'Ĵģįģ$ $Įģİĩ BOE --#.$ UP TVDDFTTGVMMZ EFUFDU
NPTU PG UIF TJNQMJƐFE WBSJBCJMJUZ CVHT PO UIF SFDPOƐHVSFE DPEF PCUBJOFE
GSPN UIF -JOVY BOE #VTZ#PY CFODINBSL ƐMFT
8F OPX UVSO UP FWJEFODF SFHBSEJOH SFTFBSDI RVFTUJPO 32Ɔ QFSGPSNBODF  8F FWBMVBUF
QFSGPSNBODF PG UIF WFSJƐDBUJPO UPPMT UP JEFOUJGZ UIF HJWFO WBSJBCJMJUZ CVHT 5BCMFT ƆB
BOE ƆC TIPX UJNF OFFEFE GPS UIF WFSJƐDBUJPO UPPMT UP BOBMZ[F UIF CVHHZ WBSJBOU DPEF
ĤķĩĩĻ ĸģĴīģİĶ DPMVNO BOE UIF SFDPOƐHVSFE QSPHSBN GBNJMZ DPEF ĴħĥıİĨīĩķĴħĦ
DPMVNO  8F DBO TFF UIBU UIF BOBMZTJT UJNFT JO CPUI DBTFT BSF TJNJMBS BMUIPVHI
SFDPOƐHVSFE DPEF JT CJHHFS JO TJ[F *O GBDU 'Ĵģįģ$ UBLFT MFTT UIBO IBMG B TFDPOE UP
BOBMZ[F FBDI ƐMF SFHBSEMFTT XIFUIFS JU JT B WBSJBOU PS B SFDPOƐHVSFE ƐMF 'PS JOTUBODF
'Ĵģįģ$ BOBMZ[FT ƐMF ƅ JO Ɔƅƌ BOE ƆƇƉ NJMMJTFDPOET PO UIF WBSJBOU DPEF BOE PO UIF
SFDPOƐHVSFE QSPHSBN GBNJMZ DPEF SFTQFDUJWFMZ 3FDBMM UIBU ƐMF ƅ DPOUBJOT B OVMM QPJOUFS
EFSFGFSFODF BOE IBT ƐWF GFBUVSFT *G XF BQQMZ UIF CSVUF GPSDF BQQSPBDI ģĮĮ DPMVNO
XIJDI BOBMZ[FT BMM WBSJBOUT JOEJWJEVBMMZ POF CZ POF UP UIJT ƐMF VTJOH 'Ĵģįģ$ JU UBLFT
Ɖ ƊƄƆ NT TJODF UIF OVNCFS PG DPOƐHVSBUJPOT JT Ɔƈ *O UIJT XBZ XF PCUBJO TJHOJƐDBOU
TQFFEVQ UP WFSJGZ UIF QSPHSBN GBNJMZ VTJOH PVS BQQSPBDI 8F BMTP PCUBJO TJNJMBS
SFTVMUT JO UFSNT PG QFSGPSNBODF VTJOH $Įģİĩ--#.$ TFF 5BCMFT ƆC BOE ƆD  *O HFOFSBM
UIF QFSGPSNBODF PG BOBMZ[JOH B SFDPOƐHVSFE DPEF JT TJNJMBS UP BOBMZ[JOH POMZ POF
WBSJBOU XIJDI HJWFT VT B TQFFEVQ QSPQPSUJPOBM UP UIF OVNCFS PG WBMJE WBSJBOUT PG B
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QSPHSBN GBNJMZ 0WFSBMM XF BOTXFS UIF TFDPOE SFTFBSDI RVFTUJPO 32Ɔ CZ PCTFSWJOH
UIBU
"İĵĹħĴ 32Ɔ ĲħĴĨıĴįģİĥħ  5IF $ 3ħĥıİĨīĩķĴģĶıĴ TQFFETVQ UIF GBNJMZ
CBTFE BOBMZTJT WJB TJOHMFQSPHSBN WFSJƐDBUJPO UPPMT TP UIBU XF DBO FƑDJFOUMZ
EFUFDU TJNQMJƐFE WBSJBCJMJUZ CVHT PO UIF SFDPOƐHVSFE DPEF PCUBJOFE GSPN
UIF 7#%C CFODINBSL
áƚŏȀ ˙Ȁƚɯࡏ

8F OPX DPOTJEFS SFBM ƐMFT UP DPOƐSN PVS QSFWJPVT PCTFSWBUJPOT XJUI
SFTQFDU UP QSFDJTJPO BOE QFSGPSNBODF 5BCMF ƆD QSFTFOUT UIF SFTVMUT PG BOBMZ[JOH UISFF
SFBM ƐMFT GSPN UIF -JCTTI QSPKFDU VTJOH $Įģİĩ BOE --#.$ ƈ 5IFTF ƐMFT DPOUBJO UXP
UZQFT PG CVHT OVMM QPJOUFS EFSFGFSFODF BOE VOJOJUJBMJ[FE WBSJBCMF &BDI ƐMF IBT BU
MFBTU UISFF EJTUJODU GFBUVSFT
8F DBO TFF UIBU PVS $ 3ħĥıİĨīĩķĴģĶıĴ USBOTGPSNT UIF GBNJMZ DPEF CZ QSFTFSWJOH
UIF FSSPOFPVT USBDFT GSPN UIF CVHHZ WBSJBOU FWFO GPS DPNQMFY BOE MBSHF ƐMFT *O GBDU
UIF WFSJƐDBUJPO UPPM $Įģİĩ--#.$ GPVOE UIF TBNF CVH GSPN UIF CVHHZ WBSJBOU
DPEF PO UIF SFDPOƐHVSFE DPEF JO BMM UISFF DBTFT 'SPN UIJT QSFMJNJOBSZ FWJEFODF
XF UIVT DPOƐSN UIBU PVS UFDIOJRVF FOBCMFT TJOHMFQSPHSBN WFSJƐDBUJPO PSBDMFT UP
TVDDFTTGVMMZ EFUFDU WBSJBCJMJUZ CVHT PO UIF SFDPOƐHVSFE DPEF PCUBJOFE GSPN DPNQMFY
BOE SFBM ƐMFT
3FHBSEJOH QFSGPSNBODF XF DBO TUJMM TFF UIF TJNJMBSJUZ JO WFSJGZJOH B WBSJBOU DPEF
BOE B SFDPOƐHVSFE POF 'PS FYBNQMF $Įģİĩ--#.$ UPPL ƅ Ɖ TFD UP BOBMZ[F ƐMF Ƈƈ JO
UIF TJOHMF WBSJBOU WFSTJPO XIFSFBT JO UIF SFDPOƐHVSFE WFSTJPO UIF UPPM BOBMZ[FE JU
JO ƅ Ƌ TFD 8F DBO BMTP PCTFSWF B TQFFEVQ PG UIF GBNJMZCBTFE BOBMZTJT VTJOH UIF $
3ħĥıİĨīĩķĴģĶıĴ BOE TJOHMFQSPHSBN WFSJƐDBUJPO UPPMT CZ B GBDUPS PG UIF OVNCFS PG
WBMJE WBSJBOUT DPNQBSFE UP UIF CSVUF GPSDF BQQSPBDI 8F DPODMVEF UIBU
4ķįįģĴĻ "MM TJOHMFQSPHSBN WFSJƐDBUJPO UPPMT 'Ĵģįģ$ $Įģİĩ --#.$
EFUFDU TVDDFTTGVMMZ BOE FƑDJFOUMZ NPTU PG UIF WBSJBCJMJUZ CVHT PO UIF SFDPO
ƐHVSFE DPEF BT XFMM BT PO UIF TJOHMF WBSJBOU DPEF
߬ࡏߩ ÷Ǖɟƚŏɾɯ ɾȩ ģŏȀǞƇǞɾʿ
vȘɾƚɟȘŏȀ ʲŏȀǞƇǞɾʿࡏ

7FSJGZJOH TFNBOUJDT QSFTFSWBUJPO JO B DPNQMFY USBOTGPSNBUJPO JT B
WFSZ IBSE QSPCMFN <ƆƆ Ɔ> 8F NBOVBMMZ WFSJƐFE UIF DPSSFDUOFTT PG UIF $ 3ħĥıİĨīĩķ
ĴģĶıĴ PO UIF TJNQMJƐFE 7#%C ƐMFT CZ DPNQBSJOH UIF PSJHJOBM BOE UIF SFDPOƐHVSFE
ƐMFT TJEFCZTJEF XIJDI MFBWFT TQBDF GPS IVNBO FSSPS 'PS UIF MBSHFS SFBM ƐMFT XF XFSF
OPU BCMF UP EFUFSNJOF JG UIF $ 3ħĥıİĨīĩķĴģĶıĴ QSFTFSWFE TFNBOUJDT GPS BMM WBSJBOUT
PO UIF FOUJSF ƐMF EVF UP UIF DPNQMFY DPOƐHVSBUJPO TQBDF CVU JOTUFBE XF GPDVTFE PO
UIF GVODUJPOT JOWPMWFE JO QSPEVDJOHSFQSPEVDJOH UIF CVH 8F NJUJHBUF UIJT UISFBU CZ
SFMZJOH PO UIF SFTVMUT PG PVS FWBMVBUJPO XIJDI TIPX UIF FƏFDUJWFOFTT PG DPOWFOUJPOBM
TJOHMFQSPHSBN BOBMZTJT UPPMT UP JEFOUJGZ UIF TBNF CVHT JO UIF SFDPOƐHVSFE DPEF
WFSTJPO BT JO UIF CVHHZ TJOHMF WBSBJOUT

ƈ

8F EP OPU SFQPSU SFTVMUT GSPN 'Ĵģįģ$ PO UIF SFBM ƐMFT CFDBVTF 'Ĵģįģ$ DPVME OPU IBOEMF
UIFN
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CʾɾƚɟȘŏȀ ʲŏȀǞƇǞɾʿࡏ

'SPN PVS QSFMJNJOBSZ FWBMVBUJPO XF TIPX UIBU PVS UFDIOJRVF
USBOTGPSNT UIF QSPHSBN GBNJMZ DPEF CZ QSFTFSWJOH UIF FSSPOFPVT USBDFT GSPN UIF
CVHHZ WBSJBOU )PXFWFS XF BDLOPXMFEHF UIBU PVS USBOTGPSNBUJPOT XFSF OPU UFTUFE
VOEFS UIF FOUJSFUZ PG UIF $ MBOHVBHF CVU POMZ PO UIF TVCTFU VTFE JO UIF 7#%C BOE
-JCTTI ƐMFT QSFTFOUFE IFSF 5IF $ 3ħĥıİĨīĩķĴģĶıĴ UIPVHI DBO CF FYUFOEFE XJUI
FYUSB SVMFT UP EFBM XJUI PUIFS DBTFT UIBU XF EJE OPU GBDF JO PVS CFODINBSL ƐMFT 8PSTU
DBTF FYQPOFOUJBM HSPXUI PG USBOTGPSNFE QSPHSBNT DBO IBQQFO FWFO UIPVHI XF IBWF
OPU PCTFSWFE JU JO PVS TVCKFDU ƐMFT
߬ࡏߪ 4ǞɯżʕɯɯǞȩȘ

5IF NBJO MJNJUBUJPO PG PVS USBOTGPSNBUJPO CBTFE BQQSPBDI JT UIBU XF NBZ OPU PCUBJO
DPODMVTJWF SFTVMUT GPS BMM JOEJWJEVBM WBSJBOUT UIVT MPTJOH TPNF QSFDJTJPO 5IJT JT EVF UP
UIF GBDU UIBU PVS USBOTGPSNFE QSPHSBN DPOUBJOT BMM QPTTJCMF QBUIT UIBU NBZ PDDVS JO
BOZ WBSJBOU )PXFWFS UIF QSFDJTJPO MPTT EFQFOET PO UIF QBSUJDVMBS BOBMZTJT XF VTF
$POTJEFS UIF DBTF PG NPEFM DIFDLJOH 4JODF TJOHMFTZTUFN NPEFM DIFDLFST TUPQ
PODF B TJOHMF DPVOUFSFYBNQMF JT GPVOE JO UIF NPEFM XF DBO VTF PVS BQQSPBDI UP ƐOE
B WBSJBCJMJUZ CVH XIJDI PDDVST JO TPNF TVCTFU PG WBMJE WBSJBOUT CVU XF XJMM OPU CF BCMF
UP SFQPSU DPODMVTJWF SFTVMUT XIFUIFS UIF HJWFO QSPQFSUZ JT TBUJTƐFE PS OPU GPS UIF
SFTU PG UIF WBMJE WBSJBOUT 5P PWFSDPNF UIJT JTTVF XF NBZ SFQFBU PVS UFDIOJRVF PO
UIF SFNBJOJOH WBSJBOUT GPS XIJDI OP DPODMVTJWF SFTVMUT XFSF SFQPSUFE JO UIF QSFWJPVT
JUFSBUJPO
$POTJEFS UIF DBTF PG NVTU EBUBƑPX BOBMZTJT FH BWBJMBCMF FYQSFTTJPOT WFSZ CVTZ
FYQSFTTJPOT  *O UIJT DBTF UIF SFTVMU JO B HJWFO QSPHSBN QPJOU DPOUBJOT POMZ UIF
DPNNPO SFTVMUT GPVOE PO BMM FYFDVUJPO QBUIT UP UIBU QPJOU 5IVT UIF BOBMZTJT SFTVMU
GPS UIF USBOTGPSNFE QSPHSBN XJMM DPOUBJO POMZ UIF SFTVMUT UIBU PDDVS JO BMM WBSJBOUT 'PS
FYBNQMF GPS BWBJMBCMF FYQSFTTJPOT BOBMZTJT XF NBZ PCUBJO MFTT BWBJMBCMF FYQSFTTJPOT
UIBO UIFSF BSF JO BOZ TJOHMF WBSJBOU 5IF BWBJMBCMF FYQSFTTJPO BOBMZTJT EFUFSNJOFT
XIJDI FYQSFTTJPOT NVTU IBWF BMSFBEZ CFFO DPNQVUFE BOE OPU MBUFS NPEJƐFE PO BMM
QBUIT UP B QSPHSBN QPJOU <ƇƆ> 5IJT JOGPSNBUJPO DBO CF VTFE UP BWPJE SFDPNQVUBUJPO
PG BO FYQSFTTJPO $POTJEFS UIF QSPHSBN GBNJMZ
ʾ ࡇࣣ a + b; ʶǕǞȀƚ (ʿ > a + b) Ƈȩ { ࡎǞǀƇƚǀ (A) ʿ ࡇࣣ ʿ

1 ࡎƚȀɯƚ a ࡇࣣ a + 1 ࡎƚȘƇǞǀ }

5IF FYQSFTTJPO a + b JT BWBJMBCMF BU UIF HVBSE PG UIF XIJMF MPPQ GPS WBSJBOUT TBUJTGZJOH
A TP JU OFFET OPU CF SFDPNQVUFE GPS UIFN )PXFWFS JO UIF USBOTGPSNFE QSPHSBN XF
IBWF QBUIT GSPN BMM WBSJBOUT TP UIF FYQSFTTJPO a + b JT NPEJƐFE CZ UIF BTTJHONFOU
a ࡇࣣ a + 1 JO B QBUI DPNJOH GSPN WBSJBOUT ¬A 5IFSFGPSF UIF BOBMZ[FS XJMM OPU SFQPSU
UIJT FYQSFTTJPO BT BWBJMBCMF BU UIF HVBSE PG UIF MPPQ GPS UIF USBOTGPSNFE QSPHSBN
$POTJEFS UIF DBTF PG NBZ EBUBƑPX BOBMZTJT FH SFBDIJOH EFƐOJUJPOT MJWF WBSJBCMFT
VOJOJUJBMJ[FE WBSJBCMFT  *O UIJT DBTF UIF SFTVMU JO B HJWFO QSPHSBN QPJOU DPOUBJOT UIF
SFTVMUT GPVOE PO BU MFBTU POF FYFDVUJPO QBUI UP UIBU QPJOU 5IVT UIF BOBMZTJT SFTVMU
GPS UIF USBOTGPSNFE QSPHSBN XJMM DPOUBJO BMM SFTVMUT UIBU PDDVS JO BU MFBTU POF WBSJBOU
'PS FYBNQMF GPS MJWF WBSJBCMFT BOBMZTJT XF NBZ PCUBJO NPSF MJWF WBSJBCMFT UIBO UIFSF
BSF JO BOZ TJOHMF WBSJBOU 5IF MJWF WBSJBCMFT BOBMZTJT EFUFSNJOFT XIJDI WBSJBCMFT NBZ
CF MJWF BU B QSPHSBN QPJOU UIBU JT UIFSF JT B QBUI GSPN UIF QSPHSBN QPJOU UP B VTF PG
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UIF WBSJBCMF UIBU EPFT OPU SFEFƐOF JU <ƇƆ> 5IJT JOGPSNBUJPO DBO CF VTFE BT B CBTJT GPS
EFBE DPEF FMJNJOBUJPO *G B WBSJBCMF JT OPU MJWF BU UIF FYJU GSPN BO BTTJHONFOU UP UIF
WBSJBCMF UIFO UIBU BTTJHONFOU DBO CF FMJNJOBUFE $POTJEFS UIF QSPHSBN GBNJMZ
ʾ ࡇࣣ 5; ʿ ࡇࣣ 1; ࡎǞǀƇƚǀ (A) ʾ ࡇࣣ 1 ࡎƚȀɯƚ ʾ ࡇࣣ ʾ + 1 ࡎƚȘƇǞǀ

5IF WBSJBCMF ʾ JT OPU MJWF BU UIF FYJU GSPN UIF ƐSTU BTTJHONFOU ʾ ࡇࣣ 5 GPS WBSJBOUT
TBUJTGZJOH A 5IFSFGPSF UIF BTTJHONFOU ʾ ࡇࣣ 5 JT SFEVOEBOU GPS UIPTF WBSJBOUT )PXFWFS
ʾ JT MJWF GPS ¬A WBSJBOUT TP JU XJMM CF MJWF BGUFS UIF ƐSTU BTTJHONFOU GPS UIF USBOTGPSNFE
QSPHSBN BT XFMM 5IVT XF DBOOPU FMJNJOBUF UIJT BTTJHONFOU JO UIF USBOTGPSNFE
QSPHSBN 5IJT JT BMTP UIF SFBTPO XIZ 'Ĵģįģ$ EPFT OPU JEFOUJGZ UIF WBSJBCJMJUZ CVH
GPS ƐMFT Ƈ ƆƄ BOE Ɔƅ

߭

áƚȀŏɾƚƇ ʶȩɟǺ

3FDFOUMZ GPSNBM BOBMZTJT BOE WFSJƐDBUJPO PG QSPHSBN GBNJMJFT IBWF CFFO B UPQJD PG
DPOTJEFSBCMF SFTFBSDI 5IF DIBMMFOHF JT UP EFWFMPQ FƒDJFOU UFDIOJRVFT UIBU XPSL BU
UIF MFWFM PG QSPHSBN GBNJMJFT SBUIFS UIBO UIF MFWFM PG TJOHMF QSPHSBNT 5IFSF BSF UXP
NBJO BQQSPBDIFT UP BEESFTT UIJT JTTVF ƅ UP EFWFMPQ EFEJDBUFE WBSJBCJMJUZBXBSF
GBNJMZCBTFE UFDIOJRVFT BOE UPPMT Ɔ UP VTF TQFDJƐD TJNVMBUPST BOE FODPEJOHT
XIJDI USBOTGPSN QSPHSBN GBNJMJFT JOUP TJOHMF QSPHSBNT UIBU DBO CF BOBMZ[FE CZ
UIF TUBOEBSE TJOHMFQSPHSBN WFSJƐDBUJPO UPPMT 5IF UXP BQQSPBDIFT IBWF EJƏFSFOU
TUSFOHUIT BOE XFBLOFTTFT 5IF BEWBOUBHF PG ƅ JT UIBU QSFDJTF DPODMVTJWF SFTVMUT
BSF SFQPSUFE GPS FWFSZ WBSJBOU CVU UIF EJTBEWBOUBHF JT UIBU UIFJS JNQMFNFOUBUJPO
DBO CF UFEJPVT BOE MBCPS JOUFOTJWF 0O UIF PUIFS IBOE UIF BQQSPBDIFT CBTFE PO Ɔ
SFVTF FYJTUJOH UPPMT GSPN TJOHMFQSPHSBN XPSME CVU TPNF QSFDJTJPO NBZ CF MPTU XIFO
JOUFSQSFUJOH UIF PCUBJOFE SFTVMUT
ëɔƚżǞ˙żŏȀȀʿ ƇƚɯǞǃȘƚƇ ʲŏɟǞŏųǞȀǞɾʿࡷŏʶŏɟƚ ɾƚżǕȘǞɛʕƚɯࡏ

7BSJPVT MJGUFE UFDIOJRVFT IBWF CFFO
QSPQPTFE XIJDI MJGU FYJTUJOH TJOHMFQSPHSBN WFSJƐDBUJPO UFDIOJRVFT UP XPSL PO UIF
MFWFM PG QSPHSBN GBNJMJFT 5IJT JODMVEFT MJGUFE TZOUBY DIFDLJOH <ƆƉ ƆƄ> MJGUFE UZQF
DIFDLJOH <Ɔƈ ƌ> MJGUFE TUBUJD BOBMZTJT <Ƌ Ɗ Ƈƅ> MJGUFE NPEFM DIFDLJOH <ƅƄ ƅƈ> FUD
5ĻĲħ$ĪħĨ <ƆƉ> BOE 4ķĲħĴ$ <ƆƄ> BSF WBSJBCJMJUZBXBSF QBSTFST XIJDI DBO QBSTF MBO
HVBHFT XJUI QSFQSPDFTTPS BOOPUBUJPOT 5IF SFTVMUT BSF "45T XJUI WBSJBCJMJUZ OPEFT 5IF
EJƏFSFODF CFUXFFO UIFTF UXP BQQSPBDIFT JT UIBU GFBUVSF FYQSFTTJPOT BSF SFQSFTFOUFE
BT GPSNVMBF JO 5ĻĲħ$ĪħĨ BOE BT #%%ēT JO 4ķĲħĴ$ 5ĻĲħ$ĪħĨ IBT BMTP JNQMFNFOUFE
TPNF WBSJBCJMJUZBXBSF EBUBƑPX BOBMZTFT 4FWFSBM BQQSPBDIFT IBWF CFFO QSPQPTFE
GPS UZQF DIFDLJOH QSPHSBN GBNJMJFT EJSFDUMZ *O QBSUJDVMBS MJGUFE UZQF DIFDLJOH GPS
'FBUIFSXFJHIU +BWB XBT QSFTFOUFE JO <Ɔƈ> XIFSFBT WBSJBUJPOBM MBNCEB DBMDVMVT XBT
TUVEJFE JO <ƌ> -JGUFE NPEFM DIFDLJOH GPS WFSJGZJOH WBSJBCJMJUZ JOUFOTJWF TZTUFNT IBT
CFFO JOUSPEVDFE JO <ƅƄ> 4/*1 B TQFDJƐDBMMZ EFTJHOFE GBNJMZCBTFE NPEFM DIFDLFS
JT JNQMFNFOUFE GPS FƒDJFOU WFSJƐDBUJPO PG UFNQPSBM QSPQFSUJFT PG TVDI TZTUFNT 5IF
JOQVU MBOHVBHF UP 4/*1 JT Ĩ1ĴıįħĮģ XIJDI SFQSFTFOUT B WBSJBCJMJUZBXBSF FYUFOTJPO
PG UIF LOPXO 1ĴıįħĮģ MBOHVBHF GPS UIF TJOHMFTZTUFN 41*/ NPEFM DIFDLFS <Ɔƅ>
Ĩ1ĴıįħĮģ VTFT BO ࡎǞǀƇƚǀMJLF TUBUFNFOU GPS FODPEJOH NVMUJQMF WBSJBOUT XIJDI SFQ
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SFTFOUT B OPOEFUFSNJOJTUJD ĕǞǀĖ TUBUFNFOU HVBSEFE CZ GFBUVSFT FYQSFTTJPOT UIBU BSF
VTFE UP TQFDJGZ XIBU TZTUFN QBSUT BSF JODMVEFE SFTQ FYDMVEFE GPS XIJDI WBSJBOUT
"O BQQSPBDI GPS MJGUFE TPGUXBSF NPEFM DIFDLJOH VTJOH HBNF TFNBOUJDT IBT CFFO
JOUSPEVDFE JO <ƅƈ> *U WFSJƐFT TBGFUZ PG ࡎǞǀƇƚǀCBTFE TFDPOEPSEFS QSPHSBN GBNJMJFT
DPOUBJOJOH VOEFƐOFE DPNQPOFOUT XIJDI BSF DPNQBDUMZ SFQSFTFOUFE VTJOH TZNCPMJD
HBNF TFNBOUJDT NPEFMT <ƅƇ ƅƆ> #SBCSBOE FU BM <Ƌ> BOE .JEUHBBSE FU BM <Ƈƅ> TIPX
IPX UP MJGU BOZ TJOHMFQSPHSBN EBUBƑPX BOBMZTJT GSPN UIF NPOPUPOF GSBNFXPSL UP
XPSL PO UIF MFWFM PG QSPHSBN GBNJMJFT 5IF PCUBJOFE MJGUFE EBUBƑPX BOBMZTFT BSF NVDI
GBTUFS UIBO POFT CBTFE PO UIF OBJWF WBSJBOUCZWBSJBOU BQQSPBDI UIBU HFOFSBUFT BOE
BOBMZ[FT BMM WBSJBOUT POF CZ POF "OPUIFS FƒDJFOU JNQMFNFOUBUJPO PG MJGUFE BOBMZTJT
GPSNVMBUFE XJUIJO UIF *'%4 GSBNFXPSL GPS JOUFSQSPDFEVSBM EJTUSJCVUJWF FOWJSPONFOUT
IBT CFFO QSPQPTFE JO 41--*'5 <Ɗ> *O PSEFS UP TQFFEVQ UIF MJGUFE WFSJƐDBUJPO UFDI
OJRVFT WBSJBCJMJUZ BCTUSBDUJPOT IBWF CFFO JOUSPEVDFE JO <ƅƋ ƅƌ ƅƉ ƅƊ> 5IFZ UBNF UIF
FYQPOFOUJBM CMPXVQ DBVTFE CZ UIF MBSHF OVNCFS PG GFBUVSFT BOE WBSJBOUT JO B QSPHSBN
GBNJMZ *O UIJT XBZ WBSJBCJMJUZ BCTUSBDUJPOT FOBCMF EFMJCFSBUF USBEJOH PG QSFDJTJPO GPS
TQFFE JO UIF DPOUFYU PG MJGUFE NPOPUPOF EBUBƑPX BOBMZTJT <ƅƋ ƅƌ> BOE MJGUFE NPEFM
DIFDLJOH <ƅƉ ƅƊ>
-JGUJOH CZ TJNVMBUJPO 7BSJBCJMJUZ FODPEJOH <ƇƋ> BOE DPOƐHVSBUJPO MJGUJOH <ƇƇ> BSF
CBTFE PO HFOFSBUJOH B QSPEVDUMJOF TJNVMBUPS XIJDI TJNVMBUFT UIF CFIBWJPVS PG BMM
QSPEVDUT JO UIF QSPEVDU MJOF 5IFO BO FYJTUJOH PƏUIFTIFMG TJOHMFQSPHSBN BOBMZ[FS JT
VTFE UP WFSJGZ UIF HFOFSBUFE QSPEVDUMJOF TJNVMBUPS XIJDI SFQSFTFOUT B TJOHMF QSPHSBN
5IF XPSL JO <ƇƋ> EFƐOFT WBSJBCJMJUZ FODPEJOH PO UIF UPQ PG 5ĻĲħ$ĪħĨ QBSTFS GPS $ BOE
+BWB QSPHSBN GBNJMJFT 5IFZ IBWF BQQMJFE UIF SFTVMUT PG WBSJBCJMJUZ FODPEJOH UP UFTUJOH
<ƆƊ> NPEFM DIFDLJOH <Ƈ> BOE EFEVDUJWF WFSJƐDBUJPO <ƇƊ> $PNQBSFE UP <ƇƋ> PVS
BQQSPBDI IBT UIF GPMMPXJOH EJTUJOHVJTIFE DIBSBDUFSJTUJDT $ 3ħĥıİĨīĩķĴģĶıĴ JT BJNFE
BU USBOTGPSNJOH $ QSPHSBN GBNJMJFT BOE VTFT 4ķĲħĴ$ BT B CBDLFOE UPPM 8F TIPX
USBOTGPSNBUJPO SVMFT BOE UIFJS DPSSFDUOFTT XJUI SFTQFDU UP B NJOJNBM $MJLF JNQFSBUJWF
TUBUFCBTFE MBOHVBHF XIFSFBT JO <ƇƋ> UIF SVMFT BOE UIFJS DPSSFDUOFTT JT TIPXO
XJUI SFTQFDU UP 'FBUIFSXFJHIU +BWB $ JT B MBOHVBHF NVDI XJEFS VTFE JO JOEVTUSZ GPS
WBSJBCJMJUZ UIBO 'FBUIFSXFJHIU +BWB "MTP XF EP OPU IBWF UP SFMZ PO PCKFDUPSJFOUFE
FODPEJOHT UP NBLF UIF WBSJBCJMJUZUSBOTGPSNBUJPOT XPSL 8F FWBMVBUF PVS BQQSPBDI
XJUI TFWFSBM TUBUFPGUIFBSU TJOHMFQSPHSBN WFSJƐDBUJPO UPPMT GPS ƐOEJOH SFBM WBSJBCJMJUZ
CVHT PO SFBMXPSME $ QSPHSBNT CPUI PO MBSHF BOE TBOJUJ[FE ƐMFT  5IF BDBEFNJD
FYBNQMFT FNBJM FMFWBUPS NJOFQVNQ DPOTJEFSFE CZ "QFM FU BM <Ƈ> BSF DPOTJEFSBCMZ
TNBMMFS UIBO UIPTF QSFTFOUFE IFSF BOE UIFZ BSF GPDVTTFE PO WFSJGZJOH TQFDJƐD DMBTT PG
CVHT VOEFTJSFE GFBUVSF JOUFSBDUJPOT VTJOH $1"ĥĪħĥĭħĴ <Ɖ> XIFSFBT XF DPOTJEFS
IFSF WBSJPVT UZQFT PG NPSF TFWFSF CVHT UIBU PDDVS JO QSBDUJDF *O UIJT XBZ UIF FYUFSOBM
WBMJEJUZ PG PVS FYQFSJNFOUT JT DPOTJEFSBCMZ CSPBEFS :FU BOPUIFS EJƏFSFODF JT UIBU UIF
XPSL JO <Ƈ> DPOTJEFST QSPEVDU MJOFT JNQMFNFOUFE VTJOH DPNQPTJUJPOBM BQQSPBDIFT
XIFSF BMM GFBUVSFT BSF NPEFMFE BT TFQBSBUF BOE DPNQPTBCMF VOJUT *O DPOUSBTU XF
DPOTJEFS IFSF BOOPUBUJWF QSPEVDU MJOFT CBTFE PO ࡎǞǀƇƚǀT XIJDI JT B DPNNPO XBZ PG
JNQMFNFOUJOH WBSJBCJMJUZ JO JOEVTUSZ
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߮

+ȩȘżȀʕɯǞȩȘ

8F IBWF QSPQPTFE WBSJBCJMJUZSFMBUFE USBOTGPSNBUJPOT UP USBOTMBUF QSPHSBN GBNJMJFT
JOUP TJOHMF QSPHSBNT XJUIPVU WBSJBCJMJUZ 5IF USBOTGPSNFE QSPHSBNT DBO UIFO CF FG
GFDUJWFMZ BOBMZ[FE VTJOH WBSJPVT TJOHMFQSPHSBN BOBMZ[FST 5IF FWBMVBUJPO DPOƐSNT
UIBU TPNF JOUFSFTUJOH WBSJBCJMJUZ CVHT DBO CF GPVOE JO SFBMXPSME $ QSPHSBNT JO UIJT
XBZ "T B GVUVSF XPSL XF QMBO UP FYUFOE PVS FWBMVBUJPO BOE DPOTJEFS NPSF WFSJƐDBUJPO
PSBDMFT BT XFMM BT EJƏFSFOU QSBDUJDBM DBTF TUVEJFT 8F EFSJWF TFWFSBM PCTFSWBUJPOT GSPN
UIF BUUFNQU UP WFSJGZ BOBMZ[F BOE ƐOE CVHT JO SFBMJTUJD $ QSPHSBNT 8F IPQF UIBU
PVS UFDIOJRVF XJMM CF VTFGVM GPS GVUVSF CVJMEFST PG BOBMZTJT UPPMT

áƚǀƚɟƚȘżƚɯ

<ƅ> *BHP "CBM $MBVT #SBCSBOE BOE "OES[FK 8BTPXTLJ ƈƆ WBSJBCJMJUZ CVHT JO UIF
MJOVY LFSOFM B RVBMJUBUJWF BOBMZTJT *O "$.*&&& *OUFSOBUJPOBM $POGFSFODF PO
"VUPNBUFE 4PGUXBSF &OHJOFFSJOH "4& ēƆƉ QBHFT ƈƆƅďƈƇƆ "$. ƆƄƅƈ 63- Ǖɾɾɔࡇ
ࡕࡕƇȩǞࡏŏżȒࡏȩɟǃࡕߝߜࡏߝߝߠߡࡕߞߢߠߞߥߟߣࡏߞߢߠߞߥߥߜ ƇȩǞࡇߝߜࡏߝߝߠߡࡕߞߢߠߞߥߟߣࡏߞߢߠߞߥߥߜ
<Ɔ> "INBE 4BMJN "M4JCBIJ "MFLTBOEBS 4 %JNPWTLJ BOE "OES[FK 8BTPXTLJ 4ZN
CPMJD FYFDVUJPO PG IJHIMFWFM USBOTGPSNBUJPOT *O 1SPDFFEJOHT PG UIF ƇƅƆƋ "$.
4*(1-"/ *OUFSOBUJPOBM $POGFSFODF PO 4PGUXBSF -BOHVBHF &OHJOFFSJOH 4-& ƇƅƆƋ
QBHFT ƆƄƋďƆƆƄ "$. ƆƄƅƊ
<Ƈ> 4WFO "QFM "MFYBOEFS WPO 3IFJO 1IJMJQQ 8FOEMFS "SNJO (SÑºMJOHFS BOE %JSL
#FZFS 4USBUFHJFT GPS QSPEVDUMJOF WFSJƐDBUJPO DBTF TUVEJFT BOE FYQFSJNFOUT *O
ƈƊUI *OUFSO $POGFSFODF PO 4PGUXBSF &OHJOFFSJOH *$4& ēƆƈ QBHFT ƈƌƆďƈƍƅ ƆƄƅƇ
<ƈ> %PO #BUPSZ 'FBUVSF NPEFMT HSBNNBST BOE QSPQPTJUJPOBM GPSNVMBT *O ƎUI
*OUFSOBUJPOBM 4PGUXBSF 1SPEVDU -JOFT $POGFSFODF 41-$ ēƅƊ WPMVNF ƇƋƅƈ PG -/$4
QBHFT ƋďƆƄ 4QSJOHFS7FSMBH ƆƄƄƉ
<Ɖ> %JSL #FZFS BOE . &SLBO ,FSFNPHMV $QBDIFDLFS " UPPM GPS DPOƐHVSBCMF TPGUXBSF
WFSJƐDBUJPO *O $PNQVUFS "JEFE 7FSJƑDBUJPO  ƇƈSE *OUFSOBUJPOBM $POGFSFODF
$"7 ƇƅƆƆ 1SPDFFEJOHT WPMVNF ƊƌƄƊ PG -/$4 QBHFT ƅƌƈďƅƍƄ ƆƄƅƅ 63- Ǖɾɾɔࡇ
ࡕࡕƇʾࡏƇȩǞࡏȩɟǃࡕߝߜࡏߝߜߜߣࡕߥߣߤࡷߟࡷߢߠߞࡷߞߞߝߝߜࡷߝ࡙ߝߢ ƇȩǞࡇߝߜࡏߝߜߜߣࡕߥߣߤࡷߟࡷߢߠߞࡷߞߞߝߝߜࡷߝ࡙ߝߢ
<Ɗ> &SJD #PEEFO 5¼STJT 5PMÅEP .¼SDJP 3JCFJSP $MBVT #SBCSBOE 1BVMP #PSCB BOE
.JSB .F[JOJ 4QMMJGU  4UBUJDBMMZ BOBMZ[JOH TPGUXBSF QSPEVDU MJOFT JO NJOVUFT
JOTUFBE PG ZFBST *O "$. 4*(1-"/ $POGFSFODF PO 1-%* ēƆƈ QBHFT ƇƉƉďƇƊƈ ƆƄƅƇ
<Ƌ> $MBVT #SBCSBOE .¼SDJP 3JCFJSP 5¼STJT 5PMÅEP +PIOOJ 8JOUIFS BOE 1BVMP #PSCB
*OUSBQSPDFEVSBM EBUBƑPX BOBMZTJT GPS TPGUXBSF QSPEVDU MJOFT 5SBOTBDUJPOT PO
"TQFDU0SJFOUFE 4PGUXBSF %FWFMPQNFOU ƅƄƋƇďƅƄƌ ƆƄƅƇ
<ƌ> 4IFOH $IFO .BSUJO &SXJH BOE &SJD 8BMLJOHTIBX "O FSSPSUPMFSBOU UZQF TZTUFN
GPS WBSJBUJPOBM MBNCEB DBMDVMVT *O "$. 4*(1-"/ *OUFSOBUJPOBM $POGFSFODF PO
'VODUJPOBM 1SPHSBNNJOH *$'1ēƆƇ QBHFT ƆƍďƈƄ ƆƄƅƆ 63- ǕɾɾɔࡇࡕࡕƇȩǞࡏŏżȒࡏȩɟǃࡕߝߜࡏ
ߝߝߠߡࡕߞߟߢߠߡߞߣࡏߞߟߢߠߡߟߡ ƇȩǞࡇߝߜࡏߝߝߠߡࡕߞߟߢߠߡߞߣࡏߞߟߢߠߡߟߡ
<ƍ> $MBOH $MBOH TUBUJD BOBMZ[FS $MBOH B $ MBOHVBHF GBNJMZ GSPOUFOE GPS --7.
63- ǕɾɾɔࡇࡕࡕżȀŏȘǃࡷŏȘŏȀʿˌƚɟࡏȀȀʲȒࡏȩɟǃࡕ
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<ƅƄ> "OESFBT $MBTTFO .BYJNF $PSEZ 1JFSSF:WFT 4DIPCCFOT 1BUSJDL )FZNBOT "YFM
-FHBZ BOE +FBO'SBOÂPJT 3BTLJO 'FBUVSFE USBOTJUJPO TZTUFNT 'PVOEBUJPOT
GPS WFSJGZJOH WBSJBCJMJUZJOUFOTJWF TZTUFNT BOE UIFJS BQQMJDBUJPO UP -5- NPEFM
DIFDLJOH *&&& 5SBOT 4PGUXBSF &OH Ƈƍ ƌ ƅƄƊƍďƅƄƌƍ ƆƄƅƇ 63- ǕɾɾɔࡇࡕࡕƇȩǞࡏ
ǞƚƚƚżȩȒɔʕɾƚɟɯȩżǞƚɾʿࡏȩɟǃࡕߝߜࡏߝߝߜߥࡕ÷ëCࡏߞߜߝߞࡏߤߢ ƇȩǞࡇߝߜࡏߝߝߜߥࡕ÷ëCࡏߞߜߝߞࡏߤߢ
<ƅƅ> 1BVM $MFNFOUT BOE -JOEB /PSUISPQ 4PGUXBSF 1SPEVDU -JOFT 1SBDUJDFT BOE 1BUUFSOT
"EEJTPO8FTMFZ ƆƄƄƅ
<ƅƆ> "MFLTBOEBS %JNPWTLJ BOE 3BOLP -B[JD $PNQPTJUJPOBM TPGUXBSF WFSJƐDBUJPO
CBTFE PO HBNF TFNBOUJDT BOE QSPDFTT BMHFCSB 4555 ƍ ƅ ƇƋďƉƅ ƆƄƄƋ 63-
ǕɾɾɔࡇࡕࡕƇʾࡏƇȩǞࡏȩɟǃࡕߝߜࡏߝߜߜߣࡕɯߝߜߜߜߥࡷߜߜߢࡷߜߜߜߡࡷʿ ƇȩǞࡇߝߜࡏߝߜߜߣࡕɯߝߜߜߜߥࡷߜߜߢࡷߜߜߜߡࡷʿ
<ƅƇ> "MFLTBOEBS 4 %JNPWTLJ 1SPHSBN WFSJƐDBUJPO VTJOH TZNCPMJD HBNF TFNBOUJDT
5IFPS $PNQVU 4DJ ƉƊƄƇƊƈďƇƋƍ ƆƄƅƈ 63- ǕɾɾɔࡇࡕࡕƇʾࡏƇȩǞࡏȩɟǃࡕߝߜࡏߝߜߝߢࡕǲࡏɾżɯࡏߞߜߝߠࡏ
ߜߝࡏߜߝߢ ƇȩǞࡇߝߜࡏߝߜߝߢࡕǲࡏɾżɯࡏߞߜߝߠࡏߜߝࡏߜߝߢ
<ƅƈ> "MFLTBOEBS 4 %JNPWTLJ 4ZNCPMJD HBNF TFNBOUJDT GPS NPEFM DIFDLJOH QSPHSBN
GBNJMJFT *O .PEFM $IFDLJOH 4PGUXBSF  ƇƈOE *OUFSOBUJPOBM 4ZNQPTJVN 41*/ ƇƅƆƋ
1SPDFFEJOHT WPMVNF ƍƊƈƅ PG -/$4 QBHFT ƅƍďƇƋ 4QSJOHFS ƆƄƅƊ
<ƅƉ> "MFLTBOEBS 4 %JNPWTLJ "INBE 4BMJN "M4JCBIJ $MBVT #SBCSBOE BOE "OES[FK
8BTPXTLJ 'BNJMZCBTFE NPEFM DIFDLJOH XJUIPVU B GBNJMZCBTFE NPEFM DIFDLFS
*O ƇƇOE *OUFSOBUJPOBM 41*/ 8PSLTIPQ PO .PEFM $IFDLJOH PG 4PGUXBSF 41*/ ēƆƊ
WPMVNF ƍƆƇƆ PG -/$4 QBHFT ƆƌƆďƆƍƍ 4QSJOHFS ƆƄƅƉ
<ƅƊ> "MFLTBOEBS 4 %JNPWTLJ "INBE 4BMJN "M4JCBIJ $MBVT #SBCSBOE BOE "OES[FK
8BTPXTLJ &ƒDJFOU GBNJMZCBTFE NPEFM DIFDLJOH WJB WBSJBCJMJUZ BCTUSBDUJPOT
4555 ƆƄƅƊ ƇȩǞࡇߝߜࡏߝߜߜߣࡕɯߝߜߜߜߥࡷߜߝߢࡷߜߠߞߡࡷߞ
<ƅƋ> "MFLTBOEBS 4 %JNPWTLJ $MBVT #SBCSBOE BOE "OES[FK 8BTPXTLJ 7BSJBCJMJUZ
BCTUSBDUJPOT 5SBEJOH QSFDJTJPO GPS TQFFE JO GBNJMZCBTFE BOBMZTFT *O ƇƎUI
&VSPQFBO $POGFSFODF PO 0CKFDU0SJFOUFE 1SPHSBNNJOH &$001 ēƆƊ WPMVNF ƇƋ PG
-*1*DT QBHFT ƆƈƋďƆƋƄ 4DIMPTT %BHTUVIM  -FJCOJ[;FOUSVN GVFS *OGPSNBUJL ƆƄƅƉ
<ƅƌ> "MFLTBOEBS 4 %JNPWTLJ $MBVT #SBCSBOE BOE "OES[FK 8BTPXTLJ 'JOEJOH TVJUBCMF
WBSJBCJMJUZ BCTUSBDUJPOT GPS GBNJMZCBTFE BOBMZTJT *O '. ƇƅƆƋ 'PSNBM .FUIPET 
ƇƆTU *OUFSOBUJPOBM 4ZNQPTJVN 1SPDFFEJOHT WPMVNF ƍƍƍƉ PG -/$4 QBHFT ƆƅƋďƆƇƈ
ƆƄƅƊ 63- ǕɾɾɔࡇࡕࡕƇʾࡏƇȩǞࡏȩɟǃࡕߝߜࡏߝߜߜߣࡕߥߣߤࡷߟࡷߟߝߥࡷߠߤߥߤߥࡷߢ࡙ߝߠ ƇȩǞࡇߝߜࡏߝߜߜߣࡕߥߣߤࡷߟࡷߟߝߥࡷ
ߠߤߥߤߥࡷߢ࡙ߝߠ
<ƅƍ> "MFKBOESB (BSSJEP BOE 3BMQI & +PIOTPO 3FGBDUPSJOH $ XJUI DPOEJUJPOBM DPNQJ
MBUJPO *O ƆƍUI *&&& *OUFSOBUJPOBM $POGFSFODF PO "VUPNBUFE 4PGUXBSF &OHJOFFSJOH
"4& Ƈƅƅƈ QBHFT ƇƆƇďƇƆƊ *&&& $PNQVUFS 4PDJFUZ ƆƄƄƇ 63- ǕɾɾɔࡇࡕࡕƇȩǞࡏ
ǞƚƚƚżȩȒɔʕɾƚɟɯȩżǞƚɾʿࡏȩɟǃࡕߝߜࡏߝߝߜߥࡕëCࡏߞߜߜߟࡏߝߞߠߜߟߟߜ ƇȩǞࡇߝߜࡏߝߝߜߥࡕëCࡏߞߜߜߟࡏߝߞߠߜߟߟߜ
<ƆƄ> 1BVM (B[[JMMP BOE 3PCFSU (SJNN 4VQFSD QBSTJOH BMM PG $ CZ UBNJOH UIF
QSFQSPDFTTPS *O "$. 4*(1-"/ $POGFSFODF PO 1SPHSBNNJOH -BOHVBHF %F
TJHO BOE *NQMFNFOUBUJPO 1-%* ēƆƇ ƇƅƆƇ QBHFT ƇƆƇďƇƇƈ ƆƄƅƆ 63- Ǖɾɾɔࡇ
ࡕࡕƇȩǞࡏŏżȒࡏȩɟǃࡕߝߜࡏߝߝߠߡࡕߞߞߡߠߜߢߠࡏߞߞߡߠߝߜߟ ƇȩǞࡇߝߜࡏߝߝߠߡࡕߞߞߡߠߜߢߠࡏߞߞߡߠߝߜߟ
<Ɔƅ> (FSBSE + )PM[NBOO 5IF 41*/ .PEFM $IFDLFS  QSJNFS BOE SFGFSFODF NBOVBM
"EEJTPO8FTMFZ ƆƄƄƈ
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<ƆƆ> "MFYBOESV ' *PTJG-B[BS "INBE 4BMJN "M4JCBIJ "MFLTBOEBS 4 %JNPWTLJ
+VIB &SJL 4BWPMBJOFO ,S[ZT[UPG 4JFST[FDLJ BOE "OES[FK 8BTPXTLJ &YQFSJ
FODFT GSPN EFTJHOJOH BOE WBMJEBUJOH B TPGUXBSF NPEFSOJ[BUJPO USBOTGPSNBUJPO
&  *O ƈƅUI *&&&"$. *OUFSOBUJPOBM $POGFSFODF PO "VUPNBUFE 4PGUXBSF &OHJOFFS
JOH "4& ƇƅƆƊ QBHFT ƉƍƋďƊƄƋ ƆƄƅƉ 63- ǕɾɾɔࡇࡕࡕƇʾࡏƇȩǞࡏȩɟǃࡕߝߜࡏߝߝߜߥࡕëCࡏߞߜߝߡࡏߤߠ
ƇȩǞࡇߝߜࡏߝߝߜߥࡕëCࡏߞߜߝߡࡏߤߠ
<ƆƇ> ,ZP $ ,BOH 4IPMPN ( $PIFO +BNFT " )FTT 8JMMJBN & /PWBL BOE " 4QFODFS
1FUFSTPO 'FBUVSF0SJFOUFE %PNBJO "OBMZTJT '0%" GFBTJCJMJUZ TUVEZ 5FDIOJDBM
SFQPSU $BSOFHJF.FMMPO 6OJWFSTJUZ 4PGUXBSF &OHJOFFSJOH *OTUJUVUF /PWFNCFS
ƅƍƍƄ
<Ɔƈ> $ISJTUJBO ,¿TUOFS 4WFO "QFM 5IPNBT 5I×N BOE (VOUFS 4BBLF 5ZQF DIFDLJOH
BOOPUBUJPOCBTFE QSPEVDU MJOFT "$. 5SBOT 4PGUX &OH .FUIPEPM Ɔƅ Ƈ ƅƈ ƆƄƅƆ
<ƆƉ> $ISJTUJBO ,¿TUOFS 1BPMP ( (JBSSVTTP 5JMMNBOO 3FOEFM 4FCBTUJBO &SEXFH ,MBVT
0TUFSNBOO BOE 5IPSTUFO #FSHFS 7BSJBCJMJUZBXBSF QBSTJOH JO UIF QSFTFODF PG
MFYJDBM NBDSPT BOE DPOEJUJPOBM DPNQJMBUJPO *O 0014-"ēƆƆ QBHFT ƌƄƉďƌƆƈ "$.
ƆƄƅƅ
<ƆƊ> $ISJTUJBO ,¿TUOFS "MFYBOEFS WPO 3IFJO 4FCBTUJBO &SEXFH +POBT 1VTDI 4WFO
"QFM 5JMMNBOO 3FOEFM BOE ,MBVT 0TUFSNBOO 5PXBSE WBSJBCJMJUZBXBSF UFTUJOH
*O '04% ēƆƇ QBHFT ƅďƌ ƆƄƅƆ
<ƆƋ> 'MPSFOU ,JSDIOFS /JLPMBJ ,PTNBUPW 7JSHJMF 1SFWPTUP +VMJFO 4JHOPMFT BOE #PSJT
:BLPCPXTLJ 'SBNBD " TPGUXBSF BOBMZTJT QFSTQFDUJWF 'PSNBM "TQ $PNQVU
ƆƋ Ƈ ƉƋƇďƊƄƍ ƆƄƅƉ 63- ǕɾɾɔࡇࡕࡕƇʾࡏƇȩǞࡏȩɟǃࡕߝߜࡏߝߜߜߣࡕɯߜߜߝߢߡࡷߜߝߠࡷߜߟߞߢࡷߣ ƇȩǞࡇߝߜࡏ
ߝߜߜߣࡕɯߜߜߝߢߡࡷߜߝߠࡷߜߟߞߢࡷߣ
<Ɔƌ> 'M¼WJP .FEFJSPT .¼SDJP 3JCFJSP 3PIJU (IFZJ $ISJTUJBO ,¿TUOFS BOE 4WFO "QFM
"O FNQJSJDBM TUVEZ PO DPOƐHVSBUJPOSFMBUFE CVHT 4VCNJUUFE GPS QVCMJDBUJPO BU
*&&& 54& ƆƄƅƊ
<Ɔƍ> +FBO .FMP $MBVT #SBCSBOE BOE "OES[FK 8BTPXTLJ )PX EPFT UIF EFHSFF PG
WBSJBCJMJUZ BƏFDU CVH ƐOEJOH *O 1SPDFFEJOHT PG UIF ƈƍUI *OUFSOBUJPOBM $POGFSFODF
PO 4PGUXBSF &OHJOFFSJOH *$4& ēƅƊ QBHFT ƊƋƍďƊƍƄ /FX :PSL /: 64" ƆƄƅƊ "$.
63- ǕɾɾɔࡇࡕࡕƇȩǞࡏŏżȒࡏȩɟǃࡕߝߜࡏߝߝߠߡࡕߞߤߤߠߣߤߝࡏߞߤߤߠߤߟߝ ƇȩǞࡇߝߜࡏߝߝߠߡࡕߞߤߤߠߣߤߝࡏߞߤߤߠߤߟߝ
<ƇƄ> 'MPSJBO .FS[ 4UFQIBO 'BMLF BOE $BSTUFO 4JO[ --#.$ CPVOEFE NPEFM DIFDLJOH
PG $ BOE $
QSPHSBNT VTJOH B DPNQJMFS *3 *O 7FSJƑFE 4PGUXBSF 5IFPSJFT 5PPMT
&YQFSJNFOUT  ƉUI *OUFSOBUJPOBM $POGFSFODF 7455& ƇƅƆƇ 1SPDFFEJOHT WPMVNF ƋƅƉƆ
PG -/$4 QBHFT ƅƈƊďƅƊƅ 4QSJOHFS ƆƄƅƆ 63- ǕɾɾɔࡇࡕࡕƇʾࡏƇȩǞࡏȩɟǃࡕߝߜࡏߝߜߜߣࡕߥߣߤࡷߟࡷߢߠߞࡷ
ߞߣߣߜߡࡷߠ࡙ߝߞ ƇȩǞࡇߝߜࡏߝߜߜߣࡕߥߣߤࡷߟࡷߢߠߞࡷߞߣߣߜߡࡷߠ࡙ߝߞ
<Ƈƅ> +BO .JEUHBBSE "MFLTBOEBS 4 %JNPWTLJ $MBVT #SBCSBOE BOE "OES[FK 8BTPXTLJ
4ZTUFNBUJD EFSJWBUJPO PG DPSSFDU WBSJBCJMJUZBXBSF QSPHSBN BOBMZTFT 4DJ $PNQVU
1SPHSBN ƅƄƉƅƈƉďƅƋƄ ƆƄƅƉ 63- ǕɾɾɔࡇࡕࡕƇʾࡏƇȩǞࡇߝߜࡏߝߜߝߢࡕǲࡏɯżǞżȩࡏߞߜߝߡࡏߜߠࡏߜߜߡ ƇȩǞࡇ
ߝߜࡏߝߜߝߢࡕǲࡏɯżǞżȩࡏߞߜߝߠࡏߝߜࡏߜߜߞ
<ƇƆ> 'MFNNJOH /JFMTPO )BOOF 3 /JFMTPO BOE $ISJT )BOLJO 1SJODJQMFT PG 1SPHSBN
"OBMZTJT 4QSJOHFS7FSMBH 4FDBVDVT 64" ƅƍƍƍ
<ƇƇ> ) 1PTU BOE $ 4JO[ $POƐHVSBUJPO MJGUJOH 7FSJƐDBUJPO NFFUT TPGUXBSF DPOƐHVSB
UJPO *O "4&ēƅƍ QBHFT ƇƈƋďƇƉƄ -"RVJMB *UBMZ ƆƄƄƌ *&&& $PNQVUFS 4PDJFUZ
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ࡏ _ࡏ vȩɯǞǀࡷŏˌŏɟࡈ ࡏ ƚȀȩࡈ ࡏ ëࡏ 4ǞȒȩʲɯǺǞࡈ +ࡏ $ɟŏųɟŏȘƇࡈ ࡏ ĦŏɯȩʶɯǺǞ

<Ƈƈ> +PIO $ 3FZOPMET 5IFPSJFT PG 1SPHSBNNJOH -BOHVBHFT $BNCSJEHF 6OJWFSTJUZ
1SFTT ƅƍƍƌ
<ƇƉ> 5IPNBT 5I×N 4WFO "QFM $ISJTUJBO ,¿TUOFS *OB 4DIBFGFS BOE (VOUFS 4BBLF "
DMBTTJƐDBUJPO BOE TVSWFZ PG BOBMZTJT TUSBUFHJFT GPS TPGUXBSF QSPEVDU MJOFT "$.
$PNQVU 4VSW ƈƋ ƅ Ɗ ƆƄƅƈ
<ƇƊ> 5IPNBT 5I×N *OB 4DIBFGFS .BSUJO )FOUTDIFM BOE 4WFO "QFM 'BNJMZCBTFE
EFEVDUJWF WFSJƐDBUJPO PG TPGUXBSF QSPEVDU MJOFT *O (FOFSBUJWF 1SPHSBNNJOH BOE
$PNQPOFOU &OHJOFFSJOH (1$&ēƆƇ QBHFT ƅƅďƆƄ "$. ƆƄƅƆ 63- ǕɾɾɔࡇࡕࡕƇȩǞࡏŏżȒࡏ
ȩɟǃࡕߝߜࡏߝߝߠߡࡕߞߟߣߝߠߜߝࡏߞߟߣߝߠߜߠ ƇȩǞࡇߝߜࡏߝߝߠߡࡕߞߟߣߝߠߜߝࡏߞߟߣߝߠߜߠ
<ƇƋ> "MFYBOEFS WPO 3IFJO 5IPNBT 5I×N *OB 4DIBFGFS +ÑSH -JFCJH BOE 4WFO "QFM
7BSJBCJMJUZ FODPEJOH 'SPN DPNQJMFUJNF UP MPBEUJNF WBSJBCJMJUZ + -PH "MHFCS
.FUI 1SPHSBN ƌƉ ƅ ƅƆƉďƅƈƉ ƆƄƅƊ 63- ǕɾɾɔࡇࡕࡕƇʾࡏƇȩǞࡏȩɟǃࡕߝߜࡏߝߜߝߢࡕǲࡏǲȀŏȒɔࡏߞߜߝߡࡏ
ߜߢࡏߜߜߣ ƇȩǞࡇߝߜࡏߝߜߝߢࡕǲࡏǲȀŏȒɔࡏߞߜߝߡࡏߜߢࡏߜߜߣ
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